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PrEFACE
The decision to write about this period came as the result of an invitation from
members of the family of the late Lithuanian Lutheran Bishop Jonas Kalvanas, Sr.,
to examine documents which the bishop had collected and preserved from the
period of his active involvement in the church’s ministry beginning in 1940. Kalvanas carefully preserved his personal correspondence with government officials
and other pastors, as well as the records of Pastor Erikas Leijeris, who was chairman of the consistory during World War Two. After Pastor Leijeris was arrested
by the Soviets in 1949, Kalvanas retrieved those documents from the Žeimelis
parsonage for safekeeping, and in this way saved them from the ash heap.
The first Soviet occupation and the subsequent occupation by the Nazis lasted
little more than four years, but encompassed events which were of enormous
importance to the Lutheran Church both then and in the future. The period did
not produce a plethora of documents, especially in comparison to the snowstorm
of paper produced in the later Soviet period, but the documents collected and
preserved provide the student with important insights into the life of the church
at that time. it became clear to this writer that what he was reading, was a compelling story which needed to be shared with others and spread abroad.
The author wishes to thank Dr. Charles Evanson of Concordia Theological
Seminary, Fort Wayne, u.S.A., and former faculty member in the Department of
Evangelical Theology in the university of Klaipėda, for his advice and assistance
in preparing this work and for his insights into the interconnectedness of events
of the period.
Thanks also go to the rev. Daniel Johnson who carefully read the English language manuscript and made valuable suggestions concerning corrections and
improvements.
he also wishes to express his profound thanks to the Kalvanas family for making this archival material available for his investigation.
The author would like to express as well his deep appreciation for the dedicated ministry of the late Senior Pastor Erikas Leijeris, the thoughtful leader of
the Lutheran Church in Lithuania during the period examined in this study, as
well as to Provost Paul Tittelbach who showed great courage in his ministry in
the Lithuanian german community, which the Nazi Security Police did not want
to have any contact with Christian Churches or the Christian faith.
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Alkiškių parapijos archyvas (records of the Parish Church of Alkiškiai)
Bund Deutscher Mädel (The League of german girls)
Volksdeutsche Einwandererberatungsstelle (Ethnic germans immigration
Advisory office)
Biržų parapijos archyvas (records of the Parish Church of Biržai)
Batakių parapijos archyvas (records of the Parish Church of Batakiai)
Dariaus Petkūno archyvas (The Document Collection in the Library of
Darius Petkūnas)
Deutsche Zentralstelle für Genealogie (german Central office for
genealogy)
Einwandererzentralstelle (Central immigration office)
Geheime Staatspolizei (Secret State Police)
Generalgouvernement (general government)
Hitlerjugend (hitler Youth)
Höherer SS- und Polizeiführer Ostland und Russland-Nord (Superior SS
and Police Chief for ostland and russia North)
Vyskupo Jono Kalvano archyvas (The Document Collection in the Library
of Jonas Kalvanas, Sr.)
Lietuvos evangelikų liuteronų Bažnyčios Konsistorijos Archyvas (Archives
of the Consistory of the Evangelical Lutheran Church in Lithuania)
Kulturverband (Cultural union of Lithuanian germans)
Kretingos parapijos archyvas (records of the Parish Church of Kretinga)
Klaipėdos universiteto bibliotekos Retų spaudinių, kolekcijų ir rankraščių
skyrius (Klaipėda university Library, Department of rare Prints,
Collections, and Manuscripts)
Lietuvos Centrinis Valstybės Archyvas (Lithuanian Central State
Archives)
Lietuvos Evangelikų Liuteronų Bažnyčia (Evangelical Lutheran Church
in Lithuania)
Lietuvos Tarybų Socialistinė Respublika (The Lithuanian Soviet Socialist
republic)
Latvijas Valsts Arhīvs (The State Archives of Latvia)
Lietuvos Ypatingasis Archyvas (Lithuanian Special Archives)
Народный комиссариат государственной безопасности (People’s
Commissariat for State Security 1941-1946)
Народный комиссариат внутренних дел (People’s Commissariat for
internal Affairs, 1934-1946)
Nationalsozialistische Deutsche Arbeiterpartei (The National Socialist
german Workers‘ Party)
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Pauliaus Titelbacho archyvas (records of Paul Tittelbach - the Document
Collection in the Library of Joachim Poensgen, great-grandson of Paul
Tittelbach, Ahrweiler, germany)
Reichsstelle für Raumordnung (Central office for regional
Administration)
Reichsstelle für die Sippenforschung (The institute for Family research)
Reichskommissar für die Festigung deutschen Volkstums (reich Commissar
for the Strengthening of germandom)
Reichskommissariat Ostland (reichskommissariat for ostland)
Reichskommissariat Ukraine (reichskommissariat for the ukraine)
Российская Советская Федеративная Социалистическая Республика
(russian Soviet Federative Socialist republic)
SS-Reichssicherheitshauptamt (reich Main Security office)
SS-Rasse- und Siedlungshauptamt (race and Settlement Main office)
Sicherheitspolizei und Sicherheitsdienst (State Security Police and Party
Security Service)
Schutzstaffel (“Protection Squadron”)
Союз Советских Социалистических Республик (The union of Soviet
Socialist republics)
Hauptamt Volksdeutsche Mittelstelle (Main Welfare office for Ethnic
germans)
Žemaičių Naumiesčio parapijos archyvas (records of the Parish Church of
Žemaičių Naumiestis)
Žeimelio parapijos archyvas (records of the Parish Church of Žeimelis)

introDuction

iNTroDuCTioN
The subject of this study is the story of the Lutheran Church in Lithuania during the course of the Second World War. it presents the situation of the church
during the first occupation by the red Army and the Soviets, which began in
1940, and their subsequent flight in the face of the eastward advance of the Wehrmacht in 1941, and the substitution of one hostile socialist regime for another.
it provides a picture how the church was able to cope with the challenges and
restrictions imposed on it first by the Soviets and then by the Nazis. it tells of the
attempts of the newly formed consistory to carry on and fortify the church after
the 1941 repatriation which had left it much smaller than it had been earlier, with
far fewer members and very few pastors to serve them. it also depicts life in the
congregations during these periods up to the time when the red Army reentered
the country in 1944 and World War Two came to an end - at least for Lithuanians.
This book represents the first attempt to study in detail the Lutheran Church
in Lithuania during this period, and its significance and relevance derives from
this fact. Earlier studies have occupied themselves primarily with the situation of
the roman Catholic and russian orthodox Churches in Lithuania during these
periods, but scant attention has been paid to the plight of the Lutheran Church
for which these years can only be described as catastrophic. Before WWii the
Lutheran Church was the second largest Christian body in Lithuania. As a result
of the repatriation and the evacuations, the church was decimated. By 1944 it was
a distant third in size, far behind the roman Catholic and russian old Believers
Churches.
What has been known of this period up to now has largely been based on the
oral testimony of individuals who lived through it and passed along the story of
their experiences to their children. This study proposes to provide a more comprehensive, scholarly, and objective story based on the examination of archival
documents of the period.
The aim of this study is to inform readers, both Lithuanian and others, of the
plight of the Lutheran Church during the Second World War. in order to correctly
place the church and its circumstances in historical perspective, the study necessarily provides an overview of developments in the Lithuanian Lutheran Church
in the period between the wars, when it regained its independence from foreign
powers and became an independent Lithuanian National Church. The Soviet period must also be taken into account. Although for Lithuanians World War Two
began with the invasion by the german armies in 1941, geopolitical changes in
the Baltics came earlier with the german-Soviet Nonaggression Pact of 1939. its
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secret protocols effectively rendered Lithuania a vassal state under Soviet Control. This had important ramifications in every area of Lithuanian life – economic,
political, social, cultural, and religious. To limit this study to the period after the
german invasion would leave the picture of the church’s situation incomplete. it
would eliminate from consideration the repatriation of the ethnic germans and
other Lutherans, an event which had a devastating impact on the Lithuanian Lutheran Church. This study also seeks to examine and describe the strategies and
aims of both the Soviets and the Nazis over against the church and the church’s
response to them. An adequate examination of this period requires that investigations not be limited strictly to the Lutheran Church. it must speak as well to the
larger religious context of the nation and take into account the situation of the
roman Catholic Church to which the vast majority of Lithuanians belong.
The present volume presents the results of a methodical investigation and
examination of source materials gathered from the archives and evaluated in
the context of the history of the period. it applies the method of content analysis which seeks to determine what is pertinent to the aims and objectives of this
study, as well as the comparative method of analysis which enables the examiner
to determine the significance of the material by determining its similarities to
related source materials and by taking a careful note of the differences between
them. The study takes the form of a historical narrative of the period, incorporating the results of the examination and evaluation of the content of the life of the
church and the history of the period.
The primary source material is archival documents. The most important of
these are documents from the library of the late bishop Jonas Kalvanas, Sr., of
the Lithuanian Lutheran Church (JKA). Without this material the present study
would not only have been greatly impoverished, it would have been virtually
impossible. Kalvanas managed to seek out and preserve what remained of the archives of the pre-WWii consistory and the files of war time consistory Chairman
Pastor Erikas Leijeris. Some additional material was found in scattered archival
material of several parishes, the most important of which were the archives of the
Alkiškiai parish (APA). Also of great importance to the preparation of this study
were the Lithuanian Central State Archives (LCvA) which contain a record of
stated Soviet and Nazi policies with reference to the Lutheran Church. These records are especially important because they present a picture of the processes by
which decisions concerning the church were made. of some importance as well
were documents found in the Lithuanian Special Archives (LYA), since these archives contain the files relating to the interrogation of Lutheran pastors who were
accused of anti-Soviet activities during the Nazi occupation. Also of value is the
archive of Pastor Paul Tittelbach made available by his great-grandson Joachim
Poensgen of Ahrweiler, germany.
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Secondary sources are limited and are mostly restricted to isolated and partial
descriptions concerning Soviet and Nazi policies and their implementation with
reference to the Lutheran Church. Most important among these is Arthur hermann’s Lietuvių ir vokiečių kaimynystė (Neighborhood of Lithuanians and Germans),
especially the chapter concerning internal dissentions among german governmental and security agencies about the return of Evangelical clergy to Lithuania
in 1942-1944. hermann also made use of documents found in archives stored in
germany. The present writer carried this further by adding also additional information from extant SiPo-SD documents and material from church archives.
Also of great importance is the work of Arunė Liucija Arbušauskaitė Gyventojų
mainai tarp Lietuvos ir Vokietijos pagal 1941 m. sausio 10 dienos sutartį (The Exchange
of Citizens Between Lithuania and Germany According the January 10, 1941 Agreement) which provides new insights into the mechanics of the repatriation process. of importance as well is Dr. Kristupas gudaitis’ book Lietuviai evangelikai
(Lithuanian Evangelicals). gudaitis was the chairman of the Lutheran consistory
up to the time of the repatriation. he provides important details about the situation of the church in 1940. The 2010 study by regina Laukaitytė Lietuvos bažnyčios
vokiečių okupacijos metais (1941-1944) (The Lithuanian Churches During the Years of
German Occupation (1941-1941)) includes a short chapter on the situation of the
Lutheran Church during that period. The five page chapter designated for the
story of both Lutheran and reformed Churches notes that the major problem
in dealing with the Lutheran Church during this period is the lack of available
source material in the archives of the Lithuanian government. other studies have
concentrated on the situation of the roman Catholic and the orthodox Churches. Significant is Arūnas Bubnys’ article Vokiečių politika Lietuvoje bažnyčios ir
religijos atžvilgiu (1941-1944) (The Policy of the Germans Regarding the Church and
Religion in Lithuania (1941-1944)), which first opened this subject to public view
after independence. Laukaitytė’s 2010 study expanded of this theme, as did also
her earlier 2003 book Stačiatikių bažnyčia Lietuvoje XX amžiuje ([Russian] Orthodox
Church in Lithuania in the 20th Century). of significance also are articles by Arūnas
Streikus in Krikščionybės Lietuvoje istorija (The History of Christianity in Lithuania),
in which he presents short summaries of both the Soviet and german occupations. Also of interest is his article Bažnyčios institucija nacių okupacijos laikotarpiu
Lietuvoje (Church Institution During the Period of Nazi Occupation). of importance is
the witness of Bishop vincentas Brizgys’ Katalikų Bažnyčia Lietuvoje 1940-1944 metais (Catholic Church in Lithuania 1940-1944). During this period Brizgys was the
roman Catholic Auxiliary Bishop of Kaunas and had to deal with both regimes.
he included in his work secret documents which were retrieved from Soviet offices in 1941 after they had fled.
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This book may be of interest particularly to readers concerned with Lithuanian Lutheran Church history and students of church history in general. Since it
depicts the life of the church under trying circumstances and extreme conditions,
it may also be of interest to those who wish to examine the church’s response to
hardship under hostile governments and its attempts to continue the work of
the ministry under such circumstances. it also may be of interest to students of
general Lithuanian history and particularly to those who devote special attention
to WWii.
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1. the outbreak of WWii anD its effects on the Lutheran church

1. ThE ouTBrEAK oF WWii AND iTS
EFFECTS oN ThE LuThErAN ChurCh

1 . 1 C h u r c h L i fe B e twe e n 1918 an d 1939
The twenty-two years of independence which Lithuania enjoyed between
1918 and 1940 were a time of growth and development for the Lithuanian Lutheran Church. For the first time since the vilnius Consistory ceased to function in
1830, the Lithuanian Lutheran Church was once again an independent, national
church body with its own administration and consistory in Kaunas.
During this period the church also experienced growing pains because of internal struggles between Lithuanians and ethnic germans, the two major linguistic
and cultural groups in the church. The majority of the pastors were german and
there were some congregations which were composed entirely of german-speaking members. The Lithuanian Lutherans largely inhabited a crescent-shaped region from Kretinga in the North to Jurbarkas in south central Lithuania. Lutherans in the northernmost part of the country were ethnic Latvians who clung to
their Latvian language and traditions.
As early as 1919 the Lithuanian government stated clearly that it desired to
see a nation-wide Lithuanian Lutheran church independent of ties with the Courlandian Church. At the synod of 1919 the church elected a consistory under the
leadership of Provost Paul Tittelbach (Lith. Paulius Titelbachas), an ethnic german.
This was unacceptable to the Lithuanian government. The church reached a final
decision about its administration after several false starts. it decided to allow the
Lithuanian, Latvian, and german contingents in the church to form their own
synods within the larger church. The three synods began operation in 1921. it was
understood that these synods were strictly advisory and that each would send its
recommendations for final discussion and approval to the consistory in Kaunas.
Each synod would elect four officers, from which two were to be selected by
the Ministry of internal Affairs to serve its representatives in the consistory. The
president and vice-president of the consistory would be chosen by the President
of the republic. it was agreed that the presidency should rotate between the three
ethnic groups, however, the first president, Pastor Martynas Kibelka (Kybelka) of
the Lithuanian synod, continued to serve beyond his stated three year term and
the rotation was never put into operation.1
1

LCvA f. 377, a. 9, b. 24, 51-52, 58, 65, 68; LCvA f. 377, a. 9, b. 59, 16-18.
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The government soon observed that although the chairman of the consistory
was Lithuanian, very little else about the consistory or its decisions could be
termed Lithuanian. Although correspondence with the government was in the
Lithuanian language, most of the internal correspondence was in german. it soon
became evident to the government that the real power of the consistory lay in the
hands of Provost Paul Tittelbach, the senior pastor of the ethnic german synod.
Led by his forceful leadership, the church called additional pastors to serve its
congregations, and these pastors were germans from germany or germans serving in Latvia or Estonia.2 Within the church there was dissatisfaction with the old
russian imperial Lutheran Church Law which many believed to be outdated and
inappropriate in this post-tsarist era. The Lithuanian government, however, was
unimpressed with the attempts of the church to create a viable constitution and
it insisted that the church continue under the terms of the old russian imperial
Lutheran Church Law, especially so since it gave the government a great deal of
control over the church.
Lithuanian independence saw also the growth of a strong patriotic spirit in
the Lithuanian ethnic group, and in November 1923 a Lutheran patriotic organization was established under the name Lietuvių evangelikų liuteronų sąjunga
“Pagalba” (The Lithuanian Evangelical Lutheran Union “Assistance”). it adopted the
motto “For the fatherland and the faith.”3 This movement sought to influence
every area of parish life, to take over the church government, and to completely
Lithuanianize the church. it directed its fire particularly against Pastor Kibelka,
accusing him of selling out to the germans. They could not find a suitable leader
among their own Lithuanian Lutheran clergy and decided to raise up as their
champion Pastor Dr. vilius gaigalaitis, a retired pastor in the Klaipėda region,
whose pro-Lithuanian views had cost him any prospect of active parish ministry
in that region.
2

3

16

The influx of german clergy had begun in 1919 with the calling of Pastor heinrich Katterfeld
to the pastorate of the Skuodas parish. he had previously served in Lassen (Latv. Laši)
in Courland. in 1921 he was called from Skuodas to Kaunas and Max von Bordelius of
Kruthen (Latv. Krūte) in Courland was called to cross the border and assume the pastorate
in Skuodas. in that same year, 1921, gottfried Mickwitz (Lith. Gotfridas Mikvicas) was
called from Estonia to serve in raseiniai, and Karl Eckart was called to garliava. in 1923,
yet another Baltic german Pastor, Arthur Plamsch, who at the beginning of the war had
served the Lemburg (Latv. Mālpils) parish in Livonia and during the war had served in
Kraupischken parish, East Prussia, was now called to Biržai. in the same year, 1923, Pastor
Johann Wischeropp arrived from germany to serve as pastor in vištytis. in 1925, Martin
Anskol (Lith. Martynas Anskolis) was called from germany to serve in Kudirkos Naumiestis.
Despite his Lithuanian name, he was, in fact, german to the core. The only Lithuanian
called to the ministry during this entire period was Mikas Jakšas, who in 1923 was called to
serve at Žvyriai. LCvA f. 377, a. 9, b. 59, 261, 352-353; LCvA f. 377, a. 7, b. 106a, 34.
LCvA f. 391, a. 4, b. 755, 208.
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in the elections at the 1924 synod, held in Sudargas, Pagalba saw to it that
gaigalaitis was nominated, but he lost the election to Kibelka by two votes.4 The
leaders of Pagalba then asked the Ministry of internal Affairs to declare the need
for new elections within the next year, claiming that Kibelka had received only
mission school training and did not have sufficient academic credentials to lead
the church.5 The new synod was convened in Tauragė in 1925, and as soon as the
meting was called to order, Pagalba delegates called for a vote of no confidence in
Kibelka’s leadership. No elections could be held, because of questions concerning the credentials of some german-speaking pastors and lay delegates. Kibelka
understood that if a vote were taken, he would lose his office, so he declared the
meeting adjourned sine die, and he and his supporters left for home. After they
had left, the credentials committee addressed the remaining delegates, stating
that a majority of the legal delegates were still present and could conduct business if they wished to do so. The delegates then elected Dr. gaigalaitis unanimously, and the President of the republic subsequently named him president of
the consistory.6
gaigalaitis had now to face the problem that he had been elected by a synod at
which only one pastor of the church had been present, Pastor Augustas vymeris
(germ. August Wiemer) of Tauragė. A pastoral conference was called in Kretinga to discuss this matter in November 1925. At this meeting the pastors called
upon gaigalaitis to resign.7 To make matters even more difficult for him, at least
two dozen articles against him appeared in church and secular publications in
Lithuania and Latvia, in the Klaipėda region, which previously had been East
Prussian Memelland, and in publications in germany. All these articles described
him as anti-german and a troublemaker.8 Worn down by the constant barrage
of negative criticism and accusations, and seeing no prospect that the consistory
could effectively govern the church, Pastor gaigalaitis submitted his resignation
to Lithuanian President Aleksandras Stulginskis on April 20, 1926. To everyone’s
surprise and to the chagrin of many, President Stulginskis flatly refused to accept
gaigalaitis’ resignation.9
in the consistory Pastor Tittelbach, Pastor Arthur Plamsch (Lith. Artūras
Plamšas), and rudolf Kinder (Lith. Rudolfas Kinderis), who represented the german
and Latvian ethnic groups, decided to walk out in 1926.10 in addition, all the pastors of the church, with the exception henrikas Dzerdžislovas Sroka and Augustas
4
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vymeris, refused to obey any consistory directives, stating that as far as they were
concerned the church was leaderless and the consistory was illegitimate.
in response, the Pagalba-controlled consistory determined to move against the
german pastors who were not Lithuanian citizens: Samuel Weihrauch (Lith. Samuelis Veirauchas) of Batakiai, heinrich Katterfeld (Lith. Henrikas Katerfeldas) of
Kaunas, and Karl Eckart (Lith. Karolis Ekertas) of Kybartai.11 Despite outcries from
these congregations, all three of the pastors were forced to leave the country, but
it was now clear to the consistory that it was not going to be easy to rid the church
of german clergy and foreign influences. The Lithuanian government too was
anxious to avoid notoriety and cries of unfair dealings with foreign nationals. in
any case, the removal of the three pastors did not seem to have made much difference in the church. The hole left by their departure was soon filled by others,
and opposition to gaigalaitis and his consistory continued.
one of the programs of the ethnic Lithuanian Lutherans was the establishment
of a theological faculty which would make possible the training in the Lithuanian
language of pastors to serve the Lithuanian congregations. This would make it
unnecessary to send theological candidates to theological faculties abroad. if the
church was to be truly Lithuanian, it would need pastors who were trained in
the Lithuanian language and on Lithuanian soil. Furthermore, if german pastors
from germany and from the other Baltic States were to be displaced or replaced,
there would need to be patriotic Lithuanian pastors to fill the void. unfortunately, the Lithuanian Lutheran Church did not have enough pastors with adequate
academic credentials to form its own faculty. in fact, there was only one Lutheran
pastor in the country who met the established standards – Dr. gaigalaitis, the
president of the consistory. if there was to be a Lithuanian theological faculty,
it would have to include the reformed. This meant that the faculty would not
be a strictly Lutheran faculty, but rather a general Evangelical faculty, including both Lutherans and the reformed, to serve the relatively small number of
Evangelical congregations in the country. in addition, the ethnic germans in the
church understood what was being planned, and after some initial resistance,
they decided that they would send students to the faculty to prepare for service
in their ethnic german parishes. This frustrated the attempt of the Pagalbians to
establish a strictly Lithuanian faculty to train patriotic Lithuanian pastors for Lutheran congregations.
in the twelve years of its operation the faculty prepared thirty-two candidates
who graduated and received their diplomas and calls. Twenty-three of them were
subsequently ordained to serve in the Lutheran Church and nine entered the ministry of the reformed Church. Among the Lutherans, thirteen were Lithuanians,
11
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seven were ethnic germans, and three were ethnic Latvians. All of them were
proficient in reading, writing, and speaking Lithuanian.12
From the start the faculty faced opposition within the university and community. ultraconservative roman Catholics in the Lithuanian government under
the leadership Prime Minister Augustinas voldemaras were, of course, unalterably opposed to the faculty and there were frequent calls for its closure.13 Still the
faculty survived until 1936, when it was closed because of a lack of a sufficient
number of enrollees. The parishes had the pastors they needed, and young men
no longer could be assured that they would receive prosperous parishes upon
graduation, therefore the study of theology was no longer attractive. in 1935 only
one new student enrolled and that sealed the fate of the faculty.14 Despite protests
from the Lutherans and reformed, the continuation of the program was no longer viable.15 The government decided that it would be cheaper to send the students
abroad to acceptable theological faculties, such as in Switzerland and Sweden.
Throughout his presidency gaigalaitis faced a constant barrage of criticism.
he was able to keep his office as president only because he had the strong support of Pagalba and the Lithuanian government. The majority of the pastors had
little use for him. gaigalaitis determined that what he needed was someone who
would come from the outside to serve as a mediator to restore peace in the church,
but it had, of course, to be one who would at the same time strongly support his
administration. he decided to ask for the help of Archbishop Nathan Söderblom
of Sweden, a skilful negotiator, who had dedicated much time and effort to bring
together diverse Protestant groups in Europe, and who was a prime mover behind the growing ecumenical movement. Söderblom sent to represent him Pastor Dr. Paul Sandegren who had spent much time in the mission field and had
a reputation for being able to persuade people to work together. After visiting
Lithuania, Sandegren concluded that peace and harmony could only come to the
Lithuanian Church after new, democratic consistorial elections. he told Söderblom of his conclusion and Söderblom then recommended to the consistory that
its members should resign. The Pagalba-controlled consistory had little use for
that sort of advice; its members had no intention of resigning, and the archbishop
could only express his chagrin that he had ever agreed to intervene in Lithuanian Church affairs.16 Subsequently, Söderblom did make one more attempt to
bring peace and concord to the Lithuanian Lutherans. At a meeting of the World
12
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Federation for Collaborative Work in the Churches, held in Prague in 1928, he
sponsored the establishment of a committee of Swedish, Norwegian, Danish, and
English bishops to meet with the warring factions in the Lithuanian Church and
mediate. Little came of it. The carefully worded report of the meeting stated that
the Lithuanian Lutherans really ought to try to live together more peacefully. As
Söderblom correctly observed, the Lithuanian problem was not theological but
ethnic.17
Pagalba and the consistory continued their efforts to Lithuanianize the church
with the full support of the Lithuanian government. The german congregations
strongly resisted any efforts to introduce Lithuanian language Divine Services
in their churches. They thought it better that the Lithuanians organize their own
separate congregations. The consistory thought otherwise; it was convinced that
this would simply create more problems, because it would need to call upon the
existing german-speaking congregations to let the new ethnic Lithuanian congregations to make use of their church buildings, and the germans would, undoubtedly, make the buildings available only at inconvenient times. in order to influence parish councils, the consistory began to insist that Lithuanians should be
represented in the church councils of the ethnic german congregations. Attempts
to implement this led to many conflicts. Some ethnic german congregations, such
as in vilkaviškis, insisted that they had no Lithuanian members at all, and if any
showed up claiming to be Lithuanian, they would demand passport proof before
they would accept their Lithuanian ethnicity. in Marijampolė the ethnic Lithuanian members were pushed by the germans to send their children to german
language catechetical lessons in the school. They would then use this attendance
as a supposed proof that those who were being catechized in german must be
classified as germans. Some Lithuanian Lutherans were so incensed by this that
they chose rather to send their children to roman Catholic catechetical instruction, since at least it was in Lithuanian.18 in some places, such as in virbalis, attempts by the consistory to introduce Lithuanian language Divine Services led to
physical violence.19
it was agreed in 1930 that any language group, which represented at least
ten percent of the members of a parish, could insist on liturgical services and
sermons in their native tongue. generally, this service would to be held after the
Chief Divine Service, with the understanding that no one attending the minority
service should have to return home after dark. if there were at least thirty percent
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of a language group in the congregation, their Divine Service should be the chief
service at least one Sunday out of three.20
President gaigalaitis came to see that his power tactics were ineffective. german Lutheran pastors were not going away and their congregations were not
becoming wholly Lithuanian, and not even the strong support of the government
was able to change this situation. it was time to attempt some measure of reconciliation. in 1929 the german members of the consistory ended their walkout, and
the consistory once again had a full membership. in that same year Pastor Tittelbach was invited to serve in the faculty as a private docent. in a magnanimous
gesture, gaigalaitis and the consistory wrote to the Ministry of Education in 1930,
requesting that Pastor Johann Wischeropp (Lith. Jonas Višeriopas), a non-citizen,
be approved as pastor for the prestigious Kaunas congregation to serve its ethnic
german group.21
All this shocked the members of Pagalba who were now convinced that
gaigalaitis had betrayed them and had become a “germanizer.” gudaitis and
Preikšaitis, leaders of Pagalba, asked the Ministry of Education in 1933 to take
action against gaigalaitis and remove him from his presidency. The Minister of
Education agreed, and asked gaigalaitis to step down from office. he steadfastly
declined to do so, even though the Srovė newspaper characterized him as an
“evil genius.” on May 15, 1933 gaigalaitis was informed by the Ministry that the
President of the republic had stripped him of his office. The government stated
that it found in the russian imperial Lutheran Church Law Article § 545, a regulation stating that the president of the consistory must be a laymen – a fact which no
one had ever been bothered about in the recent past.22
Both the Pagalbians and the german press were overjoyed – for different reasons. in a rare show of unity they both stated that the removal of gaigalaitis from
office was a joyous event. The Pagalbians were glad to be rid of him because he
was a “germanizer.” The Berlin newspaper Der Reichsbote, on the other hand,
was glad to be rid of him because he was not a “germanizer,” but just a german-hating Lithuanian. Concerning those who considered him a “germanizer”
they could only retort: “one can see here the mental confusion of german-hating
Lithuanian chauvinists.”23
An ethnic Latvian lay member of the consistory, Liudvikas Bandrevičius, a
farmer with no academic credentials, was named the new president of the consistory.24 Pagalba members in the consistory now regarded themselves as invincible
20
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and moved quickly against anyone who dared to criticize them. if the Pagalbians
lost elections in any ethnic Lithuanian parish, Procurator (legal officer) Martynas Kavolis and the consistory would simply declare those elections flawed or illegal and call for new election. This turned one Lithuanian against another. When
Pagalbian radical, nationalist patriotism was not appreciated, physical violence
broke out. Such was the case in Batakiai, where Pagalbians held a special service
to bless the flags and other insignia.25 Among those marked out as a target of
Pagalba was Pastor Julius Stanaitis of Jurbarkas, who according to Kavolis, had
made scurrilous statements about him, a representative of the government, thus
defaming his character. Additionally, Stanaitis, who was, in fact, a loyal Lithuanian, had supported gaigalaitis against the Pagalbians. Kavolis took him to court in
Kaunas and he was sentenced to two weeks in prison and was given a two month
jail sentence for the crime of performing ministerial acts while suspended. he
appealed this ruling and the sentence was set aside.26 The Ministry of Education
was now becoming increasingly concerned about civil unrest in ethnic Lithuanian congregations and was beginning to ask whether, perhaps, Pagalba had outlived its usefulness. in 1935 the Ministry decided to remove from office Procurator Kavolis and Mikas Preikšaitis, the executive secretary of the consistory.27
By February 1936, Pagalba was effectively out of business – closed down by the
Ministry of the interior.28
The new procurator, Karolis Žalkauskas, and Pastor Jonas Pauperas, who
served as advisor to the Ministry of Education on Lutheran Church matters, recognized that organization some new must be organized to fill the vacuum left
by Pagalba. They suggested in 1935 the formation of the Lithuanian Evangelical
Lutheran Association to unite all Lithuanian Lutherans in the country, to foster and strengthen Lutheran spiritual life, and to nurture Lithuanian patriotism.
At the insistence of Pastor Petras Dagys of Būtingė, who had been baptized in
the reformed Church, the name “Lutheran” was dropped and the new organization became simply the Lithuanian Evangelical Association. in a letter to the
Ministry Žalkauskas and Pauperas stated that the propose of the organization
was “the uniting into one group of all Lithuanian Evangelicals.” it would not
pursue the original purpose of strengthening Lutheran consciousness and deepening Lutheran spirituality; it was instead to be the first step for the creation of
a pan-Protestant church.29 As Povilas Jakubėnas, general superintendent of the
reformed Church, stated at the 1936 congress of the Association: “We should
25
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take the emphasis off ‘Lutheran’ and ‘reformed,’ and put all our emphasis on
‘Evangelical’.”30 he went on to say that the great reformers did not form separate churches, but one great “Evangelical Church,” and that their memory should
be honored by putting dissention and division aside and by marching forward
side-by-side. Those who put too much emphasis on the triad “dogma, doctrine,
and division,” were driving wedges between brothers and sisters, destroying the
unity of the church, and creating rancor and division, he claimed.31
Already as early as 1935, the groundwork was being laid of a single Lithuanian Evangelical Church body which would group together under one umbrella
the Major Lithuanian Lutheran Church, the Evangelical Church of the Klaipėda
region, and the Lithuanian reformed Church. Plans for this new group were
stepped up in 1937, but the annexation of the Klaipėda region to the reich in
1939 brought these plans to a sudden halt. 32
Throughout the period between the wars, the ethnic german Lutherans in
Lithuania actively involved themselves in an attempt to create an independent
ethnic german Lutheran Church, free of Lithuanian Church politics and free
of the control of the Kaunas consistory. Beginning in 1934, the german group
undertook legislative moves to clear the way for the formation of their own
church body. The old russian imperial Lutheran Church Law did not allow for
the possibility of such an autonomous “german Church.” That law would need
to be either revised or replaced. Since it was not possible for any group to effect
a change by itself, Pastor Tittelbach decided to try to accomplish it by the passage of laws which affected only the germans. in April 1934 the Administrative
Board of the german synod sent a series of proposed statutes to the Ministry
of Education. They asked that their proposed new statutes should be approved
on the basis of the 1922 Declaration of the rights of Minorities by the League of
Nations in geneva, which Lithuania had signed, and because of the abnormal
situation in the Lithuanian Lutheran Church.33 The government rejected these
proposals. By 1939 ethnic germans were no longer permitted even to call their
own synod into session. Pastor Tittelbach protested that it was his right as senior
of the german congregations to call a synod every year, and even more often if
circumstances dictated. in a letter to the Minister of Education he stated that the
best way to avoid problems between the ethnic groups was to separate them and
allow the germans to form their own church organization. on the parish level,
Lithuanians and germans should divide into separate congregations, each with
its own parish council, officers, and pastor. The consistory disagreed, and the
30
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Minister of Education responded to Pastor Tittelbach that his proposals were
unacceptable.34
The final emergence of the church as a Lithuanian body came only after
long and painful internal struggles. During this period the Lithuanian Lutheran
Church was the second largest Christian church in Lithuania. According to the
1923 census, there were 64,538 Lutherans in the country: 28,671 (44 %) were germans, 22,312 (35 %) were Lithuanians, and 13,555 (21 %) were Latvians.35
The Church continued to grow during this period, and many congregations,
formerly affiliated with larger parishes, achieved independent parish status. in
1919 there were fourteen parishes with thirty affiliates.36 By 1923 the number had
grown to twenty-one parishes, but there were now twenty-four affiliated congregations.37 By 1926 there were twenty-one parishes and twenty-seven affiliates,38
and by 1929 - twenty-two parishes and twenty-nine affiliated congregations.39
By the beginning of 1938 the church had fifty-two congregations: seventeen
parishes and thirty-five affiliates, served by twenty-three pastors. Ten of these
pastors were ethnic Lithuanians, nine were ethnic germans, three were ethnic
Latvians, and one, Pastor Sroka, was a naturalized Lithuanian of Polish descent.40
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1 . 2 in iti a l E ffe cts o f the War on t h e Ch urc h
on March 22, 1939 the Klaipėda region was annexed to germany. The region, in which there were thirty-two Lutheran parishes, served by thirty-nine
pastors, was now no longer a part of Lithuania.41 Tensions increased as the year
progressed. on September 1, 1939 hitler’s armies moved eastward to invade Poland, and the anxiety level in Lithuania began to peak. on September 17, less than
three weeks after hitler’s invasion of Poland from the west, the forces of Joseph
Stalin attacked Poland from the east, taking control of the vilnius region and
those parts of Poland which would later become western ukraine and western
Belarus. What had been Polish territory, now became part of the Soviet union,
and Lithuanian and Soviet soldiers faced one another across the border which
separated the vilnius region from Major Lithuania.
in the midst of all this turmoil Lutheran parishes and congregations attempted
to carry on their life and ministry as in the past. it soon became clear, however,
that geopolitical changes were in the air which would greatly affect Lithuania. it
was clear that this would affect the church, but the nature and the extent of that
effect was not yet clear. The church recognized that the situation was serious and
that the normal order of events in Lithuanian Lutheran church life was going
to be disrupted. The September 24 issue of Lietuvos Evangelikų Kelias announced
that the hymn Festival and the annual meeting of the Lithuanian Evangelical As41

in the Klaipėda ecclesiastical district there were twelve parishes: Klaipėda St. Johannes
Church was served by general Superintendent otto obereigner, Pastor Ernst ribbat, Pastor
Erich riedesel, and Youth Pastor Alfred Blaesner, St. Jakobus Church – Pastor Martin Lokies,
Pastor Christoph Schernus (second pastor), Wilhelm Atrott (third pastor), Dovilai (germ.
Davillen) - Pastor gustav reisgies, Kretingalė (germ. Deutsch Crottingen) – Pastor Wilhelm
Atrott, Kairiai (germ. Kairinn) - Pastor Wilhelm reisgies, Karklė (germ. Karkelbeck) – Pastor
Michael Klumbies, Nida (germ. Nidden) - Pastor Johann Buttgereit, Plikiai (germ. Plicken) Pastor Johannes Tennigkeit, Priekulė (germ. Prökuls) - Pastor Martin Wannags, Pastor gustav
gilde (second pastor), Juodkrantė (germ. Schwarzort) – Pastor Emil otto Bömeleit, vanagai
(germ. Wannaggen) - Pastor otto Wosylus. in the Šilutė ecclesiastical district there were nine
parishes: verdainė (germ. Werden), served by Superintendent robert Jopp, Pastor Ernst
Bruno ribbat, Šilutė (germ. Heydekrug) – Pastor Ludwig Friedrich Theodor Eicke, Fritz Moser
(second pastor), Kintai (germ. Kinten) - Pastor Walter Lauszus, Paleičiai (germ. Paleiten) –
Pastor Friedrich Jucknat, Pašyšiai (germ. Paszieszen) - Pastor Wilhelm Banszerus, ramučiai
(germ. Ramutten) - Pastor Samuel Weihrauch, rusnė (germ. Russ) - Pastor Walter grops,
Saugos (germ. Saugen) - Pastor gottfried Tennigkeit, vyžiai (germ. Wieszen) - Pastor David
Jurkat. in the Pagėgiai ecclesiastical district there were eleven parishes: Piktupėnai (germ.
Piktupönen), served by Superintendent georg Podszus heinrich Dauskardt, Katyčiai (germ.
Coadjuthen) – Pastor hans Strasdas, Lauksargiai (germ. Lauksargen) - Pastor hans Killus,
Natkiškiai (germ. Nattkischken) – Pastor Alexander ogilvie, Plaškiai (germ. Plaschken) –
Pastor Bruno Doligkeit, Pagėgiai (germ. Pogegen) - Pastor Jacob Labrenz, rukai (germ.
Rucken) - Pastor Kurt Schmidt, Smalininkai (germ. Schmalleningken) - Pastor Wilhelm grodde,
Žukai (germ. Szugken) - Pastor Martin radtke, vilkyškiai (germ. Willkischken) – Pastor Emil
Friedrich Leidereiter, viešvilė (germ. Wischwill) - Pastor Erich Moser. Moeller 1968, 14-153.
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The parish choirs of Kaunas, Tauragė, Jurbarkas, garliava, and Sudargas gathered in
Jurbarkas for the annual hymn festival on June 18, 1939. in the midst of the choristers
are consistory President Dr. Kristupas gudaitis, Pastor gelžinius, Pastor Stanaitis,
and Pastor Pauperas. Gudaitis 1957.

sociation, both scheduled for october 1, were going to be postponed indefinitely
because of the war. one reason for the postponement was the fact that ričardas
Kopas, choir master of the ethnic Lithuanian congregation in the Kaunas parish,
had been conscripted into the army.42
on September 26 the consistory ordered the following addition to the Prayer
of the Church to be said at every Sunday Divine Service:
“graciously protect our President Antanas Smetona and the government, to
which you have entrusted the prosperity of our land. We particularly implore
you to bless their attempts to preserve a glorious and precious peace. help all
nations to resolve their disputes in a peaceful and Christian manner and grant
that those who are waging war will quickly sheath their weapons and conclude a
sustainable peace that your name may be glorified, that the wounds of war may
be healed, and that the peoples may with gratitude enjoy the blessings of peace.
Amen.”43
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on November 2, 1939 the consistory sent this prayer to all pastors and congregations, and a copy was sent also to the Ministry of Education.44
Congregations in the Klaipėda region were also offering their prayers. They
were praying for a swift and decisive victory over the enemies of the reich, and
they were giving thanks for the Fuehrer, his generals, and all his armies, who had
been instrumental in returning to the reich those lands which were really forever
german, but which in recent years had been under Polish domination. offerings
were received to help rebuild the church in those regions. The enthusiasm of the
Klaipėda region inhabitants for the war effort was somewhat dampened when
the coffins of their young soldiers began to arrive home from the frontlines.45
During this period the Lithuanian government increased its surveillance of
the Lutheran Church to the point where in some places minor incidents were
provoked. Pastor rudolfas vymeris (germ. Rudolf Wiemer) reported on September 26, 1939 that the police had broken up the meeting of the garliava parish
council on the grounds that no proper police authorization for the meeting had
been secured. The consistory responded to the authorities that no special police
permission was needed to hold parish council meetings. Permission was required
only when general meetings of the parish were being planned. Particularly in the
region of Suvalkija, where there were many ethnic german Lutherans, the police
diligently sought to identify those in the congregations who could be suspected
of harboring Nazi sympathies.46

1 . 3 T h e re j o i ni ng o f the v i l ni us region t o Lit h uan ia
According to the Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact of Nonaggression between Germany and
the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, signed on August 23, 1939, Lithuania was
assigned to the german sphere of influence. A month later, on September 28, this
was modified by an additional codicil, the German-Soviet Boundary and Friendship Pact, which included a confidential protocol and two secret supplementary
protocols, one of which stated that Lithuania would now be placed in the uSSr
sphere of influence and that Lublin and parts of the province of Warsaw would
fall under german influence.
The Lithuanian ambassador in Moscow was invited on September 29 to participate in a discussion about what steps should be taken to make the friendly
relations between Lithuania and the Soviet union, solid and enduring. Negotiations continued for about two weeks, and on october 9, the Deputy Prime
44
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Lithuanian postage stamp celebrating the return of vilnius with inscription:
“vilnius, the capital of Lithuania. 1939•X•10.” DPA.

Minister Kazys Bizauskas and Lithuanian military Chief of Staff Stasys raštikis
reported to Kaunas that the Soviet union desired to sign a Soviet–Lithuanian Mutual Assistance Treaty (Lith. Lietuvos-Sovietų Sąjungos savitarpio pagalbos sutartis),
according to which the Soviets would station some military troops in various
regions of Lithuania, and as a sign of friendship and good faith, vilnius and the
vilnius region would be restored to Lithuania. Should Lithuania decide not to
sign such a treaty of mutual friendship and support, the Soviet union would necessarily conclude that the Lithuanian state and its inhabitants did not desire to
be friends and comrades of the peace-loving Soviet State and its peoples. in this
case, the Soviets would need to take immediate steps to protect themselves.
The Lithuanian government had no option but to sign the Treaty, and did so on
November 10, 1939 in Moscow. Stalin decided to accede to the Lithuanian request
that the number of Soviet union troops assigned to enter Lithuania be reduced. he
sent a force of some 20,000 - about the same size as the entire Lithuanian army.47
“vilnius, with all our Lithuanian heart we welcome you,” stated the october 22, 1939 headline of Lietuvos Evangelikų Kelias.48 The same sentiment could
47
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vilnius pastors with Army Chaplain Petras Dagys after a meeting with
Colonel Kaunas and general vitkauskas. From the left: Superintendent Piotr gorodiszcz, minister of the English Barbican Mission in vilnius,
Pastor Povilas Dilys of the vilnius reformed parish, Army Chaplain
Petras Dagys, Pastor Aleksander Piasecki of the vilnius reformed parish, and Senior Pastor Siegfried Loppe of the vilnius Lutheran parish.
Lietuvos Evangelikų Kelias. November 12, 1939.

be found in other Lithuanian newspapers which dutifully sought to follow the
governmental line and put a good face on a bad deal. The general population,
however, was not nearly as enthusiastic. it was generally believed that it was not
so much a matter of returning vilnius to Lithuania, as it was a matter of joining
Lithuania to Soviet vilnius. The popular slogan of the day was: “vilnius is ours,
and we belong to russia” (Lith. “Vilnius mūsų, o mes rusų”).49
The Protestant clergy indicated their complete and enthusiastic support for the
return of vilnius to Lithuania in a special meeting with staff of the vilnius military government on Monday, october 30, less than 24 hours after the Lithuanian
flag was once again unfurled atop the gediminas Tower. Meeting with Colonel
Pranas Kaunas and general vincas vitkauskas were Lutheran Pastor Siegfried
oskar Loppe (Lith. Zigfridas Oskaras Lopė) of the vilnius Lutheran parish, Superintendent Piotr gorodiszcz (Eng. Peter Gorodishz; Lith. Petras Gorodiščas), a minister of the English Barbican Mission which sought to convert vilnius Jews to
Anglicanism, reformed Ministers Povilas Dilys (Pol. Pawel Dilis) and Aleksander
Piasecki (Lith. Aleksandras Piaseckis), as well Lithuanian Army Chaplain Pastor
49
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Dagys.50 general Superintendent Konstantinas Kurnatauskas (Pol. Konstanty
Kurnatowski) was unable to attend the meeting because he was out of town. The
clergy expressed their joy at the return of the capital, as well as their complete and
wholehearted loyalty to the Lithuanian government. They also stated that they
were resolved to avoid any involvement in political matters.51
For Lithuanian Lutherans vilnius had not only been the nation’s capital but it
was also the most important Lutheran center during the days of the grand Duchy.
From 1782 to 1830 vilnius had been the seat of the Lithuanian consistory. When
the Lithuanian Church came under the jurisdiction of the Courlandian consistory,
the headquarters of the Lithuanian Diocese remained in vilnius. Throughout the
whole time of russian rule, the entire administrative region of the Lithuanian
Lutheran Church had been called the “vilnius diocese.”
Lithuanian Lutherans knew of vilnius mainly from what they read in the
newspapers. They read with interest what Prof. Dr. Kurnatauskas, reformed
general Superintendent of the vilnius Synod, stated in Kelias in 1939. From his
words it seemed clear that vilnius was not considered by the Poles to be on a par
with Kraków (germ. Kraukau) or Warsaw (Pol. Warszawa, germ. Warschau). To
them it was just a provincial city. Kurnatauskas stated that, whereas, Kaunas was
prosperous materially and culturally, vilnius was marked only by its poverty.52
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The Barbican Mission to the Jews, which was headquartered in the Barbican area of
central London, established its vilnius mission in 1927. its eastern European director was
Superintendent Piotr gorodiszcz who established missions in several palatinates in Poland,
including Białystok, vilnius (Pol. Wilno), vohlynia, Lublin, and Polesia. in order to establish
a quasi-legal status, it entered in 1934 into a so-called “denominational union” with the
vilnius Evangelical reformed Synod. The Mission had only limited success and was able
to convert a total of about 100 Jews in Poland. rabbis were openly hostile to the group, and
converts became isolated from their families, friends, and society. For its part, the Mission
required that its converts leave behind all Jewish customs and traditions. The headquarters
of the vilnius Mission were at 10 Dambrauskas Street, Apt. 4a, and the local administrator
of the Mission was identified as Samuel Kremer. The group held their services using the
Anglican Book of Common Prayer. Some contentions arose between the Barbicans and their
hosts as to whether the converts were under the authority of the Barbicans or the reformed.
Despite this, when the Lithuanian government began its program of closing foreignsponsored organizations in vilnius, general Superintendent Konstantinas Kurnatauskas
wrote on December 7, 1939 to Antanas Juška, commissioner of the Ministry of Education
for the vilnius region, that the Barbicans were in union with the reformed and were acting
legally under the auspices of the vilnius Evangelical reformed Synod. Commissioner Juška
verbally responded, stating that there clearly were no obstacles to the continued work of the
Barbican Mission in vilnius (LCvA f. 391, a. 4, b. 757, 222; Tribes of the Wandering Foot 1924,
15-17; Tomasz Wiśniewski Konwersje Żydów na ziemiach polskich. Studium przypadku Misji
Barbikańskiej w Białymstoku 1924-1939, rozdz. 2.1.1. Powstanie Towarzystwa Londyńskiego
wśród Żydów, uniwersytet im. Adama Mickiewicza w Poznaniu (rozprawa doktorska).
Poznań 2011, 255-257 (https://repozytorium.amu.edu.pl/jspui/handle/10593/2528)).
Lietuvos Evangelikų Kelias. November 12, 1939.
Lietuvos Evangelikų Kelias. May 21, 1939, 44.
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Pastor Jonas Pauperas and members of the Kaunas parish ethnic Lithuanian choir
before a trip to vilnius. Lietuvos Evangelikų Kelias. May 26, 1940.

The Lutheran consistory in Kaunas was not sure what to expect from the vilnius parish. it was well known that Polish roman Catholic officials in vilnius
were not enthusiastic about the introduction of Lithuanian language sermons and
devotions, or confession and popular prayers in their city parishes. The Lithuanian consistory wondered whether the vilnius parish would react the same way.
on November 12, 1939 consistory President gudaitis and Pastor Pauperas traveled to vilnius to visit the parish and get a first hand view of the situation there.
When they visited the church on german Street (Lith. Vokiečių gatvė), they discovered that the congregation had a membership of more than 1,200 members, most of
whom were ethnic german. Their pastor was the reverend Siegfried oskar Loppe,
a native of Poland, born in Warsaw in 1883, and educated at the university of Dorpat (Est. Tartu) in Livonia, from which he had graduated as candidatus theologicus.53
Pastor Loppe handed them a letter which he had written the day before, asking
that he and his congregation be officially received into the Lithuanian Church by the
Kaunas consistory. The matter was brought before the consistory on November 14
and it was agreed that Pastor Loppe, the parish, and all parish property would henceforth be aligned to the Kaunas consistory. it was further decided that the parish and
53
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all Lutherans in the vilnius region should be governed according the statutes of the
Lithuanian Lutheran Church. rejoicing that the Lithuanian Church had now gained
over a thousand new members, the consistory designated Pastor Loppe as parish administrator and furnished him with a stipend of 100 LTL per month for the maintenance of the parish registers. it also promised needed support to the parish. At the close
of the meeting Pastor Loppe appeared and introduced himself to the members of the
consistory. he reiterated his strong desire that he and his parish be a part of the Lithuanian Church. After recounting briefly his experiences as pastor and the congregation’s history while under the Warsaw jurisdiction, he exclaimed that it was good that
they were now again restored to Lithuania and the Lithuanian Church.54
The vilnius region was the first region in Lithuania to suffer privation as a result
of the first months of conflict in WWii. To alleviate the suffering of those who had
been most hurt by the hardships of the war, a relief Committee, called the Supreme
Committee for the Support of the vilnius region, was established. The consistory responded approvingly to the committee’s request of December 2, 1939 that it ask its
clergy and parishes to support its relief efforts. in its January 9, 1940 meeting the consistory urged the pastors and congregations to support this noble effort.55

1.3.1 T he i n tegration of th e viln iu s P a ris h
i nt o t he L ith uan ian Ch urch
While the Lithuanian government was working to more fully integrate vilnius
and its region into Lithuania, the consistory was, at the same time, working to draw
the vilnius Lutheran parish into the life of the Lithuanian Lutheran Church. up to
that time there had been very few Lithuanian-speaking Lutherans in vilnius, but
by April 2, 1940 that situation had changed and the consistory now deemed it necessary to commission Pastor gelžinius of Kretinga to institute monthly or even biweekly Lithuanian language services in the vilnius church.56 it is not known how
many attended these first Lithuanian services. Pastors established a rotation. on
July 7, 1940 the service was conducted by Pastor Pauperas of Kaunas.57
The consistory also decided, that in order to strengthen the bond of fellowship
between the vilnius pastor and parish and the rest of the church, the May pastoral conference should be held in the vilnius church. in the same April 2 meeting
54
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Lithuanian Lutheran pastors and guests at the May 26-27, 1940 pastoral conference in vilnius.
First row, left to right: Pastor Arnoldas Laukozilis (present but not pictured), Provost Paul
Tittelbach (ethnic german Lutheran synod senior), Prof. Dr. vilius gaigalaitis, Consistory
Procurator Karolis Žalkauskas, Dr. vytautas Soblys (Ministry of Education representative),
Consistory President Dr. Kristupas gudaitis, Pastor henrikas Dzerdžislovas Sroka (ethnic Lithuanian synod honorary senior), reformed Superintendent Prof. Dr. Konstantinas
Kurnatauskas, Pastor Adomas gelžinius (consistory vice-president), Pastor Erikas Leijeris,
Pastor Siegfried Loppe of the vilnius Lutheran parish. Second row, left to right: Pastor Jonas
Pauperas, Pastor hermann Jaekel, Pastor Aleksander Piasecki of the vilnius reformed parish,
Pastor Martynas Bumbulis, Pastor Adolfas Keleris, Pastor gustavas rauskinas, Pastor gustav
Wagner, Pastor rudolfas vymeris, Pastor Martynas Preikšaitis, Pastor Karl Felgendreher.
Third row, left to right: Pastor Pranas Nikštaitis, Candidate Jonas Kalvanas, Candidate
Ansas Trakis, Pastor Julius Stanaitis, Pastor Petras Dagys, Pastor Bruno Landig. JKA.

the consistory acted on a request of the vilnius parish for 10,000 LTL to pay for
necessary renovation and the upgrading of parish facilities.58 A delegation consisting of Pastor Tittelbach, Pastor gelžinius, President gudaitis, and Procurator
Žalkauskas was sent to vilnius to gain a first hand view of the needs of the parish.
on May 22, 1940 they recommended that the request be approved and the consistory decided that if the parish had collateral to guarantee repayment, the money
should be lent to them at an interest rate of five percent per annum.59
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Lithuanian Lutheran pastors and guests at the May 26-27, 1940 pastoral conference in vilnius.
First row, left to right: Pastor Arnoldas Laukozilis, Provost Paul Tittelbach, Pastor Siegfried
Loppe, Prof. Dr. vilius gaigalaitis, Pastor henrikas Dzerdžislovas Sroka, reformed Superintendent Prof. Dr. Konstantinas Kurnatauskas, Pastor Adomas gelžinius, Pastor Erikas Leijeris.
Second row, left to right: Pastor Jonas Pauperas, Pastor hermann Jaekel, Pastor Aleksander Piasecki
of the vilnius reformed church, Pastor Martynas Bumbulis, Pastor Adolfas Keleris, Pastor gustavas rauskinas, Pastor gustav Wagner, Pastor Martynas Preikšaitis, Pastor Karl Felgendreher.
Third row, left to right: Pastor Pranas Nikštaitis, Candidate Jonas Kalvanas, Pastor
Petras Dagys, Candidate Ansas Trakis, Pastor Julius Stanaitis, Pastor Bruno Landig,
Pastor rudolfas vymeris. JKA.

1.3.2 T he 1940 Pas toral Con fere n ce
The 1940 pastoral conference in the vilnius church opened on May 26 with a
solemn celebration of the Sacrament of the Altar, at which all the Lutheran clergy
and guests from the reformed Church, including general Superintendent Kurnatauskas, attended. government officials also attended the service, including
Director vytautas Soblys of the Department of Culture of the Ministry of Education. officially representing the consistory were President gudaitis and Procurator Žalkauskas. The service was conducted by Pastors Laukozilis, gelžinius,
Leijeris, and Tittelbach. The Sacrament was administered by Pastors gaigalaitis
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and Sroka. Two young candidates, soon
to be ordained, Jonas Kalvanas and Ansas Trakis, served as conference scribes.
After the service, the assembled pastors
heard speeches in the church’s parish
hall and were taken on a guided tour
of vilnius by Pastor Loppe, who among
other things showed them the Lutheran
cemetery.
The conference itself started on May
27 with a presentation by Pastor Pauperas. his subject was the “Evangelical Pastor as Promoter of Spiritual and
Cultural values.” President gudaitis
in his presentation spoke of vilnius as
the fountainhead of the reformation in
Lithuania, and he mentioned by name
several important church leaders whose
names were associated with vilnius and
the vilnius region. he said that it was
a great blessing that vilnius had now
Pastoral conference Communion Service.
been freed from Poland and returned to
Lietuvos Evangelikų Kelias. June 9, 1940.
Lithuania, and that in the present worldwide conflict it was more important
than ever that Christians stand united
together under Christ’s banner. Pastor Pranas Nikštaitis (germ. Franz Nikschtat)
of Skirsnemunė-Žvyriai spoke of the importance of both inner and outer missions as two hands clasped together. Pastor Loppe of vilnius gave a short report
on the situation of the Lutheran Church in Poland, which, he said, had several
years before been legally set free from any dependence on foreign sources of support under the terms of the new church law of the Polish Lutheran Church. The
consistory’s Procurator Žalkauskas stressed the importance of the revision of the
present church law and of closer relations within the larger Evangelical community. greetings from the reformed Church were brought by general Superintendent Kurnatauskas who pointed out that vilnius was the supreme example of two
churches of the Evangelical tradition working together.
The assembly passed five resolutions. The first encouraged pastors to promote
spiritual and cultural values, as the earliest pastors and teachers had done in vilnius in the days of the reformation. The second stated that at the present time it
was obvious that the church law was outdated and that the consistory and pastors
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should work together to create a new and suitable church law. The third spoke of
the importance of mission work and encouraged congregations to hold mission
festivals and take special offerings for the support of missions to the heathen. The
fourth called upon the consistory to work to establish clearer parish boundaries
mutually agreed upon by the parishes involved. The fifth stated that the consistory and Lithuanian Evangelical Association encourage the Ministry of Education
to see to it that Evangelical teachers be placed in geographical regions where they
would be able to serve also as teachers of faith to Evangelical students.
The conference then sent telegrams to President Smetona, the Prime Minister,
and the Minister of Education, greeting them and noting that this greeting was
coming to them from vilnius, the cradle of Lithuanian Protestantism.60

1.3.3 g overn men tal i n terferen c e w ith th e Min is try
of t he v i ln ius Paris h
in late April the Lithuanian government began to move against a number of
organizations in vilnius which it believed to be under foreign control. included
among these were groups which were strictly religious and had no interest whatever in politics. Among them was The Jan Laski Society of Lovers of the History of the
Polish Reformation (Pol. Towarzystwo Miłośników Historii Reformacji Polskiej im. Jana
Łaskiego). By 1939 the society consisted of sixty-three members from the reformed
and Lutheran congregations. Among the leaders of it were Chairman Wacław
gizbert Studnicki, vice-chairman Pastor Siegfried Loppe, and Povilas Dilys,
Minister of the vilnius reformed congregation. The society published books and
learned papers on such subjects as the history of the vilnius reformed congregation and its library and Album of Historical Relics of the Evangelical Churches in
Wilno, in English, Polish, and german in 1929. on April 25, 1940 Jonas Šlepetys,
the governor of the city and region of vilnius, announced that the organization
was being closed down because it had not furnished all the documentation needed to satisfy the requirements of Lithuanian law, although, in fact, Studnicki had
turned over all necessary documents on December 1, 1939.61
The Jan Łaski Society was a Polish speaking organization in an area where
the Lithuanian government was trying to eliminate Polish influences. Not quite
so easy to understand was the decision, communicated to the vilnius Lutheran
congregation on April 17, 1940 by governor Šlepetys, that the Lutheran german-speaking old people’s home and orphanage were to be closed. Again, the
governor stated that the proper paperwork had not been submitted, although
60
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Polish edition of the Album of Historical Relics of the Evangelical Churches in Vilnius, 1929.

on November 30, 1939 Pastor Loppe had, in fact, furnished the governor with
all the information he had requested concerning the old people’s home and the
orphanage. The old people’s home, which had been established in the 18th century, housed two men and nineteen women. Currently living in the orphanage,
which had been established on october 22, 1900, were two boys and three girls.
Loppe had also properly presented the paperwork for this institution. governor
Šlepetys gave no indication as to what should be done with those who were living
in these two institutions of mercy.62
A further insult to the Lutherans came on April 23, 1940 in a letter from the
governor which stated that The Charitable Society of the Women of the Vilnius Evangelical Lutheran Parish (Pol. Stowarzyszenie Dobroczynne Pan Ewangelicko - Luteranskiej Parafji Wilenskiej) must be disbanded. Again, it was claimed that important,
even critical, documentation had not been submitted. in fact, on November 29,
1939, all the required documentation had been submitted by Pastor Loppe.63
The net result of all of these actions was that the works of mercy of the vilnius
parish where all shut down, with the exception of the preschool kindergarten
which had recently been opened by the Lithuanian Evangelical Association in the
62
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church’s compound at 9 vokiečių Street. Appointed to head the kindergarten was
M. Klimkaitytė.64
Apart from this, the people of the parish were permitted to use their church for
liturgy, preaching, and prayer, but not much more. it is surprising that not a single
word about any of this made its way into the minutes of the consistory. Perhaps it was
thought that, given the war time situation, it would not be helpful to make a fuss.

1 . 4 T h e ord i nati o n o f Mi ni s terial Can didat es
Preparation of candidates for the holy Ministry was then as always a pressing
matter in the church. This was especially true in war time days. it was already
well known that ethnic Baltic germans and german pastors, as well as some Latvian and Estonian pastors, were among those being repatriated to germany and
that the same was likely to happen in Lithuania.
Five candidates were presented for ordination to the holy Ministry in Lithuania in 1940: heinrich Konstantin Schmidt (Lith. Henrikas Konstantinas Šmitas), Jurgis Adolfas Jaudžimis, Jonas Kalvanas, Ansas Trakis, and Edmundas Maurušaitis
(germ. Edmund Mauruschat).
heinrich Konstantin Schmidt first presented himself as a candidate for ordination
in 1937. The consistory considered his application several times over a period of three
years but could not satisfy itself concerning his suitability. he had described himself
in his original Curriculum Vitae as one “who always spoke the truth,” and “because
of his youthful enthusiasm,” he sometimes did not express himself appropriately. he
openly boasted that he was of german descent and was much in tune with german
culture - a fact which did little to endear him to the Lithuanian Pagalbians. When the
government removed President gaigalaitis, Schmidt felt that he could not keep silent
about the fact that now control of the consistory was being put into the hands of “such
incompetent and uneducated men as Mikas Preikšaitis.” As far as he was concerned,
men of such low caliber were “destroying the church from inside,” and he felt compelled to speak out about it. This too made him many enemies.65
Schmidt had been able to present his application for pro venia concionandi on october 11, 1937, only because of the fact, that although the faculty had been closed
in 1936, the Minister of Education had made it possible for him to pass his final
examinations and graduate on June 10, 1937. on october 15 the Šilalė congregation
asked that he be given a call to serve it as pastor, since he had made a good name for
himself there during the three months in which he served the congregation as a pastoral assistant. The consistory, however, did not share this high opinion of Schmidt.
64
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They well remembered the role that he had played in persuading witnesses to remain silent in the well-known court case of Neumann-Sass (germ. Neumann-SassProzess) who had attempted to foment an armed rebellion in the Klaipėda region
for the purpose of joining that region to the Third reich. Furthermore, Schmidt was
among those leaders of the Kulturverband whose homes were raided and thoroughly
searched by the Lithuanian State Security Service. on that occasion Schmidt himself had been banished for one year to Prienai. he appealed to the Minister of Defense pleading his innocence, and he was released to return to Kaunas after only
two months. After his release he carefully distanced himself from all Kulturverband
activities, as inappropriate for one seeking to enter the holy Ministry.66
After all his papers had been submitted and evaluated, the consistory announced that he would be examined on November 10, 1937. however, consistory Procurator Žalkauskas wrote to the Ministry of Education on october 21,
questioning whether Schmidt was a suitable candidate, since he had revealed in
his application that he had at an earlier time run afoul of some government agencies. vytautas Soblys of the Department of Culture responded on october 28,
that as a corrective measure Schmidt had been banished from Kaunas for a time
and therefore he should not be regarded as a loyal Lithuanian suitable for either
examination or ordination. Žalkauskas informed Schmidt on November 10 that
the Ministry of Education had objected to his examination and that he would
need to take the matter up with the Ministry.67
The next day, November 11, Schmidt wrote a letter to the Ministry of Education asking that the objection to his examination and ordination be withdrawn.
he explained his previous negative attitude toward the Bandrevičius’ consistory,
stating that it had been simply the intolerable mouthpiece of the Pagalbians. he
had felt compelled to speak. he also stated that he had had no association whatever with the Kulturverband in the previous two and one half years, because he
realized that his association with that group would bring him into conflict with
the government. he further stated that his only “crime” was that he had not succumbed to the blandishments of the Lithuanian State Security Service when it
tried to recruit him. he said that to do so would have been unethical, even though
he had been warned that his refusal would mean that he would not be allowed
to become a pastor in Lithuania. he went on to state that he was a loyal Lithuanian citizen and that the Ministry of Education should rescind its objections to his
examination.68 his appeal fell on deaf ears.
on February 9, 1938 Schmidt once again presented his application to the consistory. The consistory once again turned him down, stating that the Ministry had
66
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not rescinded its prohibition. on March 2, 1938 Schmidt wrote to the Ministry asking that he be pardoned. he stated that it was the 20th anniversary of independent
Lithuania, and that as a part of the celebration many men who had been convicted
of serious crimes were being released from prison. he stated that his crime was
little more than a mere peccadillo, and he asked that he be forgiven, promising that
he would be and remain always a faithful and law-abiding Lithuanian. he thanked
the Ministry in advance for dealing with him in a gracious and kindly manner. Subsequently, Soblys of the Department of Culture contacted the State Security Service,
asking for its opinion in this matter. The response, which arrived on March 28, was
that it was true that Schmidt did not belong to any german organizations at the
present time, but his past record had to be considered. he had always been a strong
advocate of all things german, and it was well known that he was a supporter of the
National Socialist movement and had even attended political courses organized by
the National Socialists in germany. if he were to be ordained, he would likely be a
fifth columnist and a constant source of trouble. The matter was closed, despite the
fact that on March 10 consistory member richard hahn had rebuked Žalkauskas
for having created this furor in the first place, since it was clearly nothing more than
an attempt to reduce the number of ethnic german pastors in Lithuania. Still, the
consistory refused to reconsider the matter.69
Consequently, instead of entering the holy Ministry, Schmidt was drafted into
the Lithuanian Army. on May 29 he wrote to the head of his battalion, asking that
he be permitted to sit for the pro venia concionandi examination of the consistory.
The commander agreed and forwarded the request to the consistory, which once
again stated that it would not reconsider the matter, until and unless the Ministry of
Education rescinded its judgment of Schmidt. Schmidt then again appealed to the
military authorities, stating that his military service record and his willingness to
die for his country ought to be seen as manifest evidence of his loyalty. he decried
that although he was serving honorably in the military, he was treated by the Ministry of Education as though he were a second class citizen. he asked that the military authorities intercede for him with the Ministry. The local head of his regiment
wrote in his recommendation that Schmidt was serving conscientiously and honorably, and that there had never been the slightest complaint lodged against him.70
once again, on August 14, the consistory considered the matter, and once
again, referred it to the Ministry, saying that it could not consider his candidacy
until the Ministry would allow it. This time gudaitis wrote a personal letter to the
Ministry, asking that it seriously reexamine and reconsider the Schmidt matter.
The Ministry was, apparently, not prepared to do so.71
69
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it was not until 1940, when it was
caught in the midst of the geopolitical
upheavals of time, that the consistory
seriously reconsidered Schmidt’s the application. Schmidt announced that he intended to go abroad and the consistory
then decided that he should be allowed
to take his examination. That very day it
added to the minutes that the ordination
was to take place of June 23, 1940, with
Provost Tittelbach acting as the ordainer
and with Pastor Jonas Pauperas and Pastor Bruno Landig (Lith. Bruno Landigas)
serving as assistants. Schmidt, however,
decided to stay in Lithuania and on June
26, 1940 the consistory assigned him to
the Kudirkos Naumiestis congregation
and as the assistant to Pastor Sroka who
was now aged and infirm.72
ordination of Pastor Jonas Kalvanas and
The second candidate to be orPastor Ansas Trakis, July 28, 1940. First
dained was Jurgis Adolfas Jaudžimis.
row, left to right: Senior Pastor Arnoldas
he was born in the village of Pipirai in
Laukozilis (ethnic Latvian synod), Senior
Pastor Paul Tittelbach (ethnic german
the Klaipėda region on July 10, 1908.73
synod), Senior Pastor Adomas gelžinius
he entered the Kaunas Faculty of Evan(ethnic Lithuanian synod). Second row,
gelical Theology in 1935 and continued
left to right: Pastor Jonas Kalvanas, Pastor
Adolfas Keleris of the Tauragė congregahis studies in vienna, Basel, zürich, and
tion, Pastor Ansas Trakis. JKA.
riga.74 he too passed his pro venia concionandi examination on May 22, 1940 and
was ordained on July 14 by Pastor Tittelbach, with Pastor Emil Eichelberger (Lith. Emilis Eichelbergeris) and Pastor Pauperas
serving as assistants. he was called to serve at Kalvarija in the Suvalkian region.75
Another candidate ordained in 1940 was Jonas viktoras Kalvanas. Kalvanas
was born on April 11, 1914 and grew as a member of a Latvian family in ruobežiai
village in the Biržai region. he studied theology in the Evangelical Faculty at
Kaunas beginning in 1933. in 1935 he was elected chairman of the Student Chris72
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Pastor Jonas Kalvanas and the 1940 Tauragė confirmation class. JKA.

tian Fellowship in the university. When the Evangelical Faculty closed in 1936, he
continued and completed his studies in 1939 at the university of Latvia in riga.76
he both read and wrote Latvian and expressed the desire to be ordained to serve
in Latvia, but the Lithuanian consistory insisted that he should serve in Lithuania.
he sat for his pro venia concionandi examination on February 20, 1940 and passed it
with a higher than average score. The consistory decided that he should serve the
Latvian-speaking congregation in Būtingė after he had served for two months as
the pastoral assistant to Pastor vymeris in Tauragė, beginning on April 1.77
on July 23, 1940 Kalvanas, who was not yet ordained, was named by the consistory to serve the Latvian-speaking parish in Mažeikiai and to serve also as second
pastor in Alkiškiai, with Alkiškiai as his place of residence. he was ordained on
July 28, 1940 in Tauragė by Senior Pastor Arnoldas Laukozilis with Pastor Tittelbach and Pastor Adomas gelžinius, serving as assistants. Thus all three ethnic
groups of the Lithuanian Church - german, Lithuanian, and Latvian – were represented. in addition, Pastor Keleris, the second pastor in Tauragė, also took part
in the service. it was planned that Kalvanas would soon leave Tauragė to serve
76
77
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the Būtingė congregation. however, the
illness of Pastor vymeris of Tauragė
made it necessary for the consistory to
announce on August 13 that Kalvanas
would remain in Tauragė permanently.78 indeed, he served there through his
entire ministry until his death in 1995.
Candidate Ansas Trakis was ordained on July 28, 1940 in the same
ordination service in Tauragė as Jonas
Kalvanas. The ordaining Pastor was the
rev. gelžinius. Trakis was born on April
2, 1912 in the village of Kurseliai in the
Kretingalė parish. he studied theology
in the Evangelical Faculty in Kaunas in
1934-1936 and then at the university of
Basel in 1936-1939. he graduated from
Pastor Ansas Trakis on the day of his
the university of zürich in 1940. Called
ordination, July 28, 1940. JKA.
to serve in the Šilalė parish, he passed
the pro venia concionandi examination on
May 22, 1940 and was approved for ordination.79
The last candidate to be ordained before repatriation was Edmundas
Maurušaitis. he had studied initially in Kaunas, but completed his studies abroad.
he sat for his pro venia concionandi examination at the meeting of the consistory on
August 13, 1940 and was said to have done “very good.” he was ordained on August 28 in Kaunas by Pastor Tittelbach, Pastor Pauperas, and Pastor Wischeropp
to serve in the Kaunas affiliated congregation in Šančiai.80
in addition to these ordinations, some pastors asked permission to take their pro
ministerio examinations which would enable them to serve as legal administrators
of their parishes. on September 1, 1940 the consistory decided that, because Pastor
urdzė had passed his other examinations with high marks and had served faithfully, his time of service should count as his examination work for the pro ministerio
examination. Time was of the essence, and the consistory realized that as many
pastors as possible should be certified for full service because dark clouds were
gathering on the horizon. At the next meeting, on September 10, Pastor Preikšaitis
presented his pro ministerio paper work. it was decided to forego an oral examination in his case and he was declared administrator of his Sudargas parish. Pastor
78
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Pastor Johann Wischeropp and the Kaunas ethnic german confirmation class. Bilder 1964.

Keleris asked that he also be permitted to forego the pro ministerio examination. in
his case the consistory declined but decided instead to count his colloquium, which
he had passed under Pastor Sroka, as his pro venia concionandi examination, and
then to count his pro venia concionandi exam as his pro ministerio examination.81
Pastor gustavas rauskinas (Latv. Gustavs Rauskiņš) asked that he might be
henceforth designated full pastor, instead of pastor-deacon. The consistory decided to allow it, but included in its minutes a notation that he had not, in fact,
received higher theological training.
on July 23, 1940 Pastor Wischeropp, who had been serving as pastor of the german language congregation in Kaunas, asked for an extension of his permission
to remain in the service of the Lithuanian Church for the next six months. in the
past, the consistory had usually dragged its feet and waited until the last minute to
consider his extension requests. on some occasions the consistory had even denied
him an extension, only to be asked by such prominent officials as the german ambassador to reconsider. This time, however, the consistory considered and acceded
to his request immediately and decided to grant him a full year extension.82
81
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2. ThE SoviET oCCuPATioN
The suddenness and completeness of
the Soviet occupation of Lithuania caught
the government and the Lithuanian people
completely unprepared. A false sense of
security had settled over the nation in the
late 1930’s. The government had publicly
proclaimed that all was well, and that its
1939 Soviet–Lithuanian Mutual Assistance
Treaty would have no impact whatever on
Lithuania’s internal affairs.
The press had done little to warn the
nation of impending danger. it had parroted the government’s line. Lietuvos
Evangelikų Kelias reassured its readers
in its November 12, 1939 issue that the
Soviet union had always kept its word
“Freedom Bell” postage stamp of formerly
and had never violated any of its agreeindependent Lithuania with the Soviet
ments and treaties. For this reason, the
inscription, “LSSr 1940 vii,” marking the
editors stated, it was clearly unlikely, intransition of Lithuania to the Lithuanian
Soviet Socialist republic, July 1940. DPA.
deed unthinkable, that the Soviet union
would try to establish Communism in
Lithuania. The Soviets had shown themselves to be completely trustworthy, and as a guarantee of that trustworthiness
they had returned to the small country of Lithuania its former capital, the city of
vilnius, and indeed the entire vilnius region, according to Kelias.83
Actually anyone with a clear vision could by that time see that the future of independent Lithuania looked very bleak indeed, but instead of facing the facts, the
churches and the populous lived in a dream world, not realizing how abruptly
and completely the total occupation of Lithuania would be accomplished.
Just a few short weeks before the Soviet occupation, Kelias reported that the
church was planning a hymn festival to be held in conjunction with the Lithuanian Evangelical Association’s country-wide meeting, probably on June 16. Four
hundred choristers from fifteen choirs were expected to participate. it was still to
be determined by the participants themselves whether the festival should take
place in vilnius, Kaunas, Tauragė, or Kretinga. of course, vilnius would be the
83
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preferred site, but because of war in Europe, gasoline was in short supply and it
might prove difficult for choirs from Kretinga, Skuodas, Tauragė, Biržai, Papilys,
and elsewhere to travel all the way to vilnius.84 in fact, the festival and the meeting of the Evangelical Association never took place. June 16th was the second day
of the Soviet occupation and by then Lithuanians were living in a different world.
While western eyes were turned toward the Nazi invasion of France and the fall of
Paris on June 14, 1940, the Soviets were determined to make their move in the Baltic
States, fraudulently claiming that the governments of Lithuania, Latvia, and Estonia
were plotting against the Soviet union. Molotov issued an ultimatum demanding that
all three of these countries immediately accept the suggestion of the Soviets that they
ought to send more red Army troops to defend Soviet interests in their countries.
This could only mean one thing. The present governments of these nations were going to be replaced by Soviet governments, subservient to Moscow. The occupation of
Lithuania took place when Soviet troops poured across the border on the night of June
14. President Smetona and some of his ministers in the Lithuanian government fled.
Acting Prime Minister Antanas Merkys and other government leaders who stayed
behind, were forced to resign in favor of a new people’s government appointed by
Moscow to legitimize the Soviet occupation of Lithuania. Within a short time leading
members of the Lithuanian cabinet were arrested and imprisoned in russia.
The Christian churches and their members recognized, at once, that they were
facing a bleak future indeed. They knew what had happened in russia. The Lithuanian Lutherans and their fellow citizens did not have to wait for word from Moscow as to what changes the Soviet occupation would bring. Pagalba (newspaper
of the Klaipėda region Sandora Fellowship), Srovė, Kelias, and other Lithuanian
Christian newspapers had in the past published articles about Soviet life and the
repression of the churches in all places where Soviets were dominant. Lutherans
remembered that the Belarus congregations, which had been a part of the vilnius
diocese, had utterly disappeared when the Communists took over White russia.
No one harbored any illusion that the Soviet union might have changed its mind
or its tactics in the recent past with reference to organized religion.
The roman Catholic and Lutheran ecclesiastical structures in the Soviet union had
been completely destroyed. By 1938 the last Lutheran Church in the Soviet union, the
congregation of St. Peter and St. Paul in Moscow, was closed. A few roman Catholic
churches were still open. The russian orthodox Church, the major church in russia,
also suffered greatly. The holy Synod was closed in 1935 and most of its bishops
were deposed and imprisoned or shot. Thousands of priests and monks suffered similar fates. The reputation of the Soviets went before them and their use of the public
media and heavy handed repressive measures were well known.
84
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russian language postcard of Chairman Leijeris to Pastor Kalvanas, June 1941. JKA.

The Soviet occupation of the Baltic States meant among other things that
now there were once again Lutheran churches in the Soviet union - in Latvia, in
Estonia, and also in Lithuania. in Lithuania, of course, it was not the Lutheran
Church which was the primary focus of the new regime’s antireligious activities.
Larger by far than the Lutheran Church was the roman Catholic Church and it
was the roman Catholic Church that the Soviet authorities had in the crosshairs
of their antireligious weapons. At the same time, they recognized that it would
be far more difficult to deal effectively with the roman Catholic Church than
against the Lutheran Churches in Latvia and Estonia, because the roman Catholic Church was international in scope, whereas the Lutheran churches were only
national bodies with weak contacts beyond their borders.
The consistory and church now faced a troubling future. its first action was to
make some necessary changes in the Prayer of the Church. The days of President
Smetona and his government were now passed and in their place was a so-called
“people’s government” which would react strongly to any positive mention of
the former “regime” and surely would not tolerate any prayer for the government it had toppled. At its meeting on June 26, 1940 the consistory reformulated
the prayer and sent instructions to all clergy that it was this revised version which
was to be used at all Divine Services:
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“Almighty and righteous god, ruler of all peoples, we implore you, graciously
protect our country, and particularly grant our land glorious and precious peace.
help all nations to resolve their disputes in a peaceful and Christian manner that
your name may be glorified, that the wounds of war may be healed, and that the
peoples may with gratitude enjoy the blessings of peace. Amen.”85

2 . 1 T h e So vi e t A nti -r e l i gi o us C ampaign

2.1.1 T he Firs t An ti-Ch urch Pol icie s
The first sign of antireligious activity in Lithuania came less than two weeks
into the Soviet occupation. on June 26 the government voided its Concordat with
the vatican, and on July 3 the Papal Nuncio Aloizio Centoz was summoned to appear at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs where he was told that he had until August
25 to clear up his affairs and leave the country.86
These were clear signals that the state intended to control every aspect of religious
life in Lithuania. in the past, the roman Catholic Church had been protected from
secular interference and had been granted a favorite status in society. Some privileges
had been accorded to other religious bodies in the country as well. Christian clergy
and Jewish rabbis received payments from the government for keeping accurate parish registers of births, marriages, and burials. These groups had also been given the
privilege of providing religious instruction for their adherents in public schools, and
chaplains had been allowed in schools, hospitals, military units, and prisons. All these
privileges would come to an end abruptly and completely with the separation of the
church from the state. This would come about with the adoption of the new Soviet
Lithuanian Constitution on August 25, 1940. This constitution took over provisions of
the 1936 Constitution of the uSSr. Article 96 declared: “in order to ensure to citizens
freedom of conscience, the church in the Lithuanian SSr is separated from the state,
and the school from the church. Freedom of religious worship and freedom of antireligious propaganda is recognized for all citizens.”87
The most sweeping actions against the churches would be delayed only until
there was an elected Soviet parliament in Lithuania to establish a Communist
regime which would enact and facilitate antireligious laws. Parliamentary elections were held on July 15-14, 1940. of the 95.51 percent of the voters, who it
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Article 96 of the 1940 LSSr Constitution guaranteeing freedom of conscience and religion.
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was claimed cast their ballots in this election, 99.19 percent of them voted for
Communist candidates.88 of course, this was facilitated by the fact that every
candidate on the ballot was a Communist. on July 21 the parliament met and
petitioned Moscow to graciously admit Lithuania into the Soviet union. it did
not take long for Moscow to magnanimously agree. on August 3, 1940 Lithuania
became the fourteenth member state of the Soviet union.

2.1.2 Conf i s cation of Ch urch Ban k A cco u n ts a n d th e
Wi t hdrawal of Clerg y Stip en ds
The separation of the church from the state meant also that governmental
funds to pay stipends to pastors for duties undertaken on behalf of the state, such
as the maintenance of records of births, marriages, and burials, would now cease.
Also withdrawn were clergy pensions, since in the Soviet union the clergy were
not considered to be eligible for any manner of state support, including pensions,
regardless the arrangements which had been in force under the previous government, even if they had paid toward such pensions.89
Financial questions now became a priority matter for consistory consideration. The consistory discussed clergy stipends in its July 23 meeting, when Pastor
urdzė requested an advance on his stipend. The consistory decided to advance
all pastors and the members of the consistory their stipends for the period from
January to May which the Ministry of Education had not yet paid. it was also
88
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decided to pay them for the period from June through August, because it was
already clear to them that problems lay ahead.90
The next day, July 24, President gudaitis and Pastor gelžinius approached the
Minister of Education of the Provisional government asking why salaries for the
first half year had not yet been paid. They were told that there was no money for
the pastors, nor would there be any, because the government was no longer going
to subsidize the clergy.91 gudaitis and Juozuvaitis went immediately to the State
Saving’s Bank to withdraw the consistory’s funds. They were able to retrieve only
a portion of these funds, because the government was already in the process of
confiscating the accounts. in his memoirs, gudaitis recalled that the consistory’s
bank account was sequestered the next day.92 in fact, according to memoirs of
Bishop Brizgys, the bank account of the Apostolic Papal Nuncio and even the
personal accounts of many priests were sequestered.93 At the August 13th meeting
gudaitis and gelžinius announced the results of their meeting with the Minister.
By the end of August the government announced that some confiscated funds
might be made available to organizations which were permitted to continue operation.94 An urgent meeting on September 1 was devoted to financial problems.
The minutes of the meeting were less than one page in length. it was decided
to “lend” 6,000 LTL of the consistory’s funds to gudaitis for safekeeping. The
consistory then decided that Pastor Jonas Kalvanas should attempt to withdraw
the consistory’s funds from the State Savings Bank and close the account. it is
unlikely that he was successful. gudaitis in his memoirs made no mention of any
return of funds.
on September 10 the consistory met once more to consider its financial situation. it decided to lend the pastors stipendiary funds for the first half year, since it
was clear that no stipendiary payments would be forthcoming from the government. These payments were called “loans,” since the consistory was no longer in
any position to pay stipends either to pastors or consistory members. The prospect
that they would receive no more stipendiary payments, no doubt, made the advisability of repatriation more attractive to some pastors, who although certainly
not wealthy, did manage to live comfortably. As for the cash on hand, the consistory decided that in order to prevent its confiscation, 5,000 LTL would be “lent”
to Executive Secretary Juozuvaitis, 2,000 LTL to Pastor Laukozilis, 3,000 LTL to
Pastor gelžinius, and the remainder of the funds to Chairman gudaitis.95
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2.1.3 Com mun is t Ac tion Again s t r e lig iou s org a n iz a tion s
in the early days of July the government issued decrees closing religious organizations and other groups deemed “counterrevolutionary.” The roman Catholic
Church suffered the greatest losses with the seizure of the monasteries and their
supporting brotherhoods. The predominantly Lutheran Lithuanian Evangelical
Association was closed, as well as other church and church-related groups. Subsequently, their property was seized. The property of religious organizations was declared nationalized on october 31, 1940 by the Presidium of the Supreme Council,
along with all properties owned by banned socio-political organizations.96
in vilnius the Lutherans had already lost their charitable institutions in 1939,
by acts of the Lithuanian government. The Communists insisted on doing more.
They decided that these seizures should be made official actions of the Communist government. on the basis on the August 27, 1940 directive of the Communist
administrator of the city and region of vilnius, Chairman Studnicki turned over
the property of the Jan Laski Society of Lovers of the History of Polish Reformation on
october 17. The official document of the transfer stated in solemn tones that what
was transferred included the Book of Minutes of the society, the cashier’s spreadsheet account books, the receipt book, the society’s seal, and 104 Polish złots.97
on September 7 the Soviet administrator of the vilnius city and region
Kasanavičius informed the Lutheran parish that on the basis of the August 26,
1940 decision of the property commission for non-operating organizations, their
building at 19 Kalinausko Street, which had housed the orphan’s asylum and the
old people’s home, were subject to confiscation by the Communist Party to use as
it saw fit. Three days later, however, on September 11, he rescinded that seizure
notice without giving any clarifications. on November 29 Pastor Loppe wrote a
formal letter to the vilnius administrator asking that all confiscated properties
associated with the vilnius parish, including the orphanage and the old people’s
home, should remain with the parish, because the final disposition of these properties was yet to be determined, based on the results of the repatriation negotiations currently under way. on December 6 the Communist administrator issued
a formal notification to the Communist Party that the charitable properties of the
Lutheran congregation were not be taken, because the final disposition of these
“german” properties would not be known until the repatriation commission had
completed its work. on that same day he wrote to the vilnius parish, declaring that the property in question was not be given to the Lithuanian Communist
Party at that time.98
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The Charitable Association of the Women of the parish was also informed in
September, that on the basis of the August 26, 1940 decision, their property was
to be handed over to the Communist Party. Later correspondence indicated that
this property as well would temporarily be exempted from seizure, because as
was the case with the orphanage and the old people’s home, the final disposition
of this “german” property had yet to be determined. The Communists knew that
in the end all this property, and indeed all other Lutheran Church property in
the city would be theirs. They simply needed to be patient while the repatriation
negotiations proceeded.99
A single document reveals the basis for the closure of Lutheran organizations
in Major Lithuania. The Association of the Women of the Marijampolė Parish
(Lith. Marijampolės evangelikų - liuteronų moterų draugija) was closed on August
10, 1940 by internal Affairs Minister Mečislovas gedvilas under the pretext that
“under existing conditions operation of this organization is incompatible with
state security matters.” Clearly, no “state security matters” were involved, since
the aim and purpose of the organization was only “to help materially and spiritually the needy, sick, and orphans of the Marijampolė parish, to raise moral standards, and to promote interest in mission work among the heathen.”100

2.1.4 o t he r Ac tion s Again s t th e C h u rch e s
From the earliest days of July the government took action against chaplaincies.
The Lutheran consistory was informed, that as of July 1, 1940, chaplains serving
in the military, and those serving in educational institutions, hospitals, houses
of mercy, and prisons were released from their responsibilities.101 on June 26,
1940 Lietuvos Aidas (Lithuanian Echo) now under Communist control, listed those
affected. included among them was Pastor Erikas Leijeris.102
Actions were also immediately taken against all printing concerns and the
publishing of Christian literature was proscribed. The last edition of Lietuvos
Evangelikų Kelias, the newspaper of the Lutheran Church, was dated July 1, 1940.
here again, it was the roman Catholic Church which suffered the greatest
loss; it ran seven printing concerns which published no less than thirty-two newspapers and journals with a circulation of at 7,500,000 subscribers. it also meant the
closure of six roman Catholic bookstores.103 The Spindulys Publishing house in
Kaunas had just completed the printing at their own expense of three catechisms
99
100
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for use in the schools. When the Communists seized this publishing house, all
that was lacking was the binding of the
books. When the church asked for the
catechisms, it was informed that they
could not be released until funds had
been turned over to pay for the publication. When this was paid, the church
was informed that the catechisms still
could not be released until the church
paid to bind them. When the binding
was paid for, the church was informed
that the catechisms had been examined
and found to contain statements against
Communist doctrine. under these circumstances the books could not be released at all, nor could any funds be refunded. The Spindulys concern had also
printed a Liturgical Calendar which had
Final edition of Lietuvos Evangelikų Kelias.
already been bound, and the church had
July 1, 1940.
been told that it could take them as soon
as the printing and binding had been
paid for. once again, the church fell for this ruse. They paid the required funds
and were then informed that the calendar contained materials against Commun-
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Final press announcement of the broadcast of divine services from the Kaunas Evangelical
(Lutheran) church. Darbas. June 23, 1940 (No.25 (422)).

“The lands of the manors and the parsonages are returned to the peasants.”
Laisvoji mintis. october 1, 1940.

ist doctrine, and that for this reason the books could not be delivered, and of
course, no refunds were possible.104
104
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in July the newly elected Communist parliament nationalized all church lands
in Lithuania, allowing each parish only three hectares of lands (aprx. 7.5 acres).105
This acreage usually included the church building itself and its surrounding
fenced-in area, and in some cases also the parish cemetery, leaving little or no
land for cultivation.106
The Alkiškiai Lutheran parish had thirty-nine hectares of cultivated land, and
it had also in the Saunoriai ii village of Kruopiai circuit in the Šiauliai district a
parsonage together with 3.5 hectares of parkland. After the confiscation, the parish was allowed no cultivated land at all and was permitted only three hectares
of parkland. in September, the congregation filed an official complaint but local
officials and the Šiauliai land commission rejected it.107

2.1.5 Conf i s cation of Ch urch reg is te rs
The government could not tolerate that the church was engaged in functions
which it regarded to be its own province. Chief among these functions were the
assembling and storage of metrical data concerning births, marriages, and burials. The Communist government determined that churches must be forbidden
to keep such records.
on August 9, 1940 the government issued a new law on marriages and civil
registrations which stated that church courts and similar bodies were no longer
competent to forbid marriages and their decisions concerning in these matters
were now voided. All files concerning divorces, annulments, and legal separations were now to be turned over to the district courts. The law on civil registration proclaimed that as of August 14, 1940, clergy were no longer to make a
record of births, marriages, and burials. until the Council of Ministers should decide otherwise, the Catholic Diocesan Curias, the orthodox Eparchy Council, the
Evangelical Lutheran Consistory, the Evangelical reformed Collegium, and the
old Believers Central Council were to issue to those who requested them archival
copies of records still in their possession.
According to the new civil registration law, the government was now taking over
all responsibility for recording births, marriages, and burials.108 on August 20 the
105
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Lutheran consistory received an official
notification from P. Juodelis of the Department of Culture at the Ministry of Education, indicating that as of August 14th parishes no longer had any right to assemble
such data. They were not to add to the
records which they already had, and all
registry books in their possession must be
stored in a safe and secure place until additional instructions from the government
were given.109 Soon thereafter all churches
and synagogues were informed that they
were to turn over all their registry materials to the local registry office.
Many parishes did what they could
to avoid turning over their metric data.
in many cases what they did submit was
incomplete. The document signed by Pastor hermann Jaekel (Lith. Hermanas Jekelis)
and Pastor Kalvanas, when the former ofNotation in the Kretinga parish church
records by Pastor Ansas Baltris, stating
ficially turned over his Žemaičių Naumiesthat all records previously hidden from the
tis parish to the latter on March 12, 1941,
Bolsheviks had now been found. KPA.
specifically stated that among the properties being turned over were parish records
which in due course were to be surrendered to Soviet authorities. This indicates that
these records were in fact never surrendered.110
An examination of the old archival material indicates that some church record
metrics can be found in the Alkiškiai, Kretinga, Tauragė, Žeimelis, Žemaičių Naumiestis, and other parishes. important information was provided by Pastor Baltris
of Kretinga. he noted in the church registers on June 2, 1942 that before his predecessor, Pastor gelžinius, had repatriated to germany, he had hidden the parish registers in the church sacristy. Not all of these registers were found by Pastor
Kalvanas when he served as locum tenants, before the ordination of Pastor Baltris
in 1941. Therefore Kalvanas started new registers. on July 25, 1949, seven years
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later, Baltris noted that “the old registers
had been found,” but he had decided to
continue to use the newer ones.111
Pastors realized that there was little
likelihood that any records turned over to
the Soviets would ever be returned, and
so they undertook the painstaking and
time-consuming work of copying these
records by hand. Pastor Max von Bordelius (Lith. Maksas Bordelius), who had earlier served in Skuodas and was now living in Klaipėda, said in November 1940
that the records of the Skuodas parish had
been copied back to the year 1830.112
in some cases, where the vast majority of parishioners were leaving in the
repatriation, such as was the case in the
Suvalkian german-speaking parishes, the
records of the parishes were hid among
personal possessions being taken back
Certificate confirming the confiscation of
to germany. This metric information,
Tauragė church records. JKA.
though incomplete, was thought by the
Nazis to be of great importance for genealogical reasons. in the spring of 1942 heinrich himmler issued a directive that all
church records received from Lithuania should be inventoried. Some of this material came from photographs which had been taken by german photographers
between January and March 1941. The Soviets permitted the copying of this material from Lutheran Church records which were then being stored in local registry
offices. Much of the remaining material, however, came from records which were
smuggled out of Lithuania by repatriates, as was indicated in a report addressed
to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in Berlin on March 7, 1942. Among those who
smuggled such materials into germany was Pastor Tittelbach of Kėdainiai.113
The confiscated Tauragė region church registers suffered a sad fate. Pastor Kalvanas noted in his records that these documents were confiscated on January 31,
1941. Among them were a number of record books of the Tauragė parish, dating
111
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back to 1766, as well as records from the Skaudvilė parish beginning in the year
1816, and the Sartininkai congregation records beginning in 1911. No less than
thirty-two irreplaceable registration books, along with thirty-one valuable archival
files were confiscated. The archival documents had to do with school reports, visitation minutes, consistory correspondence, and other historical documents pertinent to the life of the parish, but contained no civil registration information. Even
the cupboard in which all these files had been kept was taken and placed in the
civil registry bureau on Žemaitės Street in Tauragė, along with documents from the
Žemaičių Naumiestis, Švėkšna, and Šilalė parishes.114 The archival documents confiscated from the Batakiai congregation were also placed in the same civil registry
bureau. The January 29, 1941 transfer document, signed by Pastor Keleris, included
ten files, containing the registrations of baptisms, marriages, and funerals between
1888 and 1940.115 on June 22, 1941, the first day of the war in Lithuania, the civil
registry bureau was burned to the ground and all these records and documents
were lost forever. Fortunately, as Pastor Kalvanas noted, in many cases copies of
the church records had also been sent to the consistory. The Communists confiscated these registers and put them in the State Metrical Archives in vilnius.116

2.1.6 Sovietization of th e Sc h ools
The Soviet occupation of Lithuania began shortly after the school year had
come to its end. This gave the Soviets two months to prepare for the sovietization
of the schools before the new school year, which would begin on September 1.
The Constitution of the new Lithuanian Soviet Socialist republic was approved by the People’s Parliament on August 25. This Constitution was analogous to the Constitution of the Soviet union of December 5, 1936 in every respect.
it formally announced the complete separation of the church from the state and
the separation of the school from the church.
in preparation for the new school year, indoctrination courses for teachers were
held on August 24-26, 1940 to inform them what they were to teach and what they
were most explicitly not to teach or even to mention. Although no one openly rebelled or loudly complained, it was evident that the teachers were not at all happy
with this new situation and that there was a rebellious spirit among them, which
114
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would most likely hide itself under a cloak of passive resistance. on Sunday, August
25, a few teachers showed up for their course instruction but most went to church
instead. on Monday they were severely chastised and warned that this was a mark
against them and that such “rebellious activity” could result in job loss.117
All crosses, and indeed all religious objects and books, were removed from
every school. Nothing was to remain which would in any way indicate religious
content. All books were carefully censored and instructions were given as to
which pages contained religious and other inappropriate content and must be
removed from the books.118 Teachers were also informed which sentences had to
be blacked out and which words needed to be likewise censored, so that young
and impressionable eyes would not see them.
Still, here and there crosses mysteriously appeared in classrooms, assembly
halls, and school hallways. in Tauragė school officials were shocked when they
arrived at school one morning and found that someone had painted a black cross
on the wall between the portraits of Marx and Lenin. underneath these words had
been written: “Lord, once again you are crucified between two criminals.”119
in many places the icons of the new “religion” of communism was mocked
and derided, and skillfully rewritten “religious” appellations and “creeds” were
circulated. one example was the invocation: “in the name of Lenin, the father,
and of Stalin, the son, and their accursed Communism.” it continued with a new
“our Father:” “Father of Bolsheviks, Stalin, who sits in the Kremlin, accursed
be your name, may your kingdom fall through, may your will be done neither
in Moscow nor in Lithuania; do not take away from us today the last bite of our
bread, and release our innocent people from prison, as you have released all the
bloodsuckers, Communists, and other bums. And do not lead us to destruction,
but deliver us from the constantly approaching ghost of famine.”
Another “prayer,” patterned after the Ave: “hail russia, full of disasters, Stalin is with you. You are scorned in Europe, and your uncivilized offspring Stalin
is despised. holy Lithuania, our mother, save us from Asian hordes. We will be
grateful to you now and in the hour of our death.”
The new “creed”: “i believe in the idiot Lenin, unable to do anything, cruel
founder of Bolshevism, and in the son of the Devil, Stalin, who began smelling in
the latrines of georgia, who was begun of a croaking woman, suffered because of
his stupidity under Tsar Nicholas, did not die and was not buried. once he was
out of prison, hell opened. on November 7 he rose as from the dead, entered the
Kremlin, and sat at the right hand of Lenin. From there he came to judge innocent
Lithuanians. i believe in the revival of Lithuania, cooperation with other civilized
117
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nations, the expulsion of the red bandits, the collapse of Bolshevism, and a happy
life for everyone.”120
As might be expected, all teachers of religion lost their positions in the schools,
and parish congregations now became the central point for of all religious instruction in the community. in an episcopal conference on August 28-29, 1940 roman
Catholic bishops decided to move ahead with the full course of religious instruction, now centered in parish churches and parsonages. The Communists, of
course, found this unacceptable.121

2.1.7 Pr os c rip tion of Ch urch F e s tiv a ls
Before the Soviet occupation Lithuania had no less than eighteen festival
days on which businesses were closed and workers were given time off. of these
days only two were secular holidays – New Year’s Day and the February 16th independence Day celebration. All the other festival days were religious in nature
and celebrated events in the life of Christ or were saints days.122
on october 11, 1940 the government announced the end of all religious festival
days. henceforth, the sixteen non-working days, including Christmas, would be
regular work days on which everyone was expected to be at his job and engaged
in his normal employment. The decree announced the following official festival
days: New Year’s Day - January 1, Commemoration of vladímir ilich Lenin and
the January 9, 1905 uprising – January 22, Day of the international Solidarity of
the Proletariat and the Survey of the Expansion of international revolutionary
Forces of the Proletariat – May 1-2, the Declaration of the Establishment of the
Lithuanian Soviet Socialist republic – July 21, Anniversary of the great october
Socialist revolution – November 7-8, general People’s holiday and Constitution
Day – December 1.123
Christmas, however, represented a special problem, because everyone wanted
Christmas Day off. Communist officials attempted to meet this problem by speeches
and demonstrations in regular workers’ meetings to encourage the people not to celebrate the Nativity. The results were less than satisfactory. The Communists decided
that they could not win this battle and it would better to retreat. The government
announced that December 25-26 would not be work days. however, they instructed
the police to be on special alert on these days, because of the possibility of anti-Soviet
speeches and activities in the churches. They also advised the police that they should
120
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“religious festivals promote the enslavement
of the people.” The photos depict happy Lithuanians working on religious feast days. Laisvoji
mintis. November 1, 1940 (No.20 (119)).
october 11, 1940 Decree of the LSSr
Supreme Council announcing the new
Soviet festal calendar. LCvA.

“The workers go about their usual tasks on religious holidays.”
Laisvoji mintis. November 1, 1940 (No.20 (119)).
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not be noticeably present. it would be better if they sent policemen in plain clothes to
take down names for later action and in this way avoid confrontations.124

2.1.8 C onfis cation of Ch urch Pr o p e rty
in 1948, long after the end of the war, the Communist government officially
announced the nationalization of all church property, however, in truth the process of accomplishing that nationalization began almost immediately with the
Soviet takeover in 1940.
The massive influx of the Soviet bureaucrats and the red Army meant that living
accommodations must be secured for them. on July 30, 1940 the Council of Ministers
enacted the first law of sequestration. The law stated that the government could commandeer the property of any organization or private dwelling, if it was needed by the
army or for governmental use. A special sequestration commission was appointed
in every city and region to determine what buildings were to be sequestered. The
act noted that those who were subject to sequestration were given three days to appeal the decision, but should that appeal be denied, they had only 24 hours to vacate
the premises. They were, in turn, to be provided new living accommodations which
might have been sequestered properties taken from others to accommodate them.125
The law said nothing about church property but it was, in fact, Lutheran
Church buildings which became the object of sequestration. Not much information is available, but the records of the consistory from September 4, 1940 indicated that already by that time parish buildings of the Alkiškiai congregation in
Saunoriai ii had been confiscated.126
A similar situation developed in Telšiai. on october 22 the head of the local
executive committee wrote to the higher Commission on Sequestered Property,
stating that there was a Lutheran prayer house in Telšiai that was used “only once a
year.” The “germans” would soon be repatriating and the building would become
derelict. The committee head suggested that this building, together with one of the
five local synagogues, should be made available to the red Army for use as storage
space. he doubted that the religious feelings of the local population would be much
affected by the loss of the Lutheran Church and the Jewish synagogue.127
in general, confiscations were usually carried on the basis of the Article 6 of
the August 25, 1940 Soviet Lithuanian Constitution. it stated that so-called “large
houses” were the property of the people.128
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initially, it was unclear just how large
a house had to be, so the Presidium of
the Supreme Council declared on october 31, 1940 that a “large house” in vilnius, Kaunas, Panevėžys, and Šiauliai
was any house in excess of 220 square
meters of total “habitable area.” Elsewhere in the country and in industrial
regions, 170 square meters was the measure.129 regardless of size, all property of
societal-political organizations which had
been disbanded was to be confiscated,
along with the property of those individuals who had fled the country, as well as
buildings of historical and architectural
value and buildings presently occupied
by governmental agencies. once again,
nothing specific was said about church
property, but it was clear to all, that the
property of religious organizations fit
into the category of “societal-political oroctober 31, 1940 decree of the LSSr
ganizations.” Parsonages, as well, were
Supreme Council stating the confiscation
of “large houses” in city and rural areas.
usually of such a size that they exceeded
This ruling also applied to church
the limit and were subject to confiscation.
property. LCvA
on November 26, 1940 the Council
of People’s Commissars issued an additional explanation to clarify the definition of “habitable area.” Furthermore, it
clarified that all unfinished houses and their construction materials were to be
confiscated, if they exceeded the stipulated space limits. houses which were already occupied by governmental offices were also to be nationalized, even if they
did not have the amount of “habitable area” necessary for nationalization.130
The Communists later admitted in inner departmental correspondence that
an important criterion in the confiscating of church property was that they took
what it suited their purposes to take. As an example, the Communists could cite
the decision in Kaunas to take the three storey high building of the Chapter of
the Kaunas Diocese, while leaving the even larger building of the curia next door
alone. in addition, if local Communist officials wanted a church property, they
129
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could always come up with sufficient reasons to commandeer, it because its confiscation was in the “public interest.”131
The confiscations began as soon after Lithuania became a member republic in the
Soviet union, but it appears that not much was done to take Lutheran Church property until the matter of repatriation had been settled. Although attempts were made
by the property commission of the non-operating organizations to confiscate the
building, which housed the Lutheran orphans asylum and old people’s home at 19
Kalinausko Street in vilnius, the Soviet administrator of the city an region rescinded
the order on September 11. on December 6 he notified the Communist Party that
charitable properties of the congregation were not to be taken because the final disposition of these properties would not be known until after the repatriation.132
When the repatriation was completed, the vilnius and Kaunas congregations
both lost all their property, including their church buildings. in Telšiai the church
was taken.133 in Kretinga only the church escaped confiscation. The parish lost its
parsonage, its poorhouse, and its congregational house on the church grounds,
which the Communist used as a post office.134 in Žeimelis the church and parish
house were left, but the house occupied by the custodian was taken. in Biržai the
building in which confirmation instruction was held was taken, but the church
and custodian’s house were left. in Panevėžys the pastor’s parsonage and three
other buildings were taken, and the church and the custodian’s house were left.
in Tauragė all parish property, excepting the church was confiscated. The cantorate and parsonage were commandeered by the Soviet army.135
Data concerning the confiscation of congregational property is sparse, but it appears that much the same pattern was followed everywhere. Although the law stated
that those being evicted were to be given adequate notice and an alternative place of
residence, in many cases the clergy were simply ordered to go and were given no place
to go. They were permitted to take little or nothing with them, excepting only what the
authorities would allow in each case. Families living near the church which indicated
willingness to provide living space for the clergy, were regarded with suspicion by the
Communist authorities, and life was made difficult for them. Priests were encouraged
to seek refuge in farming communities, far distant from their church buildings in the
city, as this would lessen their influence with the people.136
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2.1.9 T he Fo rmal Abolition of th e C h u rch ’ s L e g a l S ta n d in g
The Soviets determined that the strict application of Soviet law would be the
fastest way to sovietization of society and the surest way to destroy the church as
an influential force in society. Moscow decided that the simplest course would be
to forego the tedious process of formulating a special Lithuanian Communist law
corpus, but rather to simply apply the present Soviet Code of the Soviet russia
to Lithuania and the other Baltic Soviet republics. on November 6, 1940 Chairman Mikhail Kalinin of the Presidium of the Supreme Council in Moscow and its
Secretary Aleksandr gorkin announced that the request of the three Baltic Soviet
republics that the russian Code should be applied to their countries had been
accepted. This meant that the russian Criminal Code, Criminal Processes, the
Civil Code, Civil Processes, Laws Concerning Labor Codes, and laws concerning
marriage, family, and parental supervision would now be operative throughout
the Baltic republics. The codes came into effect on December 1, 1940.137
in the russian Codes the church was given no legal standing. The introduction
of these Codes meant the loss of the church’s standing as a legal entity. in a word,
the rights of the churches as legal corporations were at an end, and they could
continue to exist only because the Communists permitted them to do so, and only
in so far as they permitted them to do so.

2 . 2 T h e re p atri ati o n o f L u the ran s t o german y

2.2.1 r epat riation rumors in th e P a ris h e s
The Lithuanian newspapers published many articles about the repatriation program in Latvia and Estonia, but they sought to assure their readers that there were
no plans to repatriate ethnic germans living in Lithuania. Despite these assurances,
rumors spread among the Lithuanian Lutherans that they would soon be repatriated.
The main source of news in the Lithuanian-speaking Lutheran community was
Lietuvos Evangelikų Kelias. it reported that the Latvians and Estonians were now
greatly relieved that the struggle between ethnic groups in their countries had
come to an end. Kelias noted that some of the repatriants in those countries knew
little german, but they were still looking forward to repatriation. They were told
that if they were Lutheran, they must be germans. however, some insisted that
137
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“germany has not yet raised questions concerning the resettlement of ethnic germans from
Lithuania.” Lietuvos Evangelikų Kelias. January 21, 1940.

whatever their ethnic background might be, they were proud children of their native land and intended to remain there. They declared that their forefathers had
come to Estonia and Livonia to settle there, that they and their families were tied
to the soil in which they had labored for centuries and in which they had buried
their dead. Nothing could persuade them to leave, or so they thought. According
to Kelias, Peter harald Poelchau, the german Lutheran bishop of Latvia, stated in
a sermon that the present situation was analogous to the call of Abraham: “go
forth from your country, and from your relatives and from your father’s house to
the land which i will show you” (genesis 12:1).138
voices were heard in the Lithuanian Lutheran community which warned that
a general occupation of Lithuania by the Soviets could not be far off and that it
would be best for the germans to leave the country while they were still free to
do so. Kelias made light of such thinking and assured its readers that a Soviet occupation was most unlikely.139
readers took the words of Kelias Cum grano salis. Soon the consistory found
itself swamped by requests from Lutherans for official pronouncements or for
advice as to how they should respond to the ever present rumors that Lutherans
were going to be forced to leave the country. Some of them had been told that,
because they were Lutherans, they must be germans whether they knew it or
138
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not, and that their property and businesses would be subject to confiscation by
the Soviets.
in a letter to all Lutheran parishes on November 2, 1939 the consistory stated that it had sought clarification from high government officials in this matter
and had been assured that repatriation had never been brought up in any communications between the Lithuanian government and the german reich. Should
the german government invite the germans in Lithuania to return to the reich,
the Lithuanian government would immediately inform the consistory of this development. in any case, the consistory stated that this matter should be of no
concern whatever to ethnic Lithuanian Lutherans, since they were not germans,
no matter what popular opinion might say. Pastors and parish councils were instructed to inform their parishioners in clear terms that the rumors being spread
abroad were false and that there was not a grain of truth in them. They were
also instructed to insist that their parishioners must not give way to panic and
to warn them that they should not, under any circumstances, affiliate with any
german organization which claimed that membership would facilitate repatriation. Lithuanian citizens should deal only with the Lithuanian government, for
it alone had the proper bureaucratic structure to deal with all such matters. All
instructions sent from the consistory should be carefully followed and should any
Lutheran be subject to threats, he should notify the police immediately.140
included with this announcement was a copy of an october 29, 1939 news release from the ELTA news agency, expressing the same optimistic viewpoint. The
news report stated that in the Lithuanian Lutheran community some were understandably upset by rumors that the mass repatriation of ethnic germans in Latvia
and Estonia might be extended to include Lithuanian as well. The report stated
that although rumor-mongers were spreading the story that Lithuanian Lutherans might be identified as german or german sympathizers and that they might
lose their property, the government had, in fact, issued the assurance that its treaty
with the Soviet union in no way affected internal matters in Lithuania. Protection
of property was a constitutional guarantee which would always be honored. The
treaty was drawn up for the propose of the mutual protection of Soviet and Lithuanian borders and related matters. Any Lithuanian Lutherans whose passports
identified them as germans because of their Lutheran affiliation, would receive
corrected passports upon receipt of their application and proper documentation.
german citizens who were residing in Lithuania were encouraged to disregard the
reports of the rumor-mongers, because the german government had not issued
any call for the repatriation of Lithuanian germans. Should such a call be issued in
the future, those affected would be duly notified. in that event the enumeration of
140
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Kėdainiai parishioners in front of their church in pre-repatriation days. PTA

those affected and their property holdings would be undertaken by the Lithuanian
government and not by any other agency. The government had received information that some persons were representing themselves as authorized agents in order
to wrongfully get control of property. Those approached by such agents should
immediately notify the police. The consistory also encouraged all pastors to remain
at their posts and not to flee the country. if, however, any of them should find it
necessary to leave, they should not, under any circumstances, encourage their parishioners to do the same under threat of penalty.141
Apparently this message was not considered very urgent, because the consistory as a whole did not officially act on the matter until its regular meeting twelve
days later. At that time, on November 14, the text of the letter which had been sent
out on November 2 was read into the minutes.142
in any case, the attempts of the consistory and the government to reassure the Lutheran community had little effect. Lutherans were joining german organizations at
an unprecedented rate in order to smooth the way for repatriation. Membership in the
german Cultural Association, the Kulturverband, tripled between September 1939 and
141
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June 1940. it skyrocketed from 3,000 to
10,000 in that period.143 Lutherans were
able to see with their own eyes the steady
movement of ethnic germans coming from
Latvia and Estonia and passing through
the country by horse-cart or train. All were
headed toward East Prussia and the german fatherland.144
The Lithuanian government was clearly aware that the situation was critical. on
March 16, 1940 the Ministry of Education
informed the Ministry of National Defense that all theological students studying abroad must be instructed to return
to Lithuania immediately and to prepare
themselves to be conscripted into military
service. The only exception was student
Jurgis Jaudžimis who had already comLatvian germans preparing to leave
pleted his work in riga and would defend
riga, 1939. Bundesarchiv.
his degree paper in May. The Ministry of
National Defense was asked to keep his
name off the conscription list until July 1.145
in spite of the continued insistence of the Lutheran consistory and Kelias and the
pronouncements of the Lithuanian government, all of which stated unequivocally
that there would be no repatriation, german Lutherans began to prepare to leave
the country as early as 1939. in September of that year the Kulturverband instructed
all its branches to accurately count the size of the german Lutheran population. in
its eyes, any Lutheran in Lithuania who was not a Latvian or outspokenly opposed
the german language and culture, must be assumed to be a german, at least in
spirit, if not in fact, regardless what nationality might be listed in his passport.146
The determination of the germans to leave was only intensified at the end of
September, when phase two of the Molotov-ribbentrop Pact came into effect.
Although the terms of the treaty were secret, rumors about its contents spread
quickly through the german community. Lithuanian authorities as well were on
the alert and the police kept their ears cocked to pick up rumors. on october 30 the
governor of Šiauliai discovered that the story was spreading among the members
143
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of the Kulturverband that Lithuania would cede some of its territory in Suvalkija
to germany and in return the germans would give some formerly Polish territory
to Lithuania. The spreading of such rumors only strengthened the idea already
commonly held in the german community that repatriation was near at hand. in
response, the Kulturverband instructed its members to establish committees in all
the parishes to organize the germans to prepare for departure.147
in Berlin as well questions about repatriation were an important topic of conversation in the higher echelons of government. Conferences were organized at which
leaders of ethnic german communities from throughout Eastern Europe, usually
called Volksdeutsche, would meet together to share information about conditions in
their homelands and receive information concerning the inevitable repatriation to
come. At one such conference, in 1939 in Berlin, oskar reichardt, the head of the
Lithuanian Kulturverband, stated: “it is with great pain that we would leave our
homeland, but when the Fuehrer needs us and calls us, we will be prepared.”148
There were, of course, some who did
not share reichardt’s almost religious fervor to serve his Fuehrer. it was obvious
that not all were anxious to participate in
a mass exodus. Kelias reported that some
of the repatriated germans from Estonia
and Latvia found themselves not in germany but in occupied Poland and found
that conditions there were not quite what
they had expected; they would be happy
to return to the Baltics, but now the door
was shut behind them.149 The representatives of the Kulturverband labeled all this
as “Jewish propaganda.”150
A somewhat more down-to-earth
opinion was articulated by Pastor Theodor Kupffer (Lith. Teodoras Kupferis) of
the Šiauliai parish. he was the head of the
Šiauliai Kulturverband, a rather unusual
position for a Lutheran pastor to occupy.
Pastor Theodor Kupffer. JKA.
his frank assessment was very simple:
“The Lithuanian germans will be pres147
148
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sured to leave whether they want to or not.”151 Even more pointed was the widespread
report to the effect that it should not be doubted that when the Communists come, they
would take everything from everyone and give little more than misery. This prospect made
it an easy matter for ethnic German Lutherans to decide that they should prepare to leave.
Pastors were deluged with requests for documents concerning baptisms, confirmations, and marriages which would prove that they were members of the Lutheran Church to show that they were eligible for repatriation. By law, all these
records were in the Lithuanian language. Those who wished translations would
need to go to a translation bureau for an official translation. As Pastor Albert hirsch
(Lith. Albertas Hiršas) of Panevėžys noted in a letter to the consistory on March 5,
1940, many asked whether it would be possible for him to provide a german translation over his own signature along with a copy of the original Lithuanian records,
and in some cases whether he could provide a german translation of an older russian record in cases where the Lithuanian record was no longer available. The consistory answered on March 12, 1940 that legal copies of church records must be in
the Lithuanian language - period. official translations must have the sign and seal
of authorized translators. however, the pastor upon request could provide a translation on a separate sheet of paper, sign it, and attach it to the copy of the original.152

2.2.2 Nazi Plan s for Settlemen t of r e p a tria n ts
i n o ccu pi ed Polan d an d th e r eich
in the course of the negotiations between the Soviet union and the Third reich,
which would eventually lead to the Molotov-ribbentrop Pact, questions inevitably
arose concerning the status of ethnic german communities in the Soviet union and its
sphere of influence. Questions also arose concerning the status of ukrainians and Belarusians who were living within the borders of the Third reich and who might wish
to return to the Soviet union. The September 28, 1939 Confidential Protocol declared
that no obstacles should be placed in the path of german nationals and other persons
of german descent residing in the Soviet sphere of influence who wished to migrate to
germany or to territories under german jurisdiction, if they wished to do so. Those in
the reich who desired to repatriate to the Soviet union were also free to do so.
hitler did not hesitate in implementing this aspect of the Pact. on october 6,
1939 he lamented that eastern and southern Europe were dotted by colonies of
germans who were unable to maintain their own existence. They had no secure
and trouble-free existence and must contend with the unrest in the nations where
151
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they lived. given the present situation in these countries, german people who
were highly developed racially could never be assimilated into the national life of
the nations in which they were dwelling. it was clear that they would need to be
resettled. only in this way could open conflict in Europe be avoided. This speech
marked the beginning of the program of the repatriation of the Volksdeutsche in
Eastern Europe.153
hitler was determined to fulfill his word speedily. Within 24 hours, on october 7, heinrich himmler was named reich’s Commissioner for the Strengthening
of the german Peoples (rKFDv - Reichskommissar für die Festigung des deutschen
Volkstums). his first official act was to establish a Main Staff office of rKFDv
(germ. Hauptstabsamt) under the directorship of SS-Gruppenführer ulrich greifelt.
All german governmental agencies were directed to collaborate with this office.
himmler and his staff immediately set about the work of formulating a plan
which would reshape the entire Eastern European map. The first phase of this
general Plan East (germ. Generalplan Ost) included plans for dealing with Poland, and it was formulated only in general terms; its details were to be filled
in and concretized later. The most basic of the foundational documents was a
memorandum, dated November 25, 1939.154 According to its terms, the general
Plan East consisted in two parts.
The first part, referred to as the Small Plan (germ. Kleine Planung), detailed
actions which needed to be taken during the war. The major portion of this plan
dealt with resettlement. it called for the expulsion of Poles from the regions in
western Poland, which formerly had belonged to Prussia, and the replacement of
this population by german peasants, merchants, and professional people under
the auspices of the Central office for regional Administration (germ. Reichsstelle
für Raumordnung - rfr). This plan also-called for the colonization by german settlers of some areas of Poland which had never been under Prussian control.
Also established was the Main Welfare office for Ethnic germans (germ.
Hauptamt Volksdeutsche Mittelstelle – voMi) which was to take responsibility for
those ethnic german groups which were in the process of being repatriated. it
would continue in operation until they had been successfully relocated.
Also put into operation was a Central immigration office (germ. Einwandererzentrale - EWz), a security agency, which was given the responsibility of determining the ultimate destination of those being repatriated. Determinations as
to whether they should be sent to the “old reich” (germ. Altreich) or to newly
acquired territories was to be made on the basis of the examination of the documents, as well as health, nationality, and other relevant matters. only those would
be sent to occupied territories, who could be regarded as generally trustworthy.
153
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An Ethnic germans immigration Advisory office (germ. Volksdeutsche Einwandererberatungsstelle - BfE) was given the responsibility of seeing to the proper
integration of repatriated persons into their new communities and their successful adaptation to their new environment.
The reich Main Security office (germ. SS-Reichssicherheitshauptamt - rShA),
under the control of reinhard heydrich, took control of all registration processes
and was charged with determining whether individuals fit the official ideology
of the Nazi Party and its political stance.
The race and Settlement Main office (germ. SS-Rasse- und Siedlungshauptamt ruSha) was responsible to select those who had been repatriated on the basis of
race, giving special attention to mixed ethnicity.155
general Plan East also included the Big Plan (germ. Grosse Planung), which
detailed those actions which were to be undertaken after the war with the understanding that many of these actions would be implemented only gradually over
a period of 25-30 years. it would deal with the proper germanization of newly
acquired territories adjudged suitable for Lebensraum, the resettlement of native
populations and their replacement by germans or those determined to be suitable for germanization.156
occupied Poland was divided into two parts: (i) The former Prussian territories and the adjacent annexed Polish territories, and (ii) the general government
(germ. Generalgouvernement) - an administrative region which included annexed
Polish lands which had never previously been part of the german Empire.
(i) The territories which formerly had been Prussian included all the territories of the former Kingdom of Prussia, which were annexed to Poland after WWi.
Among these were parts of the Prussian province of Pomerania (Pol. Pomorze), as
well as the provinces of Posen (Pol. Poznań) and upper Silesia (Pol. Górny Śląsk).
The combined population of these territories was five million people. The adjacent annexed Polish territories consisted in twelve regions never before a part of
Prussia: Włocławek, Płock, Kalisz, Łódź, Suwałki, Bielsk, Biała, Dąbrowa górnicza, Żywiec, Wladowice, and Szczecin. This added another five million people.
These acquired Prussian and adjacent territories were divided into three administrative districts. (1) The administrative district of Posen (germ. Reichsgau
Posen) was formed on october 8, 1939. it was renamed the District of Wartheland
(germ. Reichsgau Wartheland) on January 29, 1940. This region included former
Posen territories and adjacent lands in central Poland. (2) The administrative district of West Prussia (germ. Reichsgau Westpreussen) was established on october 8,
1939, and almost immediately, on November 2, 1939, it was renamed the admin155
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general government postage stamps.

istrative district of Danzig - West Prussia (germ. Reichsgau Danzig-Westpreussen).
This district included some areas of Pomerania, the free city of Danzig, and the
lands of former West Prussia. (3) in addition, the territories of upper Silesia and
the city of Kattowitz were annexed into the province of Silesia to become a part
of the administrative region of Kattowitz (germ. Regierungsbezirk Kattowitz). Beginning in 1941 this administrative region became known as the administrative
region of the province of upper Silesia (germ. Regierungsbezirk der Provinz Oberschlesien).
The province of East Prussia was expanded by the addition of the administrative
region of zichenau (germ. Regierungsbezirk Zichenau), named after the Polish city
of Ciechanów, which was frequently referred to as South-Eastern Prussia (germ.
Südostpreußen), and to the administrative district of gumbin were added the Polish
areas of Suwałki and Augustów. in the course of time, East Prussia was divided
into three administrative districts: Königsberg, gumbin, and Allenstein. it was the
fate of many Poles and all the Jews who lived in these regions that they were banished to other regions of former Poland in order to make way for german settlers.157
(ii) Those parts of Poland which had never been part of the former Kingdom
of Prussia and were not included in the three administrative districts adjacent to
germany, fell under the aegis of, so-called, general government, an entirely separate administrative region of the Third reich. on october 19, 1939 this unit was
designated as the general government of the occupied Polish Territories (germ.
157
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Generalgouvernement der besetzten polnischen Gebiete) or simply, general government Poland (germ. Generalgouvernement Polen). on August 18, 1940 the official
name was changed to general government (germ. Generalgouvernement - gg).
The general government was subdivided into four districts: Warsaw, Lublin,
radom, and Kraków (germ. Krakau). After its invasion of the Soviet union in
June 1941, germany occupied East galicia and it became the fifth district, the district of galicia (germ. Distrikt Galizien). The general government then comprised
a territory in which 11.5 million people resided.158
According to the Big Plan, this area was to be germanized within 25-30 years
and those persons not designated for germanization were to be expelled to isolated and underdeveloped areas of the conquered Soviet union.159

2.2.3 T he Soviet-g erman N egotia tion s L e a d in g
t o t he repa triation
The first of the Baltic germans to be repatriated were those who lived in Latvia
and Estonia. The agreement between germany and still independent Latvia was
concluded and signed on october 15, 1939, and the Estonian agreement followed
fifteen days later, on october 30. on November 3 an agreement was signed in
Moscow concerning the resettlement of germans residing in the Soviet controlled
areas of eastern regions of what used to be Poland, including East galicia, volhynia, and the Narew river region. Almost eleven months later, on September 5,
1940, the germans and the uSSr signed an agreement, calling for the repatriation
of ethnic germans from Bessarabia and Northern Bukovina. on october 22 an
agreement between germany and romania called for the resettlement of Southern Bukovina and Northern Dobruja which remained a part of the State of romania.160
Negotiations for the repatriation of germans living in Lithuania started soon
after the country was occupied by the Soviets. on June 26, 1940 Joachim von ribbentrop announced to his staff that the time had come to resettle Lithuanian germans, according to the pattern already employed for the resettlement of Latvian
and Estonian germans. By July 1, 1940 negotiations were already underway for
the resettlement of Lithuanian germans in germany and the relocation of Lithuanians in germany who desired to return to their homeland. No final agreement
could be concluded until Moscow gave definitive word.
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Nazi resettlement plan for ethnic germans to be sent to the general government region.
Wissenschaft, Planung, Vertreibung. Der Generalplan Ost der Nationalsozialisten
Eine Ausstellung der Deutschen Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG).

Nazi community and culture centers in german villages in the occupied eastern territories, as
envisioned by Dr. Konrad Meyer, the head of the Planning office under rKFDv (germ. Leiter
des Planungsamtes beim RKFDV). These church-like and shrine-like buildings were to epitomize the beliefs and values of the Nazis. Wissenschaft, Planung, Vertreibung. Der Generalplan Ost
der Nationalsozialisten Eine Ausstellung der Deutschen Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG).
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Pastor Jonas Kalvanas the last ethnic german confirmation class at Tauragė,
September 22, 1940. JKA.

The Lithuanian germans were a special group marked out for repatriation,
and the Soviets treated them with an eye toward possible repercussions from
Berlin. however, as was the case with other wealthy Lithuanians, rich Lithuanian germans lost their manor houses and estates when the Land Commission
nationalized them on october 25 and these properties were turned over either to
the red Army or to the Party. The inhabitants were forced to vacate their homes
and leave their lands, and they were allotted a monthly allowance of 500 LTL for
whatever room and board they could find. Beginning october 26 Lithuanian germans were given documents written in russian, Lithuanian, and german, stating
that they were germans waiting for repatriation and were at present under the
protection of the german consulate in Kaunas.161
on September 22 a delegation arrived from germany, led by Dr. Wilhelm Nöldeke, to make practical arrangements for the transportation and resettlement of germans and their household possessions, including livestock and produce. however,
no final decisions could be made because Moscow had insisted that all final decisions must be made there, and Moscow was dragging its feet. No agreement had
yet been reached about the Soviet union’s payment for property left behind by the
germans. Not until December 5 was agreement reached in this matter.
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Details of the resettlement scheme for Lithuanian germans. Arbušauskaitė 2002.

in addition, border questions also hampered the conclusion of negotiations. in
the Molotov-ribbentrop Pact in 1939 the territory southwest of Marijampolė had
been promised to germany and now Stalin wanted it back. Soviet soldiers occupied this area of Suvalkija, and Stalin intended that they remain there, regardless
the provisions of the treaty. To maintain friendly relations with germany, it was
decided to offer Berlin compensation for this territory. The germans asked for
a payment of 13 million dollars; the Soviets agreed to pay 7.5 million uS gold
dollars. As a result, the area so highly esteemed by Lithuanians as the cradle of
their national awakening, would remain Lithuanian. This area was also prized
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by Lithuanian Lutherans, for it was the home of five large Lutheran parishes and
affiliated congregations, including vilkaviškis, vištytis, virbalis, Kybartai, and
Kalvarija. Negotiations were completed on December 29, with the Soviet union
agreeing to pay compensation of 200 million reichsmarks in needed materials.162
The third and final phase of the Molotov-ribbentrop Pact, the repatriation
Agreement, was agreed and signed on January 10, 1941. According to its terms,
not only the Volksdeutsche in Lithuania, but also the remaining ethnic germans
in what was now the Soviet Social republics of Latvia and Estonia were given
another chance to repatriate. in addition, Lithuanians, russians, and Belarusians
in the Klaipėda region and the Suvalkian areas formerly under Polish control, including viżajny, Puńsk, Sejny, Nowinka, and Suwałki, were permitted to return
to the uSSr.
A bitter pill for those repatriating was the severe restriction concerning property. Those who were leaving by train were limited to 50 kg for the head of the
household and 25 kg for household members. Those who were moving by horsecart were permitted only one cart with no more than two horses. in both cases
arrangements could be made for the later delivery of ten hens, three sheep, two
pigs, and one milk cow. The transportation of coins, currency, precious metals,
diamonds, bonds, and other financial instruments was prohibited. Also prohibited were the taking of automobiles, motorcycles, motorbikes, and any other
form of transportation. in addition, only such clothing, leather goods, and metal
work, as was needed by the family, could be taken.163
All this was very upsetting to the Lithuanian germans. They had been buying and storing goods for transportation to germany and now they were being
told that even the children of israel fleeing from Egypt had been able to take
more and better goods than what they were being permitted. They would have
to leave almost everything behind and arrive in their “promised land” almost
empty handed.
The repatriation of the Lithuanian germans was a major blow to the Lutheran Church in Lithuania, because the germans made up by far the largest ethnic
group in the church. indeed, in the minds of most Lithuanians, “Lutheran” and
“german” were coterminous. The size of the ethnic german Lutheran community had grown steadily since the end of WWi. in 1923 there had been 28,671 ethnic
germans in Lithuania, and an absolute majority of them identified themselves as
Lutherans.164 By 1931 the number of germans had risen to 33,600.165 According to
the government, in 1940 there were 36,000 ethnic germans in Lithuania. how162
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The border zone between the Third reich and Lithuania at Eydtkau (Lith. Eitkūnai)
and virbalis. Bundesarchiv.

ever, the Kulturverband estimated that the actual number was closer to 40,000.166 it
would appear, however, that some of this population was german in name only
and not, in fact, because ethnic Lithuanian Lutherans could use their membership
in the Lutheran Church as a proof that they were “german.”
Now the time of repatriation had finally arrived. Even before the treaty was
signed, the Kulturverband met in the hall of the german gymnasium in Kaunas
on December 21, 1940. The assembled delegates passed a resolution, stating that
the aims and objectives of their Cultural Association had now been realized and
the time had come for them to disband their organization, effective at midnight
on December 31. A resettlement Committee was elected to handle whatever details needed to be sorted out at the last minute. on January 1, 1941 the former
members of Kulturverband gathered with von reichardt, their former chairman,
who wished each and everyone of them a fond farewell, saying: “We have now
reached the final moment. Now we can go to our brothers and sisters who have
shown us that we were not forgotten. in the few remaining days which we have
to spend here, we must show ourselves to be disciplined and loyal citizens of our
german fatherland.”167
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Lithuanian newspapers and radio news programs spread the news of the
coming departure of the germans from Lithuania. Former administrators of the
Kulturverband spread abroad the suggestion that germans should sell all their
possessions as quickly as possible and bring the money secretly to the german
consulate, which would see to it that when the travelers arrived in germany they
would receive an equivalent amount in reichsmarks. on January 23 the registration of the departing Volksdeutsche began and, by February 2, no less than
21,200 had registered their intention to leave for the fatherland.168
During this period Lutheran congregations became the main gathering place
where Lutherans could discuss repatriation and other matters. Pastors did not
hesitate to announce from their pulpits both the conditions of repatriation and
advice about how Lutherans should proceed. Both, before and after the services,
parishioners would gather outside the church to discuss and debate among themselves concerning repatriation, life in germany, and the future of the church.

2.2.4 T he Mech an ics of th e r ep atria tio n
Questions concerning nationality were hotly discussed. Many Lutherans
whose passports identified them as Lithuanians, spoke of themselves, at least
publicly, as germans. in 1926 the Ministry of internal Affairs announced that no
documentation was needed to prove one’s ethnic identity when applying for a
passport. New passports were again issued in 1933; these included designations
about religious and ethnic identity. All sorts of odd combination were possible.
one might find his ethnic identity listed as “evangelical,” and his religion identified as “german” or anyone of a number of other strange combinations. Many
citizens complained that the information listed on their passports were grossly
inaccurate or even downright wrong. Eighteen examples of these strange combinations were presented to the Ministry of internal Affairs by the Kulturverband
on February 15, 1933. The Ministry responded that anyone who wanted a new
passport could apply for one.169
During this period the question of national identity was acutely sensitive in
the Lutheran community. At this time questions concerning the proper language
for religious instruction in the public schools was being hotly debated among the
Lutherans. School officials usually refused to bow to the wishes of german parents; they insisted that the language of instruction was to be determined by the information found in family passports. Pastor Tittelbach and some other Lutheran
pastors insisted that since that information was of so little value, the language of
168
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Announcement of the resettlement of ethnic germans from the Baltic republics.
Vilniaus diena. January 18, 1941.

identification card for german repatriants issued by the Main Welfare office (voMi).
Arbušauskaitė 2002

instruction really ought be determined by the parents of the pupils. The decision
of the school officials prevailed.170
By 1939, when it was clear to many that there would be repatriation, the Ministry of internal Affairs was deluged with requests for passport changes, asking
that ethnic identity be changed to german. Those who submitted these requests
supported them with statements that they had a german language Baptismal
or Confirmation certificate, or that they had prayers in the german language at
church and at home, or even that they were Lutherans and that, of course, meant
170
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“Concerning the resettlement of Citizens” – announcement concerning the resettlement of
ethnic germans. Valstiečių laikraštis. January 31, 1941.

that they must be german. Almost a thousand requests for such changes, 995 in
fact, came by May of that year.171
Stalin’s lieutenants thought differently. They insisted that all determination
of ethnic identity must be based on the passport of the applicant. unlike hitler
and the Nazis who wanted to get rid of all racially impure people in the Klaipėda
region and the former Polish Suwałki area, the Soviets did not want to lose any
source of cheap and expendable labor.
german negotiators rejected the Soviet position as unacceptable. They stated
that Lithuanian passports were notoriously inaccurate. The Joint Commission of
the Soviet and german governments finally determined that membership in the
Lutheran Church was prima facia evidence of german ethnicity. if anyone applied
for repatriation whose passport stated that he was a Lithuanian and a Lutheran,
he was to be considered a german. if the passport did not state that the applicant
was a Lutheran, then he would need to present reasonable documentation, such
as a Baptismal or Confirmation certificate. if his passport stated that he was a ger171
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man and a member of either the roman
Catholic or the orthodox Churches, no
further documentation should be required. if, however, a passport should
state that the bearer was Lutheran and
that his ethnic identity was Latvian, then
it was clear that he was not a german.
in addition, it was decided that if one
member of the family was german, other
members of the family need not submit
any documentation at all. Accordingly,
a husband could apply for repatriation
on the basis of his wife’s german ethnic
identity.172
The strong desire of many to remove
themselves from Stalin’s grasp, led them
to take desperate measures. Lacking any
proper identification, Lithuanian men
suddenly found unmarried german
Pastor Augustas vymeris.
Tauragė parish archives.
women “very attractive” and married
them. Lithuanian women who desired to
move westward likewise would quickly
fasten their attention on unmarried german men and lead them to the altar. Some
presented themselves for repatriation, claiming that they had adopted a german
child, although in some cases the adopted child might be fully grown.
german officials found it necessary to be just as careful in their examination
of applications as the Soviets were. undesirables to be immediately excluded,
included drunkards, obvious homosexuals, the mentally incompetent, those with
inherited debilitating syndromes and diseases, and the racially unacceptable.
Those whose language was russian or Polish, or in some cases even Lithuanian,
were thoroughly screened. of course, those with Jewish ancestry were strongly
advised not even to attempt to emigrate.173
in Žemaičių Naumiestis, Tauragė, Jurbarkas, Kretinga, and other parishes
there were ethnic germans who chose not to emigrate. They had been born in
Lithuania; they had worked hard to gain what they had; they were not likely to
surrender it, and they were determined that as they had always lived in Lithuania, they intended also to die in Lithuania. A notable exception to the general
emigration of germans was Pastor Augustas vymeris of the Tauragė parish. he
172
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was determined not to abandon his pulpit and altar, but to remain with his flock
and die in his Lithuanian fatherland. indeed, according to data gathered by the
german repatriation Committee, fully 596 of those who had earlier applied for
repatriation, changed later their minds and decided to stay put.174
When repatriation was announced, it was evident to all that the german pastors would indeed leave. Most of them served congregations whose members were
germans who would be repatriating, so they would leave with their parishioners.
Lithuanian Lutheran pastors could leave if they wanted, since german officials
generally regarded them as germans. Even pastors with Latvian ethnic identity
could leave, if they wished to do so. The majority of both groups did indeed
decide to leave Lithuania behind and seek a better life in germany. They all realized that their prospects in the Soviet Lithuania were not bright. What lay ahead
might be repression, possible deportation, or even execution. The vast majority
of the pastors, twenty-five of them, along with most of the members of the consistory, decided to leave. Among them were Martynas Bumbulis (vištytis), Emil
Eichelberger (Marijampolė), Karl Felgendreher (vilkaviškis), vilius gaigalaitis
(gargždai), Adomas Emilis gelžinius (Kretinga), Albert hirsch (Panevėžys), hermann Jaekel (Žemaičių Naumiestis), Jurgis Adolfas Jaudžimis (Kalvarija), Adolfas Keleris (Batakiai), Theodor Kupffer (Šiauliai), Bruno Landig (virbalis), Arnoldas Laukozilis (Skuodas), Siegfried Loppe (vilnius), Edmundas Maurušaitis
(Kaunas-Šančiai), Pranas Nikštaitis (Žvyriai), Jonas Pauperas (Kaunas), heinrich Konstantin Schmidt (Kudirkos Naumiestis), henrikas Dzerdžislovas Sroka
(Šakiai), Julius Stanaitis (Jurbarkas), Paul Tittelbach (Kėdainiai), Ansas Trakis
(Šilalė), Juozas urdzė (Biržai), rudolfas vymeris (garliava), Johann Wischeropp
(Kaunas), and gustav Wagner (Lith. Gustavas Vagneris) (raseiniai).
it was noted that one german pastor, Augustas vymeris of Tauragė, decided
to stay. The two pastors of ethnic Latvian identity, Jonas Kalvanas of Tauragė
and gustavas rauskinas of Alkiškiai, made the same decision. only two pastors
of Lithuanian ethnic identity, both of them well known for their patriotic fervor,
decided to stay: Martynas Preikšaitis of Sudargas and Batakiai and Erikas Leijeris
of Žeimelis.175 A total of five pastors decided to stay and do the work formerly
done by thirty pastors in fifty-three parishes and affiliated congregations.
Although his name was not found on the March 14, 1941 consistory list of
repatriating pastors, it appears that at the last minute Pastor Petras Dagys also
decided to flee the country. Possible motivation for this decision to leave might
be found in the fact that as a military chaplain he would almost undoubtedly
face hardship and even imprisonment under the Soviets. it appears, however,
174
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that he did not follow the usual pattern by
repatriating to germany but rather was
able to make his way elsewhere. This assumption is confirmed by later statements
by Chairman Leijeris.176 in any case, he
amazingly reappeared in Lithuania after
the Soviets fled in June 1941 and he once
again resumed his position as a military
chaplain. it is not clear, however, whether
or not that status was ever made official. if
he had left Lithuania as a legal repatriant
to germany, it would had been difficult, if
not impossible, for him to return at all and
legally serve the church.
Tearful farewell services, marking the
approaching departure of so many parishioners, and in many cases their pasPastor Petras Dagys, c.1935.
tors as well, were held in all Lutheran
congregations. Although Pastor vymeris
and Pastor Kalvanas had both decided to
remain in Tauragė, many of the parishioners elected to leave for germany. A solemn service of thanksgiving and farewell was held in Tauragė on November
10, 1940. Pastor Keleris said good bye to his parishioners on December 26, 1940,
Second Christmas Day 1940, in a service led by Pastor Jonas Kalvanas and him in
the Skaudvilė parish church. on the Day of Epiphany, January 6, 1941, at a service
led jointly by Pastor Jaekel and Pastor Kalvanas, the parish bid farewell to Pastor Jaekel and parishioners who would soon be leaving Žemaičių Naumiestis.177
in the congregation at Kaunas, Pastor Tittelbach held a farewell service in the
presence of honored guests, brother pastors, and the congregation. he preached
a farewell sermon, using as his text 1 Peter 2:5. he recalled that their forefathers
had come to Lithuania and built churches and schools in which “the spiritual
house, the royal priesthood” was built up and edified. They rejoiced that they
could continue to read, write, sing hymns, and pray in the language of their forefathers, the language of Luther, their mothers sacred language. Now the Fuehrer was calling them back to germany and they must leave behind these earthly
176
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Pastor Bruno Landig and the last ethnic german confirmation class at virbalis,
1940. vaidas Klesevičius collection.

Pastor Eichelberger and Cantor Albert hoffmann with the last ethnic german confirmation
class at Marijampolė, 1940. Bilder 1964.
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Pastor Emil Eichelberger with the last ethnic german confirmation class at Kalvarija,
1940. Bilder 1968.

temples which they had built and move forward without asking what would
become of them. They must trust in the Lord and pray, “Thy will be done,” and
remain steadfast in their faith.178
Services held in other congregations featured sermons recalling the departure
of Abraham from ur of the Chaldees and his journey to a new land to establish
a new home according to god’s direction, or the exodus of the Children of israel
from Egypt and their forty year trek to the Promised Land. Special services were
also held in Lutheran cemeteries, giving those who were departing one last opportunity to honor the memory of ancestors, who now rested in peace in Lithuanian soil and make their tearful farewell.
Emotions ran high, as can be seen in the reports in the Lithuanian german
language press. The Deutsche Nachrichten (The German News) wrote: “if we were
to do this in a lighthearted manner, we would not be true to our forbearers who
came to Lithuania so long ago seeking a new life in a new land, but now we can
firmly assert, that in these centuries now passed, we have worked conscientiously
for our new homeland, for our non-german fellow citizens, and for our german
community.”179 it was indeed an emotional farewell.
The consistory met on January 31, 1941 to set the course for the future. Since all but
one of its members were leaving, it would be necessary at this meeting to settle ques178
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tions concerning the transfer of responsibilities to those who would be serving as
leaders of the church in the days ahead.
The first question on the agenda was
concerned with ministerial service in the
parishes. Pastor Leijeris was elevated,
once again, to the position of senior and
placed in charge of all pastors who were
staying in Lithuania. Pastor Martynas
Preikšaitis was named pastor of the entire
region of Suvalkija, and Pastor Jonas Kalvanas was assigned the entire Samogitian
region. All Latvian Lutherans in Lithuania were put under the care of Pastor
rauskinas. Pastor vymeris was at this
point sick and unable to take any pastoral
responsibility outside his own parish.180
President gudaitis soon realized that
nothing had been said about the pastoral responsibilities of Pastor Leijeris.
he therefore wrote to him later that the
same day, confirming that he would be in
charge of the congregations at Žeimelis,
Pakruojis, Šeduva, Pandėlys, Biržai,
Kėdainiai, Panevėžys, and vilnius.181
it was decided also that funds still
in the consistory’s possession should
be shared between Pastors Leijeris,
Preikšaitis, Kalvanas, and rauskinas to
be used pro bono ecclesia. The loans given
to the clergy in 1940 were written off,
but consistory staff members, including
President gudaitis, Pastor gelžinius,
Pastor Laukozilis, and lay members
Kopas and Juozuvaitis, who had been
given cash, were asked to return whatever funds they could. The reformed
Collegium had not yet paid Pastor Šernas
180
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Dr. Kristupas gudaitis, last consistory
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The act establishing the new Lithuanian
Lutheran consistory in the LSSr, January 31,
1941. KA.
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for his work on the hymnal and he asked the consistory for compensation. The request was turned
down, both because the hymnal had not yet been
printed and the reformed collegium had not paid
the consistory for its agreed share of the work. Finally, the property of the consistory was put under the
care of the Kaunas congregation.182
After a short recess, the consistory signed an instrument establishing a new consistory. President
gudaitis wrote in the instrument of transfer that all
but one member of the consistory, Fricas venskus,
were leaving the country, and since the church
should not be left without proper leadership and
representation, he was hereby transferring authority
to the new consistory, which would be responsible
for all matters pertaining to the Lutheran Church,
the Lutheran faith, and the property of the church’s
consistory in the Lithuanian Soviet Socialist republic. Placed as members in the new consistory were
Chairman Dr. otonas Stanaitis, formerly chairman
of the Lithuanian Evangelical Association, vice“Concerning the resettlechairman Pastor Augustas vymeris, laymen Jurgis
ment of germans from
Lithuania,” citing informaPreikšaitis, of the governing Board of the Lithuanian
tion from Berlin about the
Synod, Senior Pastor Erikas Leijeris, layman Fricas
resettlement
venskus of the Latvian Synod Board, and Pastor
program. Vilniaus balsas.
February 5, 1941.
Jonas Kalvanas. The new consistory was to function beginning on March 1, 1941 and continue to do
so until the synod of the church would elect a new
consistory. All named indicated their willingness to serve. The instrument was
signed by President Kristupas gudaitis.183
Departing pastors executed legal documents turning over administrative
authority and trusteeship of parish property to the pastors designated to serve
those churches. in the case of the Lithuanian and Latvian-speaking congregations, parish councils would be responsible for day-to-day operations. The situation in the german-speaking congregations of the Suvalkija region, Kėdainiai,
Ariogala, Švėkšna, and other places remained unclear, since not only did the
182
183
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Certificates transferring property from the departing parish councils of Žemaičių Naumiestis
and Skaudvilė parishes to their successors. ŽNPA and JKA.

pastors of these parishes leave, but the members of the parish councils along
with almost all the parishioners were leaving as well. undoubtedly, there were
some members in these congregations who would stay behind. in most cases the
pastors and parish council members locked the doors of the church and other
properties, and gave the keys into the care and keeping of parish members who
were staying. in german parishes, where there was a lay preacher, he would
be able to gather parishioners in the nave of the church for prayer services and
sermons. To receive the Sacrament of the Altar parishioners would need to travel
to the nearest Lithuanian or Latvian-speaking congregation or invite a pastor
from one of those congregations to bring them the Sacrament. in parishes where
there was no lay preacher, the people would simply gather for silent prayer and
the singing of familiar hymns. Many were concerned about how it would be
possible for them to keep their churches and church property in decent repair,
but this did not dampen their joy that their churches were still standing and that
they were able to use them. of course, at the same time, the Bolsheviks had their
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Ethnic german repatriates welcomed to the reich at the Eydtkau border crossing. Bundesarchiv.

Wagon-train on its way to the VoMi camps. Zehn Jahre Patenschaft 1969.
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repatriates make their way in East Prussia. Bundesarchiv.

eyes on these properties, especially those which had belonged to german-speaking congregations, since compensation for “german” properties was to be paid
to germany. The Bolsheviks, in fact, considered everything in the country to be
their property, and they were already making plans about how these “houses of
prayer” might better serve the people’s interests.
The first train carrying ethnic germans back to germany left Kaunas on February
3, 1941, with 527 passengers. The Soviets and germans agreed to three railway border
crossings: Kretinga - Bajorai, Tauragė - Lauksargiai, and virbalis – Eydtkau (germ.
Eydtkuhnen until 1938; Lith. Eitkūnai). The Kretinga - Bajorai crossing experienced particularly heavy traffic, because it became the crossing point not only for Lithuanian
germans, but also for germans still repatriating from Latvia and Estonia.
registration for repatriation closed on March 18, 1941, and the repatriation itself ended on March 24, with the departure of the highest officials of the Kulturverband, and ethnic germans who had been working in the repatriation program.
Ethnic germans who had been incarcerated for criminal offences were marched
to the trains on March 21-22. A special celebration, marking the end of repatriation, was held in the train station at Eydtkau, East Prussia, on March 24 with singing and dancing, german foods, and lots of beer.184
184
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2.2.5 Ef f e cts of th e rep atriation on th e C h u rch
The number of those who left Lithuania given by various sources differs little. Janusz Sobczak gives the number as 50,054, harry Stossun – 49,359, Arūnė
Arbušauskaitė – 50,142. The census taken by the german Central immigration
office (Einwandererzentralstelle - EWz) set the number at 50,427, a number which
probably included germans who had left before the official repatriation began. it
is this number which is generally regarded as official.185
of those who repatriated, 43,245 were classified as “Evangelicals.” 5,309 of the
repatriated germans were identified as roman Catholics, the majority of whom
were doubtless native Lithuanians. of the remaining repatriants, 1,873 were
members of the russian orthodox Church or other groups.186
The effect of the repatriation on parish congregations was nothing less than
devastating. Tauragė, the largest parish in the church, which had previously over
7,500 members,187 lost at least half of them. Pastor Kalvanas could count about
3,500 remaining members. Two thirds of the 800 members of the Šilalė congregation left and this included every member who had resided within the town
limits. All who remained lived in the vicinity but outside the town. Skaudvilė,
which had always been a predominantly german parish, was left with only about
50 members, all of whom lived in the area surrounding the town. Sartininkai was
a solidly Lithuanian parish and could still count 500 parishioners. Žemaičių Naumiestis, a mixed congregation of germans and Lithuanians but predominantly
Lithuanian, lost more than half of its 2,500 members, leaving 700 Lithuanians and
only two members of the old parish council. Švėkšna had been a predominantly
german congregation with all services in the german language. it lost its Cantor
Fridrichas Barkauskas (germ. Friedrich Barkowski) and all of its german members,
leaving only about sixty Lithuanians who frequently traveled to Žemaičių Naumiestis to attend services.188 Sudargas was also devastated. This congregation lost
more than eighty percent of its members.189 The Kretinga parish, which had previously had over 1,000 members, lost more than sixty-five percent. it had been a
Lithuanian parish with only 50 german members, but according to Pastor Baltris,
the german members and agitators had encouraged the Lithuanians to leave by
picturing for them the privations and hardships which they would surely ex185
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perience under the Soviets. According to Baltris, the Lithuanians who left the
country insisted on maintaining their Lithuanian identity and most of them were
never very happy in germany. The Lithuanians who remained in the parish were
strengthened and made more firm in their determination to be “good Lithuanians.” The temptation to leave had actually moved them to resolve to stay.190 The
devastating effects of repatriation in Suvalkija can be seen from the situation of
the garliava parish. of its 1,500 members only 100 remained in the parish.191
it is difficult to determine accurately how many Lutherans were left in Lithuania after repatriation. in 1923 there had been 64,538 Lutherans in Lithuania
according to the Lithuanian census. A total 43,245 “Evangelicals” left in 1941.
Clearly, the majority of them were Lutheran, but also included in this number
were some reformed, and a handful of Baptists and Methodists. it is difficult to
determine how many reformed left. in 1923, 212 of them had been listed in the
census as german. in addition to them, it is evident that some ethnic Lithuanian reformed also repatriated. Pastor Kalvanas ventured the opinion that out of
the 43,245 “Evangelicals” who left, about 40,000 of them were Lutherans.192 This
seems a likely number, because it is unlikely that a large number of reformed,
who were not ethnic germans, would repatriate. 3,000 reformed repatriants
would represent about thirty percent of the church’s membership, but even this
number seems a bit high.
There is no reliable data concerning the number of Major Lithuanian Lutherans
who chose to remain in Lithuania after the 1941 repatriation. Pastor Kalvanas and
Arthur hermann estimated that number at approximately 25,000.193 Taking into
account the westward flight of many Major Lithuanian Lutherans in the summer
and autumn of 1944, it appears that this number is probably not far off the mark.
The first available church census was undertaken during the Nazi occupation. By September 18, 1941 pastors reported to Consistory Chairman Pastor
Leijeris their estimation of the present membership of their parishes. Surprisingly, the Latvian ethnic group, which formerly had comprised the smallest group
in the Lithuanian Church, was now the largest, with a total of 10,400 members:
Alkiškiai – 2,500, Biržai – 1,500, Būtingė – 2,000, Joniškis – 700, Mažeikiai – 300,
190
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Kuršėnai – 200, Pakruojis – 300, Panevėžys – 200, radviliškis – 100, ritinė – 100,
Skuodas with Ylakiai – 500, Šiauliai – 200, Žagarė – 600, Žeimelis – 1,200. The
Lithuanian ethnic group now comprised 8,900 members: Kretinga with affiliated
congregations – 700, Naumiestis with Švėkšna – 700, Sartininkai – 500, Tauragė –
3,000, Šilalė – 300, Batakiai with Skaudvilė – 800, Jurbarkas with Žvyriai – 1000,
Sudargas – 300, Kaunas – 300, vilnius – 300. Lutherans remaining in the region
of Suvalkija numbered approximately 1,000, totaling in all 19,300 members in the
country.194 The number of Lutherans in Suvalkija was corrected in 1942, at the
consistory’s April 30th meeting, when it was reported that there were, in fact, several thousand members in that region.195
When Chairman Leijeris reported the size of the Lutheran community to the
occupying Nazi government, he rounded these numbers, stating that 10,500 Latvians and 9,000 Lithuanians held membership, and to this number he added approximately 500 germans who had elected to remain in Lithuania, giving a total of
20,000 members.196 Data from 1942 and 1944 give the report of the parishes which
had to be submitted in order to receive adequate wine for the Lord’s Supper. According to the January 22, 1942 report, 19,200 individuals held membership in
the Lutheran Church.197 The January 10, 1944 report lists 19,100 members.198 Apparently Leijeris included only communicants in his count for communion wine.
To this number would need to be added several thousand unconfirmed children.
in later years, Kalvanas would clarify the estimate of 20,000 by stating that this
included only those who were members of parishes. however, there were many
places in Lithuania where there were no longer parishes and where some Lutherans considered themselves to be inactive.199
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in 1958 the consistory estimated that there were at that time 30,000 Lutherans in Lithuania 17,500 belonged to registered congregations, 8,000 lived in places where parishes were not
permitted to register, and 4,000 were in the diaspora, that is, places where the Lutheran
Church had no established congregations or where congregations had ceased to function
after the 1941 repatriation (LCvA f. r-181, a. 3, b. 52, 99-100). This number appears somewhat
inflated. in the second repatriation in 1959-1961, 7,563 citizens left the country for germany 6,156 from the Klaipėda region and 1,165 from Major Lithuania. (Arbušauskaitė 2002, 189-
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The effects of the repatriation on the Lutheran Church were clearly disastrous.
Before repatriation the Lutheran Church had been the second largest church in
Lithuania. Now more than two thirds of its members had left the country. As a result, the russian old Believers were now the second largest church in the country
and the Lutheran Church had dropped to a distant third place.

2.2.6 Nazi Efforts to o btain or Co p y C h u rch re g is te rs
As part of the preparations for repatriation the Nazis sought to obtain and
carefully scrutinize the records of all Lutheran parishes in Lithuania. Some of
these records had already been confiscated by the Soviets in the early days of
autumn 1940 and had been placed in the newly established bureaus of civil registries. These records were regarded by the Nazi authorities as very important, because they gave them an opportunity to check for any mixed marriages between
germans and Jews, and indicated also instances of racial impurity and contamination, because of the mixing of german and Jewish blood, and mixture also of
Lithuanian with much “superior Arian blood.”
The Soviets were unwilling to allow any of the records of Lutheran parishes
to be taken to germany by the emigrants. in a secret discussion on August 28,
1940 members of the german Ministry of Foreign Affairs decided that perhaps it
was best that the matter of church records not even be mentioned in the repatriation agreement, but that it would be better that emigrants simply smuggle them
out of the country, as had been done elsewhere, as in volhynia (Pol. Wołyń; ukr.
Волинь). The institute for Family research (Reichsstelle für die Sippenforschung rfS) rejected this as improper. A representative of the institute traveled to Kaunas to survey the situation and when he returned to germany, he stated that of
all Lithuanians, the germans clearly seemed to be the most closely monitored.
The only possibility of obtaining the records they sought, would be if Lithuanian
190). The absolute majority of these repatriants were Lutherans. Again, there is no reliable
data as to how many Lutherans remained in the country at the end of the repatriation in
1962. Former consistory President gudaitis claimed that in 1962 about 25,000 Lutherans
remained (Gudaitis 1990, 179). This number seems inflated as well. The 2001 national
census stated that there were 19,637 Lutherans in Lithuania that year (Gyventojai 2002, 200).
The statistical data on the Natural increase of Population between 1960-2001, as well as
the emigration of Lutherans to germany during the period 1991-2001 (aprx. 150 persons
per year), makes it possible to calculate that in 1962 about 17,000 Lutherans resided in
Lithuania. Pastor Kalvanas stated to Commissioner Justas rugienis in 1971 that there were
at that time 20,000 Lutherans in the country in twenty ethnic Lithuanian and seven ethnic
Latvian congregations (LCvA f. r-181, a. 1, b. 185, 38). in subsequent years the number
20,000 would remain the official count of Lutherans in the country, however, according to
the count-down statistical data on Natural increase of Population between 1960-2001, this
number was not reached until 1982.
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pastors, who served german parishes, would repatriate and bring the records
along with them in their family possessions, even though this would violate the
instruction given by Reichsführer-SS himmler. At the same time, Lithuanian pastors might be very reluctant to put themselves into a conflict situation with Soviet
officials, who would, of course, be very much opposed to the removal of any
parish registers from Lithuania. if the Soviets were to find out that the records
were being removed secretly, this would eliminate any possibility that it might
be given permission to photograph church records, which was in itself a difficult
process, as had been seen from the situation in both Soviet Latvia and Estonia.
The institute recommended, therefore, that the repatriation agreement should include permission to copy church records photographically. Consequently, this
was made a part of the official January 10, 1940 agreement.200
The second part of Paragraph 18, which dealt with the copying of church records, spoke only in very general terms and did not speak specifically about the
copying process to be used. it was the opinion of both parties to the agreement that
those specifics could be decided by lower level officials. After two weeks of negotiations, it was decided on January 28, that copies of confiscated church records
would be turned over to the germans upon request. on the next day, January 29,
a group of experts arrived from germany, led by their Chairman Karl Fust. Still,
the Soviets were dragging their feet. During fourteen days of constant requests in
writing, by telephone, and in person, no records had yet been received. it seemed
that even though the Soviets had agreed to give this information, they really did
not intend to do so, and were now offering excuses and creating obstacles. in
response to a plainly impatient request from the germans, vasilij Mešalkin, highest official in Lithuania in the department in charge of the confiscation of church
records, assured them on February 14, that they had only to be patient and all
records would soon be put into their hands. in fact, it was until March 14, not
long before repatriation was coming to an end, that the russians permitted the
germans to bring their photographic equipment to the archives in vilnius and
begin the work of copying the records. it soon became clear to the germans that
the archives which they were being permitted to copy were spotty and incomplete. Documents from the Lutheran vilnius Diocese were available from 1834,
but there was no record of baptisms or marriages in the vilnius parish church
before 1850. What they wanted were documents which mentioned the names of
families, their place of residence, and other pertinent personal information. it occurred to the germans that perhaps more records might be available in Kaunas,
but it was unclear whether they would be permitted to have access to them. it was
clear that their attempt to copy all church records was only partially successful.201
200
201
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until 1944 the church records were placed in storage for safekeeping by the
Nazis or else in the Welfare office for Ethnic germans and the Central immigration
office, where they could be readily removed, if german evacuation should prove
necessary. Some of these records survived bombings and fires and are now stored
in archives. Most of these records, including those from Biržai, Kalvarija, Kelmė,
Kėdainiai, Kaunas, Marijampolė, Kudirkos Naumiestis, Panevėžys-Šeduva, raseiniai, Sudargas, Seirijai, vilkaviškis, vilnius, vištytis, and Skirsnemunė-Žvyriai
are stored in german Central office for genealogy (Deutsche Zentralstelle für Genealogie – DZfG) in Leipzig. included in them are, precisely, the documents in
which the Nazis had shown the greatest interest: Baptisms, Confirmations, Marriages, and Burials. Protocols of parish councils and other non-personal information is generally lacking.202

2.2.7 T he Pros p ects of th e rep atria n ts
Those who chose repatriation experienced some regret that they were leaving
their fatherland, but this regret was offset by their elation that now they were
going to a better fatherland. They traveled westward, singing songs of jubilation,
and they spoke together of their great joy and expectations for the future.
The first stop for the repatriates was the camps for ethnic germans, set up
in Poland by the Main Welfare Office for Ethnic Germans (Hauptamt Volksdeutsche
Mittelstelle - voMi). here they were greeted first with signs over the entrance
doors, “Welcome, you have come home” and “greater germany awaits you.”
The majority of Lithuanian repatriates were sent to Łódź in former Poland, others
were sent to Danzig in West Prussia, and still others to East Prussia.203
The Soviets had taken their passports and they soon found that getting new
papers would be an involved process. Some of these german families had lived
in Lithuania for several hundred years and the Nazis were suspicious that perhaps some of them were not genuinely germans. The Race and Settlement Department of the SS (Rasse- und Siedlungshauptamt - ruShA) had first to examine
them, even taking into account such criteria as facial characteristics. Anthropology and appearance were primary factors in determining race. Language and
ideological viewpoints were also taken into consideration, as though ethnicity
could somehow be dependant upon grammar, vocabulary, and socio-cultural
opinions.
germans from the regions of Šilalė, Tauragė, Kretinga, and elsewhere found
themselves in danger of being labeled non-german, both because there were few
202
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The Baltenlager transit camp for Baltic germans in Posen. Bundesarchiv.

german schools in these areas and because the Lithuanian language predominated in the congregations. in addition, they were objects of investigation because
of what the Nazis described as the detrimental activities of the Lutheran Church,
which, it was claimed, had stifled the germans by not allowing them greater use
of the german tongue. in addition, there was the constant suspicion that there
might be among the repatriants men and women who were actually spies for the
NKvD. it was primarily those labeled “Lithuanian” who were suspected of possible pro-Soviet sympathies and activity.204
The leaders of the Kulturverband, who thought that they had suffered repression in Lithuania, could now get their revenge on their supposed persecutors.
They were quick to volunteer to help the Nazis to ferret out those in the repatriate
community who had harbored pro-Lithuanian and, therefore, anti-german views.
Their blacklist included persons of academic background who, they claimed, had
renounced their own german heritage, and indeed all things german, to promote
Lithuanian chauvinism.
First on the list of such supposed traitors to the german National Socialist
cause was Professor gaigalaitis. They accused him of persecuting germans who
loved their german fatherland and culture, and insisted that he abominated all
204
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List of high ranking repatriates
identified as traitors by the Kulturverband. Arbušauskaitė 2000.
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things german and espoused a radical
form of Lithuanian nationalism. Another
pastor who faced accusations was Pastor
Jaudžimis who had refused to give his
loyalty to National Socialism and had
chosen instead to leave the Klaipėda region for Major Lithuania. it was claimed
that although he was a Memellander, he
had never supported german causes,
but had always actively worked for
patriotic Lithuanian societies. So too,
Pastor Jonas Pauperas was condemned
as one who, in both church and school,
had consistently favored Lithuanian interests over against german interests.
Still, another was Pastor Keleris who
always considered himself a Lithuanian, rather than a german, and also
promoted Lithuanian interests. Teacher
german reich citizenship certificate issued
Fridrichas Abromaitis (germ. Friedrich
to Provost Paul Tittelbach and his wife
Abromeit), they claimed, had been reAnna, 1941. PTA.
sponsible for the closing of the german
school in Kybartai, with the result that
german children had to suffer the humiliation of being “Lithuanianized” in a
Lithuanian school which taught them nothing of the glories of germany and all
things german. Bank officer Eduardas Leopoldas Martinkaitis (germ. Eduard Leopold Martinkat) was also put on their blacklist, because he had promoted the use
of Lithuanian in the Panevėžys parish. he was accused of constantly deriding
germany and all things german. These accused men were subject to constant
surveillance and interrogation by the Security Police.205
The results of the examination of the repatriants on the basis of anthropological, biological, linguistic, and political considerations determined their futures.
The highest classification was “o” – “Ost.” These were repatriants of the “highest
quality,” destined to colonize former Polish areas now annexed to the reich. in
this classification were 28,210 repatriants about whose racial purity and political
loyalty there could be no question. The second group was classified “A” – Altreich.
This group was comprised of those about whom the voMi and EWz had some
doubts as to their racial purity, language, and political loyalties. They could not
205
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“Ancestor passport” of Provost Tittelbach, one of several forms of “Aryan certificates”
documenting familial lineage. PTA.

be sent to the former Polish territories, but must remain in the “old reich” (germ.
“Altreich”) itself to further their germanization. 21,199 were included in this category. 8,093 of them were classified as having blood “not sufficiently pure” to
entitle them to be put in the first category. it was determined by the authorities
that 83 of them had no “german blood flowing in their veins” at all, and they
must therefore be classified as completely non-german. 609 of the repatriants
were classified as “S - Sonderfälle” (“Special Exceptions”). it was determined that
they were alcoholics, criminals, or sexual perverts, or perhaps, even all three. For
some of them was, surely, no place in the Third reich, so 151 of them would need
to go back to Soviet Lithuania. The rest were either dispersed to various regions
of general government or sent to the old reich.206
over sixty-five percent of those who came from the Suvalkian region of Lithuania were selected for inclusion in the first category – “Ost.” These “highest qual206
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resettlement Card of Provost Paul Tittelbach, March 31, 1941. PTA.

ity” germans were mainly from the areas of Kybartai, Kudirkos Naumiestis,
vištytis, Marijampolė, and vilkaviškis. Less fortunate and placed in the second
(“A”) category were mainly ethnic germans from Kretinga, Panevėžys, Seirijai,
and vilnius. in fact, only sixteen percent of the vilnius germans were classified as
of “Ost” quality.207 Since they lived in a city inhabited chiefly by Poles and Jews,
their racial purity could be questioned.
207
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Memoirs about life in the Wildschütz camps near Łódź
by Dr. Kristupas gudaitis. Arbušauskaitė 2002.

As for the Memellanders, which included such repatriates as vilius gaigalaitis,
Jurgis Adolfas Jaudžimis, and others who had left the Klaipėda region earlier and
had opted to move to Major Lithuania, it was announced in a declaration, published on october 6, 1941 by Wilhelm Frick, the reich Minister of internal Affairs,
that they could not be considered germans in any way, shape, or form. There could
be no question about their citizenship. They were foreigners, pure and simple.208
208
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Dr. Kristupas gudaitis, the last president of the consistory, was among those
kept under close scrutiny. he and his family were sent to Wildschütz, near Łódź,
and housed in army barracks. he was not a german, and as the former president
of the Lithuanian consistory, he understood that he would receive no special
treatments and would never be granted german citizenship.209
The situation of Prof. gaigalaitis was even worse. he and his wife were sent
to the same camp as President gudaitis in Wildschütz, near Łódź. Also sent to
this camp were Pastor Pauperas and others of the Lutheran intelligentsia, such
as Dr. Martynas Anysas, Mikas Šlaža, Jokūbas Stikliorius, and others, about
whom the Nazis were very suspicious. All of them were treated as outcasts.
They were confined to a camp which was surrounded by fences with barbed
wire.210
on March 11, 1941, eight days after his arrival in the camp, Prof. gaigalaitis
was ordered to appear for interrogation by the Security Police. The questioning
about his activities as president of the Lutheran consistory in Lithuania was rapid-fire and insistent, and when his answers were not as quick as his interrogators
wished, and when his memory failed him, they simply picked up the pace. he objected and said that unless they went slower and acted more decently, he would
simply walk out. The camp commandant responded that if he did, he would be
immediately sent to a concentration camp. Fearful of Nazi reprisals, his responses
the next day were full, complete, and prompt. he asked about the possibility of
his being compensated for his property in Lithuania, and was told not even to
think about that possibility. All of his property had been disposed of, and the
proceeds from it would be used to benefit the reich.
on April 15 he was sent to the camp at Kirschberg (Pol. Kraszew), near Łódź.
There he was derided and made an example of, as one who had persecuted german pastors in Lithuania. Ethnic germans went to the commandant of the camp
and insisted that he should be made to pay for his mistreatment of germans by
being deprived of any personal benefits and privileges. on May 21 he and his
wife were moved, yet again, this time to the camp at Flatow (Pol. Złotów), in West
Prussia, where they and other refugees were subjected to propaganda lectures
on german national, cultural, and political history. Every lecture began with the
words: “My dear german people.” Attendance at worship services was seldom
permitted.
on July 26, 1941 he and his wife were finally permitted to travel to Frankfurt
(Main) to stay with her family.211 Even there he was not left in peace but needed to defend himself against baseless accusations. he wrote to the consistory
209
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on April 18, 1942 from Frankfurt
(Main), asking that the consistory send
him a copy of the booklet, Die evangelisch-lutherische Kirche in Litauen, ihre
Nöte und Kämpfe im Zeitraum von 1925
bis 1929, which he had printed in 1929,
and which catalogued his activities
from 1925 on, and gave a much more
accurate picture than was being fed to
the Nazis by his accusers. he stated
that, perhaps, this would help him in
his attempts to defend himself.212
in addition, gaigalaitis hoped to be
allowed to travel to Berlin to arrange
for the retrieval of some of his books
from the Sandora Fellowship library
in Memel (Klaipėda). This would only
April 18, 1942 letter of Prof. Dr. gaigalaitis
be possible with the permission of the
to Chairman Leijeris, asking that he send
his 1929 booklet, Evangelical Lutheran
Obersturmführer-SS, whose name he
Church
in Lithuania, as a defense against his
could not recall. When he approached
accusers. JKA.
the SS official to ask for permission,
he was curtly informed by him that
he knew about him and that this father had given him a copy of gaigalaitis’
book, Litauen das besetzte Gebiet - sein Volk und dessen geistige Strömungen (The
Occupied Territory of Lithuania - Its People and Their Spiritual Directions), in which
gaigalaitis had claimed that some East Prussian territories had been originally
settled by Lithuanians. This so angered the Obersturmführer that it was quite
clear that gaigalaitis’ request would not be granted. gaigalaitis asked if he
might be relieved of the constant presence and surveillance of the Security Police. once again, the answer was “absolutely not.” Later Gauleiter Erich Koch
stated to gaigalaitis that, since he had never in his life missed any opportunity
to fight against all things german, he should expect nothing from the germans,
but should instead be grateful that he had not been sent back to Lithuania, for
without question the NKvD would have quickly deported him to Siberia.213
A more pressing problem for gaigalaitis and his wife was that they had no
funds to support themselves. While they were in voMi camps, they were given
a daily ration to sustain them, but after they arrived in Frankfurt (main) they
were left with nothing and had to depend upon relatives. Because he had been
212
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described as an “enemy of the reich,”
his Klaipėda region property and that
of his wife had been confiscated without
remuneration, and they had been left
without pension benefits. he learned
that some former Lithuanian government officials in germany were being
sent pension benefits from Lithuania
and, hoping that he could do the same,
he applied to the Labor and Social Affairs Agency stating that he had faithfully fulfilled all of his obligations and
had always paid his Lithuanian pension
taxes, and now wished to receive his
pension. on March 26, 1942 the agency
replied that his problems would soon
be solved because all that was required
was an agreement between the Agency
and the office of the general CommisLetter of the rev. Prof. gaigalaitis
sar. Three weeks later, on April 18, he
to Adolf hitler. KuB rSS.
wrote again, this time stating that he
would be delighted to return to Lithuania if he would be permitted to do so by the Central immigration office. he
again pleaded that the situation was urgent, since neither he nor his wife had
enough money to buy their daily bread and that he had no outside income on
which he could depend. Finally word came back from the Agency that it was
not possible for him to be given a pension because he was no longer living in
Lithuania.214
gaigalaitis saw rays of hope when he was told that retired persons who had
the appropriate academic credentials could receive a pension if they needed one.
on March 24, 1942 he wrote to the Curator of Albertine university in Königsberg
submitting all the necessary papers to support his application for a pension. The
response was once again negative.215
on the basis of his eighteen years of service as a pastor in Priekulė (germ.
Prökuls) and Katyčiai (germ. Coadjuthen) under the supervision of the Königs214
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berg consistory he held out the hope
that the consistory would accept responsibility for providing him a modest pension, since he had faithfully paid
his pension fees to the Prussian Evangelical Church during that period. he
wrote to the Königsberg consistory on
August 3, 1942 and received a reply on
August 11 which stated that he should
present his request to the Supreme Ecclesiastical Council of the Prussian
union Church in Berlin. on August
2 the Supreme Ecclesiastical Council
curtly informed him that no one was
permitted to received a pension if he
was not a citizen of the reich.216
gaigalaitis had, of course, attempted
to obtain german citizenship. he had
produced and turned over all the necesThe rev. Prof. gaigalaitis with his wife
Marie in Frankfurt (Main), 1943.
sary documents, which indicated that he
From Gaigalaitis 1998.
had been born in East Prussia, a part of
germany, and he turned over as well a
certificate which attested to his wife Marie (born: Dietze) was of pure “Aryan”
ancestry and was rightly classified as Reichsdeutsch. The government official who
examined the case responded to his application by stating that for him to dear to
ask for german citizenship was unheard of, shameful, and scandalous. he was
nothing more than a guest on german soil and that was all that he ever would be!
his “pure Aryan” wife, who had been born and raised in Frankfurt (Main), was
also denied any benefits and citizenship status because she had chosen to marry
such a rascal with wrongheaded political notions. When she protested, she was
curtly informed that her protest was rejected.217
in desperation gaigalaitis went so far as to write to hitler himself to plead
his case in a letter, dated June 3, 1942. he received back the curt reply that the
Fuehrer could not be bothered with such insignificant personal matters and that
his request was being sent to heinrich himmler, the reich’s Commissioner for
216
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the Strengthening of the german Peoples. This made it clear it clear to gaigalaitis
that his appeal was being dropped into a black hole from which it would never
emerge. in his memoirs gaigalaitis would state that he eventually came to accept
his plight and that he was grateful that he did not end up in a concentration camp,
as Pastor Loppe of vilnius had.218
his attempts to find possible avenues of pastoral service in the church also
went nowhere. When he lived in Bretten he was hopeful for a time when he was
befriended by two Lutheran pastors who invited him to assist them. however, for
him to do so required permission from church authorities and when he attempted
to obtain it, the regional bishop replied that he should not even dream about that
possibility, since it was well-known that in Lithuania he had persecuted german
pastors.219
The fate of Pastor Pauperas, who had also been identified as anti-german by
the Kulturverband, was somewhat less bleak. he was not permitted to do pastoral
work in germany, but he did eventually find employment in an insurance firm in
Berlin. Pastor Keleris, who did not have the reputation of being pro-german, was
able to find work as an assistant pastor, at least when he was living in the voMi
camp in zduńska Wola near Łódź.220
Pastors who had not been identified as anti-german appear to have had little
difficulty obtaining work as clergy, even though their surnames did not indicate that they were of german descent. Pastor gelžinius, formerly of Kretinga,
served in a parish in Praschnitz (Pol. Przasnysz) in South-East Prussia (germ. Südostpreußen). Pastor urdzė, who was Latvian by birth, found a pastoral place in
groß Spiegel über Dramburg in Pomerania. he wrote to gaigalaitis on May 13,
1942 that in addition to the five congregations he had been serving up until that
time, he had now been assigned three more.221
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“onward with Stalin in 1941.” Tarybų Lietuva. January 1, 1941 (No.1 (81)).
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2 . 3 C h ur ch Mi ni s try Afte r r epat riat ion

2.3.1 T he Formation of th e N ew C o n s is tory
on January 31, 1941 the members of the duly elected consistory, all but one of whom
intended to repatriate to germany, met under the leadership of President gudaitis to
form a new consistory, consisting of men who intended to stay in Lithuania. They decided that the new consistory should take office effective March 1, 1941.222
This action was legally problematic, because a duly elected board does not
have the authority to disband itself, or to bow out in favor of successors not duly
elected by the synod, but instead appointed by those who intended to leave their
office and the country. The five pastors who had elected to remain in Lithuania
were disgruntled, because the members of the previous consistory who were
leaving for germany were dictating the actions of a church, which they had left
behind. The church itself should decide who would serve in its new consistory.
on April 18, 1941 Pastor Erikas Leijeris wrote to Pastor Augustas vymeris, Pastor Martynas Preikšaitis, Pastor Jonas Kalvanas, and Pastor gustavas rauskinas
asking them to meet with him in Kaunas on April 28 to transact church business.
on April 22 Pastor vymeris wrote back to remind him that he was in poor health
and that it was impossible for him to travel to Kaunas. he suggested that the
meeting ought to be held in Tauragė rather than Kaunas, because Tauragė was
the spiritual center of Lithuanian Lutheranism, and because the Tauragė was by
far the largest congregation in the church. Pastor Kalvanas wrote that although
travel restrictions might make it difficult for him to come to Kaunas, he would
make every effort to attend the meeting.223
on April 28 the meeting was convened in Kaunas as planned, with Leijeris,
rauskinas, Kalvanas, Preikšaitis, and layman Mikas Preikšaitis present. The
group refused to refer to themselves as a consistory but spoke of it instead as a
pastoral conference. After a discussion, the pastors unanimously resolved that
Senior Pastor Erikas Leijeris should appoint a new consistory.
Leijeris accepted the assignment and proceeded to appoint a new consistory
in conformity with Article 124 of the Soviet union Constitution. he named layman Mikas Preikšaitis and lay preacher Ansas Baltris to represent Samogitia (Lith.
Žemaitija), along with Pastor Jonas Kalvanas. Pastor Martynas Preikšaitis was
222
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named to represent Suvalkija and Pastor gustavas rauskinas was made the
representative of the Latvian-speaking
parishes. Pastor vymeris was elected
as honorary senior pastor. During the
course of the meeting, Pastor Leijeris was
elected as chairman of the consistory and
Mikas Preikšaitis was named vice-chairman. The group took the name, “Evangelical Lutheran Consistory in Kaunas,”
although the full legal title was, “Evangelical Lutheran Consistory of the Lithuanian Soviet Socialist republic.”
once constituted, the new consistory
immediately proceeded to transact important business. The principle question
facing it had to do with the former consistory and the decisions and actions it had
taken at its final meeting on January 31. it
was agreed that the actions of Chairman
gudaitis forming a new consistory had
Act establishing the new
no legal standing. Additionally, no conLutheran consistory. JKA.
sistory archives and property had ever
been turned over by the old consistory
and all but one of its members had left the country soon after the meeting.
The new consistory decided that the government of the Lithuanian Soviet Socialist republic must immediately be informed, verbally and by letter, of the formation of the new Evangelical Lutheran consistory. in order to complete legal
formalities Pastor Leijeris, lay preacher Baltris, and Pastor Preikšaitis were delegated to go to the People’s Commissar of Justice in vilnius to explain why a new
consistory has been formed and to take whatever legal steps were necessary to
legitimize the new consistory in the eyes of the Soviet government.224

2.3.2 Past oral Min is try After th e E x od u s
Before repatriation, thirty-one pastors were serving the parishes of the Lutheran Church in Major Lithuania.225 only five decided to remain in the country.
224
225
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They were Augustas vymeris, Jonas Kalvanas, gustavas rauskinas, Martynas
Preikšaitis, and Erikas Leijeris. Because of illness, Pastor vymeris was not able to
serve any parish but his own Tauragė congregation. At the final meeting of the
old consistory on January 31, 1941, the primary question had to do with pastoral
ministry in the congregations. The consistory members could think of no other
possibility but to assign each of the remaining pastors an entire geographical area
to serve. Pastor Martynas Preikšaitis was named pastor in charge of the entire
region of Suvalkija, and Pastor Jonas Kalvanas was named pastor of every parish
in Samogitia. All the Latvian Lutheran parishes were assigned to Pastor gustavas
rauskinas. Pastor Erikas Leijeris was given responsibility for the vilnius parish
and all the parishes in north central and eastern Lithuania.226
Senior Pastor Leijeris immediately set to work organizing the clergy so as
to provide pastoral ministry to the congregations in their regions. on February
20 he wrote to Pastor Kalvanas, Pastor Preikšaitis, and Pastor rauskinas, advising them to meet as soon as possible with responsible members in the congregations in their regions to select men who could take responsibility for the keys
to the churches and other properties and who could be depended upon to keep
the pastors informed of parish matters. Those given responsibilities in the parishes should not be neophytes, but rather men of long-standing membership and
proven integrity. he suggested also that the pastors should attempt to provide
pastoral ministry in the congregations of their region at least every other week in
addition to their ministry in their home parishes.227
in order to more effectively organize ministry in the church, Leijeris called a meeting of all the clergy to be held in Kaunas on March 14, 1941. Also invited to attend were
the remaining members of the former consistory, its Executive Secretary Juozuvaitis,
former Pagalba leader Mikas Preikšaitis, and former Lithuanian Evangelical Association Chairman, Dr. otonas Stanaitis. on March 4 he sent a letter to Jurgis Preikšaitis in
which he stated that at this meeting the status of the church in its new situation would
be discussed and important decisions would need to be made.
in addition to Leijeris, Pastor gustavas rauskinas and Pastor Jonas Kalvanas
attended the March 14 meeting. Pastor vymeris and Pastor Martynas Preikšaitis
were unable to be present. it was decided that because so many pastors had left,
and in many cases large numbers of parishioners had left with them, the remaining pastors should do their best to provide pastoral ministry to all the parishes
and the parishioners left behind according to their ability. in those cases where all
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or most of the parish council members had left, others must be selected to replace
them, so that the parishes might continue to be effectively governed. it was stated
that it was fondly hoped that the Lithuanian Soviet government would give heed
to article 124 of the Soviet union Constitution which guaranteed freedom of conscience to all citizens, and would allow the church to conduct its internal affairs
without governmental interference.228
Meeting on April 28, 1941, the consistory set down the division of labor to
which the clergy had agreed. Pastor Leijeris assumed responsibility for the administration of the congregations of Žeimelis, Biržai, Panevėžys, Pakruojis, Pandėlys,
Joniškis, and Kėdainiai. Pastor Jonas Kalvanas took charge of the congregations
in Tauragė, Batakiai, Skaudvilė, Kelmė, raseiniai, Ariogala, Šilalė, Sartininkai,
Žemaičių Naumiestis, Švėkšna, gargždai, Kretinga, Palanga, Kaunas, and vilnius. Pastor gustavas rauskinas was named administrator of the congregations
in Alkiškiai, Žagarė, Mažeikiai, Šiauliai, radviliškis, Kuršėnai, Pabalvė, Telšiai,
ritinė, Ylakiai, Skuodas, and Būtingė. Finally, Pastor Martynas Preikšaitis was
named pastor of the congregations at Sudargas, Šakiai, Kudirkos Naumiestis, Kybartai, virbalis, vištytis, Marijampolė, vilkaviškis, Kalvarija, Liudvinavas, garliava, Prienai, Pilviškiai, and Seirijai. it was decided that, given the extreme shortage of ordained clergy, seasoned church workers, Mikas Preikšaitis and Ansas
Baltris, should be invited and encouraged to prepare for pastoral service, which
would eventually lead to their ordination to the holy Ministry.229

2.3.3 Fu r t he r o rdin ation s
Even before the end of the repatriation it was clearly evident that several additional pastors would be needed, since more than eighty percent of the pastors
would be leaving. The first to be ordained was Jurgis gavėnis to serve in Jurbarkas and other parishes in its vicinity.
gavėnis had been born in 1909 in Kalnėnai, a village in the Jurbarkas district.
he and his parents were active and well-known Lithuanian patriots. Members
of the gavėnis family had been instrumental in the establishment of Pagalba, the
Lithuanian super-patriotic Lutheran organization, which had sought to smother
all german influence in the Lithuanian Lutheran Church. The name of his mother,
Elžbieta, had appeared on the masthead of Srovė, the newspaper of the Pagalbians,
as its editor, although, in fact, most of the writing and editing was done by Jurgis himself.230 in 1928 gavėnis matriculated in the Faculty of Evangelical Theol228
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ogy at the university of vytautas the
great in Kaunas.231 Because Lithuanian
pastors were few in number, President
vilius gaigalaitis and the consistory had
adopted the policy of sending students
to work in parishes as preaching vicars.
Some of these men were ordained as
pastor-deacons, however gavėnis was
not among them. in 1931 he was sent
to the garliava and Prienai parishes to
conduct reading services.232 however,
because of the growing tension between
gaigalaitis and the Pagalba organization,
the consistory rejected the 1932 request
of the garliava parish that gavėnis be
ordained and made pastor there.233 one
year later the consistory court declared
that gavėnis was guilty of showing disAugust 24, 1940 theological diploma of
respect to President vilius gaigalaitis.234
Jurgis gavėnis, issued by the Soviet
The Pagalba organization was able to
Lithuanian Minister of Education,
Antanas venclova. JKA.
have this verdict reversed, and subsequently the President of the republic
released gaigalaitis from his consistory chairmanship.235 The increasingly reactionary positions taken by the Pagalba organization soon prompted the Ministry
of Education to reconsider its value. in 1935 the Pagalbians sought the immediate
ordination of gavėnis. This time the consistory concurred, but because of the objections raised by Senior Pastor Tittelbach to the Ministry of Education, permission to ordain him was withdrawn.236 The reason given was that he had not yet
successfully completed his theological studies. By then, the influence of Pagalba
was on the wane and within a month it had completely lost its influence in the
consistory. The Minister of Education pressed the consistory’s Executive Secretary Mikas Preikšaitis to resign and also exercised his right to remove Procurator
Martynas Kavolis from his position on the consistory.237 gavėnis then requested
231
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Pastor Jurgis gavėnis with the Jurbarkas confirmation class before the doors of the Jurbarkas
parsonage, May 24, 1942. Mindaugas Kairys collection.

that he be released from his responsibilities as preacher in garliava and Prienai.238
in that same year the Ministry of Education dissolved the Pagalba organization
altogether and dispersed its assets.239 A 1937 letter from the Tauragė parish to
the Ministry of Education requested that gavėnis be permitted to complete his
theological examinations.240 This request was denied, and in 1938 gavėnis was
conscripted into the Lithuanian army.241 Subsequently, at the end of his term of
service he submitted his diploma paper in the Faculty of humanities of the university of vytautas the great. his subject was “The Problem of Suffering in the
Book of Job.” he defended his paper on June 1, 1939. however, the diploma certificate was not issued until the first Soviet occupation. it was signed on August
24, 1940 by officials of the Soviet provisional government, including Minister of
Education Antanas venclova and Chairman of the governmental Examinations
Commission Juozas Žiugžda.242 gavėnis was called to the Jurbarkas parish on February 13, 1941 because of the repatriation of Pastor Stanaitis. The circumstances
of his ordination were somewhat irregular. The old consistory had resigned and
238
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Document identifying Jurgis gavėnis as pastor of the Jurbarkas, Žvyriai, Sudargas, raseiniai,
and Šakiai congregations, issued by Chairman Leijeris on September 16, 1943. JKA.

a new consistory had been formed, but instead of awaiting the approval of the
new consistory, he was ordained on March 2, 1941 in Šakiai by Superintendent
henrikas Sroka with no other pastors in attendance.243 in was not until 1943 that
he was approved by, and came under, the supervision of the consistory,244 and
was officially made overseer of the remaining congregations in Suvalkija.
Another candidate for ordination was Ansas Baltris of Klaipėda. he had been
born on December 29, 1884 in Letūkai, Klaipėda district. While working as an editor
of several Lithuanian language newspapers in the Klaipėda region, he felt himself
called by god to serve as a lay preacher and opened a small mission hall on 11
Puodžių Street in 1926. The facility had to be expanded in 1930.245 The Nazis forced
Baltris to leave in 1939, when the Klaipėda region was annexed by germany. on
April 18, 1939 the consistory called him as mission deacon in the Kaunas congregation with Šančiai as his place of residence. The terms of his ministry permitted him
to preach but not to celebrate the Sacrament or solemnize marriages. Lutherans in
Šančiai were mainly ethnic germans but he was particularly concerned to serve ethnic Lithuanians.246 he apparently felt that he could serve far more effectively in his
243
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home region, and it was for this reason
that without the approval of the consistory he simply left Kaunas and moved
to Kretinga, where he received a less
than enthusiastic welcome by Pastor gelžinius. Baltris openly disagreed
with gelžinius because of the role that
gelžinius was playing in the preparation of a hymnal in modern Lithuanian,
instead of the old, sacrosanct Lithuanian
dialect of Minor Lithuania, which Baltris
prized. indeed, by this time, Baltris had
gained some notoriety throughout the
church as a result of his open opposition
to the new hymnal. in January 1940 Pastors gelžinius and Pastor Laukozilis reported to the consistory that some people
in Kretinga were reacting negatively to
Pastor Ansas Baltris, 1944. DPA.
Baltris, because of his headstrong manner
and his open opposition to the pastor and
the consistory. The consistory responded
by ordering Baltris to cease his negative activities and to come to the consistory and
bring his authorizing documents with him. The consistory declared to him that by
leaving Šančiai where he had been assigned and by striking out on his own, he had
shown himself unworthy of the deaconate to which he had been ordered.247
Now, after repatriation, Baltris was urgently needed and Pastor vymeris and
Pastor Kalvanas issued a certificate in the name of the new provisional consistory,
naming him lay preacher and cantor to serve in Kretinga and its affiliated congregations in gargždai, Palanga, and Telšiai.248 on April 28 the consistory invited
him to prepare himself for full-time service in the church and eventual ordination
to the holy Ministry, even Baltris himself had never formally studied theology.249
on April 30 Leijeris wrote to him extending the consistory’s invitation that he
prepare for ordination. Three days later, on May 3, Baltris, who was a Pietist,
responded that he was unworthy to become a pastor, but that, if god would see
fit to call him and it were to be seen clearly that this was god’s will and that god
would grant him his grace, then he would indeed “let his will be done.”250 on
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June 15, 1941 ordination certificate of Pastor-deacon Ansas Baltris, the first pastor without
theological training to be ordained. JKA.

May 26 Leijeris informed Kalvanas that in accordance with the wishes expressed
by Baltris, he should be ordained in Tauragė as a pastor-deacon on June 15 by
Senior Pastor vymeris, Pastor Jonas Kalvanas, and Pastor Martynas Preikšaitis.
Subsequently, Pastor Kalvanas should introduce him into service in the Kretinga
congregation on Sunday, June 20.251 it happened that the day of his ordination,
June 15, was the day when thousands of Lithuanians were arrested to be sent to
Siberia and elsewhere deep within the Soviet union. Baltris was of the opinion
that he ought not to celebrate the Divine Service in Kretinga as a pastor, until he
had been officially introduced and installed there. This did not prove feasible,
and on June 19, 1941 Leijeris wrote to the Kretinga parish that Baltris should be
installed by the church council.252
Mikas Preikšaitis also was invited to seek ordination, but he decided that the
time was not ripe for him to seek this office. he would not be ordained until
1944, when the Wehrmacht was departing and the red Army was reentering the
country.
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2 . 4 T h e in te ns i fi cati o n o f the An t i- religious of f en siv e
The year 1941 brought an intensification of the efforts of the Soviets to counter
the power of the church in Lithuania by force. The first sign of it was the announcement on January 12 that the seminary in Kaunas, the only roman Catholic seminary still in operation, must vacate it premises within twelve hours. The
building was then commandeered by the Soviet army. The seminary continued in
operation in private dwellings. on May 21 the Central Committee of the Lithuanian Communist Party issued a directive stating that all seminaries still in operation in Lithuania of whatever confession must cease operation and be closed
permanently.253 During this period prejudicial actions were being taken against
priests and members of religious orders in the country. These actions had begun
already in spring of 1941.

2.4.1 T he Seizure of Ch urch es
Determined harassment of the Lutheran Church in Lithuania was undertaken
as soon as repatriation was concluded. its church buildings and prayer houses
were the first to be closed and defaced. Soviet authorities could justify this by
saying that they were simply taking over property formerly owned and operated by germans and for which they were paying compensation to the german
government.
Calls to confiscate Christian and other worship facilities in Lithuania had already been heard as a result of the complaints of the Freethinking Ethical Cultural Society (Lith. Laisvamanių etinės kultūros draugija), which insisted that the
government must take over church buildings, synagogues, and other “so-called
houses of prayer,” and dedicate them to cultural purposes which would benefit
the workers. They stated this in their journal Laisvoji mintis (Free Thought), citing
the example of other Soviet socialist republics in which church buildings had already been given over to the use of the workers to whom they really belonged.254
A ripe plum ready for the picking was the church property of the vilnius Lutheran parish on 9 vokiečių Street. There were no doubts in the minds of Communists that this property must be made their own. The church was closed shortly after the repatriation, and the building was turned into a hall for the use of
Young Communists. The interior of the church was gutted. The reredos behind
the altar was left in place but the statues, which Communists called “idols,” were
253
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replaced with their own Communist idols. The carving of the Last Supper above
the altar was removed and replaced by portraits of Marx, Lenin and Stalin with a
red star hung above them. it was, however, too much of an effort to remove the
angels at the top of the reredos. They still bore witness that this was a Christian
altar and a Christian church.
Pastor Kazimierz ostachiewicz (Lith. Kazimieras Ostachevičius) of the vilnius
reformed parish was passing by the vilnius parish church one day, and to his
horror, saw this act of barbaric destruction. he immediately reported what he
had seen to Adolfas valeška, the director of the vilnius Museum of Art, who
informed all vilnius institutions responsible for the preservation and maintenance of artistic monuments. The local Administration of Artistic Treasuries did
approach the city Communist Party with the request that these barbaric activities must cease. These pleas fell on deaf ears. Nothing was done, excepting that
the vilnius Museum of Arts was authorized to establish commission and collect
whatever treasures it could and store them in a safe place.
representatives of the museum went to the church and were very upset to
see what the workmen had done to the altar, pulpit, and statuary and how they
had pulled pipes out of the organ chest and upset book cases full of valuable
books and parish archives. They approached the director of the Factory and industrial Training Schools (Fabrikinio gamybinio apmokymo mokyklos – FgA), who
was in charge and was wearing the uniform of an officer of NKvD, and asked
him to allow them to take the church treasury, as they had been directed by the
administration of the Museum of Arts. Since they could provide no certificate of
authorization, he flatly refused to accept their request, swearing that just as he
had done in Kaunas with the Lutheran church archives, he would see to it that
these archives and this library were destroyed and reduced to ashes, so that the
building could be put to use as a cinema and dancehall.
The commission members understood that he was not going to honor their
documents and they would have to try to gently persuade him to adopt a different course of action. They suggested that they might be able to see that he would
come into the personal possession of some valuable art treasures of “ivan Aivazovski.” of course, they had no access to any such treasures but they also knew,
that in any case, he would not know the difference between what they would give
him and genuine Aivazovski art. The FgA schools director then softened his resolve and decided to reconsider. he became somewhat more friendly, ant stated
that, although he was quite an expert at destroying churches, since he had already
disposed of Lutheran property and archives in Kaunas, he would be willing to
accommodate them. he gave them one night to gather and take what they could.
The museum people began, at once, to remove everything that had not yet
been destroyed. This included 4,000 books and archives from as far back as the
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The altar of the vilnius parish church
before WWii. DPA.

The vilnius church altar desecrated and defaced by the Bolsheviks. on the altar mensa
is the SSSr coat of arms. The depiction of the
Last Supper has been removed and replaced
by pictures of Lenin and Stalin and the cross
has been replaced by the Soviet red Star.
Naujoji Lietuva. July 12, 1941 (No.138).

16th century. it was more difficult to move any of the remaining statuary and the
ornate baptismal font, and other stone work.
When the art work had been put into storage at the museum, some highly
placed Communist officials became very critical and snidely suggested that they
were turning the Museum of Arts into a “religious museum.” it was evident that
the Bolsheviks did not want anything left reminiscent of the church, so museum
officials secretly arranged with reformed Pastor ostachiewicz to store as much
of it as possible in the Lutheran cemetery chapel. Even this thoughtful action
brought a severe reprimand from Party officials. Director valeška was accused of
trying to save Lutheran religious objects and was interrogated. only the outbreak
of the war in Lithuania brought these interrogations to an end and prevented the
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Communists from destroying what had
been preserved by the Museum of Arts.
unfortunately, the pulpit, altar, and organ could not be salvaged.255
A brief description of barbaric actions
by the Bolsheviks is found in the April
27, 1941 report of vytautas Kazimieras
Jonynas, director of the Agency for the
Protection of Cultural Monuments. upon
arrival at the church site on April 24, he
observed that the altar had been partially destroyed, as had also been the lower
part of the pulpit. he expressed dismay
that the vilnius Executive Committee had been derelict of its responsibilities by turning the building over to the
Young Communists, before his Agency
for the Protection of Cultural Monuments in Kaunas had been informed. he
stated that this was a clear case of ignorance of the law and self-will. in his opinion, the vilnius Museum of Arts had not
March 26, 1941 letter of the Kaunas parish
done
enough to stop the destruction of
council to the Kaunas city Executive
Committee. JKA.
important cultural monuments.256
When the repatriation of germans in
Kaunas was complete, Soviet authorities
moved quickly to confiscate their Lutheran Kaunas church property. Because of
this, the Kaunas parish lost all the buildings which surrounded the church. The
Kaunas executive committee was determined to take the church as well. Aleksandras Šimanas, its chairman, informed the parish council that they were required
to vacate the church, at once, because german property was now to be put to
the use of the Soviets. The plan was to use the facility to billet troops. The parish
council immediately protested, and on March 26, 1941 it complained to the Kaunas executive committee that the church was not and never had been the property
of germans, and that the claims of the executive committee against it were improperly based. The church had, in fact, served Lithuanian and Latvian-speaking
Lutherans, as well as the germans, and it had been used also by the Lithuanian
reformed congregation for its services, since that congregation had no building
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of its own in the city. in the name of the upholding of its legal rights, according to
the guaranties of the Lithuanian Soviet constitution concerning freedom of conscience and freedom of worship, they asked that the executive committee recognize and respect the right of the Kaunas Lutherans to continue to hold and use
this church, the only Lutheran building left in the city. They stated also that the
Lutheran consistory had appointed a proper parish administrator to supervise
this property, Pastor Jonas Kalvanas. They noted also that confiscated facilities included property important to the Lutherans, including the parish archives of the
congregation, religious books, and furniture. The council asked that an appropriate place be provided for the proper storage of this congregational property and
a place for the parish worker and his wife and child to live.257
on March 28 parish administrator, Pastor Jonas Kalvanas, and parish Chairman
Mikas Preikšaitis wrote to the Council of Peoples’ Commissars in vilnius. They
repeated much of what had already been written to the Kaunas city executive committee, noting particularly that the Kaunas executive committee had made this decision on the basis of erroneous information provided to it by comrade Aleksandras
Šimanas, its chairman. he had incorrectly declared that the church had been the
property of germans who had repatriated and that, therefore, the building was
now derelict. in fact, the church was and always had been used by Lithuanian and
Latvian-speaking Lutheran congregations, as well as the germans. By confiscating
the church, these congregations were being deprived of their place of prayer and
their freedom to worship – constitutional rights which were guaranteed. Furthermore, the altar and other material in the church were of cultural-historical value
and would be materially harmed or even destroyed if the building were given over
to other uses. They summarized their argument in three points. (1) The church was
not and had not been german property, but the german congregation had been
given the privilege of holding services there. (2) if the Lithuanian and Latvianspeaking groups were now denied their right to use this church, they would be
lowered to a position even lover than that afforded to the germans. (3) other confessions are given the privilege of maintaining their houses of worship. This property is the only house of worship for Lutherans living in Kaunas; to take it away
from them would be to deny their right to a house of worship in this city.258
The Kaunas parish council and Pastor Kalvanas also wrote a letter to the Lithuanian Soviet Supreme Council in vilnius, stating once again their arguments that
the church building should not be confiscated.259
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The Kaunas parish church before WWii. JKA.

in addition to its pleas to the Communist government, the Kaunas parish council wrote also to the Agency for the Protection of Cultural Monuments, stating
that the church was itself an important monument, which included architectural
and cultural treasures, which needed to be protected. They stated that, unfortunately, the Kaunas executive committee seemed intent upon commandeering this
property and remodeling it to make it fit for secular uses. The agency responded
on April 29 with a letter which asked for further clarification on what basis the
authorities were seeking to confiscate the building. The parish council responded
within 24 hours, on April 30, stating that unfortunately the previous parish administrator Pastor Pauperas had neglected to transfer the property to the new administrator Pastor Kalvanas before repatriating to germany. The parish council
asked that the agency consult with the Kaunas executive committee to assure that
the church and its interior were not turned over for other uses.260
Pastor Leijeris himself was certain that all attempts to retain the church would
fail and that confiscation was so certain that it could be considered to have already been accomplished. he recalled that in the past there had always been a
fine Christian spirit between the Lutherans and the russian orthodox, a relationship which on some occasions had made it possible for congregations of these
two churches to share their facilities. The Lutherans had opened their doors in
260
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the Tauragė and Žeimelis churches when the russian orthodox needed a place to
hold services, and the orthodox had extended the same hospitality to the Lutherans in Pasvalys and in an orthodox chapel in Kaunas. on April 30, 1941 Leijeris
wrote to the russian orthodox Council of Eparches, asking whether it might be
possible for the Kaunas congregation to make use of a russian orthodox Church
in Kaunas to hold services once or twice a month with the understanding that the
Lutherans would, of course, abide by any special requirements set by the orthodox.261
The Kaunas city executive committee turned over the church to the red Army
squadron which was responsible for the protection of the nearby vytautas the
great bridge. Commander Jechatincev of the red Army immediately ordered
that the church furnishings should be removed, so that his squadron could settle
in. The congregation had already informed the Agency for the Protection of the
Cultural Monuments of the situation, and the agency was quick to insist that
valuable items and other ecclesiastical furnishings should not be defaced or destroyed but should remain in place for the present. on May 13, 1941 the Agency
protested to the Chairman of the Council of the People’s Commissars against the
willful destruction of valuable cultural artifacts in the Kaunas church and elsewhere. it mentioned in particular that the altar was a valuable 17th century piece
and that its removal without proper protection and a proper place for storage
would be nothing but an act of the willful destruction of a valuable monument.262
The strong action of the agency was able to, at least in some measure, prevent the wholesale destruction of valuable ecclesiastical furnishings. however,
the soldiers did manage to create havoc in the church by marching through it in
their heavy and muddy boots and wiping them with the altar paraments. They
also set to work to destroy religious decorative artwork in the church as an act
of desecration. only the outbreak of the war prevented the further desecration of
the church building. 263
Already by october 1940 Soviet officials in Telšiai were discussing the future
of the Lutheran church there. By october 22 the head of the local executive committee stated that the church should be confiscated. No action was taken at that
time, since the building was “german property.” 264 The church was confiscated
after repatriation, the altar was immediately destroyed, and the building was
turned into a bakery.265
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october 22, 1940 letter of the Telšiai City Council Chairman to the Supreme Sequestration
Commission, suggesting that the Lutheran church and one synagogue be closed and given to
the red Army. LCVA.

other Lutheran churches, especially in Suvalkija, were also confiscated, as
soon as the repatriants left. Documentary evidence concerning the tactics used to
gain control of these churches, and the uses to which they were subsequently put,
is very scanty. it is, however, known that the vilkaviškis church was turned into
a storage facility.266
in Kėdainiai there was a reformed church which had been built in 1627-1654
by Kristupas and Jonušas radvilos (Pol. Radziwiłłs). it contained a seat of honor for
Duke radvila and church pews which were very old and featured original carvings. Jonynas, the head of the Agency for the Protection of Cultural Monuments,
called the Kėdainiai region executive committee chairman on April 17, when he
received a report that the executive committee had designated the church to become a grain storage facility and that the valuable pews, seat of honor, and the
pulpit had been summarily removed from the church and left outside. The local
chairman confirmed all these reports and went on to say that the church furnishings were not cultural monuments but simply furniture. he stated that if this
furniture was regarded as a monument, then every church could insist that its
furnishings were valuable monuments. he invited Jonynas to come to Kėdainiai
266
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to discuss the matter at once, since the grain could not be left outside in the open
air. When Jonynas cited the laws concerning cultural monuments and the decrees
concerning them by the People’s Commissar on Education, the local chairman
scoffed and said he knew all that.
Jonynas rushed to Kėdainiai the next day, April 18, and observed that the
church pews had been sawn up and thrown outside as waste lumber and that Duke
radvila’s seat of honor and pulpit had been ripped out from the wall. The seat itself
had already been dismantled. Jonynas was able to insist that these items be left in
the church for store because of their high value. he then went to the headquarters of
the executive committee where he was told that the chairman and two of his assistants were out of town and that it was not known when they would return. he was
able to talk to the secretary and to receive assurance that the radvila seat would be
protected. he then designated one individual from the Kėdainiai museum to see to
it that this promise was kept and to inform him of any further infringement of the
law by the committee. he then visited the city Communist Party office where he
reminded officials of the laws concerning valuable cultural monuments and stated
that in the future there would be serious sanctions if these laws were broken.267
on May 13 he reported to the Council of the People’s Commissars that, in fact, the
monuments in the Kėdainiai church had not been properly protected, because they
were not isolated from the grain which was being stored in the building.268
The reports of the Agency for the Protection of Cultural Monuments noted
only that damage had been done to the Lutheran churches in vilnius and Kaunas, and the reformed church in Kėdainiai. This might suggest that roman Catholic churches did not suffer the same fate. indeed, some roman Catholic scholars have suggested that the Communists refrained from taking drastic actions,
such as the closing of houses of worship, for fear that such actions might provoke
popular resistance to the regime at a time when the Communist government was
not yet sufficiently consolidated.269 in fact, however, records show that the garrison Church of St. Kasimir in Alytus was converted into a tank works,270 and in
December 1940 the decision was made to convert a garrison Church in Kaunas
into a museum honoring the october revolution.271
it was after invasion of Lithuania by the Nazis that the wholesale destruction
of roman Catholic churches was undertaken by the retreating red Army and
the Communists. The zarasai church was shelled, as was the Kaišiadorys cathedral, with the result that both buildings suffered extensive damage. So too, the
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tower and walls of the Betygala church suffered heavy damage from shelling. The
wooden chapel at vilkaviškis was soaked with gasoline and burned, and the interior of the Joniškis church was damaged when a grenade was thrown into it.272
Apart from this, the Communists mainly contented themselves with destruction of crosses, shrines, religious statues, and other objects of religious art. At the
same time, the Agency for the Protection of Cultural Monuments issued a memorandum on May 13, 1941, directed to the Chairman of the Peoples Commissars,
stating that the works being plundered were, in fact, important cultural artifacts
which belonged to the people, and regardless their religious nature, they were of
great value to the culture and were to be protected.273
Finally, in June 1941, just a few days before the Nazi invasion, the People’s Commissar for Education issued a warning that historical, cultural, and artistic monuments were to be protected, according to the stated regulations for the Protection
of Cultural Monuments. responsible citizens must warn the hooligans that continued destruction of these artifacts would not be tolerated. his statements were
published in Vilniaus Balsas on June 10 and Tarybų Lietuva on June 13.274
Communist fanatics continued their destructive activities. involved were not
only hooligans but also highly placed Communist officials, who had been elevated to positions of importance far beyond their competence and who could see no
value whatever in the protection of religious artifacts. on June 20, just two days
before the reds were forced to flee, the People’s Commissars published their own
strong statements concerning the need to protect historical, cultural, and artistic
monuments. They stated that some regional and city executive committees had
acted irresponsibly by allowing the vandalism of cultural monuments and decreed
that no changes were to be made in any fortresses, church buildings, monasteries,
or other properties of historical value without specific permission from the Agency
for the Protection of Cultural Monuments. So too, valuable furniture, crockery, and
other articles of value in these places should not be arbitrarily used or destroyed
but should be sent to the museum. They ordered regional and city executive committees to protect all cultural monuments and items which the Agency had declared to be of value. The Agency itself was to be responsible to create before August 15, 1941 a list of all such materials, places, monuments, etc., and share it with
the regional and city executive committees.275 This decree was published in Tarybų
Lietuva on June 21, but within 24 hours german guns could be heard, as well as the
sound of Bolsheviks moving swiftly eastward out of the country.
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2.4.2 i nt ens ified Action s Ag ain s t th e C h u rch T h ro u g h
Su bversi on of th e Clergy
Within a few months of its takeover of Lithuania the Communist Party was determined to intensify its anti-church program. in its eyes, the church remained the
single “foreign ideology” which still remained after all other organizations and parties contrary to Communist ideology had been closed down. in Lithuania the roman
Catholic Church represented not only a foreign ideology but also a foreign power
with its center outside the Soviet union. in addition, this “foreign ideology” was attractive to the vast majority of Lithuanians. Lithuanians were Christians, and the vast
majority of them were under obedience to the Bishop of rome. The Bolsheviks understood that this people were closely tied to the church, and the church was obviously
not friendly either to Communist ideology or to the Communist government. They
soon came to understand that the sermons which the people were hearing on Sunday
were either in some cloaked manner subversive or even openly anti-Communist in
content, on occasion, and the ban on the teaching of religion in the schools had been
ineffective because the priests were now teaching the children outside the school, as
Piotr gladkov (rus. Пётр Андреевич Гладков), the assistant People’s Commissar for
internal Affairs, stated in a letter to all NKvD agencies in the country on october 2,
1940. he declared that these sermons were spreading nationalistic, chauvinistic, and
anti-Communist ideas with the single purpose of causing harm to the Communist
state and its cause. he went on to say that by working with young people and teaching them religion in their own private flats or parsonages, the clergy were attempting
to strike crippling blows against Communist order. he went on to speak also of the
spreading of anti-Communist ideas through “legal Christian brotherhoods,” such as
the Church’s Prayer Mission Brotherhood (Lith. Maldos apaštalavimo brolija), the Men’s
Mission Brotherhood (Lith. Vyrų apaštalavimo brolija), and other such groups, which
really were nothing but “political instruments in the hands of the priests.”276
in his october 2 directive, gladkov formulated a complete plan of action against
this “hostile activity of the clergy.” The NKvD agencies must now immediately start
to assemble records of the activity of all clergy, including monastics and the leaders
of Catholic organizations and brotherhoods. Attempts should also be made to recruit agents among the clergy, organists, sextons, and others closely associated with
them who would take on the task of creating disorder and divisions among them.
Special attention should be given to those leaders who had any ties with citizens
of germany and the nature of their activities should be closely investigated. The
NKvD should discover where clergy were meeting with pupils, and they should
recruit upper grade students to report on these meetings and seek to sabotage them
276
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by creating divisions. information must be gathered to determine who was behind
the petitions to allow religious education in public schools which had been circulating, so that they could be closely watched and appropriate action could be taken
against them. Candidates for recruitment should be carefully screened before they
were approached, so as to avoid any embarrassing, unsuccessful attempts at recruitment. it should be noted that some clergy were in an economically precarious
position and were for that reason somewhat malleable in their “ideological views.”
By october 10 every NKvD agency was to report concerning hostile individuals
and activities in their regions, and by october 15 each was to report concerning
what formulary files had been opened against clergy in its region and who among
the clergy had been successfully recruited as agents.277
on November 28, 1940 Aleksandras gudaitis-guzevičius, the People’s Commissar
for internal Affairs, declared that there were in the Lithuanian SSr those who were determinedly anti-Soviet and unsympathetic with Socialism. it was necessary that these
people be identified. Lists of all priests, sectarians, and religious activists must be compiled. Formulary files of those found to be “antirevolutionary” were to be opened.278
The opening of such files usually meant that arrest was imminent.
it was evident that the Bolsheviks were ready to employ repressive measures
against the church and its clergy in Lithuania, just as they had in other Soviet republics. By the beginning of 1941 these efforts were being intensified. gudaitis-guzevičius
wrote to all NKvD departments on January 21 that measures “against religionists
in the new Soviet republics” were to be expanded. he requested that lists be sent to
him naming every single religious organization and brotherhood, whether Catholic,
orthodox, or sectarian, and indicating whether it had legally or illegally operated during the “Smetona regime.” Also the impact of each of these organizations was to be
fully described and the measure on its influence on the masses and societal life in
Lithuania was to be estimated. he wanted, as well, a list of every single church and
prayer house in every region and district in the country, along with a list naming every
single priest, whether roman Catholic or orthodox, and every leader of a sectarian
religious group, along with an estimation of their authority and impact on the people
and society in the region. he needed also a listing of all internal disagreements in
these religious organizations and among the clergy, and a description of how these
disagreements developed, how they were presently manifesting themselves, and how
they could be made useful in NKvD recruitment efforts. he stated also that agents
and informers should be used to gather this information, and again, that lists must be
sent indicating what agents had been successfully recruited and what formulary files
had been opened. All this information was to be in his hands by January 30.279
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Measures were taken against the clergy on several levels. They were to be subjected to economic hardship. The income tax rate which they were charged was raised
to forty percent higher than that charged to other citizens, and those who had been deprived of a place to live needed to pay double the price of others for any new living accommodations.280 it was hoped that by these measures priests who were in a tenuous
economic position would be encouraged to become agents, or at least would consider
the viability of their present “ideological position,” as gladkov stated.
Steps were to be taken to make it impossible for clergy to teach religion, even
in the privacy of their churches and parsonages. This prohibition was directly
contrary to the provisions of the Soviet Constitution which guaranteed freedom
of religion and freedom of conscience. in order to keep these breaches from public view, the program was described only in top secret documents, instead of the
usual ministerial directives.
By spring 1941 this program was being implemented forcefully. on April 25 a communication was issued by the chairman of the regional executive committee to all
Kaunas district executive committees and to the Jonava city executive committee. it
instructed them that they were to summon all clergy whatever they might be called,
whether priests, popes, rabbis, or whatever, one-by-one, and they were to be verbally informed that from that day forward they were strictly prohibited from teaching
children of school and preschool age anywhere, at any time, and under any circumstances. When they were informed of this, they were then to be required to sign a
document, declaring that they had been made aware of these new requirements and
agreed to follow them. The document was to indicate also that they agreed that they
were under no circumstances to speak to any child concerning religious faith and that
any breach of this prohibition would lead to serious repercussions. This April 25 directive was to be kept so confidential that no registration of it was to be required. in fact,
local committee chairmen were not even to share its contents with their private secretaries. Forms to be signed by the clergy were included with the directive, along with
instructions that the letter and every copy of the subscriptions - even those which had
not been signed - were to be returned to the regional executive committee in Kaunas.
under no circumstances were the contents of the directive to become public knowledge, and the clergy were to be summoned one-by-one, and under no circumstances
were they to be summoned and addressed as a group.281
The first to be required to sign were roman Catholic priests, and they, of
course, refused to do so. Some of those who were threatened with arrest did eventually sign, but only with a written notation that they were doing so only under
extreme duress.282
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Travel permit to Žemaičių Naumiestis, Švėkšna, and vainutas issued to Pastor Kalvanas by
the Bolshevik Chief of Police of the Tauragė region. JKA.

The Kaunas Curia managed somehow to obtain copies of this secret directive
and advised the priests that they were under no circumstances to sign it. The
Curia sent this order to the priests in such a manner as to make sure that the Communists were aware that it knew what was being done. The result was that the
campaign was quietly dropped, at least for the time being.
gladkov was especially sensitive that attempts to recruit agents and informers should
be successful and not meet with embarrassing failures. in order to insure success, overt
actions were taken against the clergy, even to the point of stopping them on the street,
physically insulting them, and dragging them off to interrogation facilities where they
were threatened that if they did not agree to collaborate with the NKvD, they would
receive a “bullet in the head.” According to auxiliary Bishop Brizgys of Kaunas, one
hundred fifteen roman Catholic priests were detained in this way and only twelve of
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them were willing to sign up as collaborators, and then only under almost unbearable
duress. Brizgys was shown these documents after the Soviets had fled the country.
By June 6, 1941, forty-seven priests and monks had been arrested, some for
only a short time, others for a longer period. Sixteen of them were sent to the gulags. Few of them ever returned.283
Among the Lutheran clergy arrested and detained was Pastor Jonas Kalvanas
who served congregations close to the german border. he had to obtain special
permission from the NKvD to visit his congregations in the zones of Žygaičiai,
Švėkšna, and vainutas. Kretinga also was close to the border with germany, and
he visited this parish only twice after the repatriation - on March 9 and April 27,
1941. on the day of his April visit, he was taken into custody by the NKvD and
held for three days. What the agents wanted him to do was, of course, quite evident but he refused to become a collaborator or informant.284
it was particularly dangerous for Kalvanas to visit Sartininkai, one of the
Tauragė affiliated congregations close to the german border. it fell into the proscribed zone of 800 meters which the Soviets made especially difficult to enter.
The Sartininkai church was, in fact, only 500 meters from the border. To get to
it, Kalvanas moved without permission, secretly and silently, from the Žygaičiai
side, because control from that direction was not closely regulated.285
The signs of the times were ominous. The June 15 deportation of Lithuanian citizens
to the depths of the Soviet union made it obvious that the Soviets were willing to use
brutal measures to enforce their rule. The church entertained no illusions about Soviet
anti-religious programs and their enforcement. The sudden arrest of some priests led
others to go into hiding. As Bishop Brizgys stated in his memoirs, “there were many
indications which led us to feel that some catastrophe was imminent.”286
rumors were in the air that war between the Third reich and the Soviet union was
inevitable and was, in fact, close at hand. These rumors were spreading like wildfire
among ethnic german Lutherans who were waiting for repatriation. After the retreat
of the reds in June 1941, documents were found in the vilnius NKvD headquarters of
Brigadier Commissioner rudakov, which indicated that from the Bolshevik point of
view the members of the Kulturverband and the Lutherans were one and the same, and
that the Lutherans were “german spies.” it noted that in Kybartai the Lutherans were
awaiting “either repatriation or the early arrival of hitler’s armies,” thus spreading
rumors about coming conflict between germany and the Bolsheviks. Concerning the
Padubysis circuit, he stated that the germans were saying that “if they had not been
283
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repatriated by hitler by August 15, 1940, that meant that there would soon be war.” in
Kelmė the german landlords were saying “we will suffer through, hitler will soon be
here.” rudakov commented that those in Kelmė were members of the Kulturverband.
Perhaps the most fanciful statements by rudakov concerned the Lutherans in the
vainutas circuit. he stated that there were “... 500 Lutherans there, all of whom were
‘hitler supporters’. They made the claim that the Soviet union extended only as far
west as the Dubysa river.” he went on to say that there were among these Lutherans
“...many spies who often travel to germany.” he stated that among them were Augustas Segelates and Nikolas Megelaitys, both of whom were staunch anti-Communists. The fact of the matter, however, was that Lutherans in that area were overwhelmingly of Lithuanian rather than german ethnicity, as was also the case of the Žemaičių
Naumiestis parish to which they belonged. According to the brigadier commissioner,
farmers in the Liudvinavas circuit were members of the german Kulturverband who
declared that the Communists “feared them and dared not to confiscate their land,
because they knew that hitler was firmly backing them.” rudakov described them
as leaders in the agitation for the annexation of Lithuania to germany. in the region
of Marijampolė, and especially in the Kalvarija, Liudvinavas, Liubavas, Šilavotas, and
veiveriai circuits, the german Kulturverband was engaged in active, hostile actions and
was openly campaigning against the Soviets and Communists. it was evident to rudakov that Lutherans must be watched closely, since they were infested with german
agitators and spies.287
The report of Brigadier Commissioner rudakov shed some light on the statement of Jonas Kalvanas to vilius gaigalaitis in a letter, dated January 9, 1942, in
which he stated that the Soviets had always thought of the Lutheran Church as
a “german” church and had been suspicious of it from the start. “For this reason
the Lutherans were always in danger of being arrested or deported.”288
The Lithuanian people were waiting expectantly for a german invasion, because they thought that the germans would bring an end to the sort of oppression to which they had been subjected under the Bolsheviks. A contemporary
witness, Dr. Ladas Tulaba, a roman Catholic priest, recalled: “Being certain that
war was upon us, we ran into the garden and jumped for joy, paying no attention
to the falling bombs. We looked forward with anticipation to the war, since this
represented the only possibility of release from Bolshevik oppression, which was
becoming more and more unbearable.”289
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3. ThE NAzi oCCuPATioN
Early in the morning of June 22, 1941 the Wehrmacht crossed the Lithuanian borders
and the Luftwaffe bombed cities in Suvalkija and Samogitia. in panic the red Army,
Soviet officials, and their Lithuanian collaborators immediately fled eastward to escape the approaching german armies. if the Soviets had ever thought that the Nazis
were more sincere about keeping their treaty obligations than they themselves were,
this dramatic end to the Non-Aggression Pact surely must have dispelled their illusions. The german armies were able to sweep across Lithuania and take the entire
country in less than six days. The last shots in the campaign were fired on June 28.
The wholesale bombing of Lithuanian cities did indeed throw the red Army and
Soviet officials into panic. it was a Blitzkrieg, a lightning-like attack, which quickly
accomplished its purpose. however, the bombings took their toll on Lithuanian cities, on businesses and factories, private dwellings, and Lithuanian churches.
June 22, 1941 was a Sunday, and early that morning Pastor Jonas Kalvanas was
on his way by horse-cart from Tauragė to the church in Šilalė. When he saw the
german planes, he quickly realized that war had broken out and he would need
to return home. There would be no service in Šilalė on that day. A few days later
he was informed that there would be no more services in the Šilalė church at all.
on June 24 the wooden church was destroyed by a fire lit by person or persons
unknown. The parsonage was still standing, however, and it would have to be
put to use as a church for the Šilalė congregation.290
Skuodas, on the northern border, also suffered heavy damage. The Lutheran
property there was burned but the stone walls of the church were left standing.
here too the parish would have to find somewhere else to worship.291

3 . 1 in iti a l A tti tu d e o f the Chu rc h Leaders
T ow a r d th e “L i b e rato rs ”
in early days of the Nazi occupation Lithuanians maintained the illusion that
the Nazis had come as their liberators to set them free from Soviet tyranny and to
allow them once again to enjoy the status of an independent state. Church members, who had already suffered during the period of Soviet rule, now breathed a
290
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The Skuodas parish church before the 1941 fire. Bilder 1964

The Šilalė parish church before its 1941 destruction by fire.
JKA and Mindaugas Dikšaitis collections.

sigh of relief, because they trusted that the german occupying forces would not
hinder the churches in doing their work.
The Lithuanians were almost euphoric, maintaining in their minds the illusion
that days of repression and hardship were now entirely behind them. Surely,
only good times lay ahead. it was commonly thought that the Blitzkrieg tactics of
the german army would continue to be effective against the Soviet union, that
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the war would soon be over, and that germany, the conqueror of Europe, would
extend a brotherly hand to Lithuania and allow it a peaceful existence within the
german sphere of influence.
The Nazis, for their part, found Lithuania to be fertile soil for their propaganda. The Christian churches were somewhat open to german influence. They
had suffered under the godless Bolsheviks and believed that their liberators
would restore the status which they had
enjoyed before the Soviet occupation. in
fact, hitler himself had made reference
to the importance of religion and had
stated that its eastward campaign was
against the “godless Bolsheviks.”
June 22 was seen as the day of Lithuanian liberation by many Lithuanians,
and they looked upon the german soldiers and Lithuanian partisans as instruments used by god for their deliverance.
in a July 4 declaration, “To the People of
the Nation,” broadcast on Kaunas radio
and also printed in the Kaunas newspaper Į Laisvę (Towards Freedom) roman
Catholic Archbishop Juozas Skvireckas,
Bishop Dr. vincentas Brizgys, and Prelate
Kazimieras Šaulys, Kaunas archdiocese
general vicar, stated that now a new life

June 22, 1941 postcard
of Pastor Ansas
Baltris to Pastor
Augustas vymeris
and Pastor Jonas
Kalvanas, inquiring
about conditions in
Tauragė. JKA.
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had begun for the Lithuanian nation. The
mighty german military had expelled
the lying, murdering Bolshevik hordes
which had proved to be without rational
mind and without real hearts. Those who
had put their trust in them had been sadly
mistaken. it was to be hoped that the religious rights of the Lithuanian people
would now be restored and that no one
would be persecuted for his faith. Now
the dark cloud which had overshadowed
the nation had been dispersed and new
life was beginning. The bishops invited
the people to move forward and begin to
work confidently with the german army
which had liberated Lithuania, as it now
moved eastward to sweep away the Bolsheviks menace.292
Leaders of the roman Catholic and
“independent Lithuania 1941-vi-23” Lutheran churches agreed to designate
Soviet postage stamp used immediately
Sunday, July 5, 1941 as a Day of Nationafter the expulsion of the Bolsheviks. DPA.
al Thanksgiving and remembrance to
commemorate the bravery and valor of
the soldiers who had come from the west to drive out their eastern foe. on June
29, consistory Chairman Leijeris wrote to all remaining pastors that July 5 should
be celebrated in the most solemn manner.293 The Catholic bishops did the same.
on July 5 the roman Catholic Archcathedral in Kaunas was the site of a solemn
requiem Mass, remembering the german soldiers and partisan insurrectionists
who had given lives to bring freedom to Lithuania.294 Archbishop Skvireckas and
Bishop Brizgys joined Lithuanian leaders in sending a telegram to Adolf hitler on
July 11 expressing their thanksgiving for the liberation of their country.295
Everywhere there was great and unrestrained thanksgiving that the nation
had been snatched from the hand of its greatest enemy. Lithuania was like a bird
which had now been freed from the snare of the hunter. Surely, god had covered them with his feathers and under the shelter of his wings they were safe.
292
293
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Those wings had taken the form of the german Luftwaffe, which together with the
german Panzers, had flushed out the Bolshevik hunters and sent them packing.
Clearly, no one had any understanding of what lay ahead for the nation.
Some Lutherans, however, were a bit apprehensive. Baltris, the pastor of the Kretinga congregation, expressed it when he wrote: “When the germans came, the majority
of our parishioners were fearful. They said‚ ‘Now we will face revenge, because we
did not accept the invitation to repatriate to germany’. They did not, in fact, experience revenge but they still remained very apprehensive.”296 When the Nazi atrocities
began, there was perhaps indeed an element of revenge in them. in Kudirkos Naumiestis ethnic german Lutherans, g. Bublaitis and r. Fresdorfas, who had had elected
not to participate in the repatriation, were among those who were put to death by the
Nazis in the Jewish Cemetery in the forest of Paražniai near Šakiai. This murder of ethnic german Lutherans appears to have been the exception rather than the rule.297 No
pastors reported similar incidents elsewhere. in the main, Nazi atrocities were part of
a planned policy rather than individual acts of reprisal and here the SiPo-SD focus was
on particular ethnic and social groups, which included Jews, Bolshevik collaborators,
and Lithuanians who might afford them comfort and aid.

3 . 2 Na z i Ci vi l
gov e r n me nt P o l i ci e s
C on c e r n i n g the Chu rch
Lithuanian people expected that the
Lithuania of the future would be a free
Lithuanian State governed by Lithuanians.
With such hopes in mind, the leaders of
the Lithuanian Activist Front announced
on June 23 an interim Provisional government to direct the course of the nation until
general elections could be held. The Nazis,
however, had no interests whatever in allowing Lithuania to regain its status as an
independent nation. on July 17, 1941 hitler announced the formation of the reich
Ministry for occupied Eastern Territories
(Reichsministerium fiir die besetzten Ostge296
297
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with “ostland.” DPA.

“Ev. liut. parapijiečių sąrašas” (c. 1941). - JKA Einamieji raštai.
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hinrich Lohse Proclamation encouraging Lithuanians to join the civil efforts
to restore the country to order. Amtsblatt. September 1, 1941
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biete) under general director, Reichsleiter Alfred rosenberg, a german born and
raised in Tallinn, Estonia.
under rosenberg two Reichskommissariats were formed, one for ostland (rKo) and
the other for the ukraine (rKu). Reichskommissariat ostland, which was put under the
direction of reich Commissar hinrich Lohse in riga, was composed of four general
Administrative regions (germ. Generalbezirk): Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia, and Belarus.
The general Administrative region of Lithuania was itself divided into four regional
administrative districts: vilnius (SS-Obersturmbannführer horst Wulff, Wilna-Land Gebietkommissar), Kaunas (SA-Brigadeführer Arnold Lentzen, Kauen-Land Gebietkommissar),
Šiauliai (NSDAP Kreisleiter hans gewecke, Schaulen Gebietkommissar), and Panevėžys
(SS-Sturmbannführer Walter Neum, Ponewesch Gebietkommissar), as well as two city districts: vilnius (NSDAP Kreisleiter hans hingst, Wilna-Stadt Gebietkommissar) and Kaunas (SA-Brigadeführer hans Cramer, Kauen-Stadt Gebietkommissar). The general Commissar of the general Administrative region of Lithuania with offices in Kaunas was
Dr. Theodor Adrian von renteln, whose administration officially took office on July 25,
1941.298 Subsequently, the interim provisional government of Lithuania met for the last
time, on August 5, to conclude its work and dissolve itself. The official civil government
in Lithuania would be von renteln’s german administration. in order to keep in close
touch with the people, the new government established in Kaunas a general Counsel
(Lith. Tarėjų taryba; germ. Vertrauensrat) comprised of leading Lithuanians under the
leadership of First general Counselor Lieutenant general Petras Kubiliūnas.299
The government of general Commissar von renteln sought outwardly to maintain the fiction that it was friendlily to the churches and not at all hostile to the
Christian faith. indeed, Alfred rosenberg, who himself was a thoroughgoing Nazi
ideologist and therefore an enemy of the Christian faith, maintained in ostland
a moderate position and stated that the church should not be interfered with as
long as it did not intrude itself into political and governmental matters. he said as
much in his September 3 directive, in which he stated that religion was essentially
a private matter and should be tolerated, as long as the church did not contradict
the government and its policies.300 When meeting with church leaders, von renteln
tried always to portray himself as a “religious man,” although, in fact, he was only
interested in the church in so far as he could use it to accomplish his purposes.
Some questions concerning von renteln’s true views began to arise when the
roman Catholic Episcopal Congruence delegated Bishop Juozapas Kukta and Bishop
Brizgys to meet with him on August 6-7 to convey the thanks of the roman Catholic
Church for the liberation of the nation. When they telephoned to make an appointment, they were informed that general Commissar was hard at work and far too busy
298
299
300
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reich Commissar for ostland hinrich Lohse

general Commissar for Lithuania
Dr. Theodor Andrian von renteln

to meet with them. Further evidence of his true attitude toward religious matters was
his government’s decision concerning the Kaunas roman Catholic seminary. An August 23, shortly before the opening of the new school year, a letter arrived from Kaunas
city Commissar hans Kramer, stating that war time conditions made it undesirable to
continue seminary “courses” at least until the end of the war. Seminary officials protested that the seminary program was, in fact, hundreds of years old and not simply
a series of “courses” of study. They stated that not even the godless Bolsheviks had
banned it completely and the Nazi government should not do so either.301
in September Archbishop Skvireckas was able to secure a personal meeting with
von renteln to discuss church matters. At this meeting von renteln stated his position concerning religion. he said that he was himself a religious man and wholly
supported religion and that National Socialism was a strictly political movement
that did not mix in or conflict with religion. The church and its priests must for their
part see to it that they did not mix in and conflict with National Socialism and its
program. This, he said, was the official position of his civil government.302
301
302
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Proposed plan for the new Nazi german reich, based on 1939-1942 documents. The territory of
the reich was to extend eastward to the urals. Cities beyond the urals were to be destroyed by
Nazi bombers. The second phase of the expansion of german Lebensraum was to extend from
Leningrad and vitebsk, to Bryansk, and Kiev. This line would pass just to the west of Moscow.
Peoples not suitable for germanization would be moved east of the Lebensraum line. highways
were to be built linking the old reich with Tallinn, Moscow, Kiev, Crimea, and other population centers. Wissenschaft, Planung, Vertreibung. Der Generalplan Ost der Nationalsozialisten Eine
Ausstellung der Deutschen Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG).

The Lutheran Church also sought to clarify its position with relation to the
Nazi state. Since the Lutheran Church represented such a small part of the populous, a personal meeting with von renteln could not be arranged, but on August 26, 1941 consistory Chairman Leijeris met with the First general Counselor
Kubiliūnas and was told that when issues pertinent to the Lutheran Church were
discussed, the church would be invited to send its representatives.303
303
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By autumn 1941 all the churches were becoming increasingly dissatisfied with
the attitudes of the Nazi civil government over against the churches. An important
issue had to do with the confiscation of property. Although before the Nazi civil
government began to operate, the churches had been able to reoccupy some of the
property taken by the Bolsheviks, the civil government still regarded all property
that had once been confiscated as belonging to the reich. They could step in at any
time and put the property to their own uses, or insist that the church pay them rent.
Furthermore, much of the property which had been confiscated was still in Nazi
hands and there was no prospect that it would ever be returned. Particularly hard
hit was the roman Catholic Church which had always enjoyed a special status as
the state’s official religion. Now it had been stripped of its privileges. Even though
the church was still permitted to teach religion in the public schools, it was not
permitted to do so in vocational schools. Catholic schools, all of which had been
closed by the Communists, were not permitted to reopen, and catholic organizations which had been disbanded by the Bolsheviks were not permitted to reorganize, nor was the church permitted to publish its own newspapers and journals, or
to again take possession of its printing houses. The civil government made it clear
that it had no intention of returning any archives or any records to the church. The
stipends of members of the roman Catholic Faculty of Theology and Philosophy at
the university of vytautas the great, which had been reduced in May 1942, were
that summer dropped altogether. if the professors were to teach, the church would
have to pay them itself; the state had no intention of doing so.304 Any hopes which
may have been entertained that the church’s privileges would be restored were
dashed to pieces. Nazi propaganda might still speak in glowing terms of freedom
of religion, but the Nazi definition of freedom was indeed very narrow.
The Nazi atrocities, together with the harsh approach of the von renteln civil
government towards the Lithuanian people, caused most of them to cease to support it, and instead, to begin to engage in clandestine resistance activities. This new
mood was noted already within seven months by Major general Emil Just in his
February 2, 1942 report to the ostland chief army commander. he noted that the
Lithuanian people had suffered greatly under the Bolsheviks and had been one
hundred percent in support of the germans, when they entered the country, but as
a result of the actions taken by the Nazi civil administration, this mood had now
almost completely evaporated. As a result of the government’s harsh measures,
the doors were now open to the spread of hostile propaganda. on December 2 of
that same year, a Lithuanian report, most probably authored by members of the
general Counsel, stated that by that time the german civil government had almost
completely lost the sympathy, trust, and support of the Lithuanian people. on May
304
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14, 1943 Captain gutknecht of the Wehrmacht squadron in Kaunas could say only
that, if the government continued its harsh policies and measures, the Lithuanian
people, who had participated with weapons in their hands in the german battle
against Bolshevism, would soon join those nations, which were waiting expectantly for a german defeat, so that they might rise up and win their freedom.305

3.2.1 T he Collection of Statis tic al D a ta fro m th e C o n g re g a tio n s
During the first months of its operation, the german civil government addressed a letter to the churches in which they inquired as to the welfare of the
congregations and asked for detailed answers about their present situation. on
october 28, 1941 general Commissar von renteln wrote to the Lutheran consistory asking that his office be supplied with detailed answers to questions about
the results of various actions of the Bolsheviks and the Bolshevik interference
in church activities, as well as the arrest and deportation of clergy during the
Bolshevik occupation. he requested that very specific information should be provided him, together with concrete examples, which would help the government
to accurately assess the present religious situation in Lithuania.
Some might have thought that the new civil administration was expressing real
concern about the church’s circumstances after the intense anti-church and anti-god
activities of the Bolsheviks. Some might even have supposed that the civil government was going to open files on Soviet criminal activity to be used in criminal trials
after the eventual Soviet surrender. however, those who examined the questionnaire
closely were suspicious, especially about questions which inquired concerning Bolshevik influence in the church. A number of detailed questions were also included
which asked about the results of Soviet anti-church propaganda, the reaction of the
people to this propaganda, and which forms of anti-church Bolshevik activity had
proven to be most effective against the church. Questions were also included which
asked about the impact of anti-church activities on church attendance and church
offerings in comparison with the pre-war years. it was also asked, to what extent,
propaganda had affected the involvement of young people in church activities and
what would have been the eventual final result of Soviet anti-church activities, if
that regime had continued in power. Would the church have been weakened to the
point of destruction? Would it have manfully struggled on? Might personal commitment and corporate participation in the life of the church been actually strengthened by Soviet actions? Particularly thorough answers to these questions were solicited, along with specific examples. Pastors, who were aware of the Nazis attitude
towards Christianity in germany, were more than a little suspicious of this ques305
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tionnaire. They looked upon these questions as an attempt to gain information
which would be of no interest to civil authorities and realized that sensitive questions were being cleverly sandwiched in
between more general questions about
the refurbishing of church buildings and
properties. Furthermore, the government
had stated that since the churches were
architectural monuments which should
under no circumstances be altered, it had
already been decided that only such renovation could be undertaken which was
necessary to make the buildings usable.
Nothing else could be done until experts
in art and antiquities had completed their
examination of all the churches and formulated their official report.306
on November 18, 1941 consistory
Tauragė congregation financial record
Chairman Leijeris informed the clergy of
filled out by Pastor Kalvanas. JKA.
the government’s request for information
and suggested that they make their answers specific but brief, and he suggested
also that their answers should be typewritten and in the german language.307
in 1942 yet another questionnaire arrived inquiring minutely into every aspect of congregational life before, during, and after the Soviet occupation. it was
entitled: Fragebogen betreffend die finanzielle Struktur der Kirchen, konfessionellen
Verbände und Vereinigungen (Questionnaire Concerning the Financial Structure of the
Churches, Confessional Associations, and Societies). Each congregation was to give
detailed answers concerning the number of its members, the number of its clergy,
what stipend was paid to the pastor, the chaplains, the vicars, the organists, the
custodians, all other church employees. Questions were also included concerning
the physical composition of the church building, the extent of its land holdings,
forests, dwellings etc., and the income received from the same. information was
also to be given about funds turned over to the diocese or consistory, forms of
civil support supplied by the congregation, the congregation’s annual budget,
306
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and also the amount of funds received for weddings, baptisms, funerals, etc.,
either as charges or as voluntary gifts, as well as the amount of all church offerings and other funds received. it was also asked what property and what type of
property of the congregation had been nationalized by the Soviets.308
once again, the pastors were highly suspicious of the purposes for which the
civil government would want to conduct such an inventory of the churches and
of the use to which it would put it. Many of the clergy gave only very cursory and
superficial answers to the questionnaire.

3.2.2 T he re jection of th e reques t to re tu rn C h u rch r e g is te rs
in 1940 the Soviets had introduced governmental control of the registration
of births, marriages, and burials and required that all parishes turn over their
church registers to local civil registry centers. The german takeover of the government brought with it the hope that registry matters would again be put back in
the hands of the churches and that church records would be returned to the parishes. in addition, the roman Catholic hierarchy, which looked upon marriage as
a sacrament of the church, expected that its authority over marriage would once
again be acknowledged by the government and that civil marriages would be
dropped. These hopes were all in vain. on october 28, 1941 von renteln issued a
declaration which stated that civil registration would continue in Lithuania and
that all church records were to be kept in the civil registration offices of districts
and city municipalities. records which had been centrally stored would be sent
to the civil registration offices of the appropriate districts and municipalities.309
The Lutheran consistory still hoped that it would be able to obtain possession of
the church records of its parishes. on November 21, 1941 Chairman Leijeris wrote
to the general Counselor for internal Affairs in Kaunas, asking that Lutheran records be returned, because Lutheran parishes often covered several districts and
even whole regions, and this made it difficult for persons to know where to go
when copies of records were needed. Furthermore, many of the older church records were in foreign languages, or in Fraktur script, which government officials did
not know or could not decipher, creating a further obstacle to Lutherans seeking
copies of their records.310 Before the end of the month, the internal Affairs Admin308
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November 21, 1941 letter of Chairman Leijeris to the general Counselor for internal Affairs,
asking for the return of church records, and the official refusal from the government. JKA.
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istration sent a curt refusal. it simply reiterated the october 28, 1941 declaration of
the general Commissar that civil registrations would continue and that all church
records would be kept in appropriate district and city registration offices. Where
several municipalities or administrative districts were involved, the records would
be found in the registration office of the city where the parish was headquartered.311
Although the civil government’s law concerning civil registrations did not permit
it, some clergy continued to issue certificates to parishioners who asked for them. in order to avoid legal problems, they would mark these copies “for church use only.” This
infraction of the law appears to have escaped the attention of the civil government,
at least in the Tauragė district, until the summer of 1943, when it was discovered that
roman Catholic priests were still in possession of metrical data and were providing
certificates to those who asked for them. on August 21, 1943 Tauragė district assistant
administrator Strazdas wrote to the Tauragė city mayor and the circuit administrators,
stating that they were to determine whether any of the clergy were still in possession
of metrical data. They were then to report to him and immediately take this metrical
data from the clergy and send it to the local metrical data center with a copy for the
registry archives in vilnius.312 on September 3 the Tauragė circuit head wrote to the
clergy of Tauragė, Pagramantis, and Pajūris informing them about the requirements
and insisting that they must conform with them. Furthermore, he wrote, they were
not to perform baptisms, marriages, or burials without the appropriate registration
certificates from the local registry office. Pastor Kalvanas was informed that he was to
publicly announce this to all lay preachers, warning that they must not bury anyone
without properly registered burial certificates, because unregistered acts create confusion in the registry centers.313 in the case of baptisms, it was hard to understand why
this should be a mater of governmental concern, since baptism was not regarded as a
legal classification or category at all, whereas marriage and burial were.
Neither the roman Catholic bishops nor the Lutheran consistory were satisfied
with the government’s registry requirements and both directed requests to the civil
government that church records be returned. on october 13, 1942 the Lithuanian
roman Catholic bishops memorialized von renteln through Kubiliūnas, asking that
metrical books be returned to the parishes.314 The Lutherans asked the same in 1943.
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on September 15, 1943 Chairman Leijeris announced to the consistory that he had
received a response from the First general Counselor, which stated that the church
registers would not be returned but would be retained by the registry centers.315

3.2.3 C hurc h Attemp ts to regain S e qu e s te re d Prop e rty
immediately after the departure of the red Army and Soviet officials, the temporary Lithuanian government announced that all property, which had been confiscated by the Soviet authorities, was now restored to its rightful owners. This,
however, was not to be. on August 5, when the temporary Lithuanian government dissolved itself in favor of the new civil government under von renteln, the
general Commissar declared that it was not to be assumed that the end of Soviet
rule meant a return to the old Lithuanian Constitution. Lithuanian laws would
be restored only in part. There would instead be a new order and a new law with
new provisions, particularly concerning real estate and land.316
in the meantime, many of those who had lost their property went to reoccupy,
insisting that it was theirs. Among those who took as their own the property which
had been taken from them, were clergy and church workers. At the same time,
businesses, which had been moved into some of these properties during the Soviet
administration, had to be permitted to continue until they found other places to
go. After the civil administration of von renteln came into office, the churches still
retained their hopes that they would receive back their properties free and clear.
Among the Lutheran properties still under government seizure were the offices of the Lutheran consistory and other properties of the Kaunas congregation. Kretinga and several other congregations found themselves in the same
position. in Kretinga the post office continued to occupy a parish building next
door to the church.317 in autumn 1941 Pastor Leijeris sought to secure the return
of the Panevėžys and Biržai parish buildings. in an october 19, 1941 letter to the
Panevėžys regional real Estate Bureau (Lith. Lietuvos nekilnojamo turto bendrovė)
he specifically asked for the return of the parish building on Elektros Street and
the parsonage on ukmergės Street for use by the congregation. he stated that the
seizure of these buildings had actually been illegal and that the return of the parsonage was urgent, since it was to serve as the residence of the pastor, as well as
the place for the catechizing of confirmands, and the discharge of other duties of
the pastoral ministry. on october 22, 1941 he wrote to the Biržai regional real Estate Bureau asking for the return of the building on vytauto Street and requesting
315
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that parish council member Jokūbas Dabolinis be designated as administrator of
this building. 318
The churches continued to press their case that the sequestration laws should be
abolished, properties which had been seized by the Bolsheviks should be returned
to them, and those properties which the churches had reoccupied should be once
again declared their legal property. here the roman Catholic Church took a leading role in the attempt to retrieve property. The Conference of Lithuanian roman
Catholic Bishops, meeting on August 6-7, 1941, contacted von renteln to insist that
their properties should be returned to their former status as of June 15, 1940, when
the Bolsheviks and the red Army took over the country.319 Nothing came of it.
Again, on March 21, 1942, Archbishop Skvireckas and Bishop Brizgys wrote to ostland reich’s Commissar Lohse, insisting that the continued refusal to return the
church’s property was illegal, immoral, and was a violation of the church’s rights.
once again, nothing was achieved, and on october 13, 1942 the Bishops’ Conference again sent a memorandum to von renteln, covering a number of issues, including the property rights of the church.320 von renteln’s rather facetious reply on
November 9 1942 scolded the bishops by reminding them that they really ought to
be eternally grateful to the Fuehrer and his armies that they were no longer under
the Bolshevik yoke and were free to meet together in a conference which could
write him such an ungrateful letter. They should understand that the issues with
which they were so concerned were very minor ones and that the government was
far more concerned with wining the war against Bolshevism and its destructive
forces. No doubt, when the war had been won, there would be plenty of opportunities to take up the trifles with which they were so concerned. he went on to say
that he regretted to have to inform them that he was at present concerned with far
more momentous matters than questions concerning their properties.321
Some hopes were raised when, on February 18, 1943, Minister rosenberg issued
a decree concerning the return of sequestered properties in Lithuania, Latvia, and
Estonia.322 No immediate changes resulted from that declaration, but in october
Chairman Leijeris received a telegram from the Lithuanian real Estate Bureau, stating that owners of properties under government control could now apply for their
return. on october 31 Leijeris informed the Lutheran clergy of this and encouraged
them to notify their regional real Estate Bureaus concerning church properties
318
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The Kretinga parish parsonage. Bilder 1964.

under government control.323 No further documents or other information concerning the return of any properties is presently available for examination.
Congregations also faced difficulties in retaining the sequestered buildings which
they had taken back after the Bolsheviks left the country. in the eyes of the Nazi government this was government property and they were squatters. in Sartininkai the
property which served as an apartment for the cantor was in the eyes of the government property which the parish had lost in the repatriation. if the cantor wished to
continue to live there, he would have to pay rent.324 The parsonage in Panevėžys had
been reoccupied by the parish and was being used as the residence of a member of the
parish council. According to Leijeris’ october 19, 1941 letter to the Panevėžys regional
real Estate Bureau, the government was expecting the occupant to pay rent, despite
the fact this had previously been parish property.325
in Kretinga Pastor Baltris moved back into the parsonage which the government considered to be its property, and in this case the local officials stated that
they would not require him to pay rent. Subsequently, Baltris permitted local officials to use part of the parsonage for educational purposes, but in May he was
323
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october 31, 1943 telegram of Pastor Leijeris to the clergy.- JKA Gauti raštai 1941-1944.
report of ecclesiastical activities of Pastor Kalvanas from January 23, 1941 to october 1,
1943. - JKA Gauti raštai 1941-1944.
october 19, 1941 letter of Pastor Leijeris to the Panevėžys region real Estate Bureau. - ŽPA Diversa.
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abruptly informed that most of his parsonage was going to be taken over for use
as a veterinary station. At this point Baltris had had enough, and on May 22 he
complained to the mayor that this was contrary to the building code and it was
contrary also to Christian morals. Furthermore, it would require the eviction of
Mrs. Alberta vasilevičienė and her family whom he was allowing to live in the
space that had being commandeered. in addition to this, he stated that he and his
family lived a quiet life; they did not smoke or drink, nor did they hold loud parties. When he informed the veterinarian of these facts, the veterinarian replied,
that for his part, he had absolutely no intention of living such a quiet life.326 Pastor
Kalvanas had a similar experience in Tauragė when attempts were made to take
from him the use of part of his parsonage. The local agencies took from him his
office and one other room, but he protested and prevailed.327

3.2.4 r est r ic tion s on relig ious g a th e rin g s
D u ri ng t he Ty p h oid Ep idemic
in the winter months of 1941 – 1942 large areas of Lithuania and neighboring
countries were sites of a typhoid epidemic which appeared to have been spread by
red Army prisoners of war.328 As a prophylactic measure, the general Commissar
announced a quarantine of several regions of the country which included a ban on
all large gatherings in churches and other public assemblies in those areas.
The announcement of the quarantine was made during Advent 1941 and both
roman Catholics and Lutherans were immediately suspicious that the ban on
public assembly was, in fact, a thinly veiled attack on the churches.329 The December 13, 1941 announcement by von renteln stated that churches and other places
where public worship services were held in the quarantined areas were to be
closed and baptisms, marriages, and burials were to be kept small. Clergy ministering to the dying were to exercise the same prophylactic procedures as would
be used by nursing personal. however, home visitations should be avoided unless absolutely necessary. This quarantine effected the city and region of Kaunas
and vilnius, Trakai, Alytus, Lazdijai, Marijampolė, vilkaviškis, Šakiai, ukmergė,
utena, zarasai, and Švenčionys.330
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May 22, 1943 protest of Pastor Baltris to the Kretinga region real Estate Bureau. - ŽPA Diversa.
May 22, 1943 protest of Pastor Baltris to the Kretinga city council chairman. - JKA Einamieji raštai.
December 1, 1943 letter of Pastor Kalvanas to Pastor Leijeris.- JKA Gauti raštai 1941-1944.
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“review of the activity of the Lithuanian Evangelical Lutheran consistory” (“Lietuvos ev. - liut.
Konsistorijos darbuotės apžvalga.”) - JKA Lietuvos TSR evangelikų-liuteronų Bažnyčios pirmojo
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governmental announcement of measures to be undertaken against Typhoid Fever.
Amtsblatt. December 31, 1941 (No.19).

The period of quarantine was to cover the twelve days of Christmas and the
day of Epiphany. Lutheran pastors apparently complied with the requirements
of the quarantine, but roman Catholic priests were reluctant to do so. They protested that some restaurants and cinemas were still open, and in protest the clergy
in some communities locked the front doors of their churches but allowed the
people to enter through side doors or through the sacristy.331
in fact, it appears that only very exceptionally did theater owners violate the quarantine. The fast majority followed the directives in the interest of health and safety.
in any case, it is clear that the quarantine was not called as an action against the
church. open air markets throughout entire country were closed in accordance with
331
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general Commissar’s letter to the consistory banning church services
in areas prone to the spread of Typhoid Fever. JKA.

von renteln’s directive. Movie theaters in the affected regions were also ordered
closed. in addition to these regulations, all schools and educational institutions, as
well as all gatherings of school children for whatever reason, were banned in the
regions of Marijampolė, vilkaviškis, Alytus, Trakai, utena, Kaunas, and vilnius.332

3.2.5 T he Con fis c ation of Ch urc h B e lls
By April 1942 the relentless onward march of the german military was no
longer sustainable. The armies on the eastern front were bogged down, suffering
332
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general Commissar’s announcement of the confiscation of church bells. JKA.

not only from the onslaughts of the Soviet defenders, but also cruelly victimized by the harshness of the russian winter. hitler’s hopes had been pinned on
the Blitzkrieg, and those hopes had not been realized. To make matters worse,
germany was beginning to experience a serious shortage of materials needed
to sustain its war effort. Metal was urgently needed for guns and ammunition
and for the manufacture of planes and tanks. it was in April that reich Marshall
hermann göring ordered the confiscation of church bells, so that they could be
melted down for war material.333 The news was quickly passed to ostland, and on
April 14 general Commissar von renteln passed the word to the regional commissars, ordering the registration and seizure of church bells in Lithuania. his
declaration stated that it was the special responsibility of all district commissars
to see that the registration of church bells was carried out by the clergy before
May 1, 1942. The registration report was to include the size and material of the
bells and the place where they were mounted, along with information about any
particular religious or historical value which might be attached to them.334
333
334
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on April 15, the consistory received a
directive from Kaunas that bells were to
be removed from the Lutheran churches
and turned over for use in the war effort.
The consistory had no alternative but to
inform the parishes of this directive, and
it did so in a letter dated April 18.335
Throughout ostland the reaction of the
people was almost unanimous. They immediately attempted to circumvent the order by offering in place of the bells any and
all rust free metals in their possession. They
hoped in this way to be able to save some
of the bells from destruction. it looked at
The Tauragė church bell. “i was made by
first as though they might succeed. howSchurin in riga in 1838, originally cast
in 1796 by Pastor Link, melted in a fire
ever, on April 27, reich Commissar hinin 1836, and recast by Pastor Szczesny
rich Lohse in riga wrote to the general
(Lith. Čėsna) in 1838.” JKA.
Commissars in the Baltic lands that the
metal being given was not of sufficiently
high quality to be of value, therefore, the
confiscation of church bells must move forward, at once, with no exceptions.336 Apparently exceptions could be made in cases where churches had several bells in
their towers or the bells could be proven of great religious or historical value.337
The district commissar in Šiauliai wrote to his district staff on May 12 that
a special commission should be established to evaluate claims made concerning old church bells, so that it could be accurately determined which ones did
have special value. he suggested that in churches, where there were several bells,
the smallest of them might be left for the use of the congregation.338 Where the
bells could not be removed easily or without damaging them, they should be removed in pieces, as was to be done in vilnius, as the vilnius contraction company
(Lith. Vilniaus statyba) was informed by letter on July 29, 1942.339
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Little information is available concerning the confiscation of the bells from Lithuanian Lutheran churches. in Panevėžys
the bell was removed on April 25 and the
bell in Biržai was removed the next day,
April 26.340 The bells in the Žeimelis and
Joniškis churches were designated by Pastor Leijeris as having special value.341 it is
known that the bell in Žeimelis was not removed. No information is available about
the bell in Joniškis church.
The vilnius congregation tried to
avoid the confiscation of its bells. As late
as September 15 they were still pleading
with district commissar that they were
a predominantly german congregation
and that the bells were a mark of their
german identity. They further stated
that all their property had been harshly
treated by the Bolsheviks and had even
The vilnius parish church and belfry,
1917. DPA.
been bombed during the first days of the
war. Mrs. Lucie Lier, the representative
of the congregation, appeared before the
vilnius city Commissar, Kreisleiter hans hingst, to present the congregation’s
case and to ask that the bells be spared and that the commissar fulfill his promise
to repair their church. in answer to this petition the congregation received word
on September 16, 1942 that it would be permitted to keep its small bell.342

3.2.6 T he Con fis cation of Decor a tiv e Me ta l org a n P ip e s
it was not only church bells which were confiscated, but decorative zinc and
tin organ pipes as well were needed for the war effort. if not all of them, then at
least the “larger ones,” were to be handed over. on May 12 the district commissar
in Šiauliai, Kreisleiter hans gewecke, wrote to his area lieutenants that the congregations could replace the pipes with wooden ones. he urged that the confiscation
340
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Postscript of Pastor Leijeris, added to the April 14, 1942 decree of the general Commissar
concerning church bells.- JKA Pasiųstų raštų nuorašai 1941-1943.
April 26, 1942 letter Pastor Leijeris to the Šiauliai regional commissar concerning the bells
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of organ pipes should proceed as quickly as possible, adding that these pipes
were after all purely decorative and did not produce sounds.343
As could be expected, the congregations resisted the seizure of their organ pipes.
in a letter to the vilnius city commissar on May 31, 1943, the roman Catholic diocese
noted that it was trying to satisfy this directive but it was running into problems, both
because time conditions made communications between parishes very difficult and
because the organs were very important to the conduct of public worship. in fact,
the diocese stated the pipe organs were almost indispensable. Furthermore, the letter
claimed that it would be difficult to estimate how the people would react if they were
to come to church and find their treasured pipe organs dismantled. in any case, according to canon law, the local diocese was not responsible for the purchase or maintenance of any musical instruments in the parishes. These instruments were always
the property of the local parish, and therefore, the matter would have to be taken up
with each congregation. it is unclear how effective these evasive tactics were.344

3.2.7 Labor Duty in Sup p ort of the r e ich
From the very beginning of the german occupation Lithuanians and especially
young people were encouraged to go to germany to do their part as workers in the
war effort. They were promised good wages, good working conditions, and good
food. When the Blitzkrieg failed to bring the quick and decisive victories which had
been expected, both materials and manpower began to fall short and the Nazis began
to press harder for workers to come to germany and do their part. By June 1944,
around 60,000 Lithuanian citizens were working in the reich,345 enough to warrant a
request by roman Catholic bishops that they be permitted to send Lithuanian priests
to look after their spiritual care. This request was curtly denied by the Nazi government which stated that german Catholic priests could take care of the Lithuanians.
The Lutheran Church had insufficient manpower to even suggest the possibility of sending spiritual aid to its members in germany. Chairman Leijeris could
only remind the clergy that before their members left for germany, they must
be sure that they received the Sacrament of the Altar, as he wrote in a March 18,
1943 letter to the pastors.346 Pastors themselves were exempted from any labor
duty programs either in Lithuania or in germany, but on July 13, 1943 they were
343
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May 12, 1942 Šiauliai regional commissar letter to the superiors of the districts. - APA
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Announcement of the need for qualified metal workers and those willing to learn
and work in german reich foundries. LCvA.

March 18, 1943 telegram of Chairman Leijeris to the clergy,
requesting that those leaving for germany be communed
before their departure. JKA.
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reminded that because of this, they would be required to gather their own firewood for the winter and haul it home themselves.347

3.2.8 Fest i v al Days an d o th er Wo rk -F re e Da y s
During the administration of President Antanas Smetona, before the Bolshevik
takeover of Lithuania, no less than eighteen festival or work-free days could be found
on the Lithuanian calendar. All but two of them were religious in nature. These days
included New Year’s Day - January 1, the Epiphany - January 6, independence Day February 16, St. Casimir’s Day - March 4, good Friday, holy Saturday, Easter Day,
Easter Monday, Ascension Day, Pentecost Day, Pentecost Monday, Corpus Christi
Day – the Thursday after Trinity Sunday, St. Peter and St. Paul Day - June 29, the Assumption of the virgin Mary - August 15, the Nativity of the virgin Mary, and beginning in 1930, National Day – September 8, All Saints Day – November 1, immaculate
Conception of the virgin Mary - December 8, Christmas Eve – December 24, Christmas Day and Second Christmas Day – December 25-26, were included as well. Earlier,
until 1930, Labor Day had been celebrated on May 1 and State Constitution Day – August 1. An exception to this calendar was made in the Klaipėda region which had its
own autonomous administration and its own special holidays. of the eighteen days
celebrated in Major Lithuania, only two were mandatory in the Klaipėda region: independence Day – February 16 and National Day – September 8.348
in the eyes of the german Civil government, to have eighteen non-working days
was simply unacceptable. The number had to be cut back. Since almost all of these
days were religious, the government at least gave the impression that it would have to
consult with church authorities to decide which days should be retained as holidays
and which could be demoted to work days. on october 31, 1941 the Lutheran consistory received a project concerning these feast days and work free days from the Labor
and Social Affairs Counselor, asking the opinion and approval of the consistory for
a calendar which included the special days to be observed. The project declared that
all Sundays should be regarded as work-free days. other festival days included New
Year’s Day, Epiphany, Easter Day, Easter Monday, Pentecost Day, Pentecost Monday, Christmas and the Day Following, Labor Day, Corpus Christi Day, the Day of St.
Peter and St. Paul, National Day and the Nativity of the virgin Mary, and All Saints
Day. Also the Day of the Parish Patron, if there was one, could be celebrated locally.
Further, good Friday, holy Saturday, and Christmas Eve were to be observed, beginning at 12 o’clock noon, excepting in those institutions and factories in which it was
347
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Labor and Social Affairs Counselor draft decree concerning festivals
and other work-free days. JKA.

technically impossible to shut down.349 The consistory approved this project, adding
only that it would like to see that Lutherans be allowed to observe also two special
days - the Day of repentance and Prayer, to be celebrated on the Wednesday after the
first Sunday in Lent, and the Feast of the reformation on october 31.350
The new project was implemented in 1942, to the chagrin of the roman Catholic Church. it could continue to celebrate its calendar, as usual, but not as holidays. They could transfer the observance of these days to the following Sunday.
Not included in the calendar was Lithuanian independence Day, February
16. indeed, in 1942, it was declared to be a work day, but it was generally kept
349
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october 31, 1941 letter of the general Counselor for Labor and Social Affairs to the
Consistory. - JKA Gauti raštai 1941-1944.
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February 14, 1944 telegram of Chairman Leijeris to Pastor gavėnis announcing permission
to celebrate the February 16 independence Day. JKA.

as a holiday after work. Chairman Leijeris instructed the Lutheran clergy that
they should definitely observe this day with special services in the churches.351
The civil government was not pleased by the fact that this day was observed
with special gatherings, the singing of patriotic songs, and the national anthem.
Crowds of Lithuanians took to the streets on February 16 of that year with flags in
their hands. The next year, 1943, the civil government decided that it would need
to take action. The reich Commissar Lohse made it clear that under no circumstances was any celebration of independence Day to be allowed on February 16.
This instruction was issued by von renteln on January 27, 1943, and the consistory received it on January 29, an indication that not only civic celebrations but
also the religious observance of this day was strictly prohibited. Leijeris had no
option but to share this information with the pastors and he did so in a letter to
them on February 3.352 henceforth, it was not the old independence Day which
351
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was to be celebrated by the Lithuanians, but the new “Liberation Day,” June 22,
the day when the routing of the Bolsheviks from Lithuania began.
in 1944, when the war was not going well for the germans on the eastern front
and the red Army was moving westward again, it was decided that the Lithuanians could once again celebrate their old independence Day. The Nazis hoped that
its celebration would inspire the Lithuanians to stand hand-in-hand with the germans as brothers fighting against the Bolshevik hordes about to invade from the
east. on February 14, 1944 Leijeris sent telegrams to the clergy, asking them to celebrate the day appropriately with the Divine Services at 10 o’clock in the morning.353

3.2.9 T he i n aug uration of th e M u tu a l S u p p ort Prog ra m
War time conditions always brought with them hunger, homelessness, and a
host of other problems which affected whole families and, not least, mothers and
children. in the early days of the Nazi occupation, the german civil government
organized relief efforts to help those in need, particularly those Lithuanians who
had suffered as a result of the war which drove out the Soviets.
The model for this charitable program was the german Winter Relief (germ. Winterhilfswerk), program which had been established in pre-Nazi days, in 1931, under the
government of Chancellor heinrich Brüning. The Nazi program, which followed it,
operated every year between 1933 and 1945 from october through March, to provide
food, clothing, fuel, and other necessary items to less fortunate germans during the severe winter months. The program was advertised as voluntary, but as a matter of fact,
it was voluntary only in the sense that you were expected to contribute. Those who
did not do so, might be accused of misusing their liberty or of neglecting their societal
responsibilities and a golden opportunity to help the less fortunate.
The Lithuanian program, which earlier had been called Winter relief (Lith.
Žiemos Pagalba), was inaugurated by the Nazi civil government on November
8, 1941 under the name, Mutual Support (Lith. Savitarpė Pagalba).354 This program was a native effort, and not an arm of the german program.355 The Lutheran Church was invited to participate, along with the roman Catholic, russian
orthodox, russian old Believers, and reformed Churches.
Even before the inauguration of the Mutual Support program, the Lutheran
Church was involved in collecting offerings to help the needy. on July 13, 1941 Chairman Leijeris wrote to all the pastors, asking that every parish and affiliated congregation take an offering for the benefit of those who had suffered in the war. The money
353
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should be sent to the red Cross for proper
distribution.356 on october 12 Leijeris
wrote to Kalvanas that he and other pastors should ask their parishioners to support the efforts of a new program, called
“Winter relief,” by donating wool-lined
boots, socks, gloves, and other materials.
The results of these efforts should be sent
to the local commandant or the regional
commissariat, and the consistory should
be informed of these sacrificial offerings.357
on october 19 Leijeris again wrote the
clergy encouraging the collection of funds
and material goods and the appointment
of human care committees in the parishes
to carry on the church’s deaconal ministry
on the local level.358
The civil government decided to make
the establishment of a Mutual Support
record book listing the poor and needy
program on November 8 a very public
in the Tauragė parish. JKA.
event, which would include a concert in
the Kaunas city theater to which prominent Lithuanians would be invited. An honorary Committee (Lith. Savitarpės pagalbos garbės komitetas) of nationally prominent Lithuanians was named. it included
First general Counselor Petras Kubiliūnas and eight other councilors, who were
members of the general Counsel, Major Leonas virbickas, the head of the Lithuanian Nationalist Party (Lith. Lietuvių nacionalistų partija), which was the only legally
operating political party in Lithuania during the Nazi years, Kaunas university rector Julijonas gravrogkas, vilnius university rector Mykolas Biržiška, the roman
Catholic Archbishop of Kaunas Skvireckas and Bishop Pranciškus Karevičius,
Consistory Chairman Pastor Erikas Leijeris, Petras variakojis, the chairman of the
Lithuanian reformed Collegium, Senior Priest Eutachijus Kaliskis, chairman of the
russian orthodox Diocesan Council, former Lithuanian President Kazys grinius,
general Stasys raštikis, and general Jonas Jurgis Bulota.359 A year later, in 1942,
when the russian old Believers had established their center, its leader was invited
356
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october 12, 1941 letter of Chairman Leijeris to Pastor Kalvanas,
asking that Tauragė parishioners support the Winter relief effort. JKA.

to join the honorary committee. Chairman Leijeris was unable to participate in the
opening night festivities in Kaunas because his invitation did not arrive until three
days after the event.360 he did, however, serve as an active member on the honorary Committee and signed the initiating document, a fact which would be used
against him later when he was arrested and interrogated by the NKgB.361
The day-to-day administrative work of the Mutual Support program was
handled by the nine member Supreme Committee (Lith. Vyriausias savitarpės
pagalbos komitetas), which was headed by Lieutenant Colonel Motiejus Naujokas,
and from 1942, by Prof. ignas Končius.362 regional and local branches were established throughout the country, and priests, teachers, doctors and other community leaders were enlisted in the local leadership positions.
Although the program was said to be voluntary, it was not entirely voluntary. First
general Counselor Kubiliūnas wrote to the Supreme Committee on November 21,
1941 that at least one day’s salary of every worker in state or private agencies was to
be diverted to the Mutual Support effort. An equivalent amount was to be taken from
all those who were self-employed or received payment from the rental of properties.
360
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Mutual Support Bulletin, october 16, 1942. KuB rSS.

on November 26, 1941 Chairman Leijeris was informed by the Supreme Committee
by letter that workers in all Lutheran faith organizations, who received wages for their
activities, were to forfeit one day’s wage.363 on December 4, 1941 Mikas Preikšaitis
sent copies of this November 26 order to all pastors, inviting their enthusiastic support, as well as that of their members.364 More detailed regulations were issued by the
Supreme Committee on January 15, 1942. These simply expanded on the regulations,
issued on November 21, and stated that remissions were to be made in November,
January, and March. The funds should be collected on the day when workers receive
their pay and the regional, city, and local Mutual Support committees were to compose lists of the self-employed and those who received incomes from rental properties,
so that no one would be denied the opportunity to participate.365
The Lutheran consistory organized voluntary offerings to be collected on special occasions, such as the Commemoration of the First Deportations in 1941. on
June 8, 1943 Chairman Leijeris wrote to all Lutheran pastors, directing them to
hold memorial services on June 14, the anniversary of the 1941 deportation, and to
send offerings received in these services to the general Commissariat in Kaunas,
with the notation that they were a contribution for the Mutual Support Fund.366
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June 8, 1943 telegram of Chairman Leijeris to Pastor Kalvanas, requesting that the anniversary
of the deportations to the Soviet union be remembered on June 14, 1943 and that the offerings
on that day be given to the Mutual Support program. JKA.

The Mutual Support program appears to have fulfilled its purpose. it raised
over 4 million reichsmarks a year to aid the needy.367 unfortunately, Jews and
prisoners of war were not permitted to be beneficiaries of the program.

3 . 3 C h ur ch L i fe Du ri ng the Nazi r egime

3.3.1 Ef f orts to Legalize th e Con s is tory a n d r e g a in i ts P rop e rty
With the dramatic change in the civil government in Lithuania from the control
of the Soviet Bolsheviks to their archrivals, the Nazis, the consistory immediately
set about the task of setting its affairs in order. it needed to reoccupy the office
space which it had previously occupied in Kaunas on 5 Trakai Street. it needed
also to sort through and put in order its files and whatever was left of its archives.
The rooms of the consistory were now occupied by the Nazi officials and to get
them back would require time and effort. in the meantime, the Pušneraitis family
offered space in their flat for consistory use at 17 Eljaševo Street, Apt. 12.368
367
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Lietuvių enciklopedija T. 27, 37.
August 1942 letter of Pastor Leijeris to the Kaunas City Municipality real Estate Bureau. JKA Pasiųstų raštų nuorašai 1941-1943.
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By August 1941 Leijeris was ready to call a general meeting of the new consistory.
on August 18 he wrote to the members that they should meet at the Eljaševo Street address on August 27.369 That day came and went, but no one arrived in Kaunas for the
scheduled meeting. on September 2 Kalvanas explained to Leijeris that mail service
had deteriorated to the point where he had not even received the notice of the meeting
until August 26, a day when he was not even at home. Apparently other consistory
members faced the same problem.370 The meeting had to be rescheduled. on September 6 Leijeris wrote that he planned a session of the consistory to meet September 19.
This time the message got through and a quorum was present.371
Chairman Leijeris, vice-chairman Mikas Preikšaitis, and clergy members gustavas rauskinas, Jonas Kalvanas, and Ansas Baltris were present at the September
19 meeting. The main order of business was the operation of the consistory. First, it
was necessary to change the name of the consistory from the “Evangelical Lutheran
Consistory in the Lithuanian Soviet Socialist republic” to the “Lithuanian Evangelical Lutheran Consistory.” The members of the consistory were aware that they were
serving only temporarily and that they had been chosen to serve in an extraordinary
situation until a synod could be called to conduct regular elections. it was decided
that if the Nazi civil government would permit it, all local parishes should meet to
elect synod delegates, one for every five hundred members. The time and place of
the synod would be announced later. Pastors and their congregations should be
informed that they were to turn over one Sunday offering to the consistory to defray
the costs of its operation. vice-chairman Mikas Preikšaitis was given the responsibility of insuring that the civil government return to the consistory the property at
Trakai Street and the Kaunas congregation’s parsonage at 45 Prieplaukos Street. he
was to be assisted in this task by Pastor Kalvanas, the administrator of the Kaunas
parish, and consistory member Ansas Baltris of Kretinga. other business included
the appointment of Jonas Kalvanas as the executive secretary of the consistory and
Mikas Preikšaitis as property administrator. it was decided that the financial director could be named at a later meeting. Chairman Leijeris reported this at the August
26 meeting with First general Counselor Kubiliūnas and the assurance he had received, that when church-state relations were discussed, the consistory would be
informed and allowed to send a representative.372
Subsequent to the consistory meeting, Chairman Leijeris decided to call upon
other important Lutherans in the Kaunas community to assist the consistory in its
work of administration. on December 12, 1941 he invited Albertas Juozuvaitis,
369
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August 18, 1941 letter of Pastor Leijeris to Pastor Kalvanas. - JKA Konsistorijos raštai 1940-1950.
September 2, 1941 letter of Pastor Kalvanas to Pastor Leijeris. - JKA Pasiųstų raštų nuorašai
1941-1943.
September 6, 1941 letter of Pastor Leijeris to Pastor Kalvanas. - JKA Konsistorijos raštai 1940-1950.
September 19, 1941 consistory meeting minutes. - JKA Gauti raštai 1941-1944.
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executive secretary in the pre-war consistory, and Kaunas Notary vilhelmas
Burkevičius would be asked to help the consistory in legal matters.373
The attempts to effect the return of the consistory property and achieve legal
status dragged on. The civil government understood that it needed some sort of
agency to deal with matters having to do with the Lutheran Church, and it kept in
constant communication with the consistory. however, at the same time, it made
no clear promises concerning the consistory’s legal status and the property which
the consistory sought to have restored. in order to show its willingness to accept the
consistory on a pro tem basis, it allotted an allowance of 500 reichsmarks to the consistory in December 1941 to be used in the maintenance of its operations, but again,
it made no clear promises about the legal status of the consistory or its property.374
The fact was that the consistory had not been granted the right to incorporate as a
legal entity and could therefore not accomplish even such a simple matter as the opening of a consistory back account. on February 29, 1942 vice-chairman Mikas Preikšaitis
wrote to Chairman Leijeris, advising him, that since Leijeris lived in Žeimelis, far from
Kaunas, it was not advisable that he set up a personal account to transact consistory
business but should, rather, make arrangements to come to Kaunas, so that the two of
them together could open a joint account on behalf of the consistory.375
up to this point efforts to regain the Trakai Street property had gone nowhere. The
matter was in limbo somewhere in the bureaucratic maze of the civil government in
Kaunas. in the same February 29 letter Preikšaitis stated that he had been unable to
make contact with Mr. Benderis, the Kaunas civil government staff assistant, responsible for matters concerning church property. Apparently, promises were still being
made that the property would indeed be returned.376 At the April 30, 1942 consistory
meeting in Kaunas, the reports of Leijeris and Preikšaitis noted that the consistory archives and other files had not yet been satisfactorily sorted out and that it was hoped
that the Trakai Street property would soon be turned over to the consistory.377
During this period the consistory continued to meet in the Pušneraitis apartment on Eljaševo Street. Evidently official permission was required to hold such
meetings, and in August 1942 Leijeris wrote to the Kaunas city real Estate Bureau
requesting that an official document be issued stating that the consistory was permitted to use the Eljaševo Street property and hold meetings there.378
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December 12, 1941 letter of Pastor Leijeris to Pušneraitienė. - JKA Personalia 1941.
September 19, 1941 consistory meeting minutes. - JKA Gauti raštai 1941-1944; December 12, 1941
authorization, issued to Mikas Preikšaitis by Pastor Leijeris. - JKA Gauti raštai 1941-1944.
February 29, 1942 letter of Mikas Preikšaitis to Pastor Leijeris. - JKA Gauti raštai 1941-1944.
February 29, 1942 letter of Mikas Preikšaitis to Pastor Leijeris. - JKA Gauti raštai 1941-1944.
April 30, 1942 consistory meeting minutes. - JKA Gauti raštai 1941-1944.
August 1942 letter of Pastor Leijeris to the Kaunas City Municipality real Estate Bureau. JKA Pasiųstų raštų nuorašai 1941-1943.
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Prescriptions Concerning the Legal Status of religious organizations.
Amtsblatt 1942 (No.31/32)

it may be that this letter to the real Estate Bureau was in response to an incident
in Šiauliai. on August 26, 1942 the consistory met there in the sacristy of the Šiauliai
church. At around 11:30 in the morning, the SiPo-SD police arrived and asked to
see their permit allowing them to hold a consistory meeting in that place. Leijeris
stated that never had such a thing been asked before and that the police were welcome to take a seat, and they would see that nothing improper or inappropriate
was being said or done. The police did not stay but returned to their office and immediately contacted their headquarters in Kaunas. The answer they got back was
that no meetings were to be held without official permission. After about an hour
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the police returned and announced that
the meeting was terminated. Among the
questions on the agenda for that meeting
was the return of consistory property on
Trakai Street.379
The status of the consistory itself was
still problematic. Despite many appeals,
it had never been granted the right to
incorporate and it had no legal rights
whatever. on June 19, 1942 the reich
Commissar Lohse issued a Prescription
Concerning the Legal Status of religious
organizations (germ. Verordnung über
die Rechtsverhältnisse religiöser Organisationen) operating in ostland. it was under
this prescription that the Lutheran consistory and every other religious organization was to operate. Every religious
organization was to report its official
title, its place of central operation, and
Notary vilhelmas Žanas Burkevičius,
later chairman of the consistory
the area in which it operated. it was to
(1955-1970). JKA.
indicate its confession or its principles of
faith, as well as the names of all of those
who were engaged in the administration
or operation of the organization and their areas of responsibility and service; it
was also to indicate the names of all local groups affiliated with it. The order also
clearly stated that religious organizations were to strictly limit themselves to the
fulfillment of their stated purposes and not to move beyond them. The penalty for
violation of this regulation would be the closure of the organization.380
The Lutheran consistory submitted its data in November, but on December 5,
1942 the civil government stated that additional information was still needed, such
as the statutes under which the church and its consistory were operating. Leijeris
answered on December 15, 1942 that the Lithuanian Church were and had been
governed by the 1911 russian imperial Lutheran Church Law and that this law
had been legally accepted by the Lithuanian government in its official gazette (Lith.
Vyriausybės Žinios) of December 22, 1923. Leijeris indicated that Jonas Kalvanas was
now vice-chairman of the group, replacing Mikas Preikšaitis. other members of the
379
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report of Pastor Leijeris concerning the August 26, 1942 consistory meeting, held in the
Šiauliai church sacristy. - JKA Gauti raštai 1941-1944.
Amtsblatt 1942 (No.31/32), 389-390.
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consistory were Erikas Leijeris, chairman, Pastor gustavas rauskinas, Pastor Martynas Preikšaitis, Pastor-deacon Ansas Baltris, Notary vilhelmas Burkevičius, and
Albertas Juozuvaitis, the new executive secretary. The new address of the consistory
was given as the address of Notary Burkevičius - 61 Laisvės Alėja.381 The general
Commissariat responded to Leijeris on January 6, 1943 that his report still did not
satisfy the requirements of his office concerning the legal status of religious organizations. The commissariat insisted that the consistory must fulfill Article 1 of these
regulations on or before January 20, or penalties would be imposed.382 on January
11 Burkevičius and Juozuvaitis went to the general Commissariat for clarifications.
They were unable to meet with Political Department head, Joachim Lüth, and could
get no definite statements from his assistant Went von der ropp. They got from him
the impression that it was a matter of small formalities that needed to be cleared up.
They decided that they would wait until January 17, when Chairman Leijeris was
coming to Kaunas.383 All the formalities were then taken care of, and on January 26,
1943 von renteln’s office wrote to the consistory, stating that its report had been
examined and that it had been decided that no further information or explanations
were needed concerning of the requirements of Article 1 of the regulations.384
Still, the consistory waited in vain for any willingness of the government to grant
it legal status, so that it could be recognized as a corporation status and legally posses
property.385 Writing to repatriated Pastor gelžinius on May 3, 1943, Albertas Juozuvaitis sarcastically wrote that the return of the property was not moving ahead because “sirs need apartments, and here we have a lot of sirs (i. e., Nazi civil officials).”386
hopes for eventual incorporation and the return of consistory property were
fading, although the September 15, 1943 minutes of the consistory indicated that the
“members and staff” of the consistory were “registered” with the government.387
By the end of october 1943, it was announced that congregations could get
back their nationalized property. Civil government officials in Kaunas, however,
needed places to live, and this meant that there would always be obstacles which
would make the return of the consistory’s property impossible.388
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December 15, 1942 letter of the consistory to the general Commissar. - JKA Pasiųstų raštų
nuorašai 1941-1943.
January 6, 1943 letter of the general Commissar to the consistory. - JKA Gauti raštai 1941-1944.
January 11, 1943 letter of vilius Burkevičius to Pastor Leijeris. - JKA Gauti raštai 1941-1944.
January 26, 1943 letter of the general Commissar to the consistory. - JKA Konsistorijos raštai
1940-1950; JKA Gauti raštai 1941-1944.
Additional evidence that consistory was not given any legal standing can be found in a
letter from the Kaunas parish Chairman g. Macys to Pastor Leijeris on March 17, 1943. JKA Gauti raštai 1941-1944.
May 3, 1943 letter of Juozuvaitis to Pastor Adomas gelžinius. - JKA Gauti raštai 1941-1944.
September 15, 1943 consistory meeting minutes. - JKA Gauti raštai 1941-1944.
october 31, 1943 telegram of Pastor Leijeris to the clergy. - JKA Gauti raštai 1941-1944.
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october 23, 1941 letter of Pastor Kalvanas to the Chief of the Tauragė district,
asking permission to call voters assemblies to elect delegates to the synod. From JKA.

June 10, 1943 invitation of Superintendent Adomas Šernas to Chairman Leijeris
to participate in the reformed Synod. JKA.
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Frustrated as well were the attempts of the consistory to call a synod. The first
attempt was made on September 19, 1941, when the consistory stated in its minutes
that a synod needed to be held, if and when the government would allow it, and if
local governmental officials would permit parish meetings to elect parish councils
and delegates to the synod.389 There is evidence that these parish meetings were
planned for autumn 1941. in an october 23, 1941 letter from Pastors Kalvanas to the
civil administration of the Tauragė region, the pastor asked permission for meetings and elections to be held in Žemaičių Naumiestis on october 26 and Sartininkai
on November 2.390 The planned-for synod was not held. Consistory minutes do not
mention anything more of the calling of a synod until September 15, 1943, when the
minutes indicate that it had been impossible to call meetings of voters’ assemblies
to elect delegates and for this reason no synod could be held.391
The reformed Church was permitted to hold synods in 1942, 1943, and 1944, so
the prohibition seems to have been aimed specifically at the Lutherans.392 Perhaps
the government took the position that the Lutherans had their consistory and would
have to make due with it. There would, in fact, be no Lutheran synod until 1955.
it was a matter of some importance to the consistory that it should once again be able
to gather and properly organize its archives. Before repatriation all consistory records
had been kept in the consistory office on Trakai Street in Kaunas. unfortunately, the
members of the old consistory had left hurriedly without effecting an official transfer of
the archives to the new consistory, as they ought to have done. it may be that Dr. gudaitis and the other members of the old consistory thought that the Soviets would allow
an ordinary transfer of property to the new consistory and would not invade the premises and ransack it. however, that is exactly what happened. in a letter to gaigalaitis
on November 4, 1942 teacher Mikas Jonušaitis stated that the Bolsheviks invaded the
offices and threw everything out. he was able to retrieve the files, documents, and even
some furniture from the street, and was now keeping them in his own premises in the
Aleksotas district of Kaunas.393 This would seem to indicate that the consistory archives
were preserved after the property was confiscated. This statement is supported by the
389
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September 19, 1941 consistory meeting minutes. - JKA Gauti raštai 1941-1944.
october 23, 1941 letter of Pastor Kalvanas to the head of the civil administration of the
Taurage region. - JKA Personalia 1941.
September 15, 1943 consistory meeting minutes. - JKA Gauti raštai 1941-1944.
June 25, 1942 letter of reformed Collegium President Motiejus Tamulėnas to Pastor Leijeris.
- JKA Gauti raštai 1941-1944; June 10, 1943 letter of reformed Superintendent Adomas
Šernas to Pastor Leijeris. - JKA Gauti raštai 1941-1944
June 30, 1943 letter of Pastor Povilas Jašinskas to Pastor Leijeris. - JKA Gauti raštai 1941-1944;
June 23, 1944 greeting of Pastor Leijeris to the reformed Synod, meeting in Biržai. - JKA
Pasiųstų raštų nuorašai 1941-1943.
November 4, 1942 letter of Mikas Jonušaitis to vilius gaigalaitis. - KuB rSS A. Lymanto
fondas, f.1. Viliaus Gaigalaičio dokumentai (Laiškai V. Gaigalaičiui E F G I-J); August 15, 1941
letter of Juozuvaitis to Pastor Kalvanas. - JKA Personalia 1941.
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minutes of the April 30, 1942 meeting of the consistory which state that the archival
material had survived but was no longer in a secure location and was not in proper
chronological order.394 A further mention of the archives is found in a May 3, 1943 letter of Juozuvaitis to Pastor gelžinius which states that the archives had been thrown
about and had not yet been put back in any proper order.395 That the archives survived
is indicated by the request of the consistory on September 15, 1943 that Kaunas Pastor
Mizaras should find a proper place for them and put them in order.396
No further information about the archives was ever included in consistory
minutes and other extant consistory documents. it is likely that in the course of
time Chairman Leijeris took at least part of the archives to his Žeimelis parsonage
and stored them there. Pastor Kalvanas noted in his correspondence that after
Leijeris was arrested by the Soviet NKvD in 1949, he personally went to Žeimelis
and took possession of as much of the archives as possible.397 These files have
survived and are presently in the Kalvanas archives in Tauragė.

3.3.2 Pastoral Min is try in th e Con g re g a tion s
Pastoral ministry in Lutheran congregations during the Nazi years remained
a formidable task. only five pastors spurned the call for repatriation and determined to stay in Lithuania. one of them was critically ill and would die within
a year. Pastor Baltris and Pastor gavėnis were ordained in 1941. This raised the
number of active clergy to six – a number hardly sufficient to supply the pastoral
needs of the Lithuanian parishes and their affiliated congregations.
Before repatriation there were fifty-three congregations. Eighteen of them were
full parishes and thirty-five were congregations affiliated with these parishes.398
it is not clear how many parishes and their affiliates remained active during the
Nazi regime. At one point Chairman Leijeris listed forty-three congregations, stating that there were twenty-six active parishes: Alkiškiai, Batakiai, Biržai, Būtingė,
garliava, Joniškis, Jurbarkas, Kaunas, Kėdainiai, Kretinga, Marijampolė, Mažeikiai,
Panevėžys, raseiniai, Skuodas, Sudargas, Šakiai, Šiauliai, Tauragė, vilkaviškis, vilnius, virbalis, vištytis, Žemaičių Naumiestis, Žeimelis, and Žvyriai, and there were
seventeenth active congregations affiliated with these parishes: gargždai, Ylakiai,
394
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April 30, 1942 consistory meeting minutes. - JKA Gauti raštai 1941-1944.
May 3, 1943 letter of Juozuvaitis to Pastor gelžinius. - JKA Gauti raštai 1941-1944.
September 15, 1943 consistory meeting minutes. - JKA Gauti raštai 1941-1944.
LYA f. K-1, a. 45, b. 704, 70.
LCvA f. 391, a. 4, b. 756, 135-137; in 1937 consistory counted seventeen parishes and 34
affiliated congregations, inadvertently omitting the Kaunas Šančiai affiliated congregation.
LCvA f. 377, a. 9, b. 59, 92; LCvA f. 377, a. 9, b. 81, 4-5, 105-106, 210; in 1940 the vilnius
parish added to the number of Lithuanian congregations. LCvA f. 377, a. 9, b. 59, 92.
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Kalvarija, Kuršėnai, Kybartai, radviliškis,
ritinė, Pandėlys, Palanga, Pakruojis, Prienai, Skaudvilė, Šilalė, Švėkšna, Telšiai,
Sartininkai, and Žagarė.399 Not included on
the list were ten affiliated congregations:
Ariogala, Darbėnai, Kudirkos Naumiestis,
Kelmė, Pabalvė, Pilviškiai, Seirijai, Šančiai
(Kaunas), Šeduva, and ukmergė. other documents, however, mention these congregations
as still viable. in addition, in earlier times it
had been understood that only the consistory
was to set the standards by which it was determined which worshipping communities
were parishes and which were affiliates, and
only the consistory could change the status of
an affiliate to a parish. These decisions would
then have to be sent to the Ministry of internal Affairs, and in later years, to the Ministry
The rev. gustavas rauskinas, pastor
of Education for approval. What really disof most of the Latvian-speaking
congregations during WWii. JKA.
tinguished parishes from affiliates, was that
a parish had to have a sufficient number of
members and a resident pastor. it is quite
clear, however, that at no time during the war were there ever twenty-six pastors
heading twenty-six parishes! After the war the designation “affiliated congregation” would be dropped because the Soviet system did not recognize it.
under these circumstances pastors were assigned to minister to the majority of
congregations in their geographical area. on April 28, 1941, when the consistory
was reorganized, Pastor Leijeris was made administrator of the congregations
in Žeimelis, Biržai, Panevėžys, Pakruojis, Pandėlys, Joniškis, and Kėdainiai. Pastor Kalvanas was given responsibility for the congregations in Tauragė, Batakiai,
Skaudvilė, Kelmė, raseiniai, Ariogala, Šilalė, Sartininkai, vainutas, Žemaičių
Naumiestis, Švėkšna, gargždai, Kretinga, Palanga, Kaunas, and vilnius. Pastor
Martynas Preikšaitis was designated administrator of the congregations in Sudargas, Šakiai, Kudirkos Naumiestis, Kybartai, virbalis, vištytis, Marijampolė,
vilkaviškis, Kalvarija, Liudvinavas, garliava, Prienai, Pilviškiai, and Seirijai.
Finally, Pastor gustavas rauskinas was made administrator of many of the Latvian-speaking congregations, including Alkiškiai, Žagarė, Mažeikiai, Šiauliai,
radviliškis, Kuršėnai, Pabalvė, Telšiai, ritinė, Ylakiai, Skuodas, and Būtingė.400
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List of Lutheran parishes which remained active during WWii. - JKA Gauti raštai 1941-1944.
April 28, 1941 consistory meeting minutes. - JKA Gauti raštai 1941-1944.
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June 30, 1942 permission for Pastor Kalvanas to travel to Kretinga but not by train. JKA.

Pastor Jonas Kalvanas was assigned a vast geographical area but his ministerial tasks were eased a bit when Ansas Baltris was ordained on June 15, 1941 to
serve the Kretinga parish and its affiliated congregations in gargždai and Palanga. Although he was initially called to serve also in Telšiai, by the time he was
ordained, this church had been closed by the reds and the congregation had been
disbanded. on March 2, 1941, shortly before he left the country, Superintendent
Sroka ordained Jurgis gavėnis to serve Jurbarkas, Skirsnemunė-Žvyriai, Šakiai,
and Sudargas.401 Neither the old nor the new consistory were involved in this
ordination, and although the new consistory subsequently placed these parishes
under the administrative care of Pastor Martynas Preikšaitis, he left it to the rather
independent Pastor gavėnis to take care of them. on September 19 the consistory
decided that since Pastor Martynas Preikšaitis was living in Batakiai, he should
take over the responsibility for that parish and the neighboring Skaudvilė parish,
which had originally been given under the care of Pastor Kalvanas.402
The assignment of parishes to particular pastors remained flexible because of
travel restrictions. The clergy often had to go by horse-cart. in some cases it was
401
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September 15, 1943 consistory meeting minutes. - JKA Gauti raštai 1941-1944; March 10,
1941 letter of Pastor Preikšaitis to Pastor Leijeris. - JKA Gauti raštai 1941-1944.
September 19, 1941 consistory meeting minutes. - JKA Gauti raštai 1941-1944.
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necessary for them to walk some considerable distance between villages to reach
congregations. When possible, the pastors could go from one place to another
by train, although the railway was meant primarily for military and government
purposes, and it was sometimes difficult for pastors to travel by train. Chairman
Leijeris wrote to Pastor Kalvanas that he decided not to announce a service in
Kaunas on December 14, 1941 because travel was very restricted at that time and
Pastor Baltris, who had been scheduled to take the service in Kaunas, had been
unable to travel from Kretinga to do so. When Leijeris himself was in Kaunas late
in November, the station master had told him that he should avoid traveling by
train, unless it was urgently necessary.403 A further complication was that each
pastor had to manage a heavy load of parishes. Although Kalvanas had originally been given both vilnius and Kaunas, the travel permits indicated that Pastor
Leijeris would also serve these two congregations on occasion. indeed, Kalvanas
had been responsible at various points in his ministry for no less than fifteen
congregations – far more than he could handle. in his December 2, 1943 report to
the consistory he stated that he had been able to hold services only in Tauragė,
Batakiai, Šilalė, Skaudvilė, Sartininkai, Žemaičių Naumiestis, Švėkšna, Kaunas,
Telšiai, Kretinga, and Biržai. on occasion he was able to visit Būtingė, Skuodas,
Ylakiai, and Apuolė, but it was physically impossible for him to get to gargždai,
Palanga, raseiniai, Kelmė, Ariogala, and vilnius. other pastors would need to
take care of these congregations.404 on June 15, 1941 newly ordained Pastor Baltris
was made responsible for gargždai and Palanga, in addition to Kretinga.
The whole system was in urgent need of revision, and at the April 30,
1942 meeting of the consistory it was decided to divide the church into five districts according the living places of the pastors. (1) The Tauragė district was made
the responsibility of Pastor Kalvanas: Tauragė, Jurbarkas, Sudargas, Kudirkos
Naumiestis, Šakiai, Žvyriai, raseiniai, Kelmė, Skaudvilė, Batakiai, Žemaičių Naumiestis, Sartininkai, and Šilalė. (2) Pastor Martynas Preikšaitis was put in charge
of the Kaunas district: Kaunas, vilnius, garliava, Prienai, Marijampolė, Kalvarija,
Pilviškiai, vilkaviškis, virbalis, Kybartai, vištytis, Kėdainiai, and Ariogala. (3) Pastor Baltris was given the Kretinga district: Kretinga, Palanga, gargždai, Švėkšna,
Būtingė, Skuodas, Telšiai, Ylakiai, ritinė, and Darbėnai. (4) Pastor rauskinas
was set over the Alkiškiai district: Alkiškiai, Kuršėnai, Mažeikiai, radviliškis,
Žagarė, Pabalvė. (5) Pastor Leijeris was made the pastor over the Žeimelis district:
Žeimelis, Joniškis, Šiauliai, Pakruojis, Panevėžys, Šeduva, Pandėlys, and Biržai.405
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December 10, 1941 letter of Pastor Leijeris to Pastor Kalvanas. - JKA Personalia 1941.
report of ecclesiastical activities of Pastor Kalvanas from January 23, 1941 to october 1,
1943. - JKA Gauti raštai 1941-1944.
April 30, 1942 consistory meeting minutes. - JKA Gauti raštai 1941-1944.
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September 19, 1941 consistory certificate stating the need for Pastor Kalvanas
to travel to minister to his congregations. JKA.

general permission for Pastor Kalvanas to travel, railway travel excluded. JKA.
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November 5, 1942 application of Pastor Kalvanas for permission to travel by train from
Tauragė to Biržai. JKA.

November 5, 1942 permission allowing Pastor Kalvanas to travel by train from Tauragė
to Šiauliai on November 6 and return on November 20. JKA.
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July 1, 1942 permission for Pastor Kalvanas to travel by train
from Tauragė to Kretinga via Šiauliai. JKA.

August 24, 1942 permission for Pastor Kalvanas to travel by train
from Tauragė to Šiauliai on August 25 and return on September 6. JKA.
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Pastor gavėnis continued to work, more or less, independently until some
time in 1943. on May 10 of that year Pastor Kalvanas wrote to Pastor Leijeris that
Pastor gavėnis would like to regularize his relationship with the consistory and
be placed on the consistory’s roster.406 This was effected at the consistory meeting
on September 15, 1943. At that meeting he was officially designated administrator
of the parishes in Jurbarkas, Žvyriai, raseiniai, Sudargas, and Šakiai.407

3.3.3 A ddi t ion s to th e ran k s of th e C le rg y
The handful of pastors left to serve the Lutherans in Lithuania were hard
pressed to provide even a modicum of pastoral service. They were busy enough
taking care of their own flocks and had little time or opportunity to visit other
congregations. however, they used every opportunity they could to serve those
congregations which were without a resident pastor.
it was obvious that they needed help, because between the six of them they
were attempting to serve more than 20,000 Lutherans spread out over many parishes in the southern, central, and western regions of the country. in addition to
these ethnic Lithuanians and ethnic Latvians, there was an influx into the country
of Lithuanian Volksdeutsche Lutherans, no less 23,000 of whom had repatriated
but were now returning to Lithuania.408 The german-speaking repatriants and
colonists were warned by the Nazi authorities that they were to have nothing to
do with the Lithuanian-speaking Lutheran Church, but some of them approached
Lithuanian Lutheran pastors because they had no german-speaking clergy of
their own nearby. it should be noted that Pastor Tittelbach in Kėdainiai and Pastor hirsch in Panevėžys were among those who were permitted to return, and
they were, of course, always ready and willing to serve as pastors to the germans.
The situation in Kaunas was particularly pressing. Kaunas had always had a
strong and vibrant Lutheran community and was one of the most important congregations in the church. Now that congregation had no pastor and was urgently
in need of one.
Chairman Leijeris saw a possible ray of hope when on January 17, 1943 the
consistory received a letter from Jonas Mizaras, who offered to help in whatever
way he could in Kaunas, and he also indicated his willingness to serve in any
capacity which the consistory might deem helpful.409
Jonas Mizaras had been born in 1901, and was raised in the village of iškoniai,
in the Biržai district. While a student in the gymnasium at Biržai, he decided
406
407
408
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May 10, 1943 letter of Pastor Kalvanas to Pastor Leijeris. - JKA Gauti raštai 1941-1944.
September 15, 1943 consistory meeting minutes. - JKA Gauti raštai 1941-1944.
Arbušauskaitė 2002, 176.
January 17, 1943 letter of Jonas Mizaras to the consistory. - JKA Gauti raštai 1941-1944.
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that he was called to the ministry of the
reformed Church. he pursued his theological studies in Edinburgh, Scotland
in 1924, and in 1927 he was made the
assistant pastor in the Biržai reformed
congregation. in 1930 he took up the
ministry in the Kėdainiai reformed congregation, but after one year there he
resigned, stating that the congregation
would not permit him the full exercise
of his ministerial responsibilities. he
then took a job as a customs inspector,
assigned to virbalis. in 1933 he moved
to Kaunas and took a job as bookkeeper
in the Kaunas Dairy Center (Lith. Pieno
centras).410
After carefully considering Mizaras’
Pastor Jonas Mizaras. JKA.
January 17, 1943 request to serve the
Kaunas parish, Chairman Leijeris consulted with Burkevičius and Juozuvaitis who agreed with him that the Kaunas congregation was in a sorry state and was in desperate need of a resident pastor. on
January 29, 1943 Leijeris wrote to Kalvanas, the administrator of the Kaunas parish,
stating he was giving permission to Mizaras to preach in the Kaunas church and
to teach religion in the Kaunas schools. he was not, however, given permission to
solemnize marriages or to administer the Sacrament of the Altar.411 Later that year
Pastor Leijeris contacted the reformed Collegium to ascertain the circumstances
behind Mizaras’ departure from Kėdainiai and to make sure that he had, in fact,
resigned and had not been placed under discipline by the reformed Synod. on July
15 he was informed by the collegium that Mizaras had indeed told his story correctly and had never been put under discipline.412 Leijeris then invited Mizaras to
attend the September 15 meeting of the consistory. At that meeting the whole matter of his relationship to the Lutheran Church was discussed, and it was decided to
receive him into the Lutheran Church. he was made administrator pro tem of the
Kaunas parish.413
410
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January 29, 1943 letter of vilius Burkevičius to Pastor Kalvanas. - JKA Personalia 1941.
July 15, 1943 letter of the Lithuanian reformed Collegium to the consistory. - JKA Gauti
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September 16, 1943 certificate identifying Pastor Jonas Mizaras as pastor
of the Kaunas congregation. JKA.

Yet another pastor appeared on the scene in 1944. Pastor Janis Degis (Latv.
Jānis Deģis) from Latvia was assigned by the consistory to serve the Skuodas and
Būtingė parishes.
Janis Degis, a Latvian, had originally applied for ordination to the Lithuanian
consistory in 1938. At that time the consistory had refused this request, stating on
April that the church did not have any Latvian-speaking parishes available. he
applied again in May. This time the consistory responded that, although he was a
worthy theological candidate who had passed the pro venia concionandi examination,
it was the present policy of the consistory to accept only those candidates who had
graduated from their own theological faculty in Kaunas. They noted further to Degis
that they were only ordaining candidates who were citizens of Lithuania, and that
this excluded Degis, who was a Latvian citizen. Degis applied a third time in November 1938. This time the consistory turned him down again and stated that they
were not going to accept him as a pastoral candidate – period, at that was that.414
Now the church’s situation had changed somewhat. Pastor rauskinas was in
urgent need of assistance, and Degis, who was now an ordained pastor in the
Latvian Church, approached him and offered to help. With the agreement of
rauskinas, Degis wrote to the consistory on November 10, 1943 to offer his pas414

KA LELB Konsistorijos protokolų knyga 1935-1941, 196, 202, 238.
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toral services in the Skuodas an Būtingė
parishes.415 To support his application
he sent a recommendation from the officials of the Latvian Lutheran Church and
the request of the Skuodas and Būtingė
congregations. he stated that he would
gladly serve these parishes and would
reside in Skuodas. on November 25,
1943 rauskinas recommended that the
consistory accept his application.416
Perhaps, somewhat less than wholeheartedly, Chairman Leijeris approved
the appointment of Pastor Degis to serve
Skuodas and Būtingė, on a temporary
basis. on February 10, 1944 he stated
this in an official document which stated
that this was only a temporary assignment and would be terminated later. it
stated also that Pastor rauskinas was
to continue to serve as administrator in
Pastor Jānis Degis, c.1949. JKA.
both the Skuodas and Būtingė parishes.
in the course of time, Pastor Degis’ temporary assignment came to be extended indefinitely.417
The last pastor to be ordained before the germans withdrew was Mikas
Preikšaitis, the brother of Martynas Preikšaitis, the pastor of the Batakiai parish.
As a laymen, Mikas Preikšaitis had served as executive secretary of the consistory
under President gaigalaitis and President Bandrevičius. Both Preikšaitis brothers
were outspoken patriots who were determined not to participate in the 1941 repatriation program. After repatriation layman Mikas Preikšaitis was elected vicepresident of the consistory. Although he had studied in the theological faculty
in Kaunas, the tensions between the patriots and the mainstream factions in the
church at that time had made his ordination impossible.
The war situation, however, made it necessary that the consistory once again
consider ordaining him and assigning him to a parish. on April 30, 1941 Leijeris
wrote to him reminding him that there was an urgent need for pastors and that
415
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November 10, 1943 request of Pastor Janis Degis (Jānis Deģis) that he be permitted to serve
in the Skuodas and Būtingė parishes. - JKA Gauti raštai 1941-1944.
November 25, 1943 recommendation of Pastor rauskinas that Pastor Degis be permitted to
serve the Būtingė and Skuodas congregations.. - JKA Gauti raštai 1941-1944.
February 10, 1944 permission granted by the consistory for Pastor Degis to conduct worship
services in the Skuodas ir Būtingė parishes. - JKA Siunčiamieji raštai.
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the consistory was asking him to consider ordination and entry into the holy
Ministry.418 indeed, it was planned that
he should be ordained with Ansas Baltris on June 15, 1941, however, he refused
to do so. The question of his ordination
was again brought up to Leijeris on July
9, 1942. Presenting the matter, Kalvanas
stated that Mikas Preikšaitis would be
willing to be ordained, if he were assigned as pastor in the Kretinga congregation, which, of course, already had a
pastor, Ansas Baltris.419 indeed, arrangements were made for Žemaičių Naumiestis to call Baltris as its pastor with a raise
in pay, but Baltris refused. he declared
that if he were willing to leave Kretinga
because Žemaičių Naumiestis offered
Mikas Preikšaitis (c.1933), pastor of the
Batakiai congregation from 1944. JKA.
him more money, what would they think
if another congregation would offer him
more money than Žemaičių Naumiestis.
in other words, he wanted to stay put in Kretinga, and therefore the ordination of
Preikšaitis had to be canceled.420 The matter was brought up again fourteen months
later, in September 1943. in a letter to Chairman Leijeris, Martynas Preikšaitis
again brought up the matter of the ordination of his brother, suggesting that earlier consistorial decisions could be used as the basis for ordering his ordination.421
on December 2, 1943 Pastor Baltris also wrote to Leijeris, saying that something
needed to be done, and that perhaps Preikšaitis “should be dragged to the altar
by the hair in order to receive god’s blessing there.”422 Mikas once again refused.
in 1944 with the red Army approaching, Pastor Martynas Preikšaitis decided
to depart for germany along with a number of Lithuanians and ethnic germans.
Now Batakiai needed a pastor, and the consistory decided that Mikas needed to
be ordained to serve in what had formerly been his brother’s parish. Finally, he
accepted the call and was ordained on August 13, 1944.423
418
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April 30, 1941 letter of Pastor Leijeris to Mikas Preikšaitis. - JKA Gauti raštai 1941-1944.
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Even though the need for pastors was great and the church was desperate, the
consistory was not willing to approve for ordination every man who applied. on
February 28, 1942 Pastor rauskinas, who was overloaded with work, sent to the consistory documents concerning theological student v. Širis-Šire from Latvia, asking
that he be allowed to engage him for three months as a candidate working in the
Skuodas and Būtingė congregations, after which time, if his service was suitable, he
would be approved for ordination and continue to serve in those congregations.424
on April 29, the day before the consistory meeting, he wrote once again to Leijeris,
asking that consideration be given to Širis-Šire as a pastoral candidate, because he
had far too many parishes to serve effectively.425 The next day, April 30, the consistory
met but it did not approve application, nor was it willing to comment further on it.426

3.3.4 Mi n is terial Service by Mil ita ry C h a p la in s
in addition to the ministerial work provided by the greatly overworked Lutheran
pastors, some military chaplains attached to the german army indicated their willingness to provide clandestine help. Each regiment had Evangelical and roman Catholic
chaplains. This was a long standing german tradition which not even Adolf hitler
was willing to break. in the earliest days of Nazi occupation, these chaplains provided
german language service for german-speaking Lutherans in Lithuania. By 1942 the
chaplains were prohibited from doing so, but some continued secretly to baptize infants, marry engaged couples, bury the dead, and provide confirmation instruction.427
Before the Soviet occupation the church supplied chaplains. Pastor Petras Dagys
had been assigned to serve as a military chaplain for Lutheran and reformed soldiers. Pastor Leijeris served as chaplain to Evangelical inmates in the heavy labor
prison in Šiauliai. The Bolsheviks dismissed both of these chaplains on July 1, 1940,
at the very beginning of the Soviet occupation.428 using as his rational the fact that
roman Catholics continued to have chaplains during the Nazi occupation, Leijeris
wrote to the general Counselor of Justice on July 2, 1942 that Lutheran Church
should be granted the privilege of providing prison chaplains. he suggested that
he himself could again serve at the heavy labor prison in Šiauliai, and that Pastor
Martynas Preikšaitis could undertake the same ministry at the heavy labor prison
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The July 9, 1942 response of the Director of the Department of Prisons to Chairman Leijeris,
indicating that no prison chaplaincy positions were available for the Lutherans. JKA.

in Kaunas.429 one week later, on July 9,
he received a response from the director of the Department of Prisons who
stated that no funds were available for
these positions, and that only the general
Commissariat could provide additional
positions and fund them.430
Pastor Dagys, however, was able to be
restored to his position as a military chaplain. When it was ordered that civilians
could no longer attend military services in Newspaper advertisement about the June 4,
1944 divine service to be held in the Kaunas
vilnius, it was Chaplain Dagys who conparish church. Ateitis. June 3, 1944.
tinued to provide services to the vilnius
Lutherans on occasion. Apparently he was
not satisfied with this arrangement, or perhaps, he was tired of facing obstructions,
because in 1943 he asked to be allowed to serve the Kaunas congregation. The parish
chairman responded that his services were not needed there; he should be satisfied to
429
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July 2, 1942 letter of Pastor Leijeris to the general Counselor of Justice. - JKA Pasiųstų raštų
nuorašai 1941-1943.
July 9, 1942 letter of the Director of the Department of Prisons to Pastor Leijeris. - JKA Gauti
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work in vilnius.431 Whether or not he continued to serve the vilnius congregation is
unclear, because it is known that by December 1943 german language services there
were being held on Sunday afternoons at 2 PM by military chaplains.432
The SiPo-SD continued to tighten their control over the germans who had returned after the repatriation, and as part of that increasing control, they eventually completely proscribed any permission for Confirmation instruction for german youths. By 1944 the danger of arrest for violation of this regulation was so
great that the remaining german Lutheran pastors were unable to provide catechetical instructions. Still, the SiPo-SD in Kaunas received information which
stated that Pastor hirsch was instructing young people in Panevėžys. When
SS-Sturmbannführer Löhndorf in Kaunas instructed the Panevėžys SiPo-SD office to
check into this matter, on June 1, 1944 he received the response that Pastor hirsch
could not possibly be teaching catechumens because he was severely ill with tuberculosis.433 To this report they added the doctor’s attestation. Löhndorf continued his
inquiries and discovered that the offending pastor was, in fact, a german military
chaplain. on June 10, 1944 he wrote to Panevėžys SiPo-SD asking that the identity
of this chaplain be determined and that all records should be forwarded to him,
little realizing that within a few weeks the red Army would be at the door.434 in any
case, on July 3 he wrote to von der ropp in the general Commissariat, stating again
that confirmation instruction for german youths was strictly prohibited.435

3.3.5 T he i n troduc tion of Pectora l C ros s e s
A mong Lith uan ian Clergy
unlike the Lutheran clergy in Latvia and Estonia, Lithuanian pastors did not wear
a silver cross over the talar as a mark of office. They followed instead the practice of
the Prussian clergy, among whom only the highest officials ever wore a cross. This
did not apply to pastors in Suvalkija who before independence had been under the
authority of the Warsaw consistory. They wore a pectoral cross which included on it
the body of Christ. Latvian pastors, who occasionally were called to serve in Lithuanian parishes, noted that Lithuanian pastors did not wear silver pectoral crosses as
they did. on August 26, 1936 ethnic Latvian Pastor gustavas rauskinas addressed
a question to the consistory about whether pastors in Lithuania were permitted to
wear silver crosses. he was referred to the words of Christ Jesus in Mathew 16:24ff.
431
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that he must deny himself and take up his cross and follow Christ.436 This was an
unnecessarily harsh reply where a simple “no” would have sufficed. This, however,
did not end the matter. A year later the Alkiškiai parish council asked the consistory that its pastor be permitted to wear the silver cross which the Administrative
Council of the Latvian Church wished to present to him. The consistory considered
the matter on November 10, 1937, and answered sharply that it never gave any such
authorization to any Lithuanian pastor, and that if the Administrative Council of the
Latvian Church wished to present silver crosses to Lithuanian pastors, it should take
up the matter directly with the Lithuanian consistory, instead of going through a
third party.437 The Alkiškiai parish refused to be satisfied with this answer, and it once
again petitioned the consistory to take up this question in its December meeting. on
December 20 the consistory answered that the church did not consider a pastor to be
the sort of professional worker who bore special insignia which indicated his profession. Furthermore, it stated that it had checked the records and had found that Pastor
rauskinas had never completed his theological studies, in either Lithuania or Latvia,
and had been ordained by the Latvian Evangelical Missionary Society in riga at the
request of the Lithuanian consistory. it suggested that instead of being so concerned
about crosses, Pastor rauskinas ought to be more concerned to complete his studies
and that the Alkiškiai parish council should learn to keep its place. in short, they were
saying that the awarding of a silver cross to a pastor-deacon was hardly a matter of
importance to them.438
The matter refused to go away. Now the question arose as to whether senior pastors should be permitted to wear crosses as a badge of office. on July 8, 1938 Senior
gelžinius and Senior Laukozilis inquired of the consistory whether it might not be appropriate that they wear a cross while engaged in their official duties as parish visitors.
on September 9 the consistory considered the matter and decided that it would be
entirely appropriate for seniors to wear a gold cross, suspended from a gold chain.439
The question of special decorations came up once again in 1939 when Pastors
rauskinas and Leijeris received medals from the state. Pastor rauskinas asked
the consistory on June 1 whether he could be allowed to wear this medal. The
answer he received was that he could wear it with his suit and tie but not with his
talar, in accordance with the requirements of church law.440
Within two years the members of that consistory had fled the country and
had been replaced by a new consistory which looked upon these matters somewhat differently. on September 19, 1941 the new consistory decided that all pas436
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tors should be permitted to wear a silver
cross if they wished to do so, and that
Pastor rauskinas should, if he wished,
notify Latvian Church authorities of this
decision. The consistory further stated
that the crosses of Lithuanian pastors
should conform to the pattern which
had been adopted in Latvia.441
Although they were permitted to do
so, it appears that no pastor took up the
wearing of a cross at that time. on August 26, 1942 the question was raised in
the consistory, whether it might not be
appropriate for Pastor Leijeris, the chairman and senior, to wear a gold cross.442
once again, no action was taken to implement the resolution. That implementation came on october 24, 1943, when
in solemn ceremony Pastor Jonas Kalvanas, the vice-chairman of the consisoctober 24, 1943 certificate authorizing
Chairman Leijeris to wear a gold pectoral
tory, invested Chairman Leijeris with
cross as a mark of his office. ŽPA.
a gold cross on which the insignia Chi
Rho and the letters Alpha and omega
were printed and on the reversed side
was inscribed, “Pastor Erikas Leijeris, ordained on June 9, 1929 in Žeimelis.” At
the same service Pastor Kalvanas himself was invested with a silver cross with a
similar inscription. other pastors were also advised that they could obtain silver
crosses of the Latvian type, as a symbol of their ordination and service to Christ.443
Pastor Baltris, an outspoken Pietist, was present at this special service in
Tauragė and chose to say nothing. however, two months later he wrote a four
page letter to Pastor Kalvanas in which he complained about this “outward selfcrucifixion with gold and silver,” which he declared to be nothing but a sign of
“empty self-exaltation and a temptation of Satan.” Kalvanas informed Leijeris
about the letter on December 1, saying that Baltris obviously had not sent this let441
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Pastor Kalvanas and Pastor Baltris with the Tauragė and Kretinga church choirs
before the Kretinga church doors, 1943. Pastor Kalvanas wears a silver cross. JKA.

ter directly to Leijeris because he was sick. Baltris remained firm throughout his
ministry. Even when he was made chairman of the consistory he refused to wear
the cross of the office.444

3.3.6 Servi ces to th e r eturn in g re p a tria n ts
and t he Si t uation of r ep atriated P a s tors
All but a few of the ethnic germans in Lithuania repatriated. Those who did
not, were mainly those who had married Lithuanians or who identified themselves completely with Lithuania or for some other reason had no desire to leave
the country. only in the larger parishes would there be a sufficient number of
germans remaining to justify the continuation of public worship services in the
german language. This was the case in the Tauragė parish where a dozen or more
german families chose to remain. in 1941, after repatriation, eight german language services were held in Tauragė by Pastor Kalvanas for these families, one at
444
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Easter and another at Pentecost. Beginning at July, after the Bolshevik expulsion,
a german service was held every month on the first Sunday of the month.445
The number of germans in Lithuania increased significantly when repatriants
were allowed to return. This, however, brought with it the problem that those
who returned were told by the SS-Ansiedlungsstab that since they were germans,
they were not under any circumstances to attend services led by Lithuanian pastors, even if they preached in german. As a result, there was not much of an
increase in german services in Tauragė. only nine such services were held in
1942. Pastor Kalvanas did manage to assemble a catechetical group of some 15-20
young people for catechization in the german language to prepare them for confirmation. When Nazi authorities got wind of this, they managed to intimidate the
parents by threatening them with deportation to germany. As a result, only five
of the children were confirmed on July 4, 1943. in Šilalė as well Pastor Kalvanas
occasionally held german services, but he noted that attendance was low because
many who had returned were too timid and frightened to come to church. in
Kretinga Baltris also mentioned that there were germans in his congregation, but
they simply did not come to church. According to his records, Pastor Kalvanas
held at least one german service in Kaunas, together with Pastor Baltris, after the
expulsion of the Bolsheviks. in every case, when Nazi authorities came to know
of german services being held by Lithuanian pastors, they strongly discouraged
the germans from attending.446
When Pastor Tittelbach and Pastor hirsch were permitted to return as “farmers,” the Nazi civil government fully supported their pastoral activity and approved of their ministering among the germans. however, SiPo-SD looked at
the matter very differently. They regarded Nazism and Christianity as opposing
ideologies, and insisted that the returning repatriates should not be exposed to
any ideology excepting Nazism. There was a conflict between von renteln’s civil
government and the Kaunas SiPo-SD about this, since the Lithuanian ethnic germans had always been closely tied to the church and insisted on baptizing their
children, having them catechized and confirmed, and prepared for the Lord’s
Supper other pastoral acts. For this reason the civil government was willing to
legalize the ministry of Pastor Tittelbach and Pastor hirsch, even though they
had technically been readmitted as “farmers.”
As early as 1942 rumors spread throughout the Lutheran community that more
repatriated pastors would be returning and would once again be able to serve in
the Lithuanian Church to ease the crushing burden carried by the present pastors.
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July 3, 1943 letter of Dr. gaigalaitis to Chairman
Leijeris asking him to support his return
to Lithuania. JKA.

The first to attempt to do so was Pastor Laukozilis who was only able to return
to the Klaipėda region where he served in the Paleičiai (germ. Paleiten) congregation. on December 8, 1941 Mrs. A. Didžgalvienė wrote to Chairman Leijeris,
asking that he support the application of Pastor Laukozilis to return to his old
parish in Skuodas. he was able to enter Lithuania and reside in Šiauliai for a time
in 1943, but he was not permitted to minister in any congregations in Lithuania.447
With the return of repatriated farmers in 1942, many pastors were sure that
they would be back in Lithuania before long. on May 13, 1942 Pastor urdzė
shared with gaigalaitis the rumor that the distinction between clergy classifications “o” and “A” would dropped, and even those who had been consigned to
the Altreich would be permitted to return to their Lithuanian homeland.448 Pastor Trakis was able to visit the Klaipėda region for a three week vacation, and
when he returned, he informed Pastor Adolfas Keleris that he had learned that
the repatriated pastors were going to be relocated in Lithuania as “german pastors.” Keleris shared this information with Pastor Kalvanas by letter on october
23, 1942. in it he expressed his desire that he be permitted to serve parishes in Su447
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December 8, 1941 letter of Didžgalvienė to Pastor Leijeris. - JKA Gauti raštai 1941-1944; July
31, 1942, September 8, 1943, January 22, 1944 letters of Pastor Baltris to Pastor gaigalaitis. KuB rSS A. Lymanto fondas, f.1. Viliaus Gaigalaičio dokumentai (A. Baltrio laiškai, memorandumai
1911-1939 m.).
May 13, 1942 letter of Pastor urdzė to Pastor gaigalaitis. - KuB rSS A. Lymanto fondas, f.1.
viliaus gaigalaičio dokumentai “Laiškai v. gaigalaičiui (r S-Š T u-v-z)......... .
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valkija, since he did not find Samogitia
to be to his taste. Keleris was indeed permitted to visit Lithuania in the autumn
of 1943, but he was not allowed by the
SiPo-SD to serve any parishes there, as
otonas Stanaitis wrote to gaigalaitis on
February 2, 1944.449
Throughout this entire period the civil
government took the position that the
“german” pastors should be permitted
to return and serve the german community. This fact in itself was one reason why
the pastors were so hopeful. Pastor Trakis
came to Kaunas in November 1943 under
the impression that he was soon going to
be given official permission by the general Commissar to serve as pastor at virbalis
under the authority of Provost Tittelbach.
he shared this fact with Pastor Kalvanas
after a Divine Service in Kaunas.450 Pastor
gelžinius was somewhat more cautious.
he wrote to Leijeris on April 6, 1943 that
Pastor Ansas Trakis at the altar of the
Šilalė church, January 1941. Mindaugas
he would like to return to Lithuania evenDikšaitis collection.
tually, perhaps after the end of the war.
For the present he would rather remain in
Praschnitz in South-East Prussia where he
was serving a congregation.451 Pastor gaigalaitis stated that he fervently wished
to return, because he had never felt at home in the reich and had not been fairly
treated there. he wrote to Chairman Leijeris on July 3, 1943 to inquire whether he
might find for him a small and rather quiet parish, and secure permission for him
to return to serve there. he mentioned that he had heard that many pastors had
returned and he was under the impression that they had returned as pastors, when
in fact they had been allowed to return only as visitors.452 reformed general Superintendent Povilas Jakubėnas was a bit more realistic about the situation. he wrote
to gaigalaitis on January 1, 1944 that they should not hold out any great hope of a
449
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october 23, 1942 letter of Pastor Adolfas Keleris to Pastor Kalvanas. - JKA Personalia 1941;
February 7, 1944 letter of otonas Stanaitis to Pastor gaigalaitis. - KuB rSS A. Lymanto
fondas, f.1. Viliaus Gaigalaičio dokumentai (A. Baltrio laiškai, memorandumai 1911-1939 m.).
December 1, 1943 letter of Pastor Kalvanas to Pastor Leijeris - JKA Gauti raštai 1941-1944.
April 6, 1943 letter of Pastor gelžinius to Pastor Leijeris. - JKA Gauti raštai 1941-1944.
July 3, 1943 letter of Pastor gaigalaitis to Pastor Leijeris. - JKA Gauti raštai 1941-1944.
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return to the homeland. he stated that in his own case his passport was stamped
“valid only in the Altreich,” and he understood this to mean that “the road back
home is blocked for the holders of such passports.”453
The problem was not with the Nazi civil government but with the Security Police. Pastors Trakis, Landig, Jaekel, Karl Felgendreher (Lith. Karolis Felgendreheris),
and others who managed to return were kept under close surveillance by the SiPoSD for fear that they might somehow reveal that they were Lutheran pastors and
once again become involved in the work of the ministry. The german returnees,
of course, knew that they were pastors, and asked them to hold services – even
though this infuriated the Sipo-SD which could retaliate by sending them back to
the reich. As a result, Lithuanian parish pastors were not able to benefit much from
any help given by repatriated pastors who visited in Lithuania from time to time.
The situation was complicated in Suvalkija. This region was densely populated
by returnees but there were no pastors there to serve them. When Lithuanian pastors were unable to visit them, they approached pastors who served in nearby East
Prussian parishes. it was illegal for such pastors to minister to the returnees, and the
SiPo-SD carefully examined each case in order to try to put an end to this practice.454

3.3.7 Lu t heran r adio Broadcas ts
The agencies, which put strong strictures on german language Divine Services
and ministry to returning expatriates, appear to have taken a very different attitude toward Lithuanian services and sermons. “The liberators” declared that they
had cast out the atheist Bolsheviks and restored full religious liberty to the native
population. Not only that but now Christian church services and sermons could be
broadcast over the radio, so that those unable to come to church could sit at home
by the radio and participate in the services. Whatever the government’s motivation
may have been, the churches were quick to take advantage of this new opportunity.
The Kaunas Lutheran church became the radio church for Lithuanian Lutherans, as it had been already in the pre-war years. The congregation was permitted
to broadcast its divine service once every two months or every eighth week. The
earliest extant written information about this refers to the service broadcast on
August 23, 1942, but it is likely that the services resumed as early as late in 1941,
since a letter from Leijeris to gaigalaitis, dated August 6, 1942, speaks of this
services series as already in progress.455 on october 20 Chairman Leijeris wrote
453
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January 1, 1944 letter of general Superintendent Povilas Jakubėnas to Pastor gaigalaitis. - KuB
rSS A. Lymanto fondas, f.1. Viliaus Gaigalaičio dokumentai (Laiškai V. Gaigalaičiui (E F G I-J).
LCvA f. r-1399, a. 1, b. 13, 22, 32.
Leijeris’ sermon, scheduled to say over the radio in Kaunas on August 23, 1942. - BrPA Biržų
ev. liut. parapijos dokumentai; August 6, 1942 letter of Chairman Leijeris to Prof. gaigalaitis. -
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october 20, 1942 postcard of Chairman Leijeris to Pastor Kalvanas with a notation
by Kalvanas that he agrees to preach in the Kaunas service to be broadcast on December 13. JKA.

November 23, 1942 letter of Pastor Kalvanas to the general Commissar,
accompanying a copy of his radio address for examination. JKA.
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to Kalvanas that he was to preach in the Kaunas church on Sunday, December
13, and that the service on that day would again be broadcast. Kalvanas would
need to submit his sermon in the german language to the general Commissariat
at least two weeks before the service, and it should be 12-15 minutes in length. it
was to be submitted in german for the sake of the censors, but, of course, would
be preached over the air in Lithuanian.456 Kalvanas submitted his sermon to the
general Commissariat in Kaunas on November 23.457 in his sermon he stayed far
away from political matters. Again, a broadcast service was scheduled for February 7, 1943, and on December 27 Leijeris informed Kalvanas that the preacher
in February was to be a reformed pastor, since the Lutherans were allowing the
reformed to hold services in their church.458 According to Leijeris, Kalvanas was
to hold the next radio service on April 4, 1943. on January 15, 1943 Kalvanas
responded that he might not be able to hold this service. Leijeris then wrote to
him again, insisting that he go to Kaunas and preach at the radio service in April,
because the Kaunas people wanted him to do so.459
radio services from the Kaunas church became a regular feature of the church’s
ministry during the german occupation. Although there is some evidence that at
least for a short period in 1943-1944 the Kaunas roman Catholic Archdiocese was
not required to submit sermons for examination,460 it appears that the Lutherans
continued to submit their sermons to the censors before they were broadcast from
Kaunas.461 in 1943 and until April 1944, eight Lutheran Divine Services were broadcast on the national network. After he was installed in Kaunas, Pastor Mizaras
preached four times in this series and other pastors took the other services.462

3.3.8 T he Min is try of Pas toral Ass is ta n ts
in addition to the pastors, pastoral assistants were called who, although they
could not administer the Sacrament, would be allowed to preach and provide
spiritual counsel to the people. These pastoral assistants were mostly Pietist lay
preachers. According to church law, they were not to be men who had put themselves forward or had simply decided for themselves that they wanted to take up
456
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KuB rSS A. Lymanto fondas, f.1. Viliaus Gaigalaičio dokumentai (Laiškai V. Gaigalaičiui K M P L).
october 20, 1942 letter of Pastor Leijeris to Pastor Kalvanas. - JKA Personalia 1941; December
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Pastor rauskinas with his pastoral assistants. APA.

the business of preaching. They were men who were highly regarded and recommended by pastors who had examined them and had submitted their names to
the consistory for enrollment as candidates for the office of pastoral assistant who
would preach in conformity with the Augsburg Confession. The consistory then
issued authorizing credentials recommending them to particular congregations.463
To further meet the church’s urgent needs, on March 15, 1943 the consistory
urged the pastors to put forward the names of suitable candidates to serve in
distant congregations and preaching stations, when pastors were unable to travel
there. in addition to leading a service of readings and preaching which had been
prepared for them, these pastoral assistants were also permitted to baptize, bury
the dead, and catechize the young.
in addition, in order to keep accurate church records, pastors were to designate elders in these far off congregations. These men, whose office was to be
marked by the wearing of a small silver cross, were to be instructed in the proper
management of church records. The elders were to meet together with the pastor,
whenever possible, to discuss matters of spiritual concern in the parish.
Because there were no longer any formal music programs available and many of
the parish organists had repatriated, pastors were also urged to encourage young
463

Сводь законовъ 1912: § 268, § 451, § 799, § 800; LCvA f. 391, a. 4, b. 760, 81; LCvA f. 391, a. 4,
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people in their congregations to develop their musical talents and seek the help of
local musicians, so that they could become proficient in playing the music of the
liturgy and the hymns, and could perhaps even direct a choir. Those who needed financial help to accomplish this could depend on the consistory for some support. 464

3.3.9 i m portan t F es tal Even ts in t h e C h u rch
Although the church was not permitted to hold synods, ways were found for
all the pastors to meet together to discuss important church business, as they had
in the past. An occasion for such a meeting in 1943 was the Bible Festival prayer
service in Tauragė on october 24, to which all the pastors were invited. Chairman
Leijeris wrote to the clergy on october 5 inviting them to meet together, so that
all of them “together might kneel at the altar and receive the Sacrament.” he also
asked the pastors to bring a short summary of their activities since April 1, 1941.
This made it clear that in addition to the service, the pastors were going to confer
together and conduct church business.465
on one occasion such a festal service crossed international lines. in 1944 Pastor
Jānis Straumanis, the dean of the Dobele deanery in Latvia, visited the Kretinga congregation. it was during his pastorate in Kretinga that the church there was built in
1899. The occasion of his visit was the celebration of his 80th birthday and the 50th anniversary of his ordination to the holy Ministry. For Kretinga it was the 45th anniversary
of their church building.466 A special service was held to honor him in the Kretinga
church and he was greeted by Pastor Kalvanas and Pastor Baltris. As a mark of honor
to the dean, the congregation remained standing throughout his sermon.467

3.3.10 r el i g ious in s truc tion in th e S ch ools
The Nazi invasion of Lithuania came at the end of the school year. With the
coming of autumn and the opening of school, it became evident that the civil government would permit religious instruction for school children. This was a part
of the propaganda plan to show that their battle was directed against atheistic
Bolshevism, which had attempted to eradicate religion altogether. Christian signs
464
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March 15, 1943 letter of Pastor Leijeris to the clergy. - APA Lietuvas Ev.- lut. Baznīcas
Konsistorijas raksti par 1933. gadu. 1941-1944 g.; Konsistorijos raštai 1940-1950; Pasiųstų raštų
nuorašai 1941-1943.
october 5, 1943 letter of Pastor Leijeris to the clergy. - JKA Pasiųstų raštų nuorašai 1941-1943;
APA Lietuvas Ev.- lut. Baznīcas Konsistorijas raksti par 1933. gadu. 1941-1944 g.
January 1944 congratulatory greetings, sent by the consistory to Provost Straumanis. - JKA
Konsistorijos raštai 1940-1950.
Lietuvos TSR evangelikų Bažnyčios kalendorius 1959, 52.
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Jubilee service for Provost Jānis Straumanis in the Kretinga church on July 2, 1944.
From left to right: Pastor Baltris, Provost Straumanis, Pastor Kalvanas. DPA.

and symbols, which the Bolsheviks had removed from the schools, were now returned and placed in school rooms for all to see.
in September religious instruction was resumed in primary, secondary, and
gymnasium classes, as had been the case before the Bolshevik occupation. Those
who were to teach religion in the schools had to be properly certified by the
churches which they represented. The Lutheran consistory took up this matter
in its September 19, 1941 meeting when it appointed Pastors Leijeris, rauskinas,
Kalvanas, Preikšaitis, and Baltris to teach Lutheran faith in primary and secondary schools and teachers’ seminaries.468
it would take the new government some time to set down regulations concerning religious instruction in schools. Those regulations were issued by general
Commissar von renteln on November 29, 1941 in a letter to Education Counselor
Dr. Pranas germantas of the general Counsel. The directives were translated and
sent to the Lutheran consistory on December 10, 1941 by the vice-counselor on
education. The regulations stated (1) that religious instructions were to be in the
language of the students. (2) Parents who did not want their children to participate in the instruction, must notify the school of their decision. (3) in the case
of confessional minority groups, teachers were not to be paid regular monthly
468

September 19, 1941 consistory meeting minutes. - JKA Gauti raštai 1941-1944.
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November 29, 1942 regulations of the general Commissar
concerning religious education in the schools. JKA.

salaries. They were instead to be paid on the basis of the number of instruction
lessons they held in which no less than six students were present. (4) in cases
where there were less than six students, teachers could still hold classes for them
but they would not be paid for their work. in such cases it was recommended that
school children should be gathered from several schools to compose one class
which would fit under the guidelines. it was also suggested that classes might be
amalgamated. The confessional groups covered by these regulations included the
roman Catholic Church, the russian orthodox Church, the russian old Believers, the Evangelical Lutheran Church, and the Evangelical reformed Church.469
The standard program called for two lessons per week in the schools. Before the
469
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Pastor Kalvanas with the 1943 Tauragė confirmation class. JKA.

war technical schools had also been included but they were now excluded from
this program, until the school year 1943-1944.470
only in regions where Lutherans were sufficiently concentrated, such as in
Tauragė and among the Latvian-speaking population in northern Lithuania,
could a full educational program be managed. in other places, where Lutherans
were a small minority, pastors would need to adjust the program. in Kretinga
religious instruction under the direction of Pastor Baltris did not begin until 1942.
The number of Lutheran students in the schools was small and facilities in the
schools were unavailable, so the pastor made an agreement with the administrators of the schools that the students should meet with him twice a week in the parsonage.471 This could be accomplished without any great difficulty. Such was not
the case, however, in rural areas where schools were difficult to reach and might
have only one or two Lutheran pupils. Even in the large capital city of Kaunas it
was difficult to meet all the requirements for religious instruction. on January 18,
1944 Pastor Mizaras reported to Leijeris that there were in the Kaunas schools at
least eighty Lutheran pupils, fifty in secondary schools and thirty in the primary
schools. These pupils were spread across the city and most schools had no more
470
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than one or two Lutherans in the class. in addition, because of crowding, classes
were being held in three shifts in some schools, and for this reason classroom
space was not available. in the warmer weather he would gather the students in
the church and instruct them there. otherwise he would struggle to find, here or
there, an empty classroom to use.472
Even in small communities where there might be no more than a single Lutheran pupil, pastors were expected to provide the necessary instruction. An eighth
grade student, Mikas Pėteraitis, in Švėkšna contacted Pastor Kalvanas, who was
parish administrator but who was physically unable to travel to Švėkšna to instruct him. on March 24, 1944 Kalvanas set up a program for him which he sent
by mail. it included the Catechism, the stories from the old and New Testament
according to Jonas Bicka book, Tikybos knygelės (Faith Books), or some other recognized Bible story book, knowledge of the Books of the Bible, and the memorization of at least ten important passages, including also Psalm 24 and hymns
No. 44 and 54 from the third part of the hymnal. he was also to learn about the
origins of the church, the early Christian persecutions, the life and work of Martin
Luther, the principal teachings of the Evangelical Church (romans 3:23-24.28),
the Lithuanian reformation, the differences between the Evangelical and roman
Catholic Churches, the ecumenical movement, and the unification of the confessions and its fruits, an obvious reference to the Prussian union. he was also to
write an essay on the theme: “Why i want to be an Evangelical.” The student was
instructed that he should travel to Žemaičių Naumiestis on Palm Sunday, April
2, 1944, to meet with Pastor Kalvanas in the parsonage at 6 o’clock in the evening.
if that proved impossible, they would meet, instead, on the Third Day of Easter.473
on occasion it happened that no Lutheran pastor was available but a reformed pastor was willing to undertake the instruction of Lutheran pupils. in
1941 the Kaunas parish had no Lutheran pastor in residence but reformed Pastor
Aleksandras Balčiauskas was living in Kaunas at that time and was willing to
undertake the instruction of Lutheran pupils in the city schools. on September 19,
1941 the consistory considered this matter and decided that he should be allowed
to teach the pupils, as long as it was clear that he was to teach them according to
the Lutheran Confessions and the program was to be coordinated by the Lutheran pastor who was acting as parish administrator.474 on November 5, 1941 Biržai
reformed Minister Povilas Jašinskas wrote to the consistory, saying that there
were fourteen Lutheran pupils in the Biržai gymnasium who had been attending
his lessons since September. however, the school administration had been giving
472
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February 10, 1942 permission issued to Pastor Kalvanas and teacher Povilas Jasėnas
to teach the Lutheran faith in Tauragė schools. JKA.

September 16, 1943 permission to teach the Lutheran faith in Jurbarkas,
raseiniai, and Šakiai issued by the consistory to Jurgis gavėnis. JKA.
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him problems, because he was told that he must have specific permission from
the Lutheran consistory to teach the Lutheran students. he wrote that if the consistory gave this permission, he would teach two lessons a week, amalgamated in
one class, which he would teach according to Luther’s Small Catechism.475 Leijeris
granted this permission on November 10, 1941.476
Within a year the Nazi civil government decided that teachers of religion
ought not to be paid for their work. They were permitted to teach, but only voluntarily. in 1943 a further change was made. it was now decided that only one
hour per week should be allowed for the religious education program, however,
in many places school officials still permitted the teachers to continue a two hour
program, since it was not costing them anything.477
During the war the consistory decided to allow that Lutheran school teachers, who had the approval of their pastors, could teach the religion courses in the
primary schools. Among them were L. Strikauskienė in Šventoji, Milda Plepienė
in Kėželiai of Biržai district, Petras Dambas in Biliūniškės of Akmenė district, L.
Brulienė in Žagarė, and several others. All of them depended upon their pastors
to provide them with adequate preparation and materials for their classes. They
were able to continue to teach until the reentry of the red Army and the inauguration of the new Soviet order.478

3.3.11 r est o ration of v an dalized o r B u rn e d C h u rch e s
As matter of policy, the atheist Bolsheviks were determined to root out and
eradicate religion. This necessitated the closure of houses of worship. The Bolsheviks were not yet ready to institute a program of closing roman Catholic
Churches, but the repatriation of german Lutherans gave them the opportunity
to begin the work of closing Lutheran Church buildings. Their argument was that
these churches had been abandoned by their german congregations and now
they were Soviet property by default. According to the terms of the ribbentrop475
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December 20, 1941 response of the vilnius City Commissar concerning
the repair of the vilnius “german” Lutheran church. LCvA.

Molotov Pact, they would in the course of time compensate the german government for the property that the germans had left behind.
The first Lutheran church to suffer devastation at the hands of the Bolsheviks
was the beautiful vilnius parish church on 9 vokiečių Street. Much of the interior
of the building was demolished, but after the Bolsheviks fled, the vilnius Lutherans began once again to gather in the church. There were a few benches in it
which, although defaced by Bolshevik graffiti, were still usable.479 occasionally
german military chaplains would conduct services in the german language in the
church, but when no clergy were present the people would just sit together and
sing from their hymnals and pray, as german student h. Lehman noted in a letter to Reichsbischof Ludwig Müller, complaining about conditions in the church.480
The church was indeed in poor condition. in the interest of creating a dancehall
and cinema, the Bolsheviks had utterly destroyed the churchly character of the interior of the building, including the pulpit and the beautiful statutory in the reredos.
The parishioners appealed to the vilnius city Commissar, Kreisleiter hans hingst,
for help. on November 18, 1941 they received from the technical department of the
city administration a detailed analysis of the damage which the church building
479
480
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had suffered and the estimated cost of repairs. The total for repairs was estimated at
3,081 reichsmarks, of which 1,000 reichsmarks would cover the placing and securing of the cross at the top of the church tower. on December 10 the parishioners
presented this report and the estimates to Commissar hingst, and ten days later, on
December 20, they received his response. he stated that he was aware that this was
a famous german church and declared that he had given verbal instructions to the
municipal government to do whatever it could to repair the structure. he noted,
however, that funds were simply not available to return the church to its former
glory, and that only the most pressing and necessary work could be undertaken to
make the building once again fit for public worship.481
Eight days later, on December 28, 1941, the parish Chairman Lucie Lier wrote
to the municipal government asking that the repair work be undertaken as soon
as possible.482 on January 15, 1942 the housing administrator wrote to the municipal government, asking that documents be signed which would authorize the
repairs and payment for them. he went on to say, that because of the lack of materials and the poor weather conditions, some of the assigned work could not be
undertaken. This included the painting of the walls and the repairing of the altar
and the replacing of some of the linoleum. This would lower the total cost of repairs by some 148 rM, bringing the total for repairs down to 2,933 rM. he stated
that repair work at the church should resume in April.483 The response of the city
technical department was negative. it stated that there were no funds available
or set aside for the repair of the vilnius church. however, the department would
be willing to undertake repair work if the congregation could come up with the
funds to pay for it.484 unfortunately, the few remaining members did not have
such funds available.
Six months later restoration work had not yet begun. on June 18, 1942 Commissar hingst wrote to the city government inquiring about the status of the
project. City Mayor Karolis Dabulevičius responded on July 2, 1942 that other
churches in the city had to see to their own repairs and the Lutherans would have
to do the same, because the city simply did not have the funds for it. if the church
was of such great historical value, then application should be made to the Commission of historical Structures and Monuments, rather than to the municipal
government. The city’s Building Department could only take care of municipal
structures, he stated. The city had neither the funds, nor the facilities required for
the repair of churches and other private sector dwellings.485
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on September 15, 1942 Chairman Lier
once again presented the congregation’s
case before the Commissar hingst, asking that he fulfill his earlier promise but
once again nothing came of it. Because of
the cost of the war, the civil government
did not have funds for special projects,
least of all religious projects.486
The vilnius church remained in a sad
state. on December 1, 1943 Pastor Kalvanas wrote to Chairman Leijeris, stating that he had visited vilnius and had
observed that the tower cross was still
laying in the church yard where it had
fallen when the Bolsheviks did their destructive work. The parish did not have
the means to lift it back in its place or
to pay a construction firm to do it for
them.487
vilnius City Commissar NSDAP Kreisleiter
hans hingst.
The Bolsheviks had also taken possession of the second most important
church of the Lithuanian Lutherans, the
parish church in Kaunas. The parish buildings surrounding that church had been
occupied by the Bolsheviks and the parish archives had been destroyed.488 According to Pastor Kalvanas, that building had been put under the protection of
the Agency for the Protection of Cultural Monuments. on July 16, 1941 Mikas
Preikšaitis informed Kalvanas by letter that the Kaunas church had suffered little,
and on August 15 Juozuvaitis wrote to Kalvanas that the Kaunas church was
still useable for worship but it was in urgent need of “cleaning,” which indicates
that the damage done by the Bolsheviks had been insubstantial. What the church
really needed was a pastor, and an organist.489 Jonas Preikšaitis wanted to become
the organist in Kaunas and he asked consistory Chairman Leijeris on october 11,
1941, if he might be allowed to take the consistory’s reed-organ, which was currently being stored in the flat of teacher Jonušaitis. he stated also that the Kaunas
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parish was ready and able to establish a parish choir. on october 22, 1941 Leijeris
responded, giving his approval.490
The Šilalė church was burned on the third day of the german invasion, June
24, 1941. The Šilalė congregation still had about 300 parishioners after repatriation and services were held at the home of lay preacher Petras Šlefendorfas who
led a preaching service every third Sunday. The parsonage was still standing
but it appears that it was more convenient to hold the services at the home of
Šlefendorfas, because no Lutherans lived in Šilalė itself; all of them lived within
a 20-30 kilometer radius of the city. By 1942 some repatriates were returning,
and as a result, the parish was growing. Detailed plans were made to rebuild the
church and for this purpose the parish hoped to get cement which the Bolsheviks
had left behind. however, the civil administration would not release it for use by
the church. By 1943 Pastor Kalvanas was still pursuing the hope that the church
could be rebuilt. he wrote to Chairman Leijeris that the church must be rebuilt,
since it was a visible sign of a Lutheran presence in a roman Catholic Samogitian
center. Furthermore, it was in Šilalė that the reformation had first been planted in
Samogitia, when Jonas Tartilavičius Batakietis, the local roman priest, preached
the reformation gospel and was forced to flee to Prussia. however, as Kalvanas
stated, it was regrettable that there were an insufficient number of parishioners
and they did not have the financial resources available to undertake a building
project.491 it may be that by the end of 1943 services were once again being held
within the city limits in the parsonage. This is indicated by a letter of Pastor Kalvanas on February 2, 1945 to the head of the NKvD in Šilalė, which was at that
time occupying the parsonage. Kalvanas reminded the local NKvD that the parish had used this building during the war for worship services and pressed the
point that it should be once again permitted to do so.492
Another church, which suffered severely on the first day of the war, was the
church in Skuodas. it was burned. The sidewalls were left standing but the roof
was gone. The pastor assigned to serve the parish was Pastor Baltris of Kretinga.
The parish was Latvian-speaking, but Pastor Baltris did not know Latvian and
had to depend on pastors from Latvia to minister in the parish.493 Fortunately,
Skuodas was not far removed from several Latvian parishes in southern Courland, and Pastor Kārlis Aumalis of Latvian Priekule, Pastor Alfrēds Freibergs of
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Embūte, and later Pastor oskars Birkmanis of gramzda were able to serve in
Skuodas from time to time.494 By September 1942 the congregation had drawn
up a plan to rebuild its church, and on September 21 the parish council wrote
to inform the consistory that the parish hoped to rebuild the church as soon as
possible, even in that very year, and that all the necessary initial steps had been
taken. They asked that the consistory help the parish by asking that all Lithuanian congregations contribute one Sunday offering to the Skuodas congregation to
pay for the successful completion of this project.495 on November 7, 1942 Leijeris
wrote to all Lithuanian pastors and congregations, asking them to set aside a Sunday offering to aid in the repair of the Skuodas church. he stated that there was
no need to send the money to the consistory; it should instead be sent directly to
the Skuodas parish to help them to pay for the repair.496 Costs of materials made
it necessary for Leijeris to make one further appeal on June 29, 1943, asking that
congregations again send a Sunday offering to Skuodas.497
The Telšiai church also suffered greatly at the hands of the Bolsheviks. Almost
everything in the church that was not smashed was confiscated. When the Bolsheviks left, the congregation met in private dwellings and was served by Pastor
Baltris of Kretinga. A table was used as a temporary altar and the Lord’s Supper
was administered using a glass goblet, because the Bolsheviks had confiscated
the chalice and it had never been returned.498 There were very few parishioners,
and encouraged by Pastor Kalvanas, Mykolas Auderis and Karlas Miltas, two
able-bodied man, undertook to make the building fit for Christian worship. This
parish, too, asked for one Sunday offering from the other Lutheran parishes to
help to complete the repairs, and on January 28, 1943 Leijeris wrote to Pastor
Kalvanas supporting this request.499 in June 1943 Kalvanas received two letters
apprising him of the present situation in Telšiai. Pastor Baltris wrote with a plea
for financial support for the Telšiai parish, and Karlas Miltas wrote on June 7 that
the repair project was almost complete and a service of reconsecration should be
planned.500 That service was held by Pastor Kalvanas on July 18, 1943. he made
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Pastor Max von Bordelius and confirmands outside the Telšiai
parish church before WWii. Bilder 1968

special mention on that day of the dedication of Auderis and Miltas without
whose efforts the repairs would never have been made.501 To help the congregation with needed furnishings, the consistory resolved on September 15, 1943 to
give it the inventory from the affiliated congregation in Pabalvė.502
Collaborative relations between the churches resulted from the war time situation, which was equally devastating to all confessions. There had been some
sharing of church facilities before the war. it had been a long-standing practice
between the Lutherans and the reformed to share church facilities, when necessary. The Kaunas Lutheran parish opened its doors, because the reformed had
no church building in the capital city, and in Kelmė the Lutherans had no church
at all and were permitted to use the reformed church in the center of the city. The
russian orthodox occasionally made use of Lutheran churches in Žeimelis and
Tauragė and returned the favor in Kaunas and Pasvalys.503
on April 4, 1944, when the red Army front was approaching, Chairman
Leijeris wrote to the pastors, asking them to make their churches available for
use by the russian orthodox and to charge them neither for rent nor for janitorial
501
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The Šiauliai roman Catholic Church of St. Peter and St. Paul in ruins after the red offensive.

services.504 one day later, April 5, he heard from Pastor Kalvanas that he would
gladly comply.505
in the siege of Šiauliai, which lasted from July 5 to August 29, 1944, the large
roman Catholic Church of St. Peter and St. Paul in the city was damaged to the
extant that it could not be used for services. on August 30, 1944 Chairman Leijeris
wrote to the priest of the roman Catholic parish there, inviting him to make use
of the Lutheran church, which had survived. he wrote that if the roman parish
wished to make use of the Lutheran facilities, they should send someone to meet
with the pastor to work out the details.506
To some extant, the sharing of facilities between some church bodies would
continue throughout the Soviet period.

3.3.12 Ef f orts to o btain Commun io n W in e , hos ts , a n d C a n d le s
War time conditions made it impossible to purchase communion supplies,
candles, or any other liturgical goods in shops or in the open market. it was necessary to make application through the appropriate government bureau in or504
505
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der to obtain wine, bread flour, and candles. The
situation was described and discussed in the consistory meeting on September 19, 1941, and Pastor
Kalvanas and Pastor rauskinas were delegated to
contact the Trade Administration in Kaunas about
the matter.507 They were informed that the governmental agency responsible in these matters was
the Supply and Distribution Agency (Lith. Tiekimo
ir Paskirstymo Įstaiga). on December 4, 1941 consistory Chairman Leijeris wrote to the agency, stating
that the 20,000 Lutherans in Lithuania were in need
of 2,000 kilograms of candles and 800 liters of red
wine for sacramental use.508 Three months later, on
February 29, 1942, Mikas Preikšaitis, who resided
in Kaunas, informed Leijeris that the consistory’s
request for candles had been granted but that
no wine was yet available, since the government
had yet to decide about the war time allocation of
Lithuanian-produced wine.509 it was reported in
the April 30, 1942 meeting of the consistory that
the candles had been delivered.510 There was no
information that wine had been allocated to the The silver chalice of the vilnius
parish church. Bilder 1968.
church or was available for purchase.
on August 12, 1942 the civil government declared that, henceforth, the Central Supply and Distribution Agency would deal
only with central church administrations, rather than with individual parishes.
Agency head F. Senkus informed the consistory in September that the church
would need to inform the government in advance of its quarterly needs and that
these requests must be filed at least fifteen days before the beginning of the quarter. No standing orders could be accepted. if a quarterly request was not filed,
nothing would be allocated.511
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october 15, 1942 letter from the Supply and Distribution Agency concerning the allocation
of wheat flour and wine for sacramental use by the Lutherans. JKA.

Flour, wine, and candle allocations were handled independently with the general
Commissariat making the final determination in all three categories. on october 15,
1942 twenty kilograms of flour and one hundred forty-five liters of wine was allocated
to the Lutherans. on February 10, 1943 fifty-five liters of wine for the next quarter
were made available. on April 24, 1943 the general Commissar declared that the Lutherans should be given ten kilograms of flour and eighty-nine liters of wine, and on
october 19, sixty liters of wine and twelve kilograms of flour were allocated. The final
distribution for Lutherans was made on December 10, 1943, when fifty-two liters of
wine and eleven kilograms of flour were designated for Lutheran use.512
it was not only commodities which were in short supply; it was difficult also
to find proper containers for them, and on November 16, 1942 the head of the
Anykščių Vynas (Anykščiai Winery) informed the consistory that the winery was
in need of both bottles and caps. if the Lutherans wanted to receive wine, they
would have to supply their own jugs or other containers.513 The consistory in512
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formed the pastors that, if they wanted wine from Anykščiai, they would have to
supply the bottles for it. The pastors then sent their bottles to Žeimelis and Pastor
Leijeris gave them to one of his members to take them to the winery. Leijeris and
his parishioners would then put the bottles and other goods in boxes and send
them to the pastors by train or other means. The commodities did not always arrive as they were sent. Pastor Kalvanas complained to Leijeris on May 10, 1943
that of the thirty bottles of wine he had been sent, only twelve arrived. Eighteen
had somehow gone astray, and of the fifty-seven kilograms of flour he was supposed to receive, only thirty-five kilograms made it to Tauragė. he suggested
that perhaps some persons working for the railway were selling wine and other
goods on the side.514 This was not an exceptional case. During the war, alcoholic
beverages fetched high prices, and it was not unusual that beverages should be
stolen and sold illegally.

3.3.13 War time Sobriety Efforts
Wartime pastoral letters and other documents indicate that the war brought
with it many more problems than bombs and shells. in reporting events in his
parish on December 2, 1943, Pastor Kalvanas remarked about the situation in the
Tauragė region. he said that there were many more children born out of wedlock,
more excessive drinking, and more harlotry.515 Pastor Martynas Preikšaitis gave a
similar report, noting especially that excesses were far more prevalent than before
the war.516 Pastor Baltris, never one to understate any situation, reported on May
22, 1943 that one would have to say of the situation in Kretinga that drinking was
very common and was a major source of trouble not only there but throughout
the nation. in october he was happy to report that none of his parishioners were
making homemade vodka.517
vodka and other alcoholic beverages were not generally available for sale in shops
and resourceful people simply took it upon themselves to address this lack. They
made their own vodka and shared it for a price with their friends and neighbors.
it is not clear to what extant the problem of excessive drinking developed in
the Lutheran community. one does not find this problem specifically addressed
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in consistory minutes or in its communications with the clergy, as was the case
in the roman Catholic Church, where a number of bishops made this a matter of
primary concern and addressed the problem frequently in pastoral correspondence. No temperance or sobriety movements were organized in the ethnic Lithuanian Lutheran community, such as roman Bishop Motiejus valančius had organized in Samogitia in the 19th century, although among the Latvian Lutherans
there was such an organization, the Latvian Temperance Fellowship (Lith. Latvių
blaivybės draugija).518 About one quarter of the Lutherans in the Klaipėda region
belonged to Pietist groups,519 which took the prohibition of alcohol very seriously.
They spoke of it as one of the dreaded four “T’s,” which were strictly forbidden,
among them: Theater (Theater), Tanzen (Dancing), Tobak (Tobacco), and Trinken
(Drinking).520 Pietists and pastors who were associated with Pietist groups, strictly avoided the use of alcoholic beverages, excepting at the Lord’s Supper. The
newspaper Pagalba of Sandora Fellowship, of which gaigalaitis was the leader,
never ceased to warn its readers against the use of alcohol. The attitudes of the
Minor Lithuanian Pietists also spread among many Lithuanian-speaking Lutherans in Major Lithuania. The Lutherans parishes there were somewhat clannish,
small, closely-knit-groups, where public pressure served to keep people in line.

3 . 4 T h e Pu b l i cati o n o f r e l i gious M at erials
The publication of religious materials was greatly restricted during the war.
Paper was not easily obtainable, and what was available was used largely to print
secular materials and Nazi propaganda.
The roman Catholic Church had expected that the restrictions introduced by
the Soviets would come to an end, and that it would receive back its printing
houses and would be able to resume the publication of books and periodicals. in
the pre-Soviet years the roman Catholics were printing and circulating thirtytwo newspapers and journals in Lithuania, and they expected that at least some
of them would soon be back in print, as Archbishop Skvireckas stated to the general Commissar on october 13, 1942.521 it was a rude shock to the roman Catholic
Church when it was informed that it would not be permitted to print any periodicals and that the printing of books would be severely limited.
At the time of the Soviet invasion, the single Lutheran newspaper printed in
Lithuania was the Lietuvos Evangelikų Kelias. it was published by the Lithuanian
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Evangelical Association and Pastor Dagys served as editor. There is no indication
that Dagys attempted to resume the publication of Kelias. if the roman Catholics
could not publish their periodicals, it was evident that the Lutherans would not
be permitted to do so either. Any request to allow the publication of a periodical
would meet with general Commissar von renteln’s response that such matters
were in the category of things which were “neither important nor critical to the
war effort,” as he declared to Archbishop Skvireckas on November 9, 1942.522
Consequently, very few religious publications appeared during the war. According to Archbishop Skvireckas, among the roman Catholic publications which
were permitted, the most important was a new edition of the New Testament in
Lithuanian,523 and the reformed were allowed to print a hymnal, which had been
prepared by the Lutheran consistory for use by both churches, and the Lutherans
were also permitted to publish an edition of Luther’s Small Catechism. All these
publications had to be closely examined and cleared in advance by the censors
appointed by the general Commissar. roman Catholic Priest Kazimieras Žitkus
published a catechism, Sveika Marija (Eng. Hail Mary), in the spring of 1942. it was
neither examined nor approved by the general Commissar’s censors. indeed, the
general Commissar’s office was not informed in advance that it was being published. As a result, the distribution of the work was prohibited.524

3.4.1 T he 1942 Evan gelical h y mn a l
Kristupas gudaitis, the last president of the Lithuanian consistory before the
Soviet occupation, wrote in his memoirs that the single most important contribution of the church during his administration was the preparation and publication
of the first Lutheran hymnal in the Lithuanian tongue for use in Major Lithuania.
it may seem surprising that for centuries the Lutheran Church in Major Lithuania had no hymnal of its own in the Lithuanian language. Throughout that long
period the church was under the control of german-speaking pastors and administrators who had little regard for the Lithuanian language and its Byzantine
complexities. Furthermore, it was only in the 20th century that there arose among
Lithuanian Lutherans any real Lithuanian patriotic consciousness. Further complicating factors were the stringent regulations during the period of russification
after the Second Polish-Lithuanian rebellion of 1863. it is sometimes mistakenly
assumed that only the use of the Latin alphabet was prohibited. The prohibition also extended to books written in Fraktur. indeed, all publications were re522
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quired to use the Cyrillic alphabet and it alone. on occasion the russian police
in Tauragė would stop worshipers on their way to church and confiscate their
hymnals because they were written in Fraktur and did not have the imprint of the
russian imperial censor.525
The Lithuanian language hymnals used throughout Major Lithuania were
produced in East Prussia for the use of Lutherans in Minor Lithuania. Lithuanian
Lutherans were rightfully proud of their hymnal tradition which dated back to
Martynas Mažvydas, who had included hymns in his Catechismvsa Prasty Szadei,
the first book ever printed in Lithuania. Later editions by Jonas Bretkūnas, Lozorius zengštokas, Danielius Kleinas, Jonas rikovijus, Fridrichas zigmantas Šusteris,
Jonas Berentas, Adomas Fridrichas Šimelpenigis, gotfridas ostermejeris, Kristijonas gotlybas Milkus, Karolis gotardas Keberis, Fridrichas Kuršaitis also included an increasing number of hymns. in congregations along the East Prussian
border, from Kretinga to Tauragė, these hymnals had long been in use and used
styles of language familiar to the people in Minor Lithuania. however, this style
was quite unfamiliar to Lutherans in Kaunas, Suvalkija, and the whole highlands
region (Lith. Aukštaitija) in central and eastern Lithuania. At the beginning of the
20th century modern Lithuanian was beginning to emerge. it was based upon the
writings of Jonas Jablonskis, called the father of the modern Lithuanian language,
and it employed the highlands Lithuanian dialect. This modern Lithuanian was
very different from that found in the old hymnals. Furthermore, the old books
were relicts of a by-gone era and included prayers for the health and prosperity
of the Prussian Kaiser, his family, his court, and his armies.
it was clear that a new hymnal was needed. in the meantime the Kaunas parish decided to make careful use of the reformed hymnal on occasion, or when
needed, to print up Lutheran hymns in modern Lithuanian for use in their services. They recognized that this was not the ideal solution. it was only meant to
be a temporary measure. it had to be done, they would say, because neither the
intelligentsia nor the young people could make any sense of the old hymnal.
The first step taken by the church was to update hymns and hymn stanzas
in the catechism, because it was the practice that catechumens should memorize many such hymn stanzas. Catechisms were used in schools for the religious
instructions of the young people and, therefore, they needed to be written in
modern Lithuanian. The first of these modern Lithuanian catechisms, D. Liuterio mažasis katekizmas (The Small Catechism of Dr. Luther), was edited by Pastor
Pauperas and published in 1935. This publication occasioned the opening of a
full scale debate on the question of language in the church. The staunch traditionalists were the members of Pagalba. in Srovė they complained that Pauperas’
525
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work was full of empty words and had no
spiritual depth. They complained that he had
rendered the hymns unsingable and that his
work could have no place in the instruction of
the tender youth.526
What most provoked the consistory to take
the step of publishing a hymnal in modern
Lithuanian, was the decision of the Klaipėda
consistory in 1935 to publish a reprint of the
old Prussian-Lithuanian hymnal, Pagérintos
giesmjû-knygos (Improved Hymnbook). The
Lithuanian consistory in Kaunas protested
this decision to the Ministry of Education, and
the Ministry in turn brought this protest to the
attention to the governor of the Klaipėda region. Antanas Juška, the head of Department
of Culture, complained to the government
that this so-called “improved 1930 hymnal,”
which the Klaipėda consistory intended to reprint, was a barbaric work, filled with poor
language and prayers for the Prussian Kaiser,
his household, and his soldiers, all of whom
had long since gone to oblivion. The inappropriate section in the Prayer of the Church read
as follows:
“Let your grace lie greatly upon your servant Kaiser Wilhelm, our king and lord, and
Lithuanian language prayer for the
his entire royal household. Set him to be a Prussian king and his military forces.
Improved Books of Hymns, 1930.
constant blessing to your people and a Christian model, and grant him to rule with a wise
heart, royal thoughts, wholesome counsel,
righteous works, deep courage, and a strong arm, as well as thoughtful advisors,
victorious armies, faithful servants, and obedient subjects that under his rule we
may long enjoy a peaceful and quiet life in all godliness and honesty. Protect our
german Fatherland and preserve with constant peace her borders.”527
Juška went on to say that he feared that the republication of this work would
have unfortunate effects for decades to come, and for this reason, the governor
of the region needed to put some pressure on the consistory to reconsider its of526
527
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The final edition of the Minor
Lithuanian hymnal, Improved Books of
Hymns, 1936.

fensive decision. Surely, the references in the
prayer to germany as the “fatherland” could
only be highly offensive to Lithuanians.528
The Klaipėda consistory heeded the protests. however, they declared that the protest
was an attempt by irreverent men to besmirch
a venerable work in which was enshrined the
highest expressions of their faith. They had
not wanted to change a single syllable, but
they felt constrained to do so. Therefore, the
offensive phrases would be omitted from the
new edition.
The book was printed in Klaipėda in
1936 under the title: Pagerintos Giesmių Knygos,
kuriose brangiausios senos ir naujos Giesmēs
suraßytos Diewui ant Garbēs ir Lietuwininkams
ant Dußių Ißganymo podraug su Maldų Knygomis
bei nauju trecziosios Dalies Papildymu (Improved
Books of Hymns in which Are Written the Most
Precious Old and New Hymns to the Glory of God
and for the Salvation of the Souls of Lithuanians,
Together with a Book of Prayers and a New Addendum to the Third Part). This did not, however, quiet the protests of the Kaunas consistory, which declared on June 5, 1936 that
the Klaipėda book was simply unusable and
was not to be allowed in the parishes of Major Lithuania.529 For their part, those parishes
paid little attention, since there, really, was no
alternative to this “improved hymnbook.”

T he D eci sion of th e K aun as Con s is to ry on a Mo d e rn
Langu age h y mn al
on June 5, 1936, the same day that the consistory proscribed the dissemination
of the 1936 reprint of the Minor Lithuanian hymnal, it made the historic decision to move ahead with the preparation and publication of a modern Lithuanian
528
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hymnal, with Pastor Pauperas as project director. he was asked also to make
plans for the eventual publication of an “Evangelical hymnal,” but first to take
steps to publish a hymnal for the use of Lutheran soldiers. This book would be a
test edition for the eventual Evangelical hymnal.530
As the consistory conceived of it initially, this new hymnal was to be a Lutheran hymnal for use in the Lutheran parishes. The Lithuanian Evangelical Association, however, had its own very different plan. it envisioned a single hymnal
to be used by all Lithuanian Evangelicals. in their october 5, 1936 convention in
Kaunas they noted that Lithuanian Evangelicals were divided into three mutually excusive groups with no formal ties or relations among them. The production
of a common hymnal for use by Lutherans in Major and Minor Lithuania and the
reformed would serve to bring these groups into close association and fellowship. As far as they were concerned, the only real question was whether the basis
for the new work should be the reformed hymnal or the old Lutheran hymnal.531
The reformed were not much involved in the Lithuanian Evangelical Association, but they immediately caught the message. on october 11, 1936, less than
a week after the convention, the reformed collegium wrote to the Ministry of
Education that it was their body of hymnody which must serve as the basis of the
new hymnal, since the Minor Lithuanian hymnal was full of barbaric and archaic
words and formulations which made it unusable. Furthermore, the Klaipėda
book had “germanized” the Major Lithuanian Lutheran Church with the result
that the young people did not want to use this archaic collection. They would
rather sing german hymns in the german tongue than to see them put into “bad
Lithuanian.” They stated that they were in agreement with the proposal of the
Lithuanian Evangelical Association that there should be one hymnal, and they
were happy to report that the new hymnal had already been written and was
ready to go to the press. it was the fruit of the careful, scholarly work of reformed
Military Chaplain Adomas Šernas, whose poetical skills and careful labors had
been praised by the renowned poet Liudas gira.532
Meanwhile the consistory was gathering information for the Ministry concerning the costs of their project. it determined that 15,000 copies would be needed.
on october 13 a cost estimate from the Spindulys Publishing house stated that
the total cost would be a 21,880 LTL.533
The consistory received word concerning the reformed suggestion that the
work of Chaplain Šernas should become the official hymnal of all Evangelicals,
and this provoked a strong reaction. on December 9, 1936 the consistory wrote to
530
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the Ministry that it could not agree to this
proposal. They stated that the imposition
of the hymnal of one group would only
serve to alienate the other two groups,
and the final effect would be that all three
groups would be driven further apart
than they were at present. They also stated that they had requested the reformed
to send them a copy of Šernas’ work,
but the reformed had chosen not to do
so. Therefore, they could make no statements about either the contents or the
quality of a work about which they knew
absolutely nothing. They suggested that
Pauperas, together with other chaplains,
should prepare a work to be field tested
by the chaplains who were working with
reformed Minister Adomas Šernas.
Lietuvos Evangelikų Kelias. May 28, 1939.
military units. The results would form
the basis for further work on a common
hymnal.534
in addition, others as well were preparing materials for a new hymnal. on
August 20 Pastor rudolfas vymeris delivered the fruit of his labors to the consistory for evaluation. The consistory examined the work in its December 9, 1936
meeting. They had not asked him to do this work and they were not prepared to
officially accept it or reject it, so they commended him for sharing with them the
fruit of his labors.535
At the next meeting of the Lithuanian Evangelical Association, on August 1516, 1937, delegates passed a resolution stating that the work which they had recommended was sorely needed. No further comments were made. The resolution
simply repeated what had been said the year before. Behind the scenes, however, the matter of agreement on a new hymnal was not progressing smoothly.
The reformed press stated indignantly that the Association had not so much as
mentioned the scholarly efforts of Pastor Šernas. Their indignation was heightened by the fact that the Lutherans had insisted that his work must be doctrinally
reviewed. The reformed took this as an insult; the Lutherans were obviously
indirectly accusing the reformed of unspecified heresies. The same reformed
article stated that a debate was raging among the Lutherans, with some insisting
that the hymnal must be changed radically, lest the intelligentsia and the young
534
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be lost to the church, while others, most especially the lay preachers, insisted that
only very minor changes should be tolerated.536
At this time Pastor Pauperas was carefully examining the work of Šernas. on
September 22, 1937 he was ready to report his findings to the Ministry and Consistory. he stated that of the 697 hymns in the Šernas collection, only 179 could be
used without correction. of the others, 150 needed minor changes, and 55 needed
radical revision. in addition, 65 of the hymns were not suitable for inclusion in a
Lutheran hymnal and another 253 were questionable. it was his recommendation
that an official commission be appointed to review Šernas’ work.537
The commission was elected at the 1937 pastoral conference.538 This move offended the reformed who complained that it was taken without their knowledge
or consultation, and to add insult to injury, the head of the commission was a
man who was himself not a native Lithuanian speaker, but one who had been
taught the language later in life. This was an obvious reference to Pastor henrikas
Sroka. They saw in the action an anti-union motive by the Lutherans which was
meant to counteract increasing interest in the union of the two churches. They
stated that they wished the Lutherans well in their production of a new hymnal,
and promised that when they saw the completed work, they would not examine
it for “dogmatic heresies.”539 on January 13, 1939 the consistory reported to the
Ministry that the work of editing alone would cost 15,000 LTL.540
Even though the Klaipėda Consistory had decided to reject the invitation to
participate in the project, ethnic Lithuanian lay preachers in the Klaipėda region
decided that they would like to participate. in their common meeting on January
25, 1938 they asked Pastor vilius gaigalaitis and lay preacher Jurgis Strėkys to
represent them.541

T he Prepar ation Proc es s an d th e Difficu ltie s E n cou n te re d
The Lithuanian consistory decided on February 9, 1938 to form a technical commission consisting of Pastor Pauperas, reformed Chaplain Šernas, and Kopas,
the organist of the Kaunas congregation. When they had completed their work,
an editorial commission would be formed to make final decisions.542 The constitu536
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tion of the technical commission was approved in the March 9-10 meeting. The
newly constituted commission announced that it would need 113 working days
to complete its labors, working two hours a day. They stated that they believed
that they could complete six hymns a day, that is, three every hour. The schedule
they set up accounted for a hymnal of 678 hymns. As their work progressed, they
would send their results to the editorial commission for final examination and
polishing. The consistory projected that the editorial commission, consisting of
seven to nine members, would need to meet for fifteen full days of six to eight
hours each.
Again, the sensitive question arose as to what hymnal was to serve as the basis
and foundation of the new work. it was decided that two hymnals would be used
– the Minor Lithuanian Improved Books of Hymns and the work of Šernas. in addition, hymns that had not previously appeared in any Lithuanian book would need
to be examined and translated, and some new hymns would need to be composed.
When all the work had been completed, the fruit of this labor would need to be
submitted to expert Lithuanian philologists, poets, and musicians. All of this was
to be done by the beginning of the summer of 1939. in addition, prayers were to be
included for all occasions, as well as the Lutheran and reformed liturgies, the Small
Catechism of Dr. Martin Luther and an abbreviated Heidelberg Catechism. The first
print run would be for 10,000 copies, at a total cost of 27,638 LTL.543
on March 11, 1938 the consistory informed the Ministry that the work was
begun on February 14. The commission had met for sixteen days and had completed the preparation of sixteen hymns - indicating that the goal of three hymns
an hour had been far too optimistic. Even if all three editors agreed on a hymn,
it would take far more than twenty minutes to complete work on it. The consistory’s report also requested that the Ministry send 9,000 LTL to pay the members
of the technical commission for their labors at the rate of 5 LTL per hour. 544
on May 7, 1938 the Ministry of Education responded that it happily supported
the project, but added some qualifications. it stated that in order that this book
be accepted by all three churches, it must have the backing of the most distinguished authorities in hymnody and liturgy. only then would the people of all
three churches gladly accept the hymnal. The Ministry suggested several names,
among which were the well-know reformed composer vladas Jakubėnas, as well
as Šernas and Pauperas, Mikas Šlaža, the special advisor to the Klaipėda region
governor, and Pastor Dagys, another advisor to the governor. They declared that
the representatives of the Lutheran Church of Major Lithuania, the reformed
Church, and the Klaipėda Consistory should be included, as well as a representa543
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tive of the lay preachers. They noted that
in 1938 they had budgeted 20,000 LTL for
this project.545
The soldiers’ hymnal appeared first
under the title, Karys Evangelikas (Evangelical Soldier). it was written in modern
Lithuanian for use by both Lutheran and
reformed soldiers. This work, which was
edited by Chaplain Šernas, was approved
for use by both the Lutheran consistory
in Kaunas and the reformed collegium.
Pastor Pauperas marked the occasion by
stating that this was an important event,
for now Evangelical soldiers would have
a book to deepen their spiritual lives.
he suggested that it was also suitable
for use in schools, because it was published in modern Lithuanian. The book
included both Luther’s Small Catechism
and an abridged version of the Heidelberg
Catechism, one hundred fourteen hymns,
The hymnal prepared by Adomas Šernas
for Lithuanian Evangelical solders, 1938.
sixty-five of which had been taken from
the “improved” Klaipėda book, thirteen
from the reformed hymnal, twenty-eight
from other hymnals, and eight original hymns of Šernas. Thus, fifty-seven percent
of the hymns were Lutheran and eleven percent were reformed - a rather fair
indication of the comparative sizes of the Lutheran and reformed populations.546
A report on the hymnal project was presented to the pastoral conference in the
autumn of 1938. Senior gelžinius announced that the hymnal would be published
and distributed in 1940. Prayers to be included in the book must be completed by
January 1, 1939. Both Lutheran and reformed pastors stated their approval of the
work. The Ministry, which looked upon the publication of this book as an important project, kept its word and paid the requisitions presented by the consistory.547
on June 23, 1938 20,000 LTL for the project was transferred for the account of
the consistory. By March 9, 1939 work had progressed to the point that the editorial commission could now be selected. in accordance with the recommendations of the Ministry, the consistory appointed the following as members of the
545
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commission: Kristupas gudaitis, Adomas gelžinius, Povilas Jakubėnas, vilius
gaigalaitis, Jonas Pauperas, Arnoldas Laukozilis, Augustas vymeris, Adomas
Šernas, and teachers, Mikas Jonušaitis and Mikas Šlaža.548 The composition of the
musical notations for the book was put in the hands of ričardas Kopas, the organist of the Kaunas parish, and valteris Banaitis, a young musician from Tilsit (Lith.
Tilžė). 500 hymns were to be included.
The matter was brought again before the pastoral conference on May 31, 1939.
At this meeting the pastors recommended that two editions be prepared - one
with hymns and prayers, and a smaller pocket edition with only the hymns.549
on November 14 the consistory decided to inform the pastoral conference about
the final preparations for publication. it stated that negotiations were in progress
with Šernas to buy the copyright to his work and, in addition, negotiations were
under way with the publishing house about final costs. President gudaitis was
empowered to sign on behalf of the church. At the November 1939 meeting the
pastors made it clear that they were anxiously awaiting the appearance of the
new book which would be far superior to anything which the church had used in
the past or was using at the present time.550

r eact i ons Ag ain s t th e Projec t a n d its P rod u ct
Clearly, the decision of the consistory to publish a hymnal in modern Lithuanian was necessary. however, it was still a fact that modern Lithuanian was
unfamiliar to the majority of Lithuanian Lutherans. Modern Lithuanian reigned
supreme in the Suvalkian and Kaunas regions, and in there most of the Lutherans were ethnic germans and only a small minority spoke Lithuanian at all. The
largest number of ethnic Lithuanian Lutherans in the country was located in the
crescent-shaped region which runs from Jurbarkas through Tauragė and upward
to Kretinga, and their dialects differed markedly from the language spoken in
Suvalkija and Kaunas. The consistory should not have thought that Lutherans in
western and northwestern Lithuania would enthusiastically embrace a hymnal,
prayer book, and liturgy in a dialect so widely different from their own. it was
evident that there would be an outcry against the new book. Even apart from the
language problem, it is likely that there had seldom been a new hymnal introduced anywhere at any time which did not provoke negative reaction. The language problem only made that criticism harsher and more painful.
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The protests came from lay preachers Ansas Baltris and Janis Sprogis in
Klaipėda. Both of them were offended by the elimination of the familiar emotive
diminutives traditionally used in Lithuanian sermons and devotional prayers.
Traditionally preachers referred to Jesus as “Jezulėlis,” which is roughly equivalent to the german “Jesulein,” the “sacred head“ was referred as “galvelė” and the
commission ruthlessly stripped the prayers and hymns of these expressions of
affectionate devotion. Baltris called the result “puerile.”551 he took leave of his
mission station in Kaunas, and moved to Kretinga to spread the word about the
atrocity visited upon the church by the consistory’s new hymnal. Pastor gelžinius
of Kretinga was a member of the consistory and complained to the consistory that
a number his members were turning against him as a result of the viscous criticisms of Baltris. The consistory responded by deposing Baltris from the mission
deaconate.552 This only made him more determined to spread criticism of the new
hymnal and defend the old language, the old hymns, and the old prayers.553
Soon letters began to arrive at the Ministry of Education. on December 14,
1938 a communication arrived from the Jurbarkas congregation, which was composed of people who could hardly be lumped together with the rustics of Tauragė
and the Samogitia. The letter complained that although the old hymnal had contained 700 hymns, the new book would have only 500, and some of these had
never before been used by Lithuanian Lutherans. it complained that the hymns
had been altered to the point where many of them were now unrecognizable.
The complainants stated that they understood that barbaric and archaic expressions had to be eliminated, but they hardly expected that the hymnal would replace spiritually uplifting language with expressions suitable only for the secular
public press. They suggested that the work of producing a hymnal should be
entrusted only to men of deep piety and fervent patriotism.554
The criticisms noted thus far were among the milder, almost friendly, criticisms.
others took off their gloves and attacked the new work bare fisted. on December
27, 1939 the Minister received a letter from Tauragė, the former stronghold of the
Pagalbians, stating that the writers of the letter had heard perplexing and derisive
rumors that the consistory was planning to publish a “damaged and substandard”
book of prayers and hymns. The writers went on to say that even more painful
than the intense pain experienced by loyal sons and daughters of the state when
a treasured national monument was defaced or destroyed, was the pain, shame,
and indignation that one must feel when the spiritual treasures of the nation were
desecrated. This work had obviously been undertaken by ignorant and boorish for551
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eigners, or by children of the fatherland who had lost any consciousness of true patriotism, loyalty, or reverence. reciting briefly the history of the Minor Lithuanian
hymnal, the writers asked whether it would be right and proper to so thoughtlessly
cast aside a work which had served to unite both the Major and Minor Lithuanian
Lutheran communities. To abandon these treasures would be to sever the tree from
the roots which nourished it. Was there anyone on this commission who would
dare to say that he was a better poet than Kristijonas Donelaitis or Liudvikas rėza,
and was for that reason qualified to correct their treasured hymns? Who was so
much more expert in the Lithuanian language than Kuršaitis, that he was qualified
to correct and modify the hymns texts. Surely, no one would dare to make such
outrageous claims. The clergy were themselves mainly foreigners who sat in their
parsonages and conspired against the interests of the Lithuanian nation. They had
produced this work for the purpose of breaking the Lithuanian spirit in the church.
it was a work of self-aggrandizement, meant to gain the vain praises of men. The
commission members were not worthy to be called Lithuanians at all. They were
dealing with holy things from a spirit which was without deep religious conviction
or appropriate esthetic sensibilities. They had so altered the beautiful old hymns
that they had turned them into a caricature in which holy texts were replaced by
common words and ragtag poetry. They gave as an example Paul gerhardt’s hymn,
O Sacred Head, Now Wounded (Lith. Miela Kristaus Galwéle), which had now been
demoted to O Bloody Head. The “beauteous lips” had now become “the pleasantly
covered red lips” - an insult to every faithful Lithuanian. Such expressions would
be more appropriate if the authors were making reference to a woman, but these
expressions had no place in the church’s hymnal. The most beautiful hymn of all, A
Mighty Fortress Is Our God (Lith. Pons Diews mums yr Pilis drūta), now spoke instead
of a shelter which might provide some protection for widows or orphans, or which
could perhaps be used as a poor house. Who would dear exercise such independence from tradition that even the name of god was removed (the writers neglected
to mention that god’s name was put on the next line). reference to the sinking of
the sun in the evening hymn was now replaced by the plaintive question: “o sun, to
where have you disappeared? have you flown with the winds.” Such expressions
would more appropriately appear on the humor page in the newspaper. They had
no place in a book of sacred hymns. The lack of quality of the speech need hardly
be mentioned. The book was full of street talk, low class words and, in addition,
even the syllables were accented incorrectly, so that it was impossible to sing the
hymns. it was with pain and great sadness that the parishioners of the Tauragė
church were forced to look on as their beautiful language and their national treasures were plundered. The whole Lutheran community was filled with bitterness
and anguish. it was certainly commendable, the writers stated, that the government should be willing to expend the great deal of money to produce a hymnal,
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but in this case, the money was not well spent, for incompetent men had produced
a work which would provide no spiritual enrichment or edification whatever. No
faithful Lutheran would have any desire to take this book in his hands or make use
of it for the worship of god. The writers called upon the Ministry of Education to
use its power and authority to protect the treasures of faith and language and allow
no one to deface or destroy them. They closed with a quotation of Jablonskis that a
nation’s greatest monument is its language. “We, the children of the nation, will not
destroy our mother’s monument. Let it be fenced off and protected, so that those
who would burrow beneath that fence will not be allowed to deface or destroy it.”
undoubtedly, some of these criticisms were generated more by emotion than by
any objective examination. however, it should be remembered that the emotional
attachment of Lithuanian Lutherans to their old hymn texts and tunes was very
strong. in their affections the hymnal took second place only to the holy Scriptures.
indeed, in terms of frequency of use, unquestionably the hymnal came out in first
place. The old Minor Lithuanian hymnal had over 600 hymns and the people knew
most of them by heart. For generations the hymnal was the primer of the average
Lithuanian Lutheran peasant, and indeed during the time when the publication of
books in Fraktur and roman type was prohibited, it was the primary text used by
Lutheran mothers to teach their sons and daughters how to read. A familiar old
picture portrays a mother sitting by her spinning wheel with book in hand teaching her children. This book was, of course, the hymnal. Much learning went on
also from mouth to mouth, as hymns were learned through recitation. immigrants
to the new world in the early years of the 20th century took with them their Minor
Lithuanian hymnals, along with their Bibles, and in this way they transplanted the
Lithuanian spirit in new land. old texts were often sang to folk melodies which differed from one parish to another, a phenomenon still common at the end of the 20th
century. Children preparing for confirmation memorized both Bible verses, hymn
stanzas, and even whole hymns, and at the annual commemoration of the departed
families asked that the favorite hymns of their departed loved ones be included in
the service. When church services from Kaunas were broadcast on short wave, not
only Lithuanian Lutherans but their brothers and sisters in Prussia would tune in
with their hymnals in their hands to join in singing the hymns. Taking all this into
account, it can be no surprise that many people regarded the publication of the new
hymnal as little less than a declaration of war. To change even some familiar “Slavisms” was like a stab in the heart.555
gavėnis and Kaziulaitis, long time Pagalbian stalwarts, wrote to the Ministry
on December 27 in words hardly in accord with the Christmas spirit.
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They gave several examples of changes of words and alterations of accent patters
which, they said, all Lutherans would find offensive. The hymn, Abide, O Faithful Savior (Lith. Eikß su sawo Malone) in its traditional Lithuanian form was, Come, O Lord Jesus
Christ, with Your Grace. in the new hymnal this was changed to Abide with Us, Because
Your Holy People Are Losing Hope, and the Foundations of the Earth Are Being Shaken. Such
a stupid mistake, they wrote, was laughable. The hymn O Bloody Head, as it now appeared, would likely put the people in mind of physical afflictions which ought not to
be spoken of in polite company. one could only with great difficulty find somewhere
a Lithuanian whose sensibilities were not offended. here the image of the Savior was
clearly desecrated. The old hymn, which promised victory and peace to those who
engage in spiritual combat “against the principalities and powers,” had been slanted
in a Calvinist direction to promise respect and honor to those who engage in spiritual self-discipline. This mocked the Lutheran faith. god’s blessings of peace was now
exchanged for man’s feelings of self-respect and personal honor. The writers went
on to remind the Ministry that the nation was pledged to protect not only physical
monuments, but everything in the nation that is beautiful and honored and deserving
of respect. The Ministry must understand that this surely must include the Lithuanian hymnal, for indeed, it was essentially a Lithuanian Lutheran hymnal which was
the first book published in the Lithuanian language, for Mažvydas wisely included
many hymns in his Catechism. Those who destroyed such a monument, “were fit to
be labeled executioners.” This was nothing less than a spiritual combat, and the Ministry must not allow the “lord of darkness to prevail.”556
The Ministry, of course, paid scant attention to these criticisms, for it was a major
sponsor of the new hymnal along with the consistory. The consistory, however, understood that there would be many protests and that some parishes would reject the new
book outright. As President gudaitis said in his memoirs, the consistory knew better
that to try to suppress the old Minor Lithuanian hymnal and it wisely announced that
each parish would have to make its own decision as to its hymnal.557
on September 26, 1939 the consistory again took up the matter of the new hymnal in hopes that it could clear up any misconceptions. it announced that the official
publisher of the new book, as had been agreed with the Ministry of Education,
would be the Lutheran consistory, and the consistory would act in this matter as
the agent for the Lutheran congregations and the reformed collegium whose property it would be. it was agreed with Šernas that the rights to his manuscripts would
be turned over to the consistory and they would be kept in its archives. 15,000 copies of the book would be printed to be sold for from 5 to 10 LTL.558
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on January 9, 1940 the consistory had to ask where it would be able to get a
loan to cover the cost of publication. WWii had begun and the Ministry of Education no longer had funds available for any continued support of the project. it
was decided that the consistory would, in effect, lend the money to itself from
its financial reserves to cover the cost.559 The reformed also agreed to contribute. A June publication date was set.560 however, that day was not to come. June
15 found the Soviet armies in Lithuania poised to take over the government and
every aspect of Lithuanian life.
Even under these extreme circumstances the consistory still clung to the hope
that it could proceed with the publication of the book. on September 10, 1940 it
again discussed how to raise the funds necessary for the publication. The type
had been set at the Spindulys Printing house and the consistory informed the
reformed Collegium that their financial contribution was urgently needed. At
the same meeting the question was again taken up whether or not the Heidelberg
Catechism should be included in the book. it was decided that since the book was
going to be used by the reformed as well, the Heidelberg Catechism would need to
be included, but only in an abridged edition which would take away none of the
space allotted to Luther’s Small Catechism.561
By the end of 1940 the plight of occupied Lithuania was becoming clear. The
Soviets had nationalized the banking system and the consistory was only able
to save for its own use a portion of its banked funds. on January 13, 1941 Šernas
wrote complaining that he had not been paid for his work. in its January 31, 1941
meeting the consistory stated that it was in no position to pay him because the
book had not yet been published, and, in addition, the reformed collegium had
not yet contributed its portion of the costs of publication.562 gudaitis noted in his
memoirs that eventually Šernas did receive his 10,000 LTL payment.563

o bst acl es t o th e Publication of the hy mn a l
As a result of the repatriation, all those responsible for the promotion of the
new hymnal, including those who had been involved in the technical and editorial
commissions, left Lithuania. A new consistory was organized which had a very
different attitude toward the new hymnal. it included Pastor Baltris who incited
the Kretinga people to reject the hymnal project altogether. The congregation itself
was not of one mind about it. Baltris later remarked that after all those who had
559
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instigated the project had left the country, things had settled down in Kretinga and
everyone was content to use the “old hymnal of the fathers.”564 Also sitting on the
new consistory were Pastor Martynas Preikšaitis and Mikas Preikšaitis, who had
been actively involved in Pagalba. it was the Pagalbians who had been most critical
against the new book and had freely shared their criticism with the Ministry of
Education in Kaunas. Pastor Kalvanas also had been somewhat critical of the project, mostly because he was aware of the rationalistic tendencies of Pastor Šernas,
whose hymn revisions stripped out the profound meaning of the original words.
only Chairman Leijeris remained somewhat positive about the book. he understood that it was necessary to have a hymnal which put the hymns and prayers
in understandable modern speech, but he also realized that in some places understandability was not thought to be as important as sentimental associations with
the old words. he did not press the consistory to act positively to support the publication of the new book. it was evident that the project would languish and die, and
the manuscript would gather dust in the archives.
Early in 1942 the reformed, who until that time had taken a very passive role
in the hymnal project, became enthusiastic about its publication. in the spring
they wrote to the Lutheran consistory, asking that the Lutheran Church contribute to the publication of the new work. on April 30, 1942 the consistory took
up the matter. After only brief discussion they came swiftly to a decision: “[The
consistory] will not contribute to the publication of the hymnal edited by Šernas.”
in the minutes Chairman Leijeris added a handwritten note which stated that he
personally approved what had been produced for use by both the Lutherans and
reformed, since its production and the difficult labor which had gone into it had
been approved by the previous consistory. he wrote that this important sign of
collaboration between the two churches would be most helpful to the young who
were not familiar with the old language.565

T he Pr i nt in g of th e hy mn al
The reformed Church decided to move ahead without the financial support
of the Lutherans. They eliminated over 100 of the 500 hymns, leaving 388. They
reviewed the prayers and, in accordance with the german tradition, they provided for both, the Lutheran “Tėve mūsų” (germ. Vater unser) and the reformed
“Mūsų Tėve” (germ. Unser Vater), putting the reformed version in first place. So
too, the reformed liturgy was put first and the Lutheran liturgy second. The re564
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formed rejected the decision of the previous Kaunas consistory to include either
Luther’s Small Catechism or the abridged
version of the reformed Heidelberg Catechism.
The reformed wanted the book to
remain ecumenical, and they wrote to
Albertas Juozuvaitis, the executive secretary of the Lutheran consistory, to ask
that the consistory provide an introduction, recounting the history of the project
and the collaborative efforts of the reformed and Lutherans to produce it. reformed Pastor Aleksandras Balčiauskas
in a letter to the consistory included a
sketch of the preface, asking Leijeris to
provide an evaluation of it.566 Leijeris
was somewhat reluctant to allow the
name of the consistory to be invoked and
doubted whether the title page should
include the consistory’s name. however,
Evangelical Hymnal with Prayers,
on August 28 Juozuvaitis urged that he
originally meant to serve both Lutherans
sign on.567 he reluctantly approved but
and reformed congregations but adopted
only by the reformed, and then
insisted that some editorial changes be
only after three decades.
made in the introduction. it ought not to
be necessary to mention that this book
had been reviewed and approved by the
general Commissar von renteln, and he also struck out the sentence which referred to the hymnal as far superior to any previous Lutheran or reformed hymnal. he knew that such a statement would raise a storm of protests.568
At the beginning of 1943 the hymnal appeared in print under the title:
Evangelikų Giesmynas su maldomis (Evangelical Hymnal with Prayers). The title page
made reference both to the reformed collegium and the Lutheran consistory, although the project had been prepared primarily by the Lutherans who included a
large number of hymns, edited by Šernas. The preface incorrectly stated that after
five years of intensive effort the hymnal was being produced by poet-minister
566
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Adomas Šernas. Some years later gudaitis would state in his memoirs that far too
much credit had been given to Šernas and that he was only one among many who
worked on the project.569 The preface also reflected the views of the Lithuanian
Evangelical Association, since it stated that it was the task of this book to promote
and strengthen the bonds of unity between the Evangelical Lutheran and Evangelical reformed Churches.570

Lu t heran reac tion
in the spring of 1943 Executive Secretary Juozuvaitis sent dedicatory copies
of the new hymnal to all pastors in Lithuania and all the repatriated pastors in
germany. As might be expected, the repatriated pastors were somewhat more enthusiastic than the clergy in Lithuania. Dr. gaigalaitis wrote to Chairman Leijeris
on May 26, 1943 that he was delighted with the book and that it was without
doubt a “gift of god in these dark times.” in addition, he felt that the book was
well suited for use by Lutherans.571
The most negative of the clergy in Lithuania was Pastor Baltris who was very
upset that the impression was given that the Lutheran consistory had approved
the publication of the book. indeed, the consistory’s name appeared on the title
page. he asked Kalvanas how this could have happened, since the consistory had
declined to participate. Pastor Kalvanas was of the opinion that the inclusion on
the title page of the words, “And Lithuanian Evangelical Lutheran Consistory,”
was going to be the source of much controversy in the Lutheran community. on
May 10, 1943 he wrote to Leijeris that he had already received a letter from Baltris, which indicated that he was highly insulted to the point of tears and now
intended to begin to take action against the hymnal. he felt insulted that when he
received his dedicatory copy, he found in it that he was thanked for his personal
contributions to this project, with which he was actually thoroughly disgusted.
he felt that he was being mocked.572
Pastor Kalvanas took a somewhat more pragmatic attitude. he thought that
perhaps the hymnal could be introduced into congregations reopened during the war. he was thinking of primarily Latvian-speaking parishes, such as
Telšiai, where there were recently settled Lithuanian-speaking members and
where previously only Latvian and german language hymnals had been used
and the parishioners were not familiar with the old Minor Lithuanian hymnal or
its language. he suggested that the Kaunas parish might be included among the
569
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May 26, 1943 postcard of Prof. Dr. gaigalaitis
to Chairman Leijeris lauding the publication of
the 1942 hymnal and expressing the hope that it
would be universally adopted. JKA.

parishes which would accept the hymnal, since its parishioners spoke standard
Lithuanian and had even before the war expressed interest in a modern language
Lithuanian hymnal.
Kalvanas spoke somewhat more frankly to Juozuvaitis in a letter written on
May 12, 1943. he stated that while the book was as well printed as could be expected under war circumstances, it was really nothing more than a contribution
to Evangelical literature, since in his view it was far too much dominated by the
religious and poetical views of one man, reformed Pastor Šernas. he went on to
say that Šernas was a rationalist and a moralist, and these viewpoints showed
through in everything he wrote - in his words, in the rhythms of the hymns, in his
syllabification, and his grammar. his editorial work made one think of a blacksmith or other artisan working with his hammer, editing the texts with no deep
religious insight. To treat this book as the official hymnal of the Lithuanian Lutheran Church, would be nothing more or less than an atestatio paupertalis (an attestation of poverty). however, he wrote, the Lithuanian Lutheran Church is not
impoverished. it has a long hymnological tradition and many pearls of religious
poetry. it has behind a massive cultural, historical, linguistic, and religious monument which is admired even by the roman Catholic language experts. The old
hymnal needs to be corrected rather than rejected, as in the case of new book.
he repeated what he had written earlier to Leijeris that this hymnal might be acceptable only in parishes reopened during the war and which previously did not
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sing from the Minor Lithuanian hymnal. other Lutheran “parishes would by no
means agree to cast aside the old book which in terms of religious, historical, and
poetical criteria is far superior.“573
Juozuvaitis took a somewhat more optimistic viewpoint in his letter to Leijeris
on May 17, 1943. he said that he agreed in part with Pastor Kalvanas, but that
he could not agree that Šernas played such a dominant role in the book. indeed,
he did serve as one of the editors, but the hymnal could not be called the “Šernas
book.” Concerning its introduction he remarked that the old consistory had never
even considered forcing its introduction. it thought that it should come naturally.
he suggested that if the pastors refused to sell it in their parishes, the consistory
could sell it through ordinary booksellers and, he went on to say, that in his opinion people interested in the religious literature and freethinkers would buy it.574
on May 23, 1943 Leijeris responded to the letter of Kalvanas stating that he
still stuck with his opinion that the new hymnal was needed to stand alongside
the old hymnal and that it would appeal particularly to the intelligentsia and the
young.575
on September 15, 1943 the consistory took up the question of the distribution
of the hymnal in the parishes. After long and emotional discussion, the consistory finally agreed that the hymnal could be introduced in Kaunas and in other
congregations, which had been closed during the Soviet occupation and repatriation and which had subsequently been reopened. Members of other parishes
could purchase it as “religious literature,” if they wished to do so.576 Juozuvaitis
worded the minutes in such a way as to surreptitiously add the notion that the
book was not going to be introduced into other parishes, “yet.” Baltris signed the
minutes with everyone else but later, when he found out what he had signed, he
was beside himself. “i voted for it not to be introduced at all, not for it to be not
introduced, yet,” he added his protest to consistory minutes.577 on December 2,
1943 he stated in a letter to Leijeris that even the notion that members of the parishes might want to buy the book as “general religious literature” was unacceptable. he understood this to be a hidden attempt to introduce the book into the
church. Furthermore, he was still upset about that, “not yet,” which had been “so
cleverly” inserted in the minutes, as he stated to Leijeris.578
in fact, the book was introduced only in the Kaunas parish, as was later indicated by Pastor Jonas Kalvanas in a 1963 letter to Šernas.579 Apart from that single
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exception, “not yet,” meant, “never,” as far as the Lutherans were concerned. The
use of the book in Kaunas ceased when the Soviets closed that church in 1953.
With this, the use of the book among Lithuanian Lutherans came to an end. The
copies of the hymnal stored in the Kaunas church were made unusable as the
result of a devastating flood in 1946, when ice and water destroyed even a metal
fence in front of the church.580 only the copies held in storage by the reformed in
Biržai survived.

i nt rodu ct i on of th e hymn al in r e forme d P a ris h e s
The road to the introduction of Evangelical Hymnal with Prayers among the reformed was tortuous and marked by pitfalls. The reformed congregations had
taken to their heart the, so-called, “Dagilis hymnal” – Giesmynas su maldų priedu
Lietuvos evangel. - reformatų parapijų vartojimui (Hymnal with the Prayer Supplement
for Use in Lithuanian Evangelical Reformed Parishes). This book was prepared by
Stanislovas Dagilis and first appeared in 1910. it was subsequently reprinted in
1913, 1915, 1917, and 1921 – an indication of its popularity among the reformed.
The collegium discussed whether to continue the use of the Dagilis hymnal or to
introduce the newer work. here they faced a dilemma because of the popularity
of the Dagilis book, and in fact, the language and grammar of the Dagilis hymnal
was not as archaic as that of the Minor Lithuanian Lutheran hymnal; it was much
closer to standard Lithuanian. Accordingly, there was no great necessity to make
a change. Still, they had on their hands at least 2,000 copies of the newer work
and they had to face the constant urging of Šernas that this work in which he had
participated should be adopted.581 The book was offered for sale to the members
of the reformed Church at 25-30 ruB per copy and in leather-bound edition for
50 ruB.582 Many did buy it but there is no information as to whether or not any
reformed parish made its use official. The minutes of the reformed synod of
1957 indicate that hymnal used at that gathering was the old Dagilis hymnal, not
the newer 1942 book.583
The apostasy of Šernas in 1964 further complicated this situation. Ministers
and parishioners had little interest in using a hymnal associated with a man who
had renounced the faith and at the end of his life had involved himself in anti580
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Christian atheistic endeavors.584 however, the 1921 edition of the Dagilis hymnal
was now over sixty years old and most copies were falling apart. No permission
could be got to reprint it during the Soviet years. it was under these circumstances, Pastor reinholdas Moras, a Lutheran pastor on loan to the reformed,
introduced the 1942 book in all the reformed parishes.585 Since that time the Evangelical Hymnal of 1942 has been the official hymnal of the Lithuanian reformed
Church. A photo reprint edition was published in 2001.

Lu t heran in itiation to Edit th e Min o r L ith u a n ia n h y mn a l
The Lutheran pastors decided that they would move forward with the preparation and publication of their own distinctly Lutheran hymnal. First word of
this initiative is found in a letter of Kalvanas to Leijeris on May 10, 1943, in which
he stated that after the war, if conditions allowed it, the Lutherans would publish
an up-to-date edition of the old hymnal.586
he and the pastors soon decided that it would be best not to wait until the end
of the war but to begin work, at once.587 At a meeting in Kretinga in 1943, they
adopted a set of principles to guide them in the preparation of the work. They
decided that the three parts of the present hymnal should be combined into one
and that new hymns would need to be added, taken from such Pietist sources as,
Visokios naujos giesmės, arba Evangeliški psalmai (Various New Hymns or Evangelical
Psalms), Ziono varpelis (Zion’s Hand-Bell), Kelionės arpa (The Journey’s Harp), and
others. Time-conditioned statements and references to popes, kings, emperors,
and Turks should be eliminated. They decided also that hymns associated with
days no longer celebrated, such as the Marian Days and St. Michael’s Day, should
be quietly forgotten, an indication of the overpowering influence of Pietism at that
time. 215 of the 696 hymns in the Minor Lithuanian hymnal were condemned as
unusable. Furthermore, Fraktur must be maintained but some copies with Latin
letters should be printed. Pastors Baltris, gavėnis, Kalvanas, Martynas Preikšaitis,
and consistory member Mikas Preikšaitis were all assigned large sections of the
hymnal which they were to carefully examine and edit as needed. They decided
that they would meet again on october 3, 1943 to review their progress and discuss publishing details.588 on August 4, 1943 Pastor Kalvanas informed Martynas
584
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Preikšaitis, who had not been present at the meeting in Kretinga, that it had been
decided that the appearance of the book should be made to coincide with the 400
anniversary of the catechism of Martynas Mažvydas in 1947.589 on September
15, 1943 the consistory decided to make it all official by appointing the pastors
already named to a hymnal commission.590
it was, of course, unrealistic to expect that in wartime conditions the pastors
would be able to edit such a large number of hymns so quickly. Further, there
was no common mind between the pastors as to what the work of editing really
involved. Pastors Baltris thought that little if any editing was necessary. To him
the language of the old hymnal was sacrosanct. he regarded archaisms and improper speech as endearing qualities of the old book. Pastor Kalvanas, on the
other hand, was of the opinion that the hymns needed extensive editing and that
the text should be made as close as possible to standard Lithuanian.
With the approaching of the red Army, any and all thoughts of the hymnal
revision had to be dropped. The church had to be concerned primarily with its
own survival under a militantly atheist government. After the death of Stalin the
church was able to breath a bit easier for a time, and the Communist government
permitted the publication of an abridged book in 1956, Maldų ir giesmių knygelė
(The Small Book of Prayers and Hymns). The revised hymns, however, were not
those edited by the pastors in 1943, but were instead simply taken over from the
rejected 1942 book. Consequently, the 1956 book was rejected as well.

3.4.2 T he 1943 Edition of Luth er’ s S m al l C ate c h i s m
During the Nazi occupation the Lutheran Church was able to publish a new
edition of Luther’s Small Catechism. This new edition was sorely needed because
copies of the older edition were no longer available.
The catechism suffered from the same problem as the hymnal. its language was
the old language of Minor Lithuania. The old edition had originally been produced
for use in the Minor Lithuanian school system for the instruction of pupils in the
Chief Parts of Christian Doctrine. its language was entirely unsuitable for use in
regions where standard Lithuanian was spoken, and so it was necessary that a new
translation be prepared. This brave step was undertaken by Kaunas Pastor Jonas
Pauperas, whose edition of the Small Catechism appeared in Kaunas in 1935 under
the title: D. Liuterio mažasis katekizmas (The Small Catechism of Dr. Luther). The language was modern standard Lithuanian, and consequently the book was met with
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a storm of protest by the Pagalbians. They
protested that the hymns included were
not suitable for the instruction of young
children, pupils, and confirmands. The
whole work, they said, lacked any profundity. it was full of empty, vacuous
words without spiritual meaning. They
declared that the old hymns included in
the catechism were actually only the pitiful remains of hymns which had been
thoroughly destroyed, and warned that
future editors should be “like wise gardeners who very carefully pluck out the
weeds, so that they do not destroy the
precious flowers.”591
in 1942 Chairman Leijeris took it
upon himself to prepare the new edition
of the catechism. using the original edition of Luther’s german Catechism, he
made extensive use of the 1935 translaThe 1943 edition of Luther’s Small Catechism.
tion by Pauperas. he included hymns
to illustrate the Chief Parts from the
1942 rejected hymnal, rather than to
produce his own edition on the basis of the Minor Lithuanian book. on october
31, 1942 he prepared a preface for the book in which he stated that it had originally been thought that the Catechism would be included in the hymnal, Evangelikų
Giesmynas, but circumstances did not permit it. however, it was necessary that a
new edition be prepared for use by school children and confirmands.592
Executive Secretary Juozuvaitis was given the responsibility of overseeing the
publication of the work, and on December 12, 1943 he submitted the manuscripts
of the completed work to the printing house. it had been the original intention
that it should appear in 13 cm by 18 cm format, but the head of the printing house
successfully proposed, that since he did not have that size of paper available, the
hymnal should appear in the same format as the 1942 hymnal.593
The book appeared in the spring 1943 under the title: Dr. Martyno Liuterio
Mažasis Katekizmas. Su trumpais priedais (The Small Catechism of Dr. Martin Luther.
With Short Supplements). The printer was the Kaunas-vilnius Publishing and
Printing Concern (germ. Kaunas-Wilnaer Verlags- u. Druckerei).
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The response to the new work was largely positive, although some complaints
were made about the use of hymns from the 1942 hymnal. The inclusion of those
hymns would be especially irritating to Pastor Baltris, who was unalterably opposed to the 1942 hymns because they changed the time-honored Minor Lithuanian texts. Pastor Kalvanas was also somewhat unhappy that these hymns had
been used; he would have preferred updated version of the hymns from the Minor
Lithuanian hymnal. in fact, he said, that since the copies of the New Testament were
not available, it would be more helpful for confirmands to include more relevant
Bible texts, rather than the hymn stanzas. he personally felt that the pastoral conference should have been consulted for suggestions, but he did not make an issue
of it. it was the inclusion of the hymns which he felt to be the only real shortcoming of the work.594 on May 17 Juozuvaitis informed Chairman Leijeris of Kalvanas’
opinion but noted, at the same time, that no one else but Leijeris had expressed any
interest in doing the necessary work to prepare the catechism for publication.595 All
that Leijeris could say to Kalvanas, as he noted in a letter on May 23, 1943, was that
humans are not perfect and neither are their works perfect.596

3 . 5 T h e A t te mp ts o f the ge rman Lut h eran ret urn ees
to E s ta b li s h a g e rman-s p e ak i n g Ch urc h in Lit h uan ia
The religious situation of the german-speaking population in Lithuania was a
matter of concern not only to the civil government, but also the higher echelons of
the State Security Police (SiPo) and Party Security Service (SD). in fact, although
few realized it, it was SiPo-SD, rather than the Nazi civil government, which exercised the operative authority in all matters concerning german Lutheran resettlers, including the practice of their religion. The SiPo-SD took special interest in
the efforts of returnees to establish german Lutheran congregations and organize
a german-speaking Lutheran Church.

3.5.1 Nazi SS Agen cies an d Th eir P rop os a ls
f or Cont r ol of th e r eturn ees
The affairs of german resettlers was not a matter of primary concern to hitler.
That was a matter which he placed in the hands of the National Socialist Worker’s
Party (NSDAP) and its agencies.
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in 1929, several years before the Nazis assumed power in germany, hitler
appointed heinrich himmler to be Reichsführer-SS of the Protective Squadron,
the so-called SS (Schutzstaffel - SS) of Nazi Party leadership throughout germany.
To maintain and increase the political power of the Nazi Party, himmler organized in 1931/1932 the Party Security Service (germ. Sicherheitsdienst – SD des
Reichsführers-SS) under the leadership of reinhard heydrich. in 1936 himmler
established the State Security Police (germ. Sicherheitspolizei - SiPo), which was
comprised of the combined forces of the criminal police (germ. Kripo) and the
Gestapo (germ. Geheime Staatspolizei). From this point on the gestapo itself continued as a sub-office of the SiPo and himmler was named by hitler as Chief of
german Police (germ. Chef der Deutschen Polizei). in 1939 himmler established the
reich Security Main office (germ. Das Reichssicherheitshauptamt - rShA) under
the control of reinhard heydrich. The rShA became an umbrella organization
of security services bringing together the State Security Police (SiPo), with the
Gestapo and Kripo, and the Party Security Service (Sicherheitsdienst - SD). in each
of the occupied territories the rShA established its security apparatus, administered by its own Commander of the Security Police and SD (germ. Der Kommandeur der Sicherheitspolizei und des SD). The Security Police was frequently referred
to in abbreviated terms as “SiPo and SD,” which alluded to the Gestapo, the Kripo,
and the SD, all of which under the rShA in Berlin. The rShA was responsible
directly to himmler and hitler.597
The rShA was compartmentalized into several groups and sections. group
iv in this new arrangement was the Gestapo, and its Section B was concerned
with ideological opponents of the reich - politics, churches, sects, and the Jews.
it was divided into four subsections. B1 was concerned with political Catholicism
and was headed by SS-Sturmbannführer Erich roth; B2, under SS-Sturmbannführer
Erich hahnenbruch, was concerned with political Protestantism and the Sects;
B3 concentrated its attention on other churches and Free Masonry. it was led by
SS-Obersturmbannführer otto-Wilhelm Wandesleben, who took responsibility for
final decisions concerning the religious life of the german Lutherans who had
returned to Lithuania. Subsection B4, headed by SS-Obersturmbannführer otto
Adolf Eichmann, was devoted to Jewish affairs, including evacuations, confiscation of means needed to suppress enemies of the people and the state, and the
disposition of their rights as german citizens. it was Eichmann who took responsibility for the transportation of the European Jews to the death camps where they
were put to death.598
The rShA structure, which was centered in Berlin, moved into the occupied
ostland territories. This made it a parallel to the ostland civil government in
597
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riga (Reichskommissariat Ostland), which was headed by reich Commissar hinrich Lohse. The rShA appointed Friedrich Jeckeln to be the Superior SS and Police Chief for ostland and russia North (Höherer SS- und Polizeiführer Ostland und
Russland-Nord - HSSPF). his powers far exceeded those of hinrich Lohse. it was
Jeckeln who bore the ultimate responsibility for security, discipline, and the extermination of the Jews in the entire ostland region. No civil government official
in ostland, not even the general Commissars, could make any decisions affecting
the political matters of the Nazi Party without Jeckeln’s approval.
Friedrich Jeckeln appointed the heads of the SiPo-SD in the general Administrative regions in ostland. in Lithuania, Kaunas was the seat of the Commander
of Sipo and SD (Kommandeur der Sicherheitspolizei und des SD) for the province of
Lithuania. The first to serve in this position was SS-Standartenführer Karl Jäger
(June 1941 – autumn 1943), followed by SS-Oberführer Dr. Wilhelm Fuchs (September 15, 1943 - May 6, 1944), and finally, SS-Standartenführer hans-Joachim
Böhme (May 11, 1944 – January 1, 1945). it was these men, rather than von renteln, who exercised real control in Lithuania during the Nazi occupation.599
Another organization established alongside the ostland civil government was
that of the Reich Commissar for the Strengthening of Germandom (Reichskommissar zur
Festigung des Deutschen Volkstums - rKFDv), another position held by himmler.
he put the resettlement of the returning germans under the direct control of ulrich greifelt, the Staff Chief of the rKFDv. it was under his direction that Lithuanian and other Baltic germans were sent to voMi camps after repatriation and
was responsible for resettlement of Lithuanian germans and german colonists,
who would begin to return in 1942.600
Direct conflict developed between himmler and Alfred rosenberg in Berlin
concerning what organization was to have the primary responsibility for the colonization of ostland. The matter was laid before hitler who, as usual, refused to
make any decision. he suggested instead that himmler and rosenberg should sit
down, iron out their problems, and effect a compromise. Subsequently, rosenberg agreed to the establishment of the SS-Settlement Department (SS-Ansiedlungsstab in Litauen) in Kaunas under the direction of SS-Sturmbannführer Dr. Joachim Duckart. Duckart was apparently able to pursue a somewhat independent
course regarding the resettlement of the germans. he often sided with general
Commissar von renteln in religious matters concerning the resettled Lithuanian
german Lutherans.601
The Nazi administration in the Baltic States was complicated and internally competitive. internal conflict was almost constant and, to a certain degree, it
599
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seems this is what hitler himself desired, because those who were busy fighting each other would have little time or energy to plot against those who were
above them in the governmental structure. in addition, this structure fostered a
sense of dependence which is typical of bureaucracies in which officials find it
necessary to approach their supervisors for guidance in solving problems. Such
were the people who were put in charge of the resettlement of german nationals
in Lithuania and who were to supervise the reestablishment of the german Lutheran Church in Lithuania.

3.5.2 T he return of th e german L u th e ra n s to L ith u a n ia
in the early days of August 1941 Lithuanian germans were still living in
camps waiting for some word as to where and when they would be resettled.
That word did not come swiftly because the german officials did not yet have any
place to settle them. The occupied regions of Poland had been occupied by ethnic
germans from Latvia, Estonia, and other eastern countries, and there was little
room there for Lithuanian germans. A few of them were given farms in Poland
but most of them continued their endless wait in the camps. Some began to wonder why they were not permitted to simply return to Lithuania. The Wehrmacht
had taken control of the country and the Bolsheviks had been driven out. it was
widely rumored that Bolsheviks everywhere were on the run and the war would
soon be over.
rosenberg proposed to hitler that Lithuanian germans should be sent back to
Suvalkija to resettle their principle home area. hitler’s first impulse was to reject
this idea out-of-hand. on August 10, 1941 he curtly informed rosenberg that the
Lithuanian germans did not deserve such special treatment. They had never been
sufficiently enthusiastic about the program of National Socialism and there had
not been enough time to indoctrinate them properly. himmler, however, thought
that rosenberg’s plan was worth further consideration and he persuaded hitler
that it would be in the best interests of all concerned that the Lithuanian germans
of the “Ost” group should be sent to resettle Nazi occupied Lithuania. With this
matter taken out of the hands of the civil government and put under control of
the reich Commissar and the SS, hitler now thought the plan worth considering.
SS-Gruppenführer Dr. ulrich greifelt signed an order on August 23, 1941, stating
that the Lithuanian ethnic germans of the “Ost” classification were to return to
their homeland and to the farms which they had left behind.602
von renteln disagreed with greifelt as to what were the best areas for colonization. greifelt had declared that the repatriants in question were to resettle the
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regions of Kaunas, Marijampolė, Šakiai,
Tauragė, and part of the regions of Lazdijai and Alytus. von renteln thought that
he had a better idea. he wanted to use
the repatriated Lithuanian germans and
colonists to establish a link between East
Prussia and the ancient lands of the Teutonic order in Latvia and Estonia. in past
centuries these areas had been under the
influence of german culture and policy,
and von renteln argued that the close
racial proximity of these people to the
Nordic race made these lands suitable
for germanization after the war.603 it was
only after discussions, which went on for
several months, that himmler, greifelt,
and rosenberg agreed that the majority
of the germans should be deployed acDr. Alfred rosenberg, reich Minister for
cording to greifelt’s original plan, and
the occupied Eastern Territories
that, at the same time, a smaller number
of ethnic germans should be settled in
such a way as to create the link which
von renteln recommended. As a result, in addition to the major colonization of
Suvalkija and the Kaunas region, repatriates were also to be settled along a line
running from Kėdainiai to Šiauliai, and from there to Panevėžys, and finally, to
Biržai. Those who had left behind farms and other lands in these regions, would
receive them back again. others would be given land taken from russians, Poles,
and Jews. The impression was to be given that this was a good example of ongoing Lithuanian-german friendship between two nationalities living side-byside without interference from “foreign elements.”604
The decision to allow Lithuanian germans to return to their former places of
residence marked a striking exception to the usual colonization policies of the
Third reich.605 There were a few exceptional cases in which german repatriates
were permitted to return to the places from which they had come in the Baltic lands and volhynia, but these were indeed exceptional cases, involving individuals rather than groups. No other german repatriate group other than the
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The german gymnasium (high school) on vytautas Avenue in Kaunas. Bilder 1964

house of german settlers in Kybartai at “Pieskynės.” Bilder 1968
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house of german settlers in the vilnius region, 1940. Bilder 1968

Lithuanian germans was ever permitted to return to its former homeland. of all
the germans in the reich and its occupied territories, they alone had to face the
stringent antireligious policies of the Nazis which the Nazis were likely to make
universal after the war.
The actual mechanics for effecting this transfer were left up to the civil government. himmler wrote to Lohse, the reich Commissar for ostland in riga, on
January 31, 1942, requesting him to arrange for the transfer of 30,000 Lithuanian
ethnic germans from the voMi camps to the regions chosen for their resettlement. Lohse left the actual work of effecting the transfer to general Commissar von renteln. The civil government was given the task of settling the returnees and colonists, but all important decisions were made by rKFDv and the
SS-Settlement Department in Kaunas, headed by SS-Sturmbannführer Dr. Duckart
and his assistant SS-Obersturmführer hinrich Abel.606
on March 23, 1942 the work of preparing for the transfer of the returnees
began. himmler now amended his former decree by declaring that certain persons on the Altreich list could also be approved for this resettlement, if the SSSettlement Department agreed on a case-by-case basis.
606
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resettlement scheme for ethnic germans and colonists by the SS-Settlement Department in
Kaunas. LCvA (Arbušauskaitė 2002).

Less than a month later, however, hitler once again began to drag his feet
saying that he questioned the adequacy of the ideological preparation of those
who were being resettled. he decided that the candidates for resettlement needed more time in the camps of voMi for ideological reorientation. himmler and
rosenberg joined in pleading with hitler that the resettlement should proceed
immediately. They stated that the Lithuanian germans were getting very impatient. They were “sitting on their luggage and were getting very homesick.”
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in short, any reorientation lectures given at this point would fall on deaf ears
or might even have unintended effects. hitler accepted their arguments, and on
May 13, 1942 he ordered that the resettlement should proceed.607
By June many farms were ready to be resettled. Those whose farms were being
taken from them were informed that they must vacate the premises, at once, taking
with them only personal items. Farm implements and animals must be left behind
for the new settlers. Those being vacated were told that they would be given farms in
Eastern Lithuania which were being taken from Polish and russian farmers. The Poles
expressed no enthusiasm whatever at the prospect of losing their farms, but they were
not asked for their opinion. They were told that they were to leave - or else. Those who
were still reluctant to do so would be assisted in making the proper decision by representatives of the SiPo-SD. Those being assigned farms in Eastern Lithuania were not
as enthusiastic about going there, as the Poles were about leaving their farms. They
wanted to go back to their own farms. For many this would be their second major
move in a short period of time, and it would be a move to an area in which the Polish
partisans of the Armia Krajowa, the Polish resistance movement, were active.
The first repatriates arrived in the transitional camp at virbalis on June 10,
1942. First the male head of each household came to prepare the way for his wife
and family who were soon to follow. By November 11, 1942 the number of resettled persons living on 3,499 farms was 16,786. Although it had been the plan
that returnees would be able to reoccupy their former homes and lands, this often
did happen. in fact, not all of the returnees were farmers. Many were artisans
who had run or worked in small businesses engaged in manufacture. By January 1, 1944 there were a total of 29,972 settlers of 50,142 repatriates who had left
Lithuania in 1941. of these, 23,496 were Lithuanian ethnic germans and 6,476
were colonists whose loyalty to the Nazis would doubtless inspire similar fervor
among their fellow settlers. of these Reichsdeutsch colonists, 3,140 settled in Kaunas. By spring 1943, thirty-five german language schools were in operation, and
according to projections a total of at least 100 such schools would be needed.608

3.5.3 Qu est ion s Con cern in g th e re a d mis s ion
of Lu t her an Pas tors to Lith uan ia
Within the higher echelons of the civil government, the reich’s Security Police,
and the National Socialist Workers Party the question arose whether returning
germans should be allowed to practice their Christian faith and whether repatriated Lutheran pastors should be allowed to return to Lithuania. it was, of course,
607
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Lithuanian towns with german schools and german church services
between 1919 and 1939. Bilder 1968

understood that Christianity in any form at all was basically inimical to Nazi ideology and it was understood that the german Lutherans had not been sufficiently
indoctrinated in Nazi ideology. Surely, committed Lutheran pastors would be a
hindrance to the nazification of the Volksdeutsche and would unduly complicate
and perhaps might even hinder the Nazi program of indoctrinating the young. At
the same time, however, reich’s Minister for ostland, Alfred rosenberg, was of the
opinion that at least a few pastors should be permitted to return to minister to these
returnees. The rShA and the Nazi Party emphatically rejected his suggestion.
in the opening days of 1942, SS-Untersturmführer Wandesleben of the rShA in
Berlin made it clear to the Commander of SiPo-SD in Kaunas that in accordance
with the wishes of the Fuehrer neither roman Catholic priests nor Protestant pastors were to be permitted to migrate or return to ostland. Some roman Catholic
priests already in ostland were permitted some movement within the region.
but this was noticed by rShA officials in Berlin who looked upon it as a viola-
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Density of the ethnic german population in Lithuania by regions. Zehn Jahre Patenschaft 1969

tion of the Fuehrer’s policies. on May 15, 1942 Wandesleben clarified this matter
by stating to Jäger that the clergy of all confessions and sects were forbidden to
enter former Soviet territories and clergy from these regions were not to enter the
reich. This policy forbad the movement of Catholic Clergy into Belarus. This, he
stated, was to be clearly understood and followed by all german agencies.609
The seemingly simple question about the readmission of pastors to their former
homeland turned out to be a very complex issue, involving the highest echelons of
Nazi bureaucracy, including not only reich Minister Alfred rosenberg but even
heinrich himmler himself. With the apparent approval of reich Commissar Lohse
in riga, von renteln and Duckart presented their proposals to rosenberg, who
then brought this matter to the attention of himmler. himmler responded that he
had no fundamental objections to the return of Evangelical clergy, but for the sake
of certainty in the matter rosenberg really ought to take the matter up with the
SiPo-and SD for ostland. A copy of himmler’s statement was sent to von renteln
609
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SS-Standartenführer Karl Jäger, commander of the Sipo and SD in Lithuania,
1941-1943. Hessisches Hauptstaatsarchiv.
June 26, 1942 letter of Commander Jäger to von
renteln and Dr. Duckart concerning the admission of Lutheran clergy to Ostland. LCvA.

and Duckart on June 4, 1942,610 and Duckart brought the matter to the attention
of SS-Oberführer Jäger on June 23, 1942.611 Jäger looked to Wandesleben in rShA
headquarters in Berlin for an answer to this proposal, and on June 25 Wandesleben
stated that the matter had been discussed along with other religious questions in
his department, and that the “fifth point” made at that meeting was that there was
no permission granted for clergy to leave the reich for ostland. Furthermore, at
the same meeting a secret letter from the Fuehrer to himmler was read in which he
stated that he did not want any clergy at all to pop up anew in the eastern territories.612 on June 26, 1942 von renteln and Duckart were informed that the admission
of clergy to ostland was not to be permitted – period.613
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3.5.4 T he r eturn of Provos t Tittelba ch a n d h is A tte mp ts
t o Est ab l i sh a g erman -Sp eakin g C h u rch
one Lutheran pastor did slip through
the net. he was Provost Tittelbach. he
received approval from the reich Ministry for the occupied Eastern Territories and the SS-Settlement Department
to return to Lithuania as a farmer. it
was only later that SS-Standartenführer
Dr. Karl Jäger, the Commander of SiPoSD in Kaunas, was informed that he
had entered the country and had been
given a farm of some seventy hectares
in Čeplinava (germ. Tschiplinava), near
Kėdainiai. Jäger chose not to take any
action against him without any direct
orders about the matter from the rShA
in Berlin. it may be that he thought that
since Tittelbach was now an old man, he
would be content to putter in his garden
raising asparagus, beans, and potatoes.
As soon as he arrived, Tittelbach took
up the work of once again attempting
to establish an ethnic german Lutheran
Church in Lithuania. he had been un- Provost Paul Tittelbach, leader of the ethnic
successful in his attempt to do so during german Lutherans in Lithuania, 1937. PTA.
the years of President Smetona and now
he was determined to try again. he believed that he was being given one more chance to fulfill his dream. of course, no such
plan could be undertaken successfully without the support of the civil government
and the Security Police. Tittelbach knew that he would need friends in high places
to execute his plan, and he sought the support of the german Evangelical Church
(Deutsche Evangelische Kirche). he had been able to secure authorization from this
Evangelical reich Church to serve as pastor in Kėdainiai, primarily through the efforts of Bishop Theodor heckel and the Church’s office of Foreign Affairs in Berlin.
Bishop heckel was enthusiastic about the idea of sending german Lithuanian
pastors back to minister to the returning settlers. he saw the church to be the essential, cohesive element in the ethnic german community in Lithuania. he also
silently approved of Tittelbach’s work as provost of the german Lutherans in
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“identity card” issued by Dr. Duckart to Provost Tittelbach referring to him as
“acting manager” (germ. Kommissarischer Bewirtschafter) of his estate in Čeplinava
rather than as pastor. PTA.

Provost Tittelbach and his wife Anna in front of their house in Čeplinava. PTA.
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Lithuania. This provided Tittelbach with some standing in the ecclesiastical and
civil communities. More than this the german Evangelical Church could not do
for him. Bishop heckel did suggest that Tittelbach should apply to general Commissar von renteln, if he need further help.614 Tittelbach did so immediately, and
asked von renteln to support the establishment of a german-speaking Lutheran
Church in Lithuania and the return of german-Lithuanian pastors who had left
in the repatriation. in his letter to von renteln he also mentioned that he had been
made aware that Latvian and Lithuanian pastors in Lithuania had organized a Lutheran consistory and asked that he and the new german-speaking church should
be independent of it. von renteln responded that no german would ever be put
under the authority of a Lithuanian individual or a Lithuanian agency.615 von renteln and Duckart were both willing to support Tittelbach’s proposals and stated
that repatriated german pastors who had “Ost” classification should be permitted to return to Lithuania if they wished to do so. They realized that if no german pastors were provided them, the Lithuanian germans would start to attend
Lithuanian language services, or they might even join a sect and become religious
fanatics working against Nazi interests. This seemed to open the door for Tittelbach
to move ahead with his plans. however, von renteln and Duckart did not have
the authority to implement this scheme. Karl Jäger, the Commander of SiPo-SD in
Kaunas, would need to give his approval and that would not be easily obtained. on
the basis of what is known of the evolving Nazi policy concerning the churches, it
would seem hardly likely that officials in rShA in Berlin would be willing to approve Tittelbach’s plan to establish a german-speaking Church and his proposal
to encourage german-speaking pastors to return to Lithuania to serve that church.

3.5.5 Nazi Policy Con cern in g th e C h u rch e s
bet ween 19 33 an d 1941
Nazi policies concerning the churches changed rapidly in the period between 1933
and 1941. in the earliest days of National Socialism hitler had promised the churches
complete freedom of worship and education. By 1937, however, these freedoms were
being eroded. on November 27, 1937 reich Minister for Ecclesiastical Affairs hanns
Kerrl publicly stated that in the national interest churches could not be given authority
to educate the young strictly on the basis of their particular religious traditions. That
responsibility must ultimately be placed on the National Socialist Workers Party. it
was the Party’s responsibility to have the last word about the education of the young.616
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“Pharisees and Scribes.” Jesus, as depicted by the Nazis, scolding a roman Catholic priest
and Lutheran (or reformed) pastor: “Two thousand years ago i cursed the Jews as the people
of the Devil and you have made them a people of god.” Der Stürmer, March 1934.

on February 22, 1940 Martin Bormann, the Party chancellor, had begun an
even more open opposition to the church. he wrote to Alfred rosenberg, the
author of Der Mythus des zwanzigsten Jahrhunderts (The Myth of the Twentieth Century), stating that the “Christian religion and National Socialist doctrines are not
compatible.”617 Bormann went on to say that there could be no compromise, but
that the new philosophy of which rosenberg was the author must prevail. That
philosophy was actually a pantheistic, pagan nature worship with Teutonic gods,
which attempted to foster a mythical conception of race which designated the
germans as the “chosen people” under hitler. This he called “positive Christianity.” Bormann suggested that a catechism be prepared which would serve
as the “moral foundation” of a new Nazi religion to replace Christianity, and
in which “some of the Ten Commandments” were to be “merged with the Na617
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tional Socialist Catechism,” and “a few
new Commandments should be added,
such as: Thou shalt be courageous; Thou
shalt not be cowardly; Thou shalt believe
in god’s presence in the living nature,
animals, and plants; Thou shalt keep thy
blood pure; etc.”618 he emphasized that
this was a matter of great importance
and it would be discussed by the members of the reich Cabinet, and that for this
reason rosenberg’s opinion on the matter was urgently needed. in later reports
Bormann went on to say that both roman
Catholicism and Protestantism were morally defective, because they derived from
Judaism. No church doctrine or leader
could be allowed to impair in any way
the authority which was exercised by the
Fuehrer on behalf of the german people.
Furthermore, he declared that the only
The Myth of the Twentieth Century
by Dr. Alfred rosenberg - an attempt to
reason why anyone ever became a Chrisprovide a metaphysical basis for the
tian, was because its teachings had been
“Superior Arian race” and its special
drilled into him from an early age by his
place in god‘s plan.
pastor or priest. if there were no pastors
or priests, there would be no Christianity
among the young, since the so-called “dear god” seemed to be unable to plant
any real knowledge of his existence in his creatures. in another secret communication Bormann stated on June 7, 1941 that the true National Socialist god was
far different from the Christian god, who seemed to sit around somewhere in the
universe doing nothing. it was rather the forces of Natural Law which one sees in
operation in the universe that was truly the “Almighty,” or “god.” This “World
Force” could by no means be influenced by prayer or any religious act.619
Now the time was ripe for the rShA to start taking definite action against the
churches. on September 22-23, 1941 a special conference of “religious specialists”
was held in Berlin under the auspices of SS-Obergruppenführer reinhard heydrich,
chief of the rShA. The 141 “specialists” were gathered in the security office’s main
hall of rShA to hear reports on the church’s political situation, the present conditions in the Protestant Church and the sects, and the activities of World Prot618
619
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estantism in the oxford Movement. SS-Sturmbannführer Albert hartl, speaking on
behalf of heydrich, stated that close scrutiny of political activities by churches was
of crucial importance. if possible, the higher echelons of the churches should be
infiltrated by Nazi loyalists or informers should be cultivated. he encouraged his
listeners to true fanaticism, stating that in their work they should move forward
unafraid and with determination. The paper on the Church in the eastern regions
was delivered by otto-Wilhelm Wandesleben.620 Clear instructions were set down
and circulated among the “church specialists,” setting down the immediate and ultimate aims of their activities. “The immediate aim: the church must not regain one
inch of the ground it has lost.” “The ultimate aim: destruction of the churches to be
brought about by the collection of all material obtained through Nachrichtendienst
activities, which will, at a given time, be produced as evidence for the charge of
treasonable activities during the german fight for existence.”621
From this point on international church activities were severely restricted. There
could be no more retreats, recreational organizations, youth camps, recreational
camps, processions, or pilgrimages outside the country. visas were in every case
to be denied if the applicant could not give a positive indication that he would
dedicate himself to working on behalf of the fatherland while abroad. There might
perhaps be a few exceptions to this regulation, but under no circumstances were
foreign priests to be allowed to enter germany, and no german priests were to be
permitted to go abroad. The rShA stated that requests for information about these
matters should be submitted directly to it, but it would not have time to bother with
questions which they felt to be unnecessary or of little significance.622
Another conference was held at rShA on November 22, 1941 at which government Administrator (germ. Regierungsrat), SS-Sturmbannführer Erich roth,
stated that attempts to deal with the clergy according to normal legal processes
were impractical because the legal fraternity was ignorant of the political problems involved. Consequently, these priests and others were to be turned over
immediately to the Security Police and, if necessary, placed in concentration
camps.623 Finally, in 1942 Bormann, in a confidential memo, stated that the power
of the churches must be broken finally and completely. Nazism and its spiritual expression must prevail, because it represented a truly scientific worldview,
whereas Christianity was unscientific and its influence was a serious obstacle to
total rule. Bormann was the most outspoken anti-Christian and anti-clergy figure
in the Nazi government. he was the main instigator of the governments warfare
against the churches which hitler had planned to put off until after the war.624
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3.5.6 C ont i nued Ten s ion s Con cern in g re a d mis s io n of P a s tors
Tittelbach, of course, was not aware
of the secret policies of the rShA in Berlin. he thought that perhaps there was
some misunderstanding in Berlin about
the situation of the Lutheran returnees or
perhaps there had been a break down of
communications. he was still committed
to the establishment of a german-speaking
Church and had the unofficial verbal approval of the german Evangelical Church
to move ahead. Bishop heckel was in no
position to do more than offer encouragement and recommend that Tittelbach keep
in touch with the general Commissar.
in addition to the problem of getting
pastors, the establishment of parishes was
no simple matter. There had been parishes
before the war and the church buildings
were still standing, but some of them had
not been used for some time. No parProvost Tittelbach standing
ish could be established and no elections
before the Kėdainiai altar. PTA.
could be held without official government
approval. A further problem was the question under whose authority these parishes would function. it was certain that they
could not be associated with the Lithuanian Lutheran consistory. A new german consistory would have to be established and it would require a legal constitution, approved by the general Commissar and the Commander of the SiPo-SD in Kaunas.
None of this was a real possibility, given Jäger’s own written statement forbidding the
recall of german Lutheran pastors.
Tittelbach remained hopeful. on December 8, 1942 he was invited to meet
with von renteln in Kaunas. The general Commissar promised his support for
Tittelbach’s plans to establish a church and secure pastors. in addition to his
meeting with von renteln, Tittelbach also met with Lüth, the head of the Political
Department, to review names of pastors who might be called back to Lithuania
and to formulate a list of parishes for them to serve. Tittelbach went home greatly
encouraged that his dreams would be realized and that the german-speaking
Lutheran Church in Lithuania would become a reality.625
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March 3, 1943 teletype from SS-Obersturmbannführer otto-Wilhelm
Wandesleben in Berlin stating that the prohibition
against the Lutheran pastors entry ostland was still in effect. LCvA.

Throughout the winter and spring of 1942-1943 Tittelbach waited patiently to
see what fruit would come of his meetings with von renteln and Lüth. For several
months he awaited some word from the office of the general Commissar, but he
heard nothing. Finally, he began to grow impatient and decided to travel to Kaunas to once again take up the matter with Lüth personally. When he arrived, he
was surprised to find that Lüth had been transferred to another division, and that
the new head of the Political Department was SS-Sturmbannführer von Staden.
von Staden was quite surprised by Tittelbach’s report of his earlier meeting with
Lüth. he had absolutely no information about it, but stated that he was himself a
Baltic german who was not against the church. he declared that he was willing
to support Tittelbach’s proposals. he asked for a copy of the proposed statutes
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of the Lithuanian german Lutheran Church. Tittelbach supplied him with a copy
which included some handwritten amendments to bring it up to date.626
Again, the highest officials of the reich, including Alfred rosenberg and heinrich himmler, became involved. on February 16, 1943 Wandesleben wrote to Jäger
in Kaunas that the reich Minister rosenberg claimed that Reichsführer-SS himmler
had given his approval to the readmission of fourteen Lutheran pastors to minister to the returned Lithuanian Volksdeutsche. he asked whether Jäger could share
with him any information about this arrangement.627 in response Jäger answered to
Wandesleben on February 27, 1943 that von renteln had requested the readmission
of eleven german Lutheran pastors, and that the reich Ministry for the occupied
Eastern Territories and the Main Welfare office (Hauptamt Volksdeutsche Mittelstelle
- voMi) had agreed. however, he was not aware that himmler might have agreed
to this plan. This put the whole matter in doubt.628 it was clarified a few days later,
and on March 3, 1943 Wandesleben in Berlin sent a teletype to Jäger in Kaunas stating that the prohibitions against pastors entering ostland had not been rescinded.
he further asked just what Department of the voMi had issued this permission.
he indicated that rShA in Berlin was still taking a firm position in this matter,
and that it appeared that somewhere in the Nazi apparatus this position was not
being taken sufficiently seriously.629 Even if himmler were personally to favor a
proposal to send pastors, it was highly unlikely that he would disturb the usual
decision-making process by directly countermanding hitler’s stated policy. in a
communication, dated March 6, Jäger quoted the only document about this matter
in his possession. in it himmler was quoted as stating on June 6, 1942 that the dispatch of pastors to the Lithuanian germans should be consulted with the SiPo-and
SD in Kaunas. Jäger also stated that he had always been fundamentally opposed to
the plan to allow pastors to migrate and wondered what should be the next step.630
From the standpoint of the german Lutherans themselves the need for pastors to
bless marriages, to bury the dead in consecrated ground, and other pastoral acts was
most pressing. They were church people, not anti-church Pietists who might regard
the organized church as a hindrance to their piety. They wanted and needed pastors, so stated Dr. Duckart in a letter written on May 22 to Went von der ropp, the
advisor in ecclesiastical matters to the general Commissar in Kaunas. he stated that
in his travels he was constantly bombarded by questions about when the pastors
would come. he was afraid that if these requests were ignored or unanswered, the
result would be that these people would either associate themselves with the Lithu626
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Pastor Albert hirsch and the 1935 Šilalė confirmation class. JKA.

anian Lutheran Church, or go to the pastorless sectarians. one was as bad as the
other, because either way the unity of the ethnic germans would be fractured. he
sent a copy of this letter also Jäger to alert him to the seriousness of the situation.631
Despite the continued objections of the rShA in Berlin and the SiPo-SD in Kaunas, the reich Ministry for the occupied Eastern Territories, together with the general Commissariat and the SS-Settlement Department, still stuck to its plan to furnish
pastors for the settlers. The number of them was decreased first from fourteen to
eleven and then from eleven to eight.632 The Nazi civil government insisted that no
pastors would be considered for admission, excepting those who were clearly apolitical and who would in no way interfere with the program of National Socialism.
Again, in May 1943, another pastor managed to slip through the State Security
Police net. Pastor hirsch received permission from the SS-Settlement Department
to migrate, although his papers said nothing about the fact that he was a pastor
of the Lutheran Church.633 only later did the fact that a pastor had entered the
country come to the attention of Commander Jäger and his staff. upon his arrival
in Panevėžys Provost Tittelbach sent a request to the office of Foreign Affairs of
631
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october 8, 1943 certificate of Bishop Theodor heckel, stating that Provost Tittelbach
was the representative of the german Evangelical Church in Lithuania. PTA.

the german Evangelical Church, asking that permission be given him to perform
pastoral duties in Panevėžys, and the permission was granted.634 This was in one
respect a step forward but, at the same time, it must be noted that there was still
no german-speaking pastor in the whole of Suvalkija, an area that was fairly
teaming with ethnic german Lutherans.
it was a feature of the Nazi system that one division of government was pitted
against another in an ongoing struggle for supremacy. What the State Security
Police expressly forbad could still be accomplished by other departments, simply
by withholding information or using terminology calculated to misinform. it was
634
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by such manipulations that both Provost Tittelbach and Pastor hirsh managed
to enter Lithuania legally and serve the church in contravention of State Security Police policy. Although the Commander of SiPo-SD in Kaunas made it very
clear to the general Commissar and the SS-Settlement Department that pastors
were not to be allowed to enter the country, von renteln and Dr. Duckart, in
coordination with Lohse in riga, moved ahead with plans to bring more pastors
into Lithuania. on August 12, 1943 they decided that the following pastors of the
“o” (“Ost”) classification should be given permission to live and work in Lithuania: hermann Jaekel, gustav Wagner, Karl Felgendreher, Bruno Landig, Paul
Tittelbach, and Albert hirsch. As might be expected, they were to be classified in
such a way that no mention would be made that they were pastors. As earlier in
the case of Tittelbach and hirsch, they would be classified as farmers.635
For his part Provost Tittelbach still awaited the fulfillment of his dream - the
establishment of a Lithuanian german Lutheran Church. it was important to his
ministerial work that he should be able to receive some exemptions from the government for his travels. For this reason he once again asked Bishop heckel of
the german Evangelical Church to officially authorize him as a provost of that
church and assign him the task of gathering the settlers in Lithuania to form congregations. Although ostland was not an area in which the german Evangelical Church was authorized to operate, Tittelbach’s authorization was given on
September 14, 1943.636 in it Bishop heckel stated that Provost Tittelbach was the
representative of the External Church relations office of the german Evangelical
Church (Deutsche Evangelische Kirche. Kirchliches Außenamt) for the german Lutheran congregations in Lithuania. he was authorized to conduct negotiations for
the establishment of german Lutheran congregations in Lithuania and was also
mandated to gather and organize congregations. in recognition of his office, he
was given a seal declaring him “Commissioner of the External Church relations
office in Lithuania” (“Beauftragter des Kirchlichen Außenamtes für Litauen”).637
in autumn of that same year Tittelbach was summoned to Kaunas to meet
the head of the Political Department. This time the summoning letter came from
Weyer, who had been assistant to von Staden and who had now been given greater responsibilities in ecclesiastical affairs. Weyer informed him that he had reviewed his proposals for the formation of a Lithuanian german Lutheran Church
and it was evident that new statutes needed to be written, this time giving clear
expression to the spirit of National Socialism and using appropriate National So635
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cialist vocabulary.638 Tittelbach rewrote the statutes and submitted his revision in
october 1943 with the hope that now the plan would move forward rapidly. indeed, it would seem that the matter was moving forward, for on october 2, 1943 a
call for the six pastors to migrate was issued by Duckart and sent to the Welfare
office (VoMi).639 This made it possible for them to enter the country legally.

3.5.7 A t t emp ts to reach Agreeme n t
C oncer ni ng th e return of Pas tors
it was evident that in the conflict concerning the admission of pastors three
parties needed to come to agreement. on october 18, 1943 representatives of the
general Commissar, the SS-Settlement Department, and SiPo-SD met in Kaunas
to discuss this matter. The meeting was called by von der ropp of the general
Commissariat in order that the reich Commissar for ostland, hinrich Lohse, who
had arranged for the settlement of eight pastors, might get an official opinion concerning this matter from the SiPo-SD and the SS-Settlement Department.
in preparation with the meeting SS-Untersturmführer Kossmann presented a
short document in which he stated the results of his investigation into the Lutheran
Church in Lithuania. he remarked that until the beginning of WWi the Lutheran
Church in Lithuania had largely been a “german creature” and that it was, in fact,
the only organization in the country which could be described as the bearer of authentic german culture. This situation had changed after the war. Although the
40,000 strong german ethnic group still predominated in the church, there were
now, in addition to them, some 25,000 Lithuanians and 12,000 Latvians. These three
groups had found it impossible to live together in peace, and during the administration of Prof. Dr. gaigalaitis, there had been a determined effort to rid the church
of german influences. During this period a number of german pastors had been
forced to leave the country. There had also been a determined effort to eliminate
german influence in the education of the clergy. By 1940 there were only twelve
german pastors left in Lithuania. During the repatriation, 50,000 germans left the
country and of these approximately 28,000, most of them farmers, later returned.
These 28,000 germans were being served by only two returning pastors. The unofficial leader of the clergy was Provost Tittelbach. All church buildings and lands
of the german Lutherans were taken over by the Lithuanian Lutheran Church, and
the Lithuanian pastors were now responsible for the spiritual care of both the Lithuanians and Latvians. Since some of those whom they served were in resettlement
areas, german Lutherans also were attending these Lithuanian services. in addition,
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a number of german Lutheran churches in northern Lithuania were taken over by
Latvians. Since that time services there were being held in the Latvian language.
During the years of contention between the ethnic groups, the Lithuanian and Latvian pastors were inimical to the german-speaking group. The situation at present,
however, was somewhat different; german settlers who wanted to attend Lutheran
services now found it necessary to attend services in a foreign language and culture.
it was not easy to determine what influence the sects had had on the german settlers.
Sectarians in the Šakiai region were highly politicized and it had been necessary for
the police to take action against their leaders. Furthermore, Kossmann had indicated
that the ethnic germans were very difficult to reach. They were spread over a wide
area and like other farmers they were very busy in the spring and in the autumn,
and it was difficult for the Nazi Party to get through to them. What was needed was
a strong initiative by energizing the Hitlerjugend and other Party organizations.640
The october 18 meeting began with an overview of the situation in the Baltic States.
von der ropp noted that the general Commissar for Lithuania was inclined to agree
to the proposal that Lithuanian ethnic german pastors should be allowed to return to
Lithuania. von Staden, the head of the Political Department of the general Commissariat, was favorably inclined toward this proposal as well. As a Baltic german, he
could speak from long experience that the church in the Baltic States was quite different from the church in germany. A large number of churchmen in germany were
opposed to National Socialism, but the situation in the Baltic lands was different. it
was his opinion that Baltic pastors were the best National Socialists and the strongest supporters of the Nazi regime. it was clear that he saw the admission of pastors
as no threat to the implementation of the Party program. he went on to state that
the returnees, especially those in rural areas, were not politically astute and that the
older generation of settlers was greatly in need of spiritual care. Some of them were
now attending Lithuanian Lutheran services and this was serving to estrange them
from their german roots. Still, others were becoming entangled in the prayer services
and Bible study groups of the sects. von Staden and von der ropp stated that such a
situation was intolerable. in many cases german Lutherans were taking their infant
children to Lithuanian roman Catholic priests for Baptism because they had no pastors of their own. Duckart agreed that a stop must be put to this.
it should be noted that von Staden depicted the situation of the church, its pastors, and the settlers in such a way as to make the return of pastors look very attractive to the Party. Everything he said was meant to emphasize this. it is rather
doubtful that the returning Volksdeutsche would be estrange from their german
roots simply by attending worship services in the Lithuanian Churches, but that
is the picture that von Staden sought to portray. At the conclusion of his remarks
640
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he stated that it was of great importance that pastors should be permitted to return and for this reason he had sought permission for this from the SD. Because
SS-Untersturmführer Müller had been opposed to the return, von Staden now
wished to hear the opinion of SS-Standartenführer Jäger.
it was, probably, not by accident that this meeting was called at a time when
Jäger was out of the city, since his opposition to the return of the pastors was well
known. Earlier von Staden had had a short phone conversation with SS-Hauptsturmführer Schmitz, who told him that everything seemed to be in order and that
he was not opposed to the return of the pastors.
representing Commander Jäger, SS-Sturmbannführer Löhndorf flatly stated
that since the Fuehrer had spoken, any questions whatever concerning the spiritual needs of the settlers and the danger that the ethnic germans could be alienated from their german roots, were totally irrelevant. The matter was now settled
and, as far as he was concerned, there was no need for any further discussions.
von Staden, von der ropp, and Dr. Duckart insisted that they found themselves
caught between a regulation and a permission. They had written a permission and now
they had only heard an oral report concerning a supposed statement from the Fuehrer.
They had never seen anything about this prohibition in writing. They thought that in
the present case it would be wise to proceed on the basis of the needs of the settlers.
representatives of the general Commissar went on to say that the National Socialist
Party at present needed a better understanding of the settlers and their needs. They
were a people among whom pastors were held in great dignity and had great authority. To them a pastor was more than a mere religious functionary. People referred to
him as “Herr Pastor” (“Sir Pastor”) and they approached him with questions not only
concerning the faith, but also concerning conscience and daily life. What the pastor
said stood firm. This figure of importance in the community could not be easily replaced by some other figure, and the older generation, which now faced spiritual emptiness, would not willingly give up baptism, marriage, and other church ceremonies.
For these they would even be willing to go to foreign clergy - a situation which could
indeed alienate them from their german roots.
Löhndorf was hardly likely to accept this argument. he stated that the Party
and the Church were fundamentally irreconcilable, and that the answer to the
problem was the thorough nazification of the young through increased Party activity. “Let the old people go to their pastor or whoever else; concentrate on those
under age thirty-five… one need not to have any fear that the Hitlerjugend will
not be able to satisfy the needs of the younger generation.” Löhndorf declared
that the fears of the representatives of the general Commissar about the settlers
were baseless. it was clear that Löhndorf had came to the meeting for one purpose - to scuttle the program.
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von Staden stated his opinion that no one really knew anything about the
Fuehrer’s prohibition, but that whatever might be the case, they must concern
themselves with the reality of the situation of settlers, and that despite any prohibition, they must consider the danger that the ethnic germans could be alienated from their german roots.
in addition, it needed to be determined who was really competent to make
decisions in the whole matter of the recall of the pastors and other church questions. This was the subject of letters written by reich Minister Alfred rosenberg
in November 1942 and January 1943 in which he stated that he and he alone was
competent to make final judgments in these cases. it also had to be considered that
the reich Ministry for the occupied Eastern Territories was aware of the Fuehrer’s
prohibition and had arranged for the return of the pastors to ostland despite it.
The meeting had already reached its conclusion when SS-Obergebietsführer
Karl Nabersberg appeared on the scene. he conducted himself in a very controlled manner and avoided making any strong statements. Finally, von der ropp
declared that the communication they had received clearly gave them responsibility in questions concerning settlement questions. The SD thought otherwise.
it would be necessary to await clarification by the Party (NSDAP).641
This meeting was helpful in drawing the lines. Both sides insisted that they had authority in the matter of settlement issues and by the end of the meeting it was clear that
no compromise was possible and the issue would have to be settled on a higher level.
once again, interdepartmental rivalries made it impossible for the civil government
and SiPo-SD to work amicably together toward a common solution. Duckart and the
representatives of the general Commissariat would continue to insist that decisions
concerning immigration had been placed in their hands, and the SiPo-SD people insisted that in ostland they alone were responsible for the resolution of all immigration
questions. however, the commander of SiPo-SD in Kaunas had high level authority
and with the permission of the rShA he was free to act decisively.
in his monthly reports, the Sipo-SD Commander usually gave some attention
to the roman Catholic Church and occasionally also the russian orthodox. however, it appears that he did not pay a great deal of attention to the Lutherans, the
second largest Christian confession in the land. his october 31, 1943 report was
an exception in that in this report he did mention the Lutherans, but only in very
general terms, without saying a word about the contentious october 18 meeting.
Oberführer Dr. Wilhelm Fuchs simply stated that there had been some concern
about the spiritual care of the 30,000 returnees, almost all of whom were Lutherans, and their need for clergy. The entry of eight pastors to serve them had been
approved by the general Commissar whose argument was that if pastors were
641
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not provided, it was likely that the resettlers would ask native Lithuanian pastors
to provide them spiritual care. The general Commissar reasoned that were this to
happen, there was a risk that the german people would become alienated from
the new german worldview and backslide into Lithuanian attitudes. Dr. Fuchs
reported that despite the position taken by von renteln, he found it necessary to
insist that no immigration of pastors into Lithuania to serve the ethnic german
Lutherans would be permitted.642

3.5.8 T he r eaction of SiPo-SD to r e tu rn in g P a s tors
About two weeks after the october 18 meeting, a third pastor, hermann Jaekel,
arrived in Lithuania from the reich. Before repatriation he had served as pastor
in Žemaičių Naumiestis. he was among the repatriates who had been settled in
ortelsburg, East Prussia. Dr. Duckart wrote to him informing him that he had
been granted permission to return to Lithuania. on this basis the Central immigration office (EWz) issued the necessary documents, permitting him to return
to Lithuania as a pastor.643
Jaekel’s return was challenged, however, by SiPo-SD. on September 15, 1943 Commander Karl Jäger was replaced by SS-Oberführer Dr. Wilhelm Fuchs. Fuchs was far
stricter in his interpretation of official regulations than Jäger had been, and he was
absolutely unwilling to bend to the arguments of the civil government. Pastor Jaekel
appeared before Fuchs on November 4, 1943 to present his documents. Dr. Fuchs immediately understood that the admission of Jaekel contradicted the executive order
of the Fuehrer. Later that day he wrote to Duckart insisting that he be informed who
had issued this permission. he wanted to make it clear that the admission of pastors to
ostland was contrary to the executive order of the Fuehrer and it must cease immediately.644 Duckart’s reply on November 6 simply repeated his usual arguments in favor
of the admission of pastors. he declared that the discussions were ongoing and that he
himself had no knowledge of an executive order from the Fuehrer about this matter.
Fuchs found this response unsatisfactory, and he contacted the general Commissariat
in Kaunas which responded that its position on this matter had been misunderstood.
Fuchs then declared that Jaekel had two days to leave the country.645
To add fuel to the fire, Fuchs then discovered that on November 7 Provost
Tittelbach had announced from the pulpit in Kaunas that Pastor Landig, who had
earlier served in Kybartai, would soon be arriving in Kaunas to become pastor
of that congregation of that congregation. Fuchs’ reaction to this news was that
642
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in the handling of the question concerning Lutheran pastors, the general Commissariat was giving the distinct impression that it was not willing to work with
the SiPo-SD in the matter. Fuchs then described the situation in a November 8
letter to hinze in the SiPo-SD office for ostland in riga. he stated that it was
clear that Dr. Duckart was a major source of the problem, because it was he who
was clearing the path for these pastors to enter the country. With reference to
his disagreements with the SS-Settlement Department, he asked hinze for advice
particularly concerning the service of Lutheran pastors. he wondered whether
the prohibition was absolute or whether exceptions were permitted in the interest
of strengthening the ethnic german community.646
The situation was further complicated when Pastor Landig arrived in Kaunas
in the middle of November. he was carrying an amazing document from himmler’s rKFDv office stating that he was called to work in the german community.
Further, his entrance permit stated that he was entering not as an agricultural
worker but as a pastor.647
This immediately caught the attention of Fuchs, who stated that Duckart
should clearly understand that the pastors were to leave ostland until the whole
matter had been clarified. Duckart thought otherwise. it was his opinion that if
the pastor had a letter and a direct appointment from himmler’s rKFDv office,
this matter could not simply be cast aside. What he meant by this was that he was
not going to put himself in the position of deporting a man carrying such a high
level authorization. if Fuchs wanted him out of the country, then it was up to him
and his department to take care of the matter.
SiPo-SD determined that Landig’s admission contravened the executive order banning pastors and that he must leave the country. As in the case of Jaekel,
Fuchs acted to protect himself in case the expulsion of Landig should come to the
attention of the office of the rKFDv. in absence of Löhndorf, whose outspoken
opposition to the pastors was well known, the order directing Landig to leave the
country by Thursday was issued by SS-Untersturmführer Kossmann.
in the face of the decision of the SiPo-SD, Dr. Duckart sought to provide Landig some protection. he wrote to Fuchs on November 17, stating that Landig was
one of the six pastors authorized to work in Lithuania by the general Commissar
in Kaunas. he stated in strong terms that Landig and the other five pastors had
received the proper authorization and had been granted permission to enter ostland on that basis. he closed by noting that this letter was to be taken as a clear
reply to Fuchs’ earlier communication.648
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in his journal SS-Untersturmführer Kossmann made an annotation on November 19 about the state of affairs with regard to the Lutheran clergy. he stated that
it was obvious that the general Commissariat had decided to reestablish the german Lutheran Church, and that for this reason not only Tittelbach, but also two
other pastors, Jaekel and Landig, had been called to come to Kaunas. Both Jaekel
and Landig sought to become the pastor of the Kaunas congregation. Jaekel had
tried earlier to obtain a permit to come to Kaunas, stating that his wife and her
parents had opened a flower shop there. According to Kossmann, nothing came
of this and Jaekel was deported. Two weeks after Jaekel had been ordered to
leave, Pastor Landig, the son-in-law of Provost Tittelbach, arrived. Kossmann
stated that he too sought to become Pastor in Kaunas and had the strong support
of Tittelbach.649 it was evident that Kossmann had no strong sympathy for either
the pastors or the congregations. his real concern was to see that all the regulations were properly followed.
Pastor Landig was summoned to meet with SS-Hauptscharführer Mederski in Kaunas on November 26, 1943 to assist his office in throwing some light on the circumstances of his coming to Lithuania. Mederski stated that it was clear that Landig’s
father-in-law (Tittelbach) had approached the SS-Settlement Department about the
matter to determine what procedures and formulas had to be followed. Permission
to enter ostland came to the office of rKFDv from the SS-Settlement Department in
Kaunas and the travel document had been issued on that basis. When Landig arrived,
he was told by the Security Police that everything was not in order and for that reason
he made arrangements to return to germany the very next day.650
That same day Provost Tittelbach was summoned to the office of Mederski for
questioning about his own pastoral work. he was asked why he was engaging
in pastoral work when he had been readmitted as a farmer. he replied that he
was now an old man and that he had suffered a serious fall and had to curtail his
farming activities. he was forced to admit, however, that he had been engaging
in ecclesiastical activities ever since his return and that he had the support of the
german Evangelical Church in his attempts to reorganize a german Lutheran
Church in Lithuania. in addition, he had sought to arrange for the entrance into
the country of eight pastors to serve the church. one of these eight was his sonin-law. Tittelbach stated that it had been his aim during a period of more than
twenty years of great struggle within the Lithuanian Lutheran Church to establish an independent german Lutheran Church for ethnic germans in Lithuania.
he stated that the pastors were supported by the german civil government and
were in no way involving in political opposition to National Socialism. he further
remarked that it seemed paradoxical that Lithuanians, russians, Poles, and Bela649
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Pastor Kalvanas setting stakes for planting saplings in front of the “vymerinė” the Tauragė parish parsonage, spring 1943. JKA.

rusians should be able to practice their religion, while german Lutherans living
in Lithuania did not enjoy the same privilege. This put Lithuanian germans in
the position of having to go to Lithuanian pastors for confirmation and other ministerial acts. Mederski informed Tittelbach that the german Evangelical Church
had no power or authority to sponsor or support the formation of a german Lutheran Church in Lithuania, and that what had been done had no legal standing
whatsoever. in addition, it was for this reason also that his son-in-law could not
be permitted to become a settler and work as a pastor.651
Even though Jaekel and Landig had been sent back to germany, Tittelbach
refused to surrender his dream. on November 29 he wrote to Mederski again relating to him that he had gone to Duckart and von renteln to obtain their support
for his quest to establish a german-speaking church. he noted also that at the
same time he had presented to Dr. Wahl the statutes of the german Evangelical
Lutheran Church in Lithuania which he had prepared back in 1921, long before
the National Socialist era. in the course of time these statutes had been examined
by Weyer, the religious affairs adviser, who rejected them and said that they had
to be rewritten to reflect the spirit of National Socialism. Tittelbach stated that he
651
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had labored long and hard to thoroughly revise the statutes. he had worked on
this project for at least seven weeks and had, finally, gained approval. Therefore,
he now asked that he be given permission to move ahead with his program of
establishing the church, and he asked that Mederski might allow the planning
conferences which would bring this about.652
At this point the german Lutheran community looked quite optimistically
to the possibility of establishing their own german-speaking church. Although
the pastors who had been repatriated to germany were not permitted to return
as pastors, some of them did come as vacationers. in their itinerary they would
make time for a visit with Pastor Tittelbach who, of course, shared with them his
grand vision of a german-speaking Lutheran Church in Lithuania. Among the
visitors was Pastor Trakis who attended the broadcast of the radio Divine Service
in Kaunas on November 20, 1943 and had met after the service with Pastor Kalvanas. he shared with Kalvanas the decision of Provost Tittelbach to appoint him
as pastor at virbalis. All that was lacking now was the permission of the general
Commissar, and he hoped that it would soon be granted. it is noteworthy that
Trakis was able to identify correctly that “mysterious” third pastor who had received permission to enter Lithuania. it was Pastor Jaekel – a fact which not even
the highly efficient SiPo-SD had been able to uncover.653

3.5.9 r est r ic tion s on relig ious Activ itie s
A mong Et h n ic german s
While the Nazi civil government and the SiPo-SD were arguing about the admission of pastors, the situation of the german occupation of the Nazi States was
eroding. it had now been two years since the german armies had swept through
Lithuania and a german civil authority and Security Police had been established.
The Bolsheviks had been driven eastward, their collaborators had been hunted
down and killed, and the Jewish population had been virtually exterminated.
The Nazis seemed to be going from strength to strength, but now the tide was
turning. At the Battle of Kursk in July, 1943 the german army had been forced
back by the overwhelming onslaught of the red Army, and the Wehrmacht was
now in retreat. By December 1943 the red Army had pushed forward to within
100 kilometers of Latvia and Estonia and only 200 kilometers from Lithuania.
hitler and his top lieutenants could see that the situation was growing critical.
in order to keep order effectively, it was necessary to give to the Security Police
Carte blanc power to maintain order and move against all enemies of National So652
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The Kėdainiai church before WWii. PTA.

The interior of the Kėdainiai church before WWii. PTA.
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cialism, whether real or imagined. Tightened control over the lives of Lithuanian
germans would now begin.
on December 6, 1943 Dr. Fuchs wrote to SS-Sturmbannführer hinze in riga
that on the basis of the Fuehrer’s statements all german pastors must be expelled
from Lithuania.654 The next day, December 7, hinze had a phone conversation
with SS-Sturmbannführer Löhndorf in Kaunas, asking for clarification concerning the documents he had ordering the expulsion of the pastors. on December 8
Löhndorf wrote to him that he had more than one document from SS-Untersturmführer Wandesleben which prohibited the readmission of the clergy to ostland.
Concerning the statement of the Fuehrer against the clergy, he did not have a
written copy of it but only a report from Wandesleben, who informed him that
the directive had been read at a meeting in his department.655
To clarify the situation, the reich Ministry for the occupied Eastern Territories sent their representative, Karl rosenfelder, the head of the group concerning
religious policy in the Department on Cultural Policy in the Ministry, to meet
with the SiPo-SD in Kaunas. it appears that rosenfelder was not successful in his
efforts to support the establishment of german-speaking congregations and the
admission of clergy to Lithuania. in his memoirs, Tittelbach wrote that although
he did not have the minutes of the meeting, it was clear that rosenfelder got nowhere in his discussions with the Security Police. Finally, von Staden, who had
always been supportive of Provost Tittelbach’s efforts, summoned him to Kaunas
to inform him that the cause was lost. it would be no possibility of establishing a
german Lutheran Church on Lithuanian soil. von Staden said that he hoped that
the situation would improve after the war and that then the prohibition would
be lifted. For the present time, however, the Security Police were willing to make
an exception only in the case of Tittelbach himself and, even then, only with the
stipulation that every sermon he preached outside his parish church in Kėdainiai
had first to be submitted to the Security Police. This meant that before he was allowed to preach outside his own parish in Kėdainiai, he had to receive permission
to do so from Löhndorf.656
on December 4 Tittelbach asked Löhndorf for permission to celebrate Christmas in Kaunas. The permission was given on December 9. on December 17 Tittelbach received word from von der ropp that he agreed to Tittelbach’s request to
preach in Kaunas again on New Year’s Day and that he was informing SiPo-SD of
this. on March 3, 1944 von der ropp wrote once again, stating that it was agree-
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March 3, 1944 request of the general Commissar to the Sipo-SD that Provost Tittelbach be
permitted to hold services in Tauragė and Kaunas. LCvA.

Šiauliai region Commissar
NSDAP Kreisleiter hans gewecke
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able to him that Tittelbach should preach
in Tauragė on March 19 and in Kaunas
on April 7, good Friday.657
it is likely that the Security Police inquired minutely into the circumstances
of each of these journeys and that they
inspected Tittelbach’s sermons closely.
Even the civil government got involved.
on January 27, 1944 the general Commissar in Kaunas wrote to Tittelbach, with
a copy to the SiPo-SD, stating that the
district commissar for Šiauliai, Kreisleiter
hans gewecke, had brought it to his attention that the Lithuanian Lutheran pastor
in Tauragė was conducting german services monthly for ethnic germans in that
city. he stated that this was not desirable.
it would be far better for Tittelbach to go
to Tauragė to conduct these services.658
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The name of the Lithuanian pastor was not mentioned in this correspondence but
it must, of course, had been Jonas Kalvanas, who had been pastor there since 1940.
After the Tauragė german Divine Service on March 19, 1943, Pastor Tittelbach
met with Kalvanas. he clarified the whole matter by stating that he had used the
ethnic question only in order to solicit support and legal standing for activities
which would lead to the formation of german congregations. it was for this reason
that he had sent a memorandum to the Šiauliai regional commissar stating that the
Lithuanians did not want to open their churches for german services and, therefore, several repatriated pastors needed permission to form ethnic german congregations and solicit other pastors to return to Lithuania to serve these congregations.
on this basis the general Commissar had indicated that he was willing to support
the effort to establish german congregations. Kalvanas was a bit put off about this
whole business, because he had been trying to serve the germans with german
services. however, he agreed that from that point forward Tittelbach should come
to Tauragė on the first Sunday of every month to hold german services. he wrote
to Leijeris on April 5, 1944 that he did not think that this arrangement would work
very well, because the germans needed their own local pastor in residence, and
neither hirsch nor Tittelbach lived in the vicinity of Tauragė. Therefore, it would
be left to Kalvanas to minister to the sick and home-bound and other germans in
need of pastoral care between Pastor Tittelbach’s visits.659
The civil government still insisted that it had the right to admit pastors to
minister to german-speaking Lithuanians. reich Minister Alfred rosenberg met
with rShA and the representatives of the National Socialist Party chancellery in
Berlin to reach agreement on this. it was decided that the three pastors who had
returned to Lithuania would be permitted to remain. The three were unnamed.660
Two of them must have been Tittelbach and hirsch. it is not known who the third
one was; both Landig and Jeackel had already been sent back to germany.
Either rosenberg’s February 14, 1944 statement did not arrive on time or the
Security Police decided to ignore the reich Minister’s decision. on February
24 Löhndorf sent a general memo to SiPo-SD in Panevėžys stating that, as far as
SiPo-SD was concerned, hirsch was not a pastor but an agricultural worker and,
in accordance with the Fuehrer’s decree, he was not to be permitted to undertake
any ecclesiastical activities. Should he be found to be engaging in such activities,
it must be ascertained by whose authority he was doing them. if he could not
provide satisfactory answer, he was to be held in violation of the law.661
The Panevėžys SiPo-SD ordered Pastor hirsch to appear for interrogation. The
results of this interrogation were communicated to SiPo-SD in Kaunas on March
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15, 1944. The report stated that hirsch asked whether or not he was allowed to
engage in pastoral activity in the Panevėžys congregation, since he had all the necessary permissions from the general Commissar and the favorable opinion and
letter of recommendation from the german Evangelical Church.662
This necessarily occasioned a confrontation between the Security Police and
the civil government. reich Commissar Lohse in riga wrote to Commander
Fuchs in Kaunas on March 6, 1944, stating the terms of the Berlin agreement and
quoting the words of rosenberg that three pastors could remain and exercise
their pastoral duties. he asked Fuchs how they ought to proceed, since the decision of Berlin on this matter was clear. This decision affected the legal standing
of the church and the property, which had not yet been returned to them. This
indicated that the civil government was ready to proceed to support Tittelbach’s
plan to establish german Lutheran congregations.663
in a letter to Commander hinze in riga on March 20 Löhndorf stated that only
two pastors were working in Lithuania, Tittelbach and hirsch. he added that it
was interesting to note that they had letters of recommendation from the german
Evangelical Church and the general Commissar. The term “third pastor” must,
he said, refer to Šneideraitis (germ. Schneidereit) in Tauragė, who was, in fact, not
a pastor at all but a church musician, who had been previously involved in activities which were strictly sectarian in nature. in any case, he should be sent back
to germany, along with his family, because he had entered Lithuania without the
proper permission, and he was known to have been involved in activities which
were contrary to the best interests of the reich.664
Before this letter arrived, Löhndorf received a communication on March 21 from
hinze inquiring about this so-called “third pastor.” he also added that in his opinion hirsch should not be permitted to serve as a pastor at all and that Tittelbach
should be allowed to serve only occasionally. When Löhndorf’s letter did arrive,
hinze immediately fired off a reply on March 30, stating that it was imperative that
the subversive activity of Šneideraitis should be inquired into, so that proper action could be taken. That same day Löhndorf replied that Šneideraitis had entered
the country illegally, since he was classified as “Altreich,” but since his return he
had somehow managed to get his classification changed to “Ost.” it had been determined that he had harbored two fugitives from justice who had escaped from
germany and fled to Lithuania. When questioned about this matter, he claimed to
be ignorant of the circumstances under which they had left the fatherland. in his interrogation he stated that he had never been a pastor but had served as assistant organist in six Lutheran parishes. it was not clear whether he was still connected with
662
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any sectarian groups.665 it was decided that
he should be deported back to germany.
on April 16 hinze wrote to Dr. Fuchs
in Kaunas, stating that at a meeting with
Dr. Lenz, the representative of the reich
Commissar for ostland, he was told that
there were still three Lutheran pastors in
Lithuania. Who the third one was, Lenz
could not say, but he could say, that it
was the wish of the reich Commissar
for ostland that he be permitted to continue his work. Lenz also asked that consideration be given to the admission of
the three more pastors to Lithuania. he
stated that german Lutheran pastors had
already begun to elect parish councils. in
response hinze asked whether SiPo-SD
Pastor Karl Felgendreher. JKA.
in Kaunas was aware of this fact, since
such activities were contrary to its policies. Further, Tittelbach and hirsh would
need to be questioned about it.666
To the utter surprise of the SiPo-SD, in the opening days of April 1944 Pastor
Felgendreher arrived in Lithuania with the proper authorizations in his hands.
he had been drafted into the army on August 6, 1941, and until January 18,
1944 he had served in the occupied territories. his wife had arrived in Kybartai
already in 1943 and made her home with her parents on the family farm there. in
1943 Felgendreher had been on leave and had spend time with his wife and her
parents at the family farm in Lithuania. While still on leave, he met with the SSSettlement Department in Kaunas to inquire about the situation of his family. he
was informed at that time by von der ropp that as a pastor he had been included
on the list of clergy who should be sent to Lithuania to serve the church. This fact
was confirmed for him by Kornelius, a staff member of the SS-Settlement Department. When he returned to active duty, he was informed that it had been decided
to release him from any further military service, effective January 18, 1944. it had
been his hope that upon his return to Kybartai he would be permitted to serve
there as pastor, but at a meting with von der ropp at the beginning of April, he
was informed that his status had not yet been determined. Kornelius advised
him to get qualified in some other line of work, as for example a clerical worker,
665
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and he agreed to do this. immediately upon his return he was approached by
german-speaking Lutherans who made it clear to him that his pastoral services
were urgently needed. he replied that he was not permitted to take on any pastoral obligations until he had been given permission to do so. The people then
approached Fester, the chief of the local civil government (germ. Kreisdienststellenleiter), and he issued a permission stating that Felgendreher was permitted to
perform occasional pastoral services. At the same time, he recommended to Felgendreher that he should apply to regional commissar for specific authorization
to serve as a pastor.667
on April 1 the regional commissar in Kaunas issued permission to Pastor Felgendreher to celebrate Easter in the virbalis congregation and to bless three marriages in that church on Easter Monday, April 10. on other occasions he was permitted to officiate at burials and he was even permitted to conduct a confirmation
service on March 26. in each individual case it was necessary for him to obtain
formal permission, and copies of these permissions were to be sent to the SiPo-SD
office in Kaunas.
The Security Police became very curious about the services that Felgendreher
was conducting in virbalis. Commander Fuchs himself thought that he had to
learn more about these services from his SiPo-SD division in Marijampolė. The
Marijampolė division immediately summoned Felgendreher for interrogation. he
was asked, first, about his legal status: was he a farmer or a pastor? Second, who
granted him permission to settle? if it was the SS-Settlement Department that granted this permission, just who in that department had signed the authorization? Third,
had he received an official permission from any department of the ostland civil
government? Fourth, was he, at present, engaged in the regular performance of the
duties of a pastor? These questions, which had come from rShA in Berlin, needed
to be answered immediately.668 At this point, on April 19, the Kaunas regional Commissar decided that he had best not issue any more permissions. he hoped that his
request would be favorably acted upon by Lohse in riga.669 This situation made it
clear to Felgendreher that it was no longer safe for him to engage in the work of the
pastoral office, until and unless, he received specific approval from riga.
At about the same time, Pastor Jaekel reappeared in Lithuania. he had been
deported in 1943, but had managed to once again secure permission from reich
Commissar Lohse to enter the country in April. From his home in Tauragė he set
about providing pastoral ministry to german-speaking Lutherans in the northern
territories of Lithuania.670
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Jaekel’s activities came almost immediately to the attention of the SiPo-SD in
Kaunas. Commander Dr. Fuchs wrote on April 21 to SS-Sturmbannführer Dr. Karl
Neuhaus at rShA in Berlin, stating that it was now clear to him that the third
pastor in question was Jaekel. he expressed some surprise that his agency had
not been informed in advance that Jaekel was arriving, and added that there were
now not three but four pastors at work among the german-speaking Lutherans.
he stated that, should he find anything in the documents of Jaekel and Felgendreher which was incomplete or inaccurate, he would deport them immediately,
because it was clear to him that the presence of such a large number of pastors
was undesirable and detrimental to the interests of the reich. he stated also that
he had been reliably informed that old Pastor Tittelbach had been intensifying his
labors. he had even been instrumental in the establishing of two parish councils.
Furthermore, Pastor hirsch was still serving as a pastor without having received
any specific permission to do so from Security Police.671
Now the Security Police had had enough. Berlin needed to take action, and on
April 22 the rShA called a meeting at its headquarters between representatives of
the reich Ministry for the occupied Eastern Territories and the Nazi Party Chancellery. immediately after the meeting SS-Sturmbannführer Dr. Neuhaus wrote to
Commander Dr. Fuchs that it had been decided that Tittelbach and hirsch could
remain in Lithuania, but hirsch was no longer permitted to engage in pastoral
activities and Provost Tittelbach was to be allowed to do so only on special occasions. Furthermore, Tittelbach was to be informed that every pastoral activity
which he intended to participate must be reported in advance to the Kaunas office of SiPo-SD, and permission must be received before that activity could be
undertaken. he was to be informed also that the creation of parish councils was
not desirable and would not be tolerated. Furthermore, in agreement with the
opinion expressed by Dr. Fuchs, Jaekel and Felgendreher should be deported immediately, and the SS-Settlement Department should be reprimanded for taking
independent action by allowing them to come to ostland in the first place. No
such independent actions would be tolerated. The final decision in all settlement
cases regarding pastors was to be made by the Security Police.672
Commander Fuchs lost no time in contacting his divisions in Kretinga and
Marijampolė. on April 25 he instructed them to take immediate action to deport
Jaekel and Felgendreher from the country and send them back to the reich. Both
were informed that they were to pack their bags and leave the country within
three days. They were told that if they did not leave voluntarily, they would be
arrested and taken to the nearest border station at Eydtkau. Fuchs further directed
that he was to be sent all details concerning their departures and that the files on
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both pastors and their activities was to remain open for ongoing investigation.673
on the same day he sent a strongly worded letter to Dr. Duckart reprimanding
him for taking independent action by allowing these pastors to enter the country.
he warned him that he was to take no such action in the future and that under
no circumstances was any pastor to be admitted without his personal approval.674
in a letter to von Staden of the Political Department in the general Commissariat, written that same day, he reported his decision to deport these pastors.675 on
April 27 he wrote to hinze in riga telling him that the matter was settled and that
Jaekel and Felgendreher would soon be gone.676
At the last minute Felgendreher received a reprieve and was given an additional
fourteen days to clear up his affairs and leave the country. he was told that he was to
appear at the border police station at Eydtkau on the morning of May 10th to have his
travel documents verified and stamped. The consequences for nonappearance would
not be pleasant. As in the past, Felgendreher appealed for help to von der ropp who,
along with von Staden and Duckart, had been very helpful in the past in advising the
pastors in their dealings with SiPo-SD. on May 8, however, von der ropp informed
Felgendreher that there was nothing further he could do to help him. he would have
to follow the instructions he had been given by the Security Police.677
von der ropp dutifully reported his conversation with Felgendreher to SSHauptscharführer Mederski, advising him that the german settlers in southwestern Lithuania were highly agitated about the manner in which their pastors were
being treated by the Security Police. he stated that the german Lutheran community was watching these events unfold with more than casual interest, and
that they would take whatever action they could to preserve the integrity of their
community. on May 9 Mederski passed this information along to Löhndorf, stating that it was clear that von der ropp was taking the side of the pastors and
working against the interests of the reich.678
on May 17 the Security Police at Marijampolė reported to SiPo-SD in Kaunas
that Felgendreher had indeed left the country. it was their understanding that
he was on the way to Königsberg, however, his current whereabouts were unknown. At the same time, the police reported that there was some unrest in the
Lutheran community in Suvalkija, and that they had approached the civil government in Marijampolė with the demand that they be given a pastor to replace the
one which the Security Police had taken from them.679
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The Lutherans may still have held out some hope that their pastoral needs could
in some measure be supplied by Pastor hirsch and Provost Tittelbach. They did not
know that rShA in Berlin had ordered that the pastoral activities of both of them
should be strictly limited, and that in the case of hirsch, no pastoral activity, whatsoever, would be tolerated. on April 25 Commander Fuchs wrote to his Panevėžys
office, stating that according to his papers Pastor hirsch’s was a farmer, and a farmer he would remain. under no circumstances was he to be permitted to engage in
any pastoral activities. he directed that hirsch be given a copy of this decision and
required to sign it, as an indication that he understood and agreed to its terms, and
realized that, should he refuse to abide by these terms, he would be immediately
deported from Lithuania without the possibility of appeal. A copy of all the correspondence of Dr. Fuchs concerning the pastors was sent to hinze in riga.680

3.5.10 Proh ibition s Ag ain s t Ch ristia n T ra in in g
of germ an Y outh
The Nazis were concerned to check out immediately any reports concerning
the Christian training of the young. They realized that if children acquired any
knowledge of the Christian faith, it would not be easy to indoctrinate them into the
ideology of National Socialism. The elderly were beyond the possibility of reeducation, but the young were still malleable. The clergy must be kept away from them,
so that they could not fill their little heads with superstitious nonsense about god
and man, and the Christian meaning of life. it was to be made clear that they were
not children of god; they were to be children of hitler - Hitlerjugend.
Even though the Party and the Security Police were always on high alert to
detect and immediately put an end to any catechetical activity, there were still,
here and there, pastors and concerned laity who managed to impart the truths
of the Christian faith to boys and girls. The SiPo -SD in Kaunas was shocked to
receive reports from Egon Dangela of the NSDAP in Kaunas, that educational
activities for german young people were going on in two congregations. on May
18, 1944 he notified Löhndorf that Party member Weitenauer had reported that
Pastor hirsch was instructing youths in Christian doctrine two hours a week and
four hours on Sunday. he noted that, when one added these hours to the three
afternoons a week in which children were required to do school work, there was
little time left for participation in the Hitlerjugend, where they could be indoctrinated into the truths of National Socialism. in fact, he declared, as a result of Pastor
hirsch’s activities, the influence of the church was beginning to flourish in the
680
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Provost Tittelbach and the ethnic german confirmation class at the Kėdainiai church, c. 1939. PTA.

May 22, 1944 instruction from SS-Sturmbannführer Löhndorf to the Marijampolė Sipo-SD
that Mrs. Marta hirsch immediately cease giving confirmation instruction. LCvA.
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community. he stated that the ineffectiveness of the Hitlerjugend in the Panevėžys
area was all the fault of Pastor hirsch.681
in another letter written that same day, May 18, Dangela reported to Löhndorf that a lay woman by the name of Marta hirsch (no relation to the pastor),
a teacher in the Marijampolė german school, was teaching the Christian faith
twice a week. he asked that the Security Police look into these matters, at once.682
on May 22 Löhndorf communicated to his division in Marijampolė that teacher
hirsch’s religious instruction was to cease immediately. if she should refuse to
comply, then she was to be detained by the police temporarily, and he was to be
immediately informed.683 on May 23 he wrote to the Panevėžys SiPo-SD division,
asking them to check on the activities of Pastor hirsch. if the reports proved true,
he should be deported immediately without appeal.684
Marta hirsch was interrogated by the Marijampolė Security Police on June 3, and
it was found that the reports of her religious activities were true. She stated that four
weeks previously she had begun a small program of religious instruction. Two classes
a week were held and seventy boys and girls attended. She said that she offered the
program at the request of the parents. Pastor hirsch had preached in Marijampolė on
the Sunday after Easter and she had presented the request of the parents to him at that
time. it was he who had suggested that she offer catechetical instruction. her activities
were discovered by Nazi school inspector Januschewski in the course of his examination of her work. he told her that this religious education program must cease. A week
later, when they met on the street, he suggested that perhaps his first judgment in the
matter had been too severe. he had decided that her religious instruction program
could go on, as long as it did not interfere with normal school activities or the program
of the Hitlerjugend. She stated that she had followed his directives to the letter and
had never done anything to interfere with the program of the Hitlerjugend. She was
receiving no remuneration for her teaching and did it only on the basis of her own
commitment to the Lutheran faith. The Security Police made it clear to her that should
she continue to offer religious instruction, she would come to close acquaintance with
how the police dealt with such matters. The police checked with school inspector Januschewski concerning the veracity of her report and sent their report on to Kaunas.
Their report stated that Pastor hirsch was scheduled to preach in Marijampolė in July
and that it would be advisable that he be closely watched.685
Pastor hirsch himself was interrogated by the Security Police in Panevėžys.
According to the police, Pastor hirsch was apparently not involved in any re681
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ligious activity on his doctor’s orders, because he was suffering from an acute
lung condition. he was not even allowed secular employment because his illness was communicable. he stated that the confirmation instruction in Panevėžys
had been taken over by a military chaplain whose name he could not recall.686
Löhndorf reported to Dangela on June 10 that according to the reports he had
received, Pastor hirsch could not engage in any activities, whatever, for at least
three more months by his doctor’s orders.687 At the same time, he asked his office
in Panevėžys to find out who the military chaplain was and to estimate what influence he may have had on the german children he taught. The Panevėžys SiPoSD made diligent search in this matter and subsequently reported to Löhndorf
that they had failed to find out who he was.688

3.5.11 T i ttelbach ’s r es p on s e to S iPo -S D r e s triction s
only one pastor was now left to serve the widely dispersed 30,000 german
Lutherans in Lithuania. Provost Tittelbach was now seventy-eight years old, and
he had been warned that he was to exercise his ministry only on special occasions,
and even then only with advance approval. Tittelbach did not think of himself
as merely a “professional” church worker who was simply doing a job. he was
a man of faith and conviction, who understood that he had been called to the
order of the holy Ministry, and he gave himself wholly to it. he knew that he
was the only pastor left to serve the german-speaking community and he was
determined to do it to the best of his ability.
in an April 25, 1944 report from NSDAP district director Müller, the Nazi
Party office in Kaunas was informed that secret informants had notified him that
on Easter Tuesday Provost Tittelbach had visited several families in vandžiogala
and had baptized four children. This slippery, untrustworthy pastor was using
contacts, which seemed casual and accidental, to undertake pastoral activity,
which was, of course, clearly detrimental to the future of the reich.689
The next day, April 26, yet another report arrived at SiPo-SD in Kaunas concerning the provost. This report came from the League of german girls (germ.
Bund Deutscher Mädel - BDM), through NSDAP section leader Kubick. it stated
that parents in the german community were not sufficiently enthusiastic about
raising their children according to the tenants of National Socialism, and this was
undoubtedly due to the nefarious influences of Provost Tittelbach, whom the
League could easily see was dedicated to the service of the church, rather than
686
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the service of the reich. The League expressed great concern that all of its efforts
to propagandize the young against the church and to indoctrinate them in the
superior truths of National Socialism in school and in the Hitlerjugend, were being rendered ineffective by the counter-propaganda of this little, old man. it was
known as a fact that he told parents and their children that participation in the
Hitlerjugend was not as important as Christian catechesis and confirmation.690
Still, another letter came from Müller two days later, on April 28. This one
was addressed to Dangela, the vice-chairman of the NSDAP in Kaunas, and in
it Müller disclosed yet more of the shady and slippery dealings of this “powerful enemy of the reich,” Provost Tittelbach. zollondz, the local head of the NSDAP at Kėdainiai, had discovered that in Tittelbach’s so-called “casual” visits
to members of the german-speaking community, he had on several occasions
stated that membership in the Hitlerjugend and the Bund Deutscher Mädel were
not as important as Confirmation and the Sacrament of the Altar. Furthermore, it
appeared that he made such statements fearlessly. When questioned about his activities, Tittelbach would simply state that he had been authorized by the german
Evangelical Church to baptize, to bless marriages, to bury the dead, and engage
in other pastoral activities. To make matters even worse, Tittelbach had had the
effrontery to state to local Party officials that seven more pastors would come to
take up this same work which he was doing. Müller declared that now he understood just what Tittelbach was up to. he was trying to convince the people that
the church had a legitimate place in the life of the german-speaking community,
and indeed in the reich itself, and that everything he said, spread like wildfire
trough the german Lutheran community.691
The time had come to take action against this “dangerous subversive.” however, the Security Police were not clear just how to proceed, for Tittelbach was very
popular in the german-speaking community and he enjoyed the strong support of
Duckart, von renteln, and other high civil officials. if the police were to send him
a written warning, as they had in the case of Pastor hirsh and other pastors, he
would undoubtedly show it to those who were asking for his services. This would
provoke a strong negative reaction against the Nazis. Therefore Löhndorf wrote to
Tittelbach on April 25, 1944 inviting him to drop by for a visit on the morning of
May 3.692 Two days later, on April 27, Commander Fuchs wrote to hinze in riga
gleefully stating that Tittelbach was going to come to his office and then he would
be verbally informed about new restrictions to his pastoral service.693
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in fact, the conversation was moved up to April 30, and it was SS-Hauptscharführer Mederski who met with Tittelbach. he reminded him that already before
Christmas 1943 he had been informed that he was to provide ministerial services
for special occasions and only with advanced approval by the Security Police, and
that he had failed to comply with these instructions. it had come to the attention
of the Security Police that he had conducted worship services in Kaunas and elsewhere without permission, and that in one parish he had even been instrumental
in the creation of an illegal parish council. Furthermore, it was a known fact that he
had performed baptisms, marriages, and burials without permission. it was also
widely known that he was holding weekly services in Kėdainiai without approval.
Tittelbach responded that he could think of only two occasions when he had
neglected to inform the Security Police about services outside Kėdainiai. With
regard to services in Kėdainiai he stated that since he was the pastor of this parish, he hardly thought it necessary to report his activities to the Security Police,
since he was not doing anything but what a parish pastor would normally do. he
could not recall visiting families in rural areas outside Kėdainiai, although it was
true that he had performed some baptisms and marriages. With regard to parish
councils, he had indeed been instrumental in setting one up, but it existed only as
a model, and did not actually meet or do anything.
in his report of the meeting, Mederski stated that it was his opinion that Tittelbach took bold action because he believed himself to be under the protection of the
general Commissar von renteln and other highly placed civil officials. in the course
of the meeting, Mederski thought that he could sufficiently threaten Tittelbach by
stating that if he did not cease his illegal activities, he would be treated like a simple
farmer and would not be permitted to perform pastoral acts at all. he was further
instructed to tell his parish council that it had no legal standing and must disband.
According to Mederski’s notes, Tittelbach listened intently and agreed to follow all
directives of the Security Police. he wondered, however, what he ought to do in
special cases. What, for example, should he do when called upon to baptize a dying
child. There would be no opportunity to obtain clearance from the SiPo-SD in such a
situation. under those circumstances would it not be best for him to administer the
Sacrament and then notify the police about what he had done? Mederski stated that
this would be completely unacceptable. At this point it was becoming increasingly
clear to Mederski that Tittelbach was not altogether pleased with the direction the
conversation was taking, or the notion that he was only a simple farmer whom the
Nazis had condescended to allow to perform some “ceremonial acts” from time to
time. Tittelbach stated that if he was to be the only pastor for all the german Lutherans in Lithuania, how would it be possible for him to administer such a large region.
he asked Mederski whether he should, perhaps, buy a wood-burning automobile to
facilitate his travels around the country. Mederski saw this as another sarcastic indi-
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cation that Tittelbach felt quite sure of himself because of his highly placed protectors in the general Commissariat. obviously, Tittelbach felt that whatever measures
were taken against him, they could be reversed at a higher level.694
Actually, Tittelbach came from the meeting very concerned. That night he set
down on paper his reactions in a letter addressed to Mederski and dated May
1. he stated that this letter should be kept in confidence, and in it he set down a
list of his proposed pastoral activities for the next two months and asked permission to fulfill his obligations. he went on to say that he was very troubled about
Mederski’s statement that pastoral activities must be curtailed because “Lithuania
was still in the Soviet union,” and he wondered what others would think when
they were told that Mederski had made such a statement. They would, no doubt,
begin to ask why in the world they had bothered to come back to a place where
their church and its ministry would be withheld from them. They would further
state that had they been told that they were going back to the Soviet union, they
would never have come. he stated that he included himself among those who
thought this way. he declared that he had reflected further on Mederski’s statement that he was only a farmer and felt that he had to agree, but that he was,
in fact, a far better farmer than any bureaucrat in Kaunas, who seldom went to
his farm and never had his hands dirty. it was not his agricultural work, but his
pastoral, that was suffering. Furthermore, it must be taken from Mederski’s own
words that if the german farmers were, in fact, in the Soviet union, they would
probably not stay there very long and would pay scant attention to the quality
of their labors. he said that he was, in fact, convinced that they would soon become refugees fleeing for their lives once more. he went on to say that Mederski
himself had no authority to change the decisions that had been made concerning
him and his pastoral activity, and that he was writing this letter simply to ask two
favors. First, he wished to ask permission to announce to his congregation the
scope of these new regulations and to advise them that they must not ask him to
do what he was forbidden to do, and second, he asked that in emergency cases
the Lutheran people should be able to contact Mederski immediately when they
needed his pastoral services. For example, would it not be best that his parishioners go to the Security Police in Kėdainiai and from there make telephone contact
with Mederski in Kaunas to ask for Tittelbach’s services. he apologized for the
length of the letter, stating that these matters were of great importance to him. At
this point Tittelbach had decided that he would serve the church to the best of his
ability, for as long as his bodily health allowed it.695
on May 3, Kubick, section leader of the NSDAP, wrote to Löhndorf stating
that on the basis of a careful examination of Tittelbach, it could be stated, without
694
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hesitation, that not only did he reject
Nazi ideology, but he was always looking for ways to undercut it. it was the
recommendation of the NSDAP that he
should be deported from Lithuania.696
Naturally, Tittelbach’s private letter to Mederski did not remain private
for very long. Mederski quickly spread
word through SiPo-SD about the contents of the letter. it was Löhndorf himself who decided that he would respond
to Tittelbach. on May 5 he composed a
letter in which he asked Tittelbach, just
who he thought he was, that he could
write private and confidential letters to
the Security Police, questioning Nazi
policy and suggesting how the police
should conduct their business. he accused Tittelbach of a gross distortion of
Mederski’s words concerning the LithuMay 5, 1944 unsent letter of
anian germans being back in the Soviet
SS-Sturmbannführer Löhndorf to Provost
union. he stated that before the war
Tittelbach accusing him of defeatism.
LCvA.
Lithuania had been part of the Soviet
union and that, even now, it was not a
part of the greater german reich, but
only an occupied territory. The future of this territory would only be determined
after the war, according to the terms of international law. According to that law,
one would have to say that, from a technical point of view, Lithuania was part of
the Soviet union. Surely, Tittelbach must recognize that occupied territories require
special laws which must be closely followed, even by the church. Even to suggest
that the germans would in the near future have to flee Lithuania, was completely
unacceptable, defeatist talk, for which Tittelbach deserved to be severely punished,
and if it were not for his age, he would be punished. he also warned Tittelbach that
if he ever revealed anything of his conversations with Mederski to the germanspeaking community, harsh measures would be taken against him. With reference
to the german Lutheran Church in Lithuania, he stated that all that had been done,
had been done on Tittelbach’s own initiative and had absolutely no legal standing. he should remember that he was only a farmer whom the police generously
696
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favored by allowing him to preach and lead religious exercises from time to time.
it would be best for him to remember his place and show some gratitude for all the
favors he had been granted. if, however, in the future Tittelbach should try cunningly to circumvent regulations, Löhndorf could promise him that he would come
against him with the full force of the law and punish him appropriately.697
Tittelbach had asked for permission to perform nine pastoral acts during the
months of May and June. included among them were seven Divine Services, together
with the initiation of Confirmation instruction, the Blessing of Confirmands, and four
Baptisms. Löhndorf disallowed all the special pastoral acts and informed Tittelbach
that he would be permitted to hold services in Kėdainiai on May 14 and June 25 and
in Jurbarkas on June 4 but nothing more. Confirmation was completely out of the
question. No permission would be given to gather or instruct catechumens. Löhndorf
asked how it came about that Tittelbach had been permitted to sponsor this instruction, who had done the actual teaching, and where had the teaching taken place?698
After he wrote the letter, Löhndorf decided not to send it for fear that Tittelbach
might share it with the german settlers and this would lead to Löhndorf’s embarrassment. Three days later, on May 8, he decided to rewrite the letter in such a way
that Tittelbach could not use anything in it against the SiPo-SD. The tone of this letter was quite different. in it he stated that, although Tittelbach wanted his letter to
Mederski to remain private and confidential, at the same time it concerned public
ministerial service and Security Police matters. he noted also that Tittelbach had
sent his schedule of projected activities to Mederski. This was highly irregular and
should not be done. Such matters ought to be brought directly to Löhndorf’s attention. unfortunately, at the present time only the two services at Kėdainiai and the
one at Jurbarkas could be approved. The other activities would have to be postponed
to some other time. Then, without going into specifics, he reminded Tittelbach that
he had had extended discussions with the Security Police and needed to conduct
himself and his activities accordingly. he asked that he come to visit him again in
room 108 at SiPo-SD headquarters in Kaunas, if it was convenient for him to do so.699
At this point it was clear that the Security Police intended to put pressure on
Tittelbach. Although he might be allowed to hold services infrequently, he was
certainly not going to be allowed to perform baptisms, confirmations, and marriages according to Christian liturgical rites.
Later in his memoirs, Tittelbach recalled his conversations with the Security
Police. They told him that he was under no circumstances to exercise any sacramental ministry outside the Divine Service, not even the Baptism of a child on
his deathbed, or the Last Communion of a dying believer. he was warned that,
697
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if he were found in violation of these
instructions, he would be brought before a military tribunal. None of these
instructions were presented to Tittelbach in writing. it was all oral, because
the Nazis did not want Tittelbach to be
able to show others his instructions or
allow them to fall into the hands of the
germans speaking community. Tittelbach went to zollons, the local head of
the NSDAP in Kėdainiai, asking how
it would be possible for him to follow strictly verbal directives. zollons
answered that he did not think that it
would be possible. of course, Tittelbach did not know that zollons was
informing against him to the Security
Police and may have been trying to put
Tittelbach in a position in which it was
impossible for him to perform his pasMay 22, 1944 notice from SS-Sturmbannführer
toral duties.700
Löhndorf to Provost Tittelbach that he must
on May 16 Tittelbach wrote to Löhnappear before him on May 30. LCvA.
dorf thanking him for his letter. he was
sorry if his reference to his letter as private and confidential had been misunderstood, since as far as he was concerned, it
was simply an extension of the private conversation which he and Mederski had
held. he stated that the restrictions being placed upon him and his pastoral work
were disreputable and demeaning not only to him personally, but to the whole german Lutheran Church in Lithuania which he had served for the past fifty-two years.
he hoped that Löhndorf would not be upset by his decision to refuse the pittance
being cast his way and that he would not demean himself by accepting it. instead,
he now intended to cease all his pastoral activities. he went on to state that he was
sure that Löhndorf would understand his decision not to accept his gracious invitation to visit him at Security Police headquarters, since the matter was now closed.701
Apparently, Löhndorf did not think the matter was closed. on May 22 he
issued a summons that Tittelbach should appear before him on May 30. however, once again, he decided at the last minute not to send it.702
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3.5.12 Fi nal SiPo-SD Efforts to Curta il Pa s tora l A ctiv ity
During this period the usually efficient and well-organized german Security Police appeared to have been thrown
into utter turmoil by the actions of a few
defenseless and completely unorganized Lutheran pastors.
Pastor Jaekel, who had already been
ordered out of ostland, was discovered to be holding german services
in Tauragė. on April 25, Commander
Fuchs informed the Kretinga Security
Police that Jaekel must be found and
expelled within three days. on May 2
the Kretinga police wrote to Fuchs that
he and his men had expended every effort, but could find Jaekel nowhere. he
declared that apparently Jaekel was unaware that there was any prohibition in
force. After questioning many people,
the police discovered that Jaekel was
Pastor gustav Wagner. JKA.
not even in the country. he was living
in Mensguth, in East Prussia. however,
he was regularly crossing the border to
hold german services in Tauragė, after which he would immediately return to
East Prussia. The Kretinga police wrote to Fuchs to inform him of this on May 10.
They went on to say that the next time Jaekel attempted to cross the border, he
would not be permitted to do so, and that this refusal of entry would be stamped
in his travel papers. on May 11 Fuchs wrote to Dr. Neuhaus of the rShA in
Berlin that they had finally tracked down this illusive clandestine preacher, the
mysterious “third german pastor” in Lithuania, Pastor Jaekel.703
The Security Police also received word that Pastor Wagner, the sixth of the
pastors named in Duckart’s earlier list, was somewhere in the region of Šakiai in
Suvalkija. The Security Police had been able to ascertain that he had entered the
country as a farmer. in a letter, dated May 10, Löhndorf instructed SiPo-SD division in Marijampolė to keep a close watch on him, because he might be offering
pastoral services to the settlers.704
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All this time the reich Ministry for the occupied Eastern Territories continued
to insist that german parishes would be established to provide for the spiritual
needs of Lithuanian germans. von der ropp wrote to Löhndorf on May 11 to remind him of the reich Ministry’s decision on this matter and requesting that the
three previously named pastors be permitted to hold services and perform pastoral acts. he stated that reich Minister rosenberg himself was asking for Löhndorf’s assistance in seeing to it that church property was properly maintained and
church administration was properly assisted.705
When news came to rosenberg in Berlin, stating that Jaekel and Felgendreher
had been expelled and that hirsch was being forbidden to exercise the ministry,
and that increasingly severe restrictions were being placed on Tittelbach, he immediately contacted the Nazi Party in Berlin and the rShA to express his concern
that these actions were inappropriate and quite possibly illegal.
As before, he again met with the representatives of Nazi Party and the rShA
early in May. This time the results were not satisfactory. Party officials and rShA
made it clear to him that the expulsion of the pastors was legal and the proscriptions against pastoral activity by the third pastor was not open to question. The
discussion was limited to questions concerning what pastoral activities Tittelbach
should be permitted to perform and whether Pastor hirsch should be considered
his assistant and be given the same permission.
hinze informed Löhndorf of these decisions on May 18 and added his own
personal comments. he stated that he was personally in agreement with all the
actions which Löhndorf had taken with regard to these pastors. he stated that
those who were really to blame in this matter were bureaucrats in the civil departments, which had permitted Felgendreher and Jaekel to enter the country
without the prior knowledge and agreement of the Security Police. Most responsible here was the SS-Settlement Department which had handled this business in
a high-handed and arbitrary manner. hinze stated that Löhndorf should remind
Dr. Duckart that it was the Security Police which must have the final say concerning the admission of pastors to ostland.706
on May 25 SS-Sturmbannführer Dr. Neuhaus in Berlin wrote to Löhndorf
clarifying the position of the rShA. he stated that Tittelbach and hirsh were
to be allowed to remain in Lithuania and hold services from time to time for the
german-speaking Lutherans. however, they were not, under any circumstances,
to perform pastoral acts. Berlin would not tolerate any pastoral activity which
would reflect poorly on Nazi ideology. included among forbidden pastoral acts
were Baptism, Confirmation, Christian marriage, and Christian burial.707 on July
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3, Löhndorf wrote to von der ropp that he could now announce to Tittelbach
and hirsch that there were now changes in their status.708 Seeing that time was
running out for the Nazis in Lithuania, Tittelbach rejected this “gracious” condescension and resumed his pastoral activities during the evacuation, when he had
crossed the border.709
ventus von der ropp still constantly annoyed the Security Police, as they
went about their work of trying to “save the reich” by stamping out Lutheranism
among the german settlers, but there was little that SiPo-SD could do to hinder
him, because he was highly placed in the civil government and represented an
old, noble family, highly respected in the german community in Lithuania. von
der ropp family was very wealthy and had for generations been a leading benefactor of Lutheran congregations. The family traditions were being upheld by
the present generation. At the beginning of June Löhndorf received word that
von der von der ropp was being invited to Berlin to present a report on religious
affairs in Lithuania. Concerned about what he might report about the Security
Police and its lack of concern for the spiritual interests of the settlers, Löhndorf
wrote to Dr. Neuhaus in Berlin on June 2, stating that von der ropp was known
to hold the position that the hostility of the Security Police against the pastors was
driving the german settlers into the arms of Lithuanian pastors and estranging
them from their german roots. he was sure that von der ropp would state that
the Security Police were going beyond the terms of Article 24 of the Nazi Platform, and would insist that pastors be permitted to return to serve the germanspeaking people.710
Dr. Neuhaus replied on June 12 that he had determined that von der ropp
would indeed be speaking in Berlin about the religious situation and the failure
of the Security Police to allow adequate pastoral activities. he reassured Löhndorf that he need not concern himself about the matter because the rShA had
no intention of changing its policy. it was not the rShA which had departed
from NSDAP policy, but it was the general Commissar who was entirely too accommodating to the backward religionists. it was evident that by allowing the
consolidation of the german Lutheran parishes, the general Commissariat had
acted independently and without proper authorization. This represented an audacious disruption of the ideological work of the Party and the Security Police,
and it was now time for them to put an end to it. it was time for Löhndorf to
move resolutely against any further attempts to admit more pastors to Lithuania.
Tittelbach and hirsh might be allowed to remain and to hold religious services
now and then, but no steps should be taken with regard to the property rights of
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Pastor Samuel Weihrauch buries six Wehrmacht solders from the ramučiai parish in the
ramučiai churchyard on 6 June, 1942. ramučiai parish archives.

german Lutheran parishes until Berlin had reached a decision about the matter.
For the present time the official position was that there were no german Lutheran
parishes in Lithuania and, therefore, parishes which did not exist could not possibly own any property. No decision had been published yet, but it was evident
that the Party and rShA would continue to take a negative position about the
existence of the german Lutheran Church and its property rights.711
Because of the rapid approach of the red Army, the whole question would become moot in less than one month. Dr. Neuhaus never imagined that within a few
short weeks the Nazi administration and the Security Police in Lithuania would
be fleeing for their lives, just as Provost Tittelbach had predicted.
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4. EPiLoguE
During World War Two the people of Lithuania and the churches to which
they were committed found themselves under two despotic socialist regimes,
neither of which could be described as friendly to the Lithuanian nation or its
churches.
Soviet Communism was distinctly and essentially atheistic, and its reaction to
the church was necessarily antagonistic. it was determined to take critical action
against both organized religion and private faith. The Communist government
had attempted to destroy religion in the Soviet union and, indeed, organized religion had been almost completely eradicated by the end of the 1930’s. There is no
indication that the Soviets intended any other course of action in Lithuania than
had already been taken in russia, nor does it appear that the Soviet government
intended to implement any exceptional policies with regard to religion in the
Baltic republics. The progressive implementation of Soviet policies in 1940-1941
demonstrates that month by month ever more stringent and restrictive actions
were being imposed on the churches. given sufficient time to accomplish it, the
Soviets were convinced that they would be able to move effectively against organized religion. Time, however, was not on their side.
The Soviets did not remain in power long enough to make a strong negative
impact on the Lithuanian Churches and the religious life of the people. Soviet
interference into religious life during this period was primarily antagonistic and
annoying. The church was separated from the state and the school was separated
from the church. religion was removed from the public school curriculum, parish
registers were confiscated, and registration of births, marriages, and deaths was
made a function of the government; all religious signs and artifacts were removed
from public buildings and offices, public church holidays were eliminated, religious organizations were closed, and all church lands, in excess of three hectares,
were nationalized. None of this, however, could be regarded as absolutely essential to the life of the church or the faith of the people. At most, it represented
annoying governmental interference.
Warning signs of greater troubles ahead became evident in the spring of
1941 when the Soviet government began a program of sporadic confiscation of
church properties, such as parsonages, parish houses, etc. Church buildings, however, largely remained untouched. in fact, of all the major Christian Churches, it
was mainly the Lutheran Church which suffered the loss of church buildings during this period - in vilnius, Telšiai, and elsewhere. At the same time, the NKvD
began to take action against individual priests in an effort to coerce them into
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becoming agents and informers, or in order to elicit from them signed promises
that they would not teach religion to impressionable children.
None of these actions, however, could be described as the kind of aggressive measures against organized religion and the Christian faithful, as had been
undertaken in russia or in other Soviet socialist republics.
however, the greatest harm to the Lutheran Church during this period came
as the result of the repatriation of germans which decimated the church. it lost
the vast majority of its parishioners and all but a handful of its pastors. More than
sixty percent of Lutherans living in Lithuania left the country and the Lutheran
Church, which until then had been the second largest church in Lithuania, now
dropped to the third place, well behind the russian old Believers, which according to the 1923 census had 32,080 members. in many places those 25,000 Lutherans who remained no longer had resident pastors and could only be served from
time to time by pastors who traveled great distances to minister to them.
By the end of June 1941 the Bolsheviks were driven out by the german armies
and in August a new Nazi civil government began operation. Neither could this
Nazi regime be described as friendly to Christian Churches. it presented itself
as friendly, and even went so far as to claim that it had come to free the Baltic
people from godless Bolshevism, and in order to enhance the propaganda value
of these statements, the Nazis did not immediately take restrictive actions against
the churches.
No obvious religious restrictions were introduced as a matter of policy. The
Nazis declared that they had restored Christian religious freedom in Lithuania
and were even allowing the reintroduction of some Christian festivals as national holidays. They were also willing to make available the proper supplies
needed for Christian worship, including Communion hosts, wine, and candles.
For propaganda purposes, russian orthodox priests were being permitted to enter the occupied territories of the uSSr to minister to their faithful. About forty
percent of the churches, which had been open in pre-revolutionary times, were
reopened, a total of some 9,400 places of worship in russia, Belarus, and the
ukraine.712 Furthermore, Lutheran congregations were again permitted to make
use of church buildings which had been confiscated by the Bolsheviks.
on the other hand, however, other church properties which had been confiscated by the Bolsheviks, such as parish buildings, were not returned. if parishes
were able to once again gain control of them, that control would not be legalized
or recognized by the civil government and its agencies. The offices and other
properties of the Lutheran consistory were not returned. other actions against the
churches included the confiscation of church bells in the interest of the war effort
712
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and the curtailing of publication of all religious periodicals. Again, for propaganda purposes, the ban on publications was not complete. At least a few books
were permitted to be printed.
it was particularly in their dealings with the returning german Lutheran, that
the Nazis showed their true antireligious face. The Party determined that the returnees must be completely secularized and molded into faithful adherents of
National Socialist ideology. Neither the consolations of religion nor the religious
education of their children was to be permitted. under threat of deportation to
the reich, they were warned not to attend Lithuanian Lutheran services even if
Lithuanian pastors were willing to preach in german and lead german worship
services.
if it had not been for the boldness of two faithful pastors, Provost Tittelbach
and Pastor hirsch, the german Lutherans would have been bereft of pastoral care
and german worship services, excepting in few places where Lithuanian pastors
dared to preach occasionally in german. in order to make the break between
the people and the church complete, rShA in Berlin and its agent, the SiPo-SD
in Kaunas, refused to allow repatriated pastors to return to Lithuania. Even the
intercession of general Commissar von renteln and reich Minister Alfred rosenberg was of no avail. in those places where german Lutherans were able to form
congregations, they were not permitted to organize parish councils or form a national church body - a german synod and consistory.
What the Nazis sought to accomplish in Lithuania in their treatment of ethnic
german Christians, was, perhaps, a foretaste of what was planned for germany
and other territories after the war was won. To the Nazi Party Christianity was
only a superstitious Jewish Sect, which was completely incompatible with National Socialist ideology.
Strongly repressive measures were introduced against priests in the vilnius
roman Catholic archdiocese. it was usually understood that these repressions
were not primarily undertaken for religious reasons, but on ethnic and political
grounds. The absolute majority of priests in this diocese were Polish, and as was
the case also in Poland, they were suspected of anti-reich activities, collaboration
with Polish underground movements, and predominantly anti-Nazi attitudes. All
monasteries in the city of vilnius were closed and numerous priests were arrested
and many were executed. of the priests in the vilnius archdiocese, one hundred
twenty-four suffered repression, one out of four; eighty-five priests were executed. Elsewhere in Lithuania, about twenty roman Catholic priests were arrested,
one out of fifty. Four of them were executed.713
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of Lithuanian Lutheran pastors, only Pastor Loppe of the vilnius parish was
arrested and imprisoned. he repatriated in 1941 to Poland, and it was in Poland
that he was arrested on June 1, 1941 by the Security Police. he was charged with
conspiring with Bishop Juliusz Bursche, the head of the Lutheran Church in Poland, who died in solitary confinement in Berlin. Furthermore, he was suspect,
because it was during his pastorate in vilnius that the parish decided to close
its german language primary school. Actually, the parish had made this choice
because it could no longer afford to operate a school with so few children. The
Nazis regarded the closing as a sign of hostility against all things german and
determined that Pastor Loppe must be a Polish subversive. he was arrested when
a former member of the parish, who was now an SS officer, denounced him as
anti-german. Loppe was imprisoned in Bromberg, Poznań, Leipzig, Nürnberg,
and finally, on June 12, 1942, was sent to Dachau where he remained until the
end of the war, when on April 29, 1945 the Americans freed the detainees there.714

4 . 1 T h e Evacu ati o n o f Maj o r Lit h uan ian german s
The hold of the Nazis on Lithuania and the rest of the Baltic became increasingly tenuous in the early months of 1944. By the end of June the red Army was
poised to enter Lithuania from the east and take vilnius. operation Bagration, the
offensive of the red Army against the Wehrmacht, continued through June and
into the month of July.
officials of the civil government and the SiPo-SD could no longer close their
eyes to the reality unfolding before them. Their days in Lithuania were coming
to an end. in early July Dr. Duckart asked Berlin for permission to evacuate all
Lithuanian germans and german colonists from the country and safely return
them to the reich. Dr. Duckart was known for his excellent organizational skills
and he had already formulated a plan to accomplish the withdrawal. on July 9
hitler instructed SiPo-SD leader Jeckeln in riga to organize a defense of ostland
and put him in complete charge of the Baltic region. From this point forward
hinrich Lohse remained reich Commissar for ostland in name only. he had little
power. Everything was put into the hands of Security Police.715
Ethnic germans and german colonists had little time to prepare for an orderly
departure. They had to drop everything and flee for their lives to avoid the devastating bombings and the vengeance, which the red Army would surely unleash
against any and all germans.
714
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This departure from Lithuania
would have little in common with the
repatriation of 1941. This time there
were no songs of jubilation, only sorrow
and tears. There were no thoughts that
they were moving from hardship to better times. They knew they were lucky to
be escaping with their lives. Duckart’s
plan was that the refugees should head
for Königsberg and from there move
westward to Danzig and the Altreich.
on July 29, von renteln informed hitler that he would now have to retreat
toward Žemaičių Naumiestis and from
there make his way to East Prussia on
the other side of the Neman river. By
November 10 germany’s dominant
presence in Lithuania was a thing of the
past and hitler declared that the ostland chapter was now closed.716
August 16, 1944 certificate documenting
Provost Tittelbach and Pastor hirsch
the refugee status of Provost Tittelbach
and his wife Anna. PTA.
were among those who now moved
westward to flee the red Army. Tittelbach later recalled that while on the
march he baptized two children and there were no Security Police to interfere
with him. When he arrived in Kulm on August 5, he wrote a report on the situation of the german Lutheran Church in Lithuania from April 1942 until July 8,
1944, recounting the difficulties which he and other pastors had encountered in
their attempts to serve the german Lutheran community during that period. At
the close of his report he stated that the german Lutheran Church no longer had a
place in Lithuania and that german influence in Lithuania was at an end. he suggested that, if it ever should come about that germans might overtake the Bolsheviks and return to Lithuania, it would be necessary to settle questions about the
Lutheran faith and its practice in advance, because german farmers would simply not migrate to a land where Lithuanian-speaking roman Catholics, Lutherans, and reformed had religious rights, but german-speaking Lutherans lacked
them. To live in such a country would be intolerable.717
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Final communiqué of general Commissar von renteln before he fled Lithuania.
August 1, 1944. Arbušauskaitė 2002.

This closed the book on the story of
german Lutheranism in Lithuania. The
ancestors of the Lithuanian germans
had come to Lithuania many centuries
earlier, in some cases even before the
reformation. it was among them that
the reformation first took root in Lithuania and then gradually spread from
vilnius and Kaunas across the countryside. german Lutherans had long been
the numerically predominant group in
Lithuanian Lutheranism, so dominant in
fact, that Lithuanians generally referred
to the Lutheran Church as the “german
Church.” An industrious people, german Lutherans, served as patrons who
built church buildings not only in the cities, but also in rural areas, to serve not
only their own language group, but the
Lithuanians and Latvians as well. Their
fate in Lithuania was sealed by the ideology of National Socialism and its diabolical leader, Adolf hitler.

4 . 2 T h e W e s tward Fl i g ht o f Lit h uan ian Lut h eran s
it was not only the Lithuanian germans and other german colonists who fled
the approaching red Army. Many Lithuanians citizens, both roman Catholic
and Lutheran, joined the westward retreat of the Wehrmacht as well. Soviet statistics, probably inflated,718 state that 245,000 left the country – 130,000 from the
Klaipėda region, 50,000 from the city of Kaunas, and 20,000 from the city of vilnius. From the rest of Lithuania 45,000 left.719 other sources indicate that a total of
200,000 Lithuanians left the country, including all the regions mentioned above.720
Yet other sources suggest that from all areas of Lithuania, except the Klaipėda
region, approximately 60,000 persons left.721
718
719
720
721
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in 1925 the proportion of Lutherans to roman Catholics in Lithuania, including the Klaipėda region, was 1/9 but among the refugees it was about 1/3. The
number of Lithuanian Lutherans who left is difficult to determine. By 1946 there
were 26,000 Lithuanian “Evangelicals” in germany; 12,000 were in displaced persons camps and 14,000 were living in private dwellings. This number reported by
the Lithuanian Supreme Ecclesiastical Council (Lith. Vyriausia bažnyčios taryba)
may well have been inflated. in any case, it included not only Lutherans and reformed from Major Lithuania, but also Lutherans from the Klaipėda region who
identified themselves as Lithuanians.722 There was a sufficient number that it was
possible for them to establish flourishing Lithuanian Lutheran congregations in
Lithuanian colonies in West germany, the united States, Canada, and Australia.
The Lithuanian Lutheran pastors had to decide for themselves whether to remain in Lithuania with their congregations or to move westward with those who
were fleeing. only one of them decided to leave, Martynas Preikšaitis of Batakiai,
whose wife was a Memellander, insisted that she and her husband must leave.
Mikas Preikšaitis, the brother of Martynas, then accepted the call to the Batakiai
congregation.723 All other pastors chose to remain and continue to serve the congregations to which they had been called.724 They were preparing for the coming
of the red Army. Expecting that it would bring with it brutality and destruction,
Pastor Leijeris contacted the pastors by telegram on July 4, 1944, advising them to
see to that valuable church property and Communion ware be protected by putting it into the hands of reliable parishioners for safekeeping, and then to sent him
a list of these items, indicating who had possession of them. 725

4 . 3 T h e E vacu ati o n o f the K l ai pėda r egion
on July 30, 1944, as the Soviet front approached western Lithuania, the Wehrmacht issued instructions to the residents of the Klaipėda region ordering them to
leave the region immediately. Both pastors and congregations joined the westward
722
723

724
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Among those who left the country was Pastor Petras Dagys, who during WWii had served
as a military chaplain and occasionally had conducted services in the vilnius and Kaunas
Lutheran churches. Some sources state that during this period he rejoined the reformed
Church (December 23, 1943 letter of Pastor Baltris to Pastor gaigalaitis. - KuB rSS A.
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ramučiai parish Pastor Samuel Weihrauch and family, c. 1935. ramučiai parish archives.

trek, first to East Prussia and from there deeper into the reich, traveling either
in carts or in trains. Those in carts were stopped in East Prussia and dispersed to
farms. in August the frontline was stopped and those fleeing were told to return
home to reap the harvest. By the beginning of october the red Army broke through
the german line, and on october 7 the final evacuation was announced. By october
9 the red Army took Šilutė, and on october 10 it reached the waters of the Curonian Lagoon, blocking those who were fleeing. Some refugees were caught by the
red Army in East Prussia and were placed in interment camps.726 Among these
was Pastor Samuel Weihrauch of ramučiai (germ. Ramutten), who died of starvation in one of these camps.727 Some Memellanders were able to escape the red Army
when it blocked their forward movement, and they safely returned to the Klaipėda
region, which had now been declared a part of Soviet Lithuania. Among those
who safely returned was Pastor Wilhelm grodde of Smalininkai. he decided not to
continue in the holy Ministry, despite pastorless parishioners from Jurbarkas, who
approached him on several occasions to plead with him to serve them.728
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A few pastors and parishioners remained in Memel, which though besieged, remained in german hands.
Among them were Superintendent otto
obereigner, consistory member Pastor
Ernst ribbat, and Pastor Max von Bordelius. They planned to leave the city
after holding one last service in St. John’s
Church on Sunday, october 8, 1944, with
the celebration of the Lord’s Supper.
After the ringing of the bells to invite the
remaining worshipers to gather, the first
hymn, Aus tiefer Not schrei ich zu dir (From
Depths of Woe I Cry to Thee), set the tone
for the service and the day. “Never before had this hymn been sung by us with
such devotion and such deeply believing
hearts, as in this hour,” Superintendent
obereigner later recalled. “The Lord had
heard us and strengthened us by prayer
and the Lord’s Supper. We could face the
uncertain future with confidence.”
general Superintendent otto obereigner,
the last superintendent of the church in
The next day, october 9, obereigner,
the Klaipėda region. DPA.
ribbat, and von Bordelius, and less than
a dozen others, made their way to the
Dange river where a ship was unloading cargo from Königsberg. Looking up
they saw over head the approach of Soviet bombers, which began dropping their
bombs on shipyards and the central city area. Finally, under cover of darkness,
they were able to leave by ship for Königsberg. Looking back in silence at the city,
they could see St. John’s Church ablaze like a shining torch.729
By no means did all of the Lutherans in the Klaipėda region leave, although
it is impossible to say, with any degree of accuracy, how many remained. in
1948 the Lutheran consistory stated that it was able to count 7,449 members.730
This number is highly problematic, since there undoubtedly were Lutherans who
either were not counted at all or who chose not to publicly state their religious
affiliation.
As a result of the agreement reached between Konrad Adenauer and Nikita
Khrushchev, there was a new repatriation of germans from the Soviet union in
729
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The evacuation of Memellanders from Šilutė, autumn 1944. Arbušauskaitė 2010.
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1958-1960. in 1959 the Soviet Lithuanian government took a census of the republic
in which 11,166 individuals, the majority of them living in the Klaipėda region,
identified themselves as ethnic germans. This is a rather reliable indicator that the
number of Lutherans counted by the consistory in 1948 fell far short of the actual
total, since the vast majority of germans living in the Klaipėda region were indeed Lutheran. There were, however, a considerable number of Lutherans in the
Klaipėda region who were ethnic Lithuanians and could not by any stretch of the
imagination be categorized as ethnic germans. Taking this into account, some have
estimated that there were likely some 15,000-18,000 Memellanders in the Klaipėda
region before the 1959-1961 repatriation, the majority of whom were Lutherans.731

4 . 4 T h e D evas tati ng E ffe cts o f t h e War
The war in Lithuania ended in January 1945 with the Soviet takeover of the
city of Klaipėda. Lutherans once again began to gather - this time in church buildings which had suffered the ravages of the warfare of the six months just past.
in Suvalkija and elsewhere, where the Lutheran population had been chiefly german, there were few Lutherans left and they found it expedient not to advertise their
identity, since Lutheranism was still identified with germany in the minds of many
Lithuanians, and not least the Communists. Anti-german fever was at a high pitch,
and one best avoided being identified with the germans. As a result, in Suvalkija Lutherans would gather only with great difficulty. The single vital congregation in the
region was in Sudargas, although the church there had been destroyed by bombs.
vilkaviškis, another church in Suvalkija, was also destroyed. Extant documents say
little about the fate of churches in other Major Lithuanian areas. The churches in
Skuodas, Šakiai, Biržai, and gargždai all suffered damage, as did many others.732
in the Klaipėda region many churches were damaged or completely destroyed
altogether. The Karklė church sustained significant damage but was repairable. A
shell penetrated the roof in St. James Church in Klaipėda but it did not explode;
it was repairable. St. John’s Church first burned as a result of bombings and was
later destroyed by the Soviets. The Anglican Church in the same city also burned,
and the reformed church was heavily damaged. The church in Natkiškiai, which
was on the highest ground in the Klaipėda region and could be used as an observation point, sustained heavy damage. The german army destroyed the tower. The Paleičiai church was also destroyed. in Piktupėnai the church building
sustained heavy damage. The Priekulė church survived the war, but was then
burned by the Soviet NKvD soldiers, who found memorial wreaths with Nazi
731
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“happiness and success in 1945.” Karys. January 3, 1945.

symbols, commemorating the war dead. They refused to allow parishioners to
fight the fire.733 The Smalininkai church was completely destroyed, as was also
the church in viešvilė.734
Some other churches were plundered by red Army soldiers. in Kretingalė and
Dovilai the interiors were defaced and defiled. in Plikiai and vanagai the church
733
734
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organs were damaged by rifle butts. in
Švėkšna the interior of the church was
damaged by unexploded shells and the
roof was partially destroyed, but the
building still stood. other church buildings suffered similarly.735
Congregations would gather when
and where they could and would effect
such repairs as they were able to accomplish. however, they would have to
continue to face a strong and virulently
atheistic government which longed to
destroy them. in the Stalinist era bulldozers would be used by the government in its attempt to eradicate religion
and extinguish faith. in some places Lutheran churches, which could well have
been repaired, would instead be razed.
The government would, however, soon
find that to eradicate religious faith was
far more difficult than tearing down
church buildings.
Tauragė parish church by an unknown
artist. Tauragė became the spiritual and administrative center of the Lutheran Church
beginning in the Soviet years. Bilder 1964.
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Nikštaitis, Pranas (germ. Nikschtat, Franz) 24,
33-35, 85
Nöldeke, Wilhelm 77
obereigner, otto 25, 309
ogilvie, Alexander 25
ostachiewicz, Kazimierz (Lith. Ostachevičius,
Kazimieras) 122-123
ostermejeris, gotfridas 222
Pauperas, Jonas (germ. Paupers, Johann) 22,
24, 26, 31-35, 41, 43, 85, 102, 106, 110, 126,
222, 225-230, 243, 244
Pėteraitis, Mikas 207
Piasecki, Aleksander (Lith. Piaseckis, Aleksandras) 29, 33, 34
Plamsch, Arthur (Lith. Plamšas, Artūras) 16, 17
Plepienė, Milda 209
Podszus, georg 25
Poelchau, Peter harald 66
Preikšaitis, Jonas 212
Preikšaitis, Jurgis 90, 114
Preikšaitis, Martynas 21, 22, 38, 43, 85, 89, 112,
113-115, 120, 175, 179-181, 188, 190, 204,
219, 236, 242, 243, 307,
Preikšaitis, Mikas 24, 33, 34, 112, 113, 114-116,
120, 125, 169, 171, 172, 174, 188, 189, 212,
217, 236, 242, 307
Pušneraitis 170, 172
radtke, Martin 25
radvila Perkūnas, Kristupas (Pol. Radziwiłł
Piorun, Krzysztof) 128, 129
radvila, Jonušas (Pol. Janusz Radziwiłł) 128, 129
raštikis, Stasys 28, 167
rauskinas, gustavas (Latv. Gustavs Rauskiņš)
24, 33, 34, 44, 85, 89, 112-115, 171, 175, 179,
181, 187, 188, 190, 192-194, 202, 204, 217
reichardt, oskar 70, 80
reisgies, gustav 25
reisgies, Wilhelm 25
renteln, Theodor Adrian von 143-147, 149,
151-153, 155, 157, 158, 165, 175, 196, 204,
221, 237, 247-249, 251, 255, 256, 259, 263265, 268, 273, 276, 291, 292, 303, 305, 306
rėza, Liudvikas 232
ribbat, Ernst 25, 309
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ribbat, Ernst Bruno 25
ribbentrop, Joachim von 27, 69, 71, 75, 78, 79, 209
riedesel, Erich 25
rikovijus, Jonas 222
ropp, Went von der 175, 192, 265, 269, 270272, 279, 283, 286, 298, 299
rosenfelder, Karl 279
rosenberg, Alfred 143, 153, 247-249, 252, 244,
255, 260, 261, 265, 272, 281, 282, 298, 303
roth, Erich 246, 262
rudakov 135, 136
rugienis, Justas 97
Sandegren, Paul 19
Schernus, Christoph 25
Schmidt, heinrich Konstantin (Lith. Šmitas,
Henrikas Konstantinas) 38-41, 85
Schmidt, Kurt 25
Schmitz 271
Schurin 159
Segelates, Augustas 136
Senkus, F. 217, 218
Smetona, Antanas 26, 36, 46, 47, 132, 163, 257
Sobczak, Janusz 94, 103
Soblys, vytautas 33, 34, 39, 40
Söderblom, Nathan 19-20
Sprogis, Janis 231
Sroka, henrikas Dzerdžislovas 17, 24, 33-35,
41, 44, 85, 118, 180, 227
Staden von 264, 268, 270-272, 279, 286
Stalin, Joseph 25, 28, 59, 78, 83, 84, 111, 122,
123, 243, 313
Stanaitis, Julius 22, 24, 26, 33, 34, 85, 117
Stanaitis, otonas 90, 114, 198
Stikliorius, Jokūbas 106
Stossun, harry 94, 103,
Strasdas, hans 25
Straumanis, Jānis 203, 204
Strazdas 151
Streikus, Arūnas 13
Strikauskienė, L. 209
Studnicki, Wacław gizbert 36, 51
Szczesny, Karl Julius (Lith. Čėsna, Karolis Julius) 159
Šaulys, Kazimieras 139
Šernas, Adomas 89, 176, 225-230, 234-241
Šikšnienė, roza 308
Šimanas, Aleksandras 124, 125
Šimelpenigis, Adomas Fridrichas 222
Širis-Šire, v. 190
Šlaža, Mikas 106, 228, 230
Šlefendorfas, Petras 213

Šlepetys, Jonas 36, 37
Šneideraitis (germ. Schneidereit) 282
Šusteris, Fridrichas zigmantas 222
Tartilavičius Batakietis, Jonas 213
Tennigkeit, gottfried 25
Tennigkeit, Johannes 25
Tittelbach, Paul (Lith. Titelbachas, Paulius) 8,
12, 15-17, 21, 23, 24, 33, 34, 41-43, 57, 81, 85,
86, 88, 102-104, 116, 185, 196, 198, 257-259,
263-269, 273, 275-277, 279-283, 285, 287,
288, 290-296, 298-300, 303, 305
Trakis, Ansas 33-35, 38, 41, 43, 85, 197-199, 277
Tulaba, Ladas 136
urdzė, Juozas 24, 43, 49, 85, 110, 197
valančius, Motiejus 220
valeška, Adolfas 122, 123
variakojis, Petras 167
vasilevičienė, Alberta 155
venclova, Antanas 116, 117
venskus, Fricas 90
virbickas, Leonas 167
vitkauskas, vincas 29
voldemaras, Augustinas 19
vymeris, Augustas (germ. Wiemer, August)
17, 18, 24, 42, 43, 84, 85, 86, 89, 90, 112, 113,
114, 119, 120, 139, 230
vymeris, rudolfas (germ. Wiemer, Rudolf) 24,
27, 33, 34, 85, 226
Wagner, gustav (Lith. Vagneris, Gustavas) 24,
33, 34, 85, 268, 297
Wahl 276
Wandesleben, otto-Wilhelm 246, 254-256,
262, 264, 265, 279,
Wannags, Martin 25
Weihrauch, Samuel (Lith. Veirauchas, Samuelis) 18, 25, 300, 308
Weitenauer 287
Weyer 268, 276
Wilhelm ii 223
Wischeropp, Johann (Lith. Višeriopas, Jonas)
16, 21, 24, 43, 44, 85
Wosylus, otto 25
Wulff, horst 143
zollondz 291
Žalkauskas, Karolis 22, 33, 34, 35, 39, 40
zengštokas, Lozorius 222
Žitkus, Kazimieras 221
Žiugžda, Juozas 117
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Akmenė 209
Alkiškiai 12, 24, 42, 55, 56, 62, 85, 95, 115, 178,
179, 181, 193
Allenstein 74
Alytus 129, 155, 157, 249
Anykščiai 218, 219
Apuolė 181
Ariogala 24, 90, 115, 179, 181
Augustów 74
Australia 307
Bajorai 93
Basel 41, 43
Batakiai 18, 22, 24, 58, 85, 96, 115, 178, 179-181,
188, 189, 307.
Belarus 25, 46, 143, 255, 302
Berlin 21, 57, 70, 77, 78, 90, 107, 109, 110, 246,
247, 254, 256, 257, 259, 261, 263-266, 281,
282, 284, 285, 287, 297-300, 303, 304
Betygala 130
Biała 73
Białystok 30
Bielsk 73
Biliūniškės 209
Biržai 16, 24, 41, 46, 64, 85, 89, 95, 99, 115, 149,
152, 153, 160, 177-179, 181, 183, 185, 186,
207, 209, 241, 249, 311
Bromberg 304
Bryansk 145
Būtingė 22, 24, 42, 43, 95, 115, 178, 179, 181,
187, 188, 190,
Canada 307
Čeplinava (germ. Tschiplinava) 257, 258
Ciechanów 74
Courland 16, 213
Crimea 145
Dąbrowa górnicza 73
Dachau 304
Danzig 74, 99, 305
Darbėnai 24, 179, 181
Dorpat (Est. Tartu) 31
Dovilai (germ. Davillen) 25, 313
East Prussia 16, 17, 69, 74, 93, 99, 107, 109, 110,
198, 199, 222, 249, 273, 297, 305, 308
Edinburgh 186
Embūte 214
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Estonia 16, 38, 46, 47, 65-67, 69, 70, 75, 79, 93,
98, 143, 153, 192, 248, 249, 277,
Flatow (Pol. Złotów) 106
France 46
galicia 75
gargždai 24, 85, 115, 119, 178-181, 311
garliava 16, 24, 26, 27, 85, 95, 115-117, 178,
179, 181
general government 73-76, 103
geneva 23
georgia 59
germany 12, 13, 16-18, 25, 27, 38, 40, 56, 57, 65,
66, 70, 71, 74, 75, 77-79, 81, 85, 86, 93, 95-99,
102, 108-110, 112, 118, 126, 131, 135, 136,
139, 141, 147, 158, 161, 162, 189, 196, 224,
238, 246, 262, 270, 275-277, 281-283, 303,
305, 307, 311
gramzda 214
gumbin 74
highlands (Lith. Aukštaitija) 222
iškoniai 185
Joniškis 24, 95, 115, 130, 160, 178, 179, 181
Juodkrantė (germ. Schwarzort) 25
Jurbarkas 15, 22, 24, 26, 84, 85, 96, 115, 117,
118, 178, 180, 181, 185, 208, 230, 231, 295,
308
Kairiai (germ. Kairinn) 25
Kaišiadorys 129
Kalisz 73
Kalnėnai 115
Kalvarija 24, 41, 79, 85, 88, 99, 115, 136, 179,
181
Karklė (germ. Karkelbeck) 25, 311
Kattowitz 74
Katyčiai (germ. Coadjuthen) 25, 108
Kaunas 13, 15, 16, 18, 21-24, 26, 28-32, 39, 41,
43-45, 52, 54, 63, 64, 77, 80, 85, 86, 90, 93,
96-99, 112-116, 118, 119, 121, 122, 124-127,
129, 133, 134, 139, 140, 143, 144, 147-149,
152, 155, 157, 159, 163, 167, 168-173, 175,
177-179, 181, 185-188, 191, 192, 196, 198201, 206, 207, 212, 215, 217, 222, 224, 225,
227, 229-231, 233, 236-238, 240, 241, 243,
244, 247, 249-254, 257, 259, 263-266, 268,
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269, 272, 273-275, 277, 279-281, 283-287,
289-293, 295, 303, 306, 307
Kėdainiai 24, 57, 68, 85, 89, 90, 99, 115, 128,
129, 178, 179, 181, 185, 186, 249, 257, 263,
278, 279, 288, 291-293, 295, 296
Kelmė 24, 99, 115, 136, 179, 181, 215
Kėželiai 209
Kiev 145
Kingdom of Prussia 73, 74
Kintai (germ. Kinten) 25
Kirschberg (Pol. Kraszew) 106
Klaipėda (germ. Memel) 8, 25, 57, 107, 118,
223-225, 227, 228, 231, 309, 311
Klaipėda region (Memelland) 16, 17, 23, 25, 27,
39, 41, 46, 79, 83, 96, 102, 105, 108, 118, 163,
197, 220, 223, 227, 228, 306-309, 311, 312
Königsberg 74, 108, 109, 286, 305, 309
Kraków (germ. Kraukau) 30, 75
Kretinga 15, 17, 24, 32, 45, 46, 49, 56, 64, 84, 85,
93, 94, 96, 99, 104, 110, 115, 119, 120, 135,
141, 152, 154, 171, 178, 179-181, 184, 189,
195, 196, 203, 204, 206, 213, 214, 219, 222,
230, 231, 235, 236, 242, 243, 285, 297
Kretingalė (germ. Deutsch Crottingen) 25, 43,
313
Kruopiai 55
Kruthen (Latv. Krūte) 16
Kudirkos Naumiestis 16, 24, 41, 85, 99, 104,
115, 141, 179, 181
Kulm 305
Kurseliai 43
Kuršėnai 24, 96, 115, 179, 181
Kursk 277
Kybartai 18, 24, 79, 102, 104, 115, 135, 179, 181,
250, 273, 283,
Lassen (Latv. Laši) 16
Latvia 16, 17, 42, 46, 47, 65-67, 69, 70, 75, 79,
93, 98, 143, 153, 187, 190, 192-194, 203, 213,
248, 249, 277
Lauksargiai (germ. Lauksargen) 25, 93
Lazdijai 155, 249
Leipzig 99, 304
Lemburg (Latv. Mālpils) 16
Letūkai 118
Liubavas 136
Liudvinavas 115, 136, 179
Livonia 16, 31, 66
Łódź 73, 99, 105, 106, 110
Lublin 27, 30, 75
Major Lithuania 25, 52, 96, 102, 105, 113, 163,
220, 221, 222, 224, 228, 307

Marijampolė 20, 24, 52, 78, 85, 87, 99, 104, 115,
136, 155, 157, 178, 179, 181, 249, 284-286,
288, 289, 297
Mažeikiai 24, 42, 95, 115, 178, 179, 181
Memel (Lith. Klaipėda) 8, 25, 57, 107, 118, 223225, 227, 228, 231, 309, 311
Memelland (Klaipėda region) 16, 17, 23, 25,
27, 39, 41, 46, 79, 83, 96, 102, 105, 108, 118,
163, 197, 220, 223, 227, 228, 306-309, 311,
312
Mensguth 297
Minor Lithuania 119, 222, 225, 243
Moscow 27, 28, 46, 49, 59, 65, 75, 77, 145
Natkiškiai (germ. Nattkischken)
Nida (germ. Nidden) 25
Nowinka 79
Nürnberg 304
ortelsburg 273
ostland 141, 143, 144, 146, 153, 158, 159, 174,
246, 247, 251-256, 264, 265, 268, 269, 272275, 279, 283-285, 297, 298, 304, 305
Pabalvė 24, 115, 179, 181, 215
Pagėgiai (germ. Pogegen) 25
Pagramantis 151
Pajūris 151
Pakruojis 24, 89, 96, 115, 179, 181
Palanga 24, 115, 119, 179-181
Paleičiai (germ. Paleiten) 25, 197, 311
Pandėlys 24, 89, 115, 179, 181
Panevėžys 24, 63, 64, 71, 85, 89, 96, 99, 102,
104, 115, 143, 149, 152, 154, 160, 178, 179,
181, 185, 192, 249, 266, 267, 281, 282, 287,
289, 290
Papilys 46
Paražniai 141
Paris 46
Pasvalys 127, 215
Pašyšiai (germ. Paszieszen) 25
Piktupėnai (germ. Piktupönen) 25, 311
Pilviškiai 24, 115, 179, 181
Pipirai 41
Plaškiai (germ. Plaschken) 25
Plikiai (germ. Plicken) 25, 313
Płock 73
Poland
Polesie
Pomerania (Pol. Pomorze)
Posen (Pol. Poznań)
Poznań (germ. Posen) 25, 30, 31, 35, 70-75, 99,
248, 303, 304
Prague 20
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Priekulė (germ. Prökuls) 25, 108, 312
Priekule (Latvia) 213
Prienai 24, 39, 115-117, 179, 181
Puńsk 79
radom 75
radviliškis 24, 96, 115, 179, 181
ramučiai (germ. Ramutten) 25, 300, 308
raseiniai 16, 24, 85, 99, 115, 118, 178, 179, 181,
185, 208
riga 41, 42, 69, 143, 159, 193, 247, 251, 255, 268,
274, 279, 282, 284, 286, 287, 291, 304
ritinė 24, 96, 115, 179, 181
rukai (germ. Rucken) 25
ruobežiai 41
rusnė (germ. Russ) 25
russia 29, 46, 59, 65, 247, 301, 302
Šakiai 24, 85, 115, 118, 141, 155, 178-181, 185,
208, 249, 270, 297, 311
Samogitia (Lith. Žemaitija) 112, 114, 137, 198,
213, 220, 231
Šančiai 24, 43, 85, 118, 119, 178
Sartininkai 24, 58, 94, 96, 115, 135, 154, 177,
179, 181
Saugos (germ. Saugen) 25
Saunoriai ii 55, 62
Scotland 186
Šeduva 24, 89, 99, 179, 181
Seirijai 24, 99, 104, 115, 179
Sejny 79
Šiauliai 24, 55, 63, 69, 70, 85, 96, 115, 143, 159,
160, 173, 178, 179, 181, 183, 184, 190, 197,
216, 249, 280, 281
Siberia 107, 120
Šilalė 24, 38, 43, 58, 85, 94, 96, 99, 115, 137, 138,
179, 181, 196, 198, 213, 266
Šilavotas 136
Šilutė (germ. Heydekrug) 25, 308, 310
Skaudvilė 24, 58, 86, 91, 94, 96, 115, 179-181
Skirsnemunė 24, 35, 99
Skuodas 16, 24, 46, 57, 85, 96, 115, 137, 138,
178, 179, 181, 187, 188, 190, 197, 213, 214,
311
Smalininkai (germ. Schmalleningken) 25, 308,
312
South-East-Prussia 74, 110, 198
Soviet union 25, 27, 28, 45-47, 49, 58, 64, 67, 71,
75, 79, 112, 115, 120, 131, 135, 136, 138, 170,
293, 294, 301, 311
Sudargas 17, 24, 26, 43, 85, 94, 96, 99, 115, 118,
178-181, 185, 311
Suwałki 73, 74, 79, 83
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Švėkšna 24, 58, 90, 94, 96, 115, 134, 135, 179,
181, 207, 313
Švenčionys 155
Šventoji 209
Sweden 19, 307
Switzerland 19
Szczecin 73
Tallinn 143, 145
Tauragė 17, 24, 26, 41-43, 45, 46, 56-59, 64, 77,
84-86, 93, 94, 96, 99, 112, 114, 115, 117, 120,
137, 134, 135, 137, 139, 148, 151, 155, 159,
167, 168, 176-179, 181, 183, 184, 194-196,
203, 206, 208, 215, 219, 222, 230-232, 249,
276, 280-282, 284, 297, 313
Telšiai 24, 62, 64, 115, 119, 127, 128, 179, 181,
214, 215, 238, 301
Trakai 155, 157, 170, 171, 172, 174, 177
ukmergė 24, 155, 179
ukraine 25, 143, 302
united States 307
upper Silesia (Pol. Górny Śląsk) 73, 74
utena 155, 157
vainutas 134-136, 179
vanagai (germ. Wannaggen) 25, 313
vatican 48
veiveriai 136
verdainė (germ. Werden) 25
vienna 41
viešvilė (germ. Wischwill) 25, 312
vilkyškiai (germ. Willkischken) 25
vilkaviškis 20, 24, 79, 85, 99, 104, 115, 128, 130,
155, 157, 178, 179, 181, 311
vilnius 15, 28-37, 45, 46, 51, 58, 63, 64, 85, 89,
96, 98, 99, 104, 110, 113-115, 121-125, 129,
135, 143, 151, 155, 157, 159, 160, 161, 167,
178, 179, 181, 191, 192, 210-212, 217, 244,
301, 303, 304, 306, 307
vilnius region 25, 27, 28, 30, 32, 35, 45, 251
virbalis 20, 24, 79, 80, 85, 87, 93, 115, 178, 179,
181, 186, 198, 253, 277, 284
vištytis 16, 24, 79, 85, 99, 104, 115, 178, 179, 181
vitebsk 145
viżajny 79
volhynia (Pol. Wołyń; ukr. Волинь) 75, 97, 249
vyžiai (germ. Wieszen) 25
Warsaw (Pol. Warszawa) 27, 30-32, 75, 192,
Wartheland 73
West germany 307
West Prussia 73, 74, 99
Wildschütz 105, 106
Wladowice 73
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Włocławek 73
Ylakiai 24, 96, 115, 178, 179, 181
zarasai 129, 155
zichenau 74
zürich 41, 43
Žagarė 24, 96, 115, 179, 181, 209
Žeimelis 8, 24, 56, 64, 85, 89, 96, 115, 127, 149,
160, 172, 178, 179, 181, 194, 215, 219
Žemaičių Naumiestis 24, 56, 58, 84-86, 91, 94,
115, 134, 136, 151, 177-179, 181, 189, 207,
273, 305
Žukai (germ. Szugken) 25
Žvyriai 16, 24, 35, 85, 96, 99, 118, 178, 180, 181,
185,
Žygaičiai 135
Żywiec 73
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Knygoje apžvelgiama Lietuvos liuteronų bažnyčios istorija Antrojo pasaulinio karo
metais, pradedant vilniaus krašto atgavimu ir pirmąja sovietine okupacija. Joje nagrinėjama sovietų ir nacių antibažnytinė politika, jos vykdymo priemonės, apibūdinama Bažnyčios misija naujomis sąlygomis. Ypatingas dėmesys kreipiamas į Liuteronų
bažnyčią sukrėtusią 1941 m. repatriaciją, kurios metu kraštą paliko didžioji dauguma
šios konfesijos narių bei kunigų, ir konsistorijos pastangas sušvelninti jos pasekmes
parapijoms.
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